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Introduction

Several excellent symposia or collections of articles in the field

of creativity have been published in the past ten years, notably

by Anderson (1959), Gruber, Terrell and Wertheimer (1962),

Mooneyand Razik (1967), Stein and Heinze (1960), C. W. Taylor

(1964a and b) and C. W.Taylor and Barron (1963). Useful general

Summaries are provided by Golann (1963), Barron (1965),

Cropley (1967) and Tyson (1966). However these do not serve

quite the same function as a book of Readings, which should

sample major contributions of the past, as well as recent work.

Naturally my choice in the present collection is arbitrary, but I

believe fairly conventional rather than idiosyncratic. It is based

on the following principles:

1. To show the range and variety of work in the area, both

theoretical and applied, not glossing over the fact that muchofit

is controversial and indecisive.

2. To include many of the major names who are most often

quoted, while at the same time trying to fill in the gaps between

their articles or excerpts by less generally known contributions.

3. To give reasonable recognition to the work of British as

well as American authors.

4. To avoid highly technical matter, which would presume

considerable knowledge of, say, statistics.

This Introduction will attempt to indicate the main trends of

psychological interest and importance,’ and to provide a guide

to suggested further reading. I say psychological, since I have

excluded any discussion of whatconstitutes a great workofart or

of scientific invention; these are matters of aesthetic criticism, or

of theoretical or technological evaluation. Similarly art educa-

tion or other forms of technical training are entirely omitted.

The major, though by no means sole, emphasis is on differences

between individuals in the abilities and personality characteristics

1. Considerable use has been made of myearlier articles (Vernon, 1964,

1967).
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Introduction

that underlie the production of artistic or scientific work which
is generally recognized as creative and original. What various

kinds of talents can be distinguished and, perhaps, measured?

Whatare their origins? What promotes and what hinders their
development?

It is just 100 years ago that Galton published his Hereditary

Genius (1869), the first attempt at an empirical.study of human

abilities, which viewed men of genius, not as a kind ofrace apart,

but as the extreme top end of a continuousdistribution. However,

the basic principles of measuring mental abilities were pioneered
by Charles Spearman in London and Alfred Binetin Paris, in the
first decade of the twentieth century. Though Galton himself
thought of ability in terms of varied talents, combined with
strong motivation, Spearman overemphasized the supreme im-
portance of the general intelligence factor in all types of achieve-
ment; and both looked to heredity, rather than environment, as

the source of greatness.

Now at the time when Galton waswriting, society in general was
little concerned about fostering or increasing its resources of
men and womenof outstanding ability. People were intrigued by
the lives and tribulations of great artists, writers, scientists and
leaders, but Thomas Gray was exceptional in his concern over

‘mute inglorious Miltons’ (1750). However, social reformers and
politicians were beginningto realize that education was needed not
merely for the aristocracy and the church but for the production
of doctors, lawyers and the like, and even for the masses.

Since these first beginnings of the technological welfare society,
European education has vastly extended its coverage and effec-
tiveness. Particularly since the Second World Warit has aimed to
provide equality of opportunity, regardless of wealth or class.
Butit is still litist in the sense that it differentiates according to
the abilities and achievements that students actually manifest.
Westill assume, in other words, that genuine talent will makeits
way without requiring special encouragement, perhaps even that

creative genius thrives on opposition and difficulties. Thus Euro-
peans find somedifficulty in understanding whatall the fuss is
about in America over creativity and ‘the gifted child’. Neverthe-
less European educationists, like their American counterparts, are
increasingly concerned as to whether current methodsofteaching,
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testing and examining, at school andat university, may not unduly
favour the conformist mentality and discourage spontaneous, in-
dependent thought among those children or students who might
make future original contributions to the arts, sciences and
technologies.
American education has always been more ‘democratic’,

aiming to integrate diverse social groups and to reduce, rather
than exacerbate, individual differences. Thus when L. M.
Terman, profiting from Spearman’s and Binet’s contributions,
embarked on his lifelong studies of intelligence, he deplored the
lack of recognition and encouragement of brighter children in
American schools. Both teachers and parents, it seemed, wanted
to produce the conventional, socially well-adjusted child and
viewed the unusually talented student with suspicion. Terman’s
work, together with Leta Hollingworth’s (1926) studies of the
difficulties of adjustment of very high-I.Q. children, made a
considerable impact; and during the 1930s and 40s there was
much experimentation with, and controversy over, schemes of
‘acceleration’, ‘homogeneous grouping’ or ‘enrichment’ of the
curriculum. But it was the advent of Sputnik in 1957 that shocked
America into asking whether its educational system wasfailing
to produce sufficient original scientists to maintain its techno-
logical lead in the modern world.
Another turning point was J. P. Guilford’s (1950) paper which

pointed out that almost all the tests and achievement examina-
tions used by American psychologists and educationists were
‘convergent’, that is, for each item there was one predetermined
correct answer. Clearly these put the imaginative or independent
thinker at a disadvantage. Creative thought is more likely to
issue in a variety of new answers, in other words, to be divergent.
Manyinvestigations of so-called creativity tests followed (see

Part Fourofthis volume) together with a spate of publications on
the need for early recognition of children with unusual ideas and
talents, on tolerating and encouraging independentthinking and
creative activities instead of repressing them because they upset
the teacher’s routine, on the possibilities of training students and |
industrial employees to develop their potential creative powers
(see Part Six), and on the selection of research workers for
creativity rather than for convergent types of achievement.

11
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Whether this is a passing craze, or an educational revolution,

time will show. As the Ammonses(1962) and others have pointed

out, many of the prescriptions for encouraging creative develop-

ment in children run directly counter to the manner in which

creative geniuses in history were often reared.

Research hasstill not given a clear answer to such questions as

whether creativity is an ability distinct from intelligence, or

whether, as Thurstone (1952) and Guilford supposed, it in-

volves a numberofdifferent primary mental abilities or factors.

Nor do we know what kinds of tests, given in what manner,

best predict future creative capacities of students and adult

workers. A good deal of the confusion in this area arises from

loose usage of terms like creative, original, imaginative, non-

conformist, gifted, talented, genius, etc. Whereas some writers

are talking about people like Mozart and da Vinci, or about

highly productive and original artists or scientists of the present

and future (say 1 in a 1000 of the population), others are re-

ferring to children or adults who score well on divergent thinking

tests — a very different matter. Still others refer to the exceptionally

able students from the top 1 or 2 per cent in I.Q. and achieve-

ment, or even to the top 20 per cent — the well-above average.

Again there are many kinds, as well as degrees, of creativeness.

Should we expect to be able to subsumea child’s drawings or his

father’s gardening, under the same principles as Einstein’s

theory of relativity ?

Let us go back to the beginning and look at a rather different

aspect of the subject. To the layman, and indeed to theartist

himself, the nature of the creative process is mysterious and

unanalysable. It is difficult even to define creativity, though

many havetried (cf. Ghiselin, 1952; I. A. Taylor, 1959), usually

emphasizing novel combinations or unusual associations of

ideas, and the point that such combinations must have social or

theoretical value, or make an emotional impact on other people.

To the psychologist, however, creative thinking is merely one of

the many kinds of thinking which range from autistic fantasy

and dreaming to logical reasoning. Indeed to some extent it

seems to partake of both extremes (cf. McKellar, 1957; Vinacke,

1952). Many of the experiments that have been carried out on

problem solving and blockages to novel solutions (e.g. Maier,

12
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1930-31; Duncker, 1945; Wertheimer, 1959) are also relevant to
creativity, and a few studies (e.g. Patrick, 1935, 1937) have
attempted, not very successfully, to investigate creative produc-
tion under laboratory conditions. Newell, Shaw and Simon
(1962) have shown that most of the typical features of creative
thinking, at least in mathematics and chess playing, are amenable
to computer simulation. Further work along these lines and in
information theory may well provide our best hope of progress in
understanding the psychology of creative thought. Another
possible mode of attack is through studies of the effects of
hallucinogenic drugs (see Huxley, 1954). But though these release
people from acquired inhibitions and conventional perceptual
habits, there is little evidence, as yet, that they result in the
production of worthwhile creative ideas.
So far we have considered creativity mainly as an ability and a

form of cognitive activity. But throughout the history of its
study a recurrent theme has been the underlying personality
characteristics and emotional drives of the creative individual.
According to John Dryden, ‘Great wits are sure to madness near
allied’, and Lombroso (1891) considered genius as a manifesta-
tion of the diseased mind, accompanied by many signs of
pathology. Kretschmer (1931) too spoke of a psychopathic ele-
ment, combined with a high degree of talent, though he was more
interested in the association of different types of genius with
different physiques and temperaments. However, the first
empirical investigation of the topic by Havelock Ellis (1904)
showed very little psychosis among British men of genius,
though minor nervous disorders and poor health in childhood
were rather frequent. Cox’s survey in the 1920s confirmed this
(Cox, 1926), and emphasized the outstanding persistence and
drive of great leaders, intellectuals and artists. Clearly generaliza-
tions are dangerous. Many menofgeniusin the past have shown
psychotic or severe neurotic tendencies, anditis difficult to believe
that they could have produced as they did had they been more
normal. Many others have been eccentrics, rebels or emotionally
unstable, while still others have lived full and very ordinarylives,
though characterized by extreme devotion to their artistic or
scientific work.
Our Readings include selections from Terman and Roe,

13
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Freud and Rogers; while Part Five describes a number of in-
vestigations of living individuals, using tests and controlled
interviews, which seem to yield a rather consistent picture of the

personality and motivation of the creative scientist. Though too
long to reproduce here, McClelland’s (1962) synthesis of these
findings with psychoanalytic theory is particularly worth reading.
The creative artist is similar in some respects, but probably very
different in others, and less progress has been made in studying
him, presumably because heis less essential to technological
survival. An unanswered question is why so few women have
shown outstanding creativity in any field. Another fascinating
problem is how the artist conveys in his pictures, writings or
music his personal solutions to emotional conflicts, his insights

into human nature, which give us aesthetic satisfaction through

their effects on our own emotions. This adds a further complica-

tion, since it implies that creativity is always relative to a particu-

lar culture; it is not a product of the artist or scientist alone.

There are very few who,like Shakespeare, appeal to something

so universal in human nature asto retain their reputation over

‘many generations and in diverse cultures. Even in the case of

science and invention, whereit is easier to judge that somein-

sights are more seminal than others either for theoretical advance

or for their practical utility, it is notorious that the value of

original contributions is often not recognized at the time.

Somestudy has been given to cultural environments that favour

or inhibit the production of sheer numbers of outstanding

scientists or artists. J. M. Cattell (1906) initiated this approach by

comparing the numbers of men of science bornin different

American states which varied in wealth, educational advance and

social traditions. Others, such as Knapp (1963), have shown that

certain universities or other institutions produce more creative

research than others. While these differences are attributable

largely to the quality of the students or staff they attract, we are

beginning to get some understanding of the social and educa-

tional factors which go to make up theinstitutional ‘climate’.

14
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Part One Pioneer Empirical Studies

Francis Galton is recognized as the founder of psychological

and mathematical studies of individual differences. Though we

have space only for a summary of his best known work

(Reading 1), this illustrates his approach to the scaling of

humanability, and his emphasis on the genetic basis of talents,

to the neglect of family upbringing and other influences. Terman
and Cox showed the same biasin their title, Genetic Studies of
Genius, but gave greater recognition to the role of personality

factors, of favourable environment and conditions of schooling,
in the fruition of talent. Their studies, both of eminent

historical figures and of high-I.Q. children, demonstrated that
outstanding ability is more often associated with superior

personality characteristics than with emotional abnormality.
Wemaycriticize Terman for trusting too muchto intelligence
tests and teachers’ ratings in selecting his children’s sample,
indeed even virtually identifying genius with high I.Q.; but he
was responsible for the most extensive follow-up study in the
history of psychology (see Reading2).

Roe’s investigations of living scientists (Reading 3) are less

psychometric, moreclinical, in their methodology. But her

conclusions regarding their upbringing and personalities have

been generally confirmed by later work.
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1 M.1. Stein and S. J. Heinze

A Summary of Galton’s Hereditary Genius

Excerpt from M. I. Stein and S. J. Heinze, Creativity and the Individual,
Free Press, 1960, pp. 85-90.

Galton maintains that mental capacities are hereditary, that they
follow the laws of organic transmission and that these laws can be
ascertained by careful observation. His book is devoted primarily
to a demonstration of the hereditary linkages among persons of
outstanding achievement in a variety offields.
The bookis divided into three major sections. In thefirst, the

problems of classifying men according to their ability are dis-
cussed, and the approach employed in this work is described. In
the second, the lineages of eminent personages are presented and
tabulated. Menin nine fields of achievement are covered: judges,
Statesmen, commanders, literary men, men of science, poets,
musicians, painters and divines. In the final section, Galton com-
pares the results for the variousfields and presents the conclusions
that he feels they justify.

Natural ability is assumed to obey the ‘law of deviation from
an average’, or in other words, to be normally distributed.
Galton proposes fourteen classes of mental ability, ‘each being
separated from its neighbours by equal grades’, covering the
usual range of mental abilities above (classes A-G) and below
(classes a-g) the average. A fifteenth and sixteenth class, labeled
Xand x represent the extremes of genius and idiocy. The natural
ability referred to is not a simple intelligence factor, but is a
composite of intelligence, motivation and power.

It is argued that eminence is an adequate index to natural
ability since the truly able individual cannot be repressed by
social obstacles. In addition, it is pointed out that English social
life presents more restrictions than does American and yet

1. It may be noted that Stein and Heinze provide admirable abstractsofall
the older literature on creativity [Ed.].

19



Pioneer Empirical Studies

England has produced more truly eminent men. Finally, Galton
notes that men whoareaided by social advantages do not achieve
eminence unless they are ‘endowed with high natural gifts’.
The relatives of Popes are especially cited as undistinguished,
though given special advantages by the Pope. Galton concludes:
‘I feel convinced that no man can achieve a very high reputation
without being gifted with very high abilities; and I trust that
reason has been given for the belief, that few who possess these
very high abilities can fail in achieving eminence.’
The selection of subjects varied with the field under considera-

tion. The English judges were selected from the Lives of the
Judges, by Foss. Only those judges between 1660 and 1865 were
considered. The statesmen were composed of the premiers
beginning with the reign of George III and the men mentioned in
Lord Brougham’s Statesmen ofthe Reign ofGeorge III. No source
for the list of commanders is given. However, Galton indicates
that he has included only those commanders ‘whose reputation
has been tested by prolonged wars, or whose ascendency over
others has been freely acknowledged’. The namesofthe literary
men were taken from ‘dictionaries’. Galton extracted those
names which he found ‘most prominent’. The scientists were also
selected from biographical dictionaries, the men who had
achieved ‘enduring reputation’ or who were ‘otherwise well
known’ to the present generation being selected. No criterion of
selection is given for the poets, musicians or artists. The divines
included those covered in Middleton’s Biographia Evangelica.
Brief attention is also given to the ancestry of senior classics at
Cambridge, outstanding oarsmen and wrestlers of the North
Country.

Three gradesofability are dealt with: (a) illustrious men among
whom ‘many are as one in a million, and not a few as one of
many millions. .. . They are men whom the wholeintelligent part
ofthe nation mourns whenthey die; who have, or deserve to have,
a public funeral; and who rank in future ages as historical
characters’; (b) eminent men — those who have ‘achieved a
position that is attained by only 250 persons in each million of
men, or by one person in each 4000’; (c) the third and lower grade
is that of English judges — their average ability ‘cannot be rated
as equal to that of the lower of the two grades’ described above.

20
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A total of 286 judges was studied. Thirty of these men were

chancellor, and of the thirty, twenty-four had eminentrelations.

Of the remaining 256 judges, only ninety had eminentrelations.

Galton concludes: ‘There is, therefore, abundant reason to con-

clude that the kinsmen of Lord Chancellors are far richer in

natural gifts than those of other judges.’

The precise number of statesmen studied is not given. There

were fifty-seven English statesmen and a ‘small supplementary

list, taken from various periods and other countries’. From this

study, Galton concludes that the ablest statesmen had the largest

number of able relatives; that the statesmen were more gifted

than the judges, since they had more eminentrelations than did

the judges; and that the ‘statesman’s type of ability is largely

transmitted or inherited’ since many of the eminent relations

were, themselves, statesmen.

In a separate chapter, Galton considers ‘the causes offailure of

issue ofjudges and statesmen’. He notes thatmany of the judges

studied postponed marriageuntil they were elevated to the bench.

Even so, the numberof legitimate children of judges appears to

be considerable. It was in the marriages of children and grand-

children that the cause for the extinction of the line was found.

_ Galton points out that among English peers in general there is a

- preference for marrying heiresses, and these women have been

‘peculiarly unprolific’. A comparison of the number of children

from heiress and non-heiress marriages demonstrates this point.

In all, aboutfifty-nine commanders were studied. Of these,

thirty-two had relationshipsofsufficient eminence to be tabulated.

In this tabulation, Galton observes that the greater the eminence

of the commander, the greater the number of eminent relations

he had. The commanders are presumed to be a moreable group

than either the judges or statesmen, and it is observed that the

commanders had a greater number of eminent relations than

either of the other two groups. Asin the case of statesmen, Galton

concludes that the ‘peculiar type of ability’ required of a com-

manderis inherited since several families of generals appear in

his list.

The total number of literary people studied is not indicated.

However, the relations of fifty-two are tabulated. Though

Galton felt unqualified to decide who amongtheliterary relatives

21
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of men of letters were themselves eminent, he does conclude that
“we mayrest satisfied that an analysis of kinsfolk shows literary
genius to be fully as hereditary as any other kind of ability we
have hitherto discussed.’
The eminentrelations of sixty-five scientific men are tabulated.

Here Galton finds the group distinguished from those previously
studied in three ways. Fewer of the fathers and grandfathers of
the scientists were themselves eminent; the importance of the
female line of inheritance was more marked; and a greater
proportion of the sons of the most gifted became distinguished in
their fathers’ fields than was true amongthe judges, statesmen or
literary men. Galton suggests that the mother is of particular
importance in determining an eminentscientific career sinceit is
she who teaches the son his basic attitude towards reality. She
may either teach him an unquestioning acceptance of dogmatism
or an attitude of inquiry and loveof truth.
A total of fifty-six poets were studied, and of these at least 40

per cent were found to have eminently gifted relations. Particu-
larly noteworthy, however, is the fact that eminent relations were
largely confined to the poets’ immediate families. Galton con-
cludes, ‘Poets are clearly not founders of families.’ The rare
combination of qualities required of the eminent poet is believed
to be unstable in inheritance. Inheritance of the strong sensuous
tastes of the poet without the controlling faculties may lead to
complete failure.

Twenty-six of the 120 eminent musiciansstudied hadillustrious
relatives. As in the case of the poets, the eminent kin of the
musicians were to be found primarily amongtheclosest relatives.
There was also a notable absence of eminentrelations through the
female line among the musicians.
The forty-two painters studied were all ‘illustrious ancient’

artists of the Italian, Spanish and Dutch schools. Eighteen of
them had eminent relatives. Again, however, ‘The rareness with

which artistic eminence passes through more than two degrees of

kinship, is almost as noticeable. . . as in the case of musicians and
poets.’

In studying the lives of 196 divines, Galton concluded that

‘they are not the founders of families who have exercised a

notable influence on our history, whether that influence be de-
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rived from the abilities, wealth or social position of any of their
members’, that ‘a pious disposition is decidedly hereditary ’, and
that ‘there are also frequent cases of sons of pious parents who
turned out very badly’.

Comparing the results for the various groups studied, Galton
summarizes:

The general uniformity in the distribution of ability among the kinsmen
in the different groups, is strikingly manifest. The eminent sons are
almost invariably more numerousthan the eminent brothers, and these
are a trifle more numerous than the eminent fathers. On proceeding
further down the table, we come to a sudden dropping off of the
numbers at the second grade of kinship, namely, at the grandfather,
uncles, nephews and grandsons....On reaching the third grade of
kinship, another abrupt dropping off in numbersis again met with, but
the first cousins are found to occupy a decidedly better position than
other relations within the third grade.

Certain exceptions to the general results are noted. They include:
(a) the small number of eminent sons of commanders; (b) the
small number of eminent fathers of scientists — particularly as
compared with the large numberofeminentsonsofthescientists;
(c) the small number of eminent fathers of poets; and (d) the
‘enormous’ number of eminent sonsofartists.

Having dealt with the exceptions, Galton concludes that:

If we say that to every ten illustrious men, who have any eminentrelation
at all, we find three or four eminent fathers, four or five eminent
brothers, and five or six eminent sons, we shall be right in seventeen
instances out of twenty-four; and in the seven cases where we are wrong,
the error will consist of less than one unit in two cases (the fathers of
commandersand menofliterature), of one unit in four cases (the fathers
of poets and the sons ofjudges, commanders and divines), and of more
than one unit in the sole case of sonsofartists.

From these results, Galton estimates the chances that a given
relative of any of the most illustrious men will achieve eminence as

follows: the chance of a father is 1 in 6; of a brother, 1 in 7; of

each son, | in 4; of each grandfather, 1 in 25; of each uncle, 1 in
40; of each nephew, 1 in 40; and of each grandson, 1 in 29. For
all more remote relatives, the chances are about 1 in 200, except

for first cousins whose chances are about 1 in 100.
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Therelative capacities of male and female lines for transmitting
ability are discussed in some detail. Galton concludes that
eminent men are the offspring of good marriages and not just
good paternal stock. However, the decidedly smaller numberof
transmissions along the female line suggests either an ‘inherent
incapacity in the femaleline for transmitting the peculiar forms of
abilitywe are now discussing’, or possibly ‘the aunts, sisters, and
daughters of eminent men do not marry, on the average, so
frequently as other women’. He believes there is some evidence
for this latter explanation.

As a matter of special interest, Galton investigated evidence
concerning the constitutions of his eminent population. His
observations led him to conclude that ‘the gifted men consist of
two categories — the very weak andthe very strong’. The mortality
curves were bi-modal, one group of men dying quite young and
another at a muchlater age. Thescientists lived longer than any
other group andhad decidedly fewer early deaths than the others.

Galton concludes his book with an attempt to apply the results
of his study to a comparison ofthe abilities of different races and
with a discussion of the development of types. He particularly
Stresses the need to build a race of greater average ability than
that of the ‘present time’. He is concerned that the demands of
civilization upon the existing race are greater than its powers to
perform. He concludesthat:

The best form ofcivilization in respect to the improvementofthe race,
would be one in which society was not costly; where incomes were
chiefly derived from professional sources, and not much through in-
heritance; where every lad had a chance of showinghis abilities and, if
highly gifted, was enabled to achieve a first-class education and en-
trance into professional life, by the liberal help of the exhibitions and
scholarships which he had gained in his early youth; where marriage
washeld in as high honouras in ancient Jewish times; where the pride
of race was encouraged (of course I do not refer to the nonsensical
sentiment of the present day, that goes under that name); where the
weak could find a welcome and a refuge in celibate monasteries or
sisterhoods, andlastly, where the better sort of emigrants and refugees
from other lands were invited and welcomed, and their descendants

naturalized.
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Psychological Approaches to the Biography of Genius

Excerpts from Part One ofL. M. Terman, ‘Psychological approachesto the

study of genius’, Papers on Eugenics, no. 4, 1947, pp. 3-20.

Probably few words have acquired a greater variety of connota-

tions than ‘genius’. On this occasion I shall disregard the

numerous meanings attached to the wordin thefirst two thousand

years of its history and call attention only to common usages in

modern English.

In a popular sense genius is often used to designate some kind

of mystical gift that cannot be explained by the ordinary laws of

human nature. The scientist, of course, rejects this usage.

Havelock Ellis and others have used the term as practically

synonymouswith eminence. Galton, while employingthe criterion

of eminence, follows Samuel Johnson in defining a genius as one

whois endowed with superior intellectual ability. This definition

is essentially identical with that given in Warren’s Dictionary of
Psychological Terms, 1934, and is the one I prefer.

The sine qua non of genius is the ability to acquire and to
manipulate concepts, the shorthand symbols without which

abstract thinking cannot proceed. However, there are many

levels of aptitude for concept mastery and the question arises
where genius may be said to begin. We have at one extreme Dr.

1. This Reading may be regarded as a summary of L. Terman etal.,
Genetic Studies of Genius, 5 vols., Stanford University Press.
Vol. I. Mental and Physical Traits ofa Thousand Gifted Children, 1926.
Vol. Il. The Early Mental Traits of Three Hundred Geniuses, 1926.
Vol. Ill. The Promise Of Youth, 1930.

Later two further volumes were published by L. Terman and M.H. Oden,
which showed the continuingintellectual achievementand generally superior
characteristics ofthe gifted group, although few,ifany, could be regarded as
geniuses.

Vol. IV. The Gifted Child Grows Up, 1947.
Vol. V. The Gifted Group at Mid-Life, 1959. [Ed.}
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Field’s laboratory rats which required thousandsoftrials and a
good part of their lives to learn to respond to triangularity in —

visual stimuli; that is, to acquire one crude concept. At the other

extreme are the Newtons and the Aristotles. The intermediate

levels range upward through infra-human intelligence, average

human intelligence and the superior grades that permit higher

and higher levels of abstraction. Any line that may be drawn to

demarcate genius is purely arbitrary. Whether one restricts the

term to the ablest in many millions, in a few thousandorin a few

hundred, does not matter provided the facts are stated.

Another problem is that of identifying the individuals who

qualify at a particular level of genius chosen for investigation. I

have referred to the criterion of eminence. Unfortunately,

eminence as measured by popular acclaim or even by space in

biographical dictionaries is influenced by other circumstances

than intellectual achievement. The population it affords is the

result of innumerable selective factors which vary from age to

age and from culture to culture. The genius whosurvives as such

has successfully run the gauntlet of premature death, the inanities

of formal education, the social and ethical pressures of his

immediate environment, and the more general cultural influences

that have given direction and contentto the civilization in which

he was born. To study only the biographies of historic characters

gives us a one-sided picture in that it tells us nothing about the

potential geniuses who failed to achieve greatly. To complete the

picture it is necessary not only to investigate the life histories

of eminent persons but also to inaugurate researches that will

proceed in the opposite direction. That is, we should identify early

in life those individuals who are intellectually gifted, secure

quantitative measures of their mental and physical traits, then

follow their careers throughlife.

For twenty years parallel studies in these two directions have

been in progress at Stanford University. On the one hand, the

mental development of 300 eminent individuals has been traced

backward to childhood; on the other hand, the development of

more than 1300 intellectually superior subjects has been followed

in the forward direction from childhood to early maturity. It is

possible to give only a few highlights from these two lines of

investigation.
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I

I shall first review some of the more recent approaches to the
biographical study of emiment persons. As you well know, the
highly original publications of Francis Galton between 1869
(Hereditary Genius) and 1889 (Natural Inheritance) stimulated
many interesting investigations on the origin and qualities of
great men. Unfortunately, the methodology of these studies soon
became stereotyped along statistical lines, with failure to take
advantage of progress in individual psychology. It has long
seemed to me that the writing of a biography is as much a
psychological as an historical undertaking and that biographers
fail as often from lack of psychological insight as from any other
cause. Not infrequently an otherwise competent biographerover-
looks crucial facts in his subject’s mental life or else interprets
them in ways that are psychologically unsound.It wasa striking
example of such erroneousinterpretation that led me to apply to
the Commonwealth Fund for a grant to finance a research on the
early mental developmentof historical geniuses. At that time my
study of California gifted children was under way and the
possibility of cross-illumination from the two lines of approach
seemed promising.
The erroneous interpretation referred to was found in Karl

Pearson’s Life, Letters and Labours ofFrancis Galton (Cambridge
University Press, 1914-30). In a discussion of Galton’s intellec-
tual precocity Pearson had presented an extraordinary array of
documentary evidence regarding his subject’s early accomplish-
ments. Francis learned to read at the age of two and a half years
and wrote a letter before he was four that has been preserved. By
the age offive he could read ‘almost any English book’ and some
French, could cast up any sum in addition, had masteredall the
multiplication table except the 9s and 11s, knew the table of
English money and could tell time by the clock. Nowit happens
that all of these and several other dated performances of Galton
have been standardized by psychologists on unselected children of
different ages, and that the mental ages necessary for each per-
formance is known.By the use of such normsitis possible in the
case of Galton to estimate with considerable assurance the lowest
I.Q. that would account for the facts. This was unquestionably
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in the neighbourhood of 200, a figure not equalled by more

than one child in 50,000 of the generality. Yet Pearson was so

unaware ofthe significance of the performances he had described

as to assert: ‘I do not think we can say more than that Francis

Galton was anormalchild with rather more than averageability.’

The research for which funds had been provided was carried out

by Catharine Cox andtwoassistants. Thefirst task wasto select a

group of eminent subjects in such a way as to avoid the bias that

is sure to enter when selection is subjective and haphazard. Cox

began with Cattell’s list of the 1000 most eminent individuals of

history as determined by the space devoted to them in bio-

graphical dictionaries. Taking the 500 mosteminent of Cattell’s

list, she eliminated from this group those born before 1450, those

who belonged to the hereditary aristocracy or nobility, and a few

others, arbitrarily, whose eminence had little or no basis in

intellectual achievement. This left her with 300 subjects.

Cox and her assistants combed the biographies of these sub-

jects for data on early mental development as indicated by

interests, education, school standing and schoolprogress, friends

and associates, reading, production and achievement. Special

attention was given to evidence from documentary sources. The

material thus assembled ran to 6000 typed pages. The evidence

for each subject was then examined independently by three

psychologists who were intimately acquainted with age normsof

mental performance. Their task involved two things: (a) estima-

tion of the minimum I.Q. that would account for a subject’s

childhood performances, and (b) a rating of the reliability of the

evidence on which the I.Q. estimate was based. The averages of

the three estimates for all individual subjects were the primary
data for this part of the study.

It must be emphasized that the I.Q. as reckonedis an estimate

of the lowest I.Q. that could reasonably account for the recorded

facts; the actual childhood I.Q.s of historical geniuses are of

course indeterminate.

For the entire group the estimated minimum I.Q.s ranged from

100 to 200, with an average of 155. The average is more than three

standard deviations above the mean of the generality. Low esti-

mates in the range of 100 to 120 I.Q. occurred only when there

was little biographical information about the early years. The
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mean was highest for philosophers (170), and next highest for
poets, novelists, dramatists and revolutionary statesmen (160).
The lowest wasfor soldiers (125), the next lowest for artists (140)
and musicians (145). The mean for scientists (155) was identical
with the mean for the total group.

It will be understood,I trust, that I.Q. estimates of this kind are
not to be taken tooliterally. For a majority of the subjects the
information on which the estimates were based was far short of
what could be desired. However, despite all inadequacies of the
data I believe that the author’s main conclusion is warranted:
namely, that the genius who achieves highest eminence is one
whom intelligence tests would have identified as gifted in child-
hood. The author warns us that the converse of this does not
follow; we may notconclude that every child whotests high will
become eminent. Her data suggest that those who do achieve
greatly are characterized not only by superior intellectual ability
but also “by persistence of motive and effort, confidence in their
abilities and great strength or force of character’.
That personality traits are influential in determining both the

level and the direction of achievement cannot be doubted. We
shall see later that this is certainly true of the gifted children I
have studied. However, one must also take account ofthe part
played by chance. For a given type of achievementto be possible
one must be born nottoo far from a given time andplace.It is an
interesting game to try to imagine how differently any list of
eminent persons might read if every one nowin it had lived a
generation or twoearlier or later. The soldiers would nearly all
bear strange names, perhaps a majority of the statesmen,
especially revolutionary statesmen, and doubtless many of the
writers and scientists.

Apart from time and place of birth, there are other chance
factors in vast number that are capable of shaping the life of a
gifted youth. Newtonat fifteen had left school and was tending
his mother’s farm; but for the timely visit of an uncle who had
attended Cambridge it is unlikely that he would ever have
received the education that madepossible his great discoveries,
Victor Cousin wasbred in the gutter and wasilliterate at the age
of ten when he happened to befriend a bully’s victim in a street
fight, with the result that the latter’s mother sought him out and
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gave him an education. Faraday left school at thirteen, and at
fourteen was apprenticed to a bookbinder. It was the reading of
an article on electricity in an encyclopaedia given him to bind that
first stimulated his interest in science. Even this would probably
have got him nowhere had not Humphrey Davybeen nearto lend
a helping hand.

In a study like that of Cox, special interest attached to certain
eminent persons who have been cited as examples of childhood
backwardness. In every one of these cases the facts clearly
contradict the legend. Goldsmith was characterized by Samuel
Johnson as ‘a plant that flowered late’, and a childhood teacher
said of him in her old age, ‘never was so dull a boy’. Actually
Goldsmith was writing clever verse at the age of seven years and
at eight was reading Ovid and Horace. His I.Q. was probably
140 or higher. Sir Walter Scott is said to have been a dunce when
he attended the Musselburgh School. Thefacts are that he never
attended this school, that when only seven years old he read
widely in poetry and in his prose at this age used correctly such
words as ‘melancholy’ and ‘exotic’, that by age ten he had
collected a small library of ballads and that at thirteen he lay
awake nights reading Shakespeare when he was supposed to be
asleep. His I.Q. was at least 150.

Other alleged dullards represent a type often encountered in
the old-fashioned Latin school, i.e. the youth who hated Latin and
Greek but had a natural talent for science. Liebig, the founder of
physiological chemistry, was the despair of his language teachers.
Atfifteen he left school and was apprenticed to an apothecary
because he wanted to be a chemist. At seventeen he managed to

enter a university and at twenty was awarded the Ph.D. degree.
John Hunter, British surgeon and anatomist, left Latin school at

thirteen and spent four apparently idle years roaming the woods
and fields, ‘watching the ants, the bees, the birds, the tadpoles

and caddis-worms, pestering people with questions about which

nobody knew or cared anything’. Alexander von Humboldt and

his brother Wilhelm, two years older, were privately tutored

along the usual classical lines. Wilhelm liked languages and was

early recognized as gifted; Alexander, caring only for nature,

was considered mentally slow. Both became eminent, but

Alexander outstripped his brother.
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In the cases just cited one notes a tendency for the direction of
later achievement to be foreshadowedby the interests and pre-
occupations of childhood. I have tried to determine how fre-
quently this was true of the 100 subjects in Cox’s group whose
childhood is best documented. Very marked foreshadowing was
noted in the case ofmore than half of the group, noneat all in less
than a fourth. Macaulay, for example, began his career as
historian at the age of six with what he called a ‘Compendium
of universal history’, filling a quire of paper before he lost in-
terest in the project. Goethe’s literary juvenilia are perhaps the
most remarkable that have ever been preserved. Ben Franklin
before the age of seventeen had displayed nearlyall the traits that
characterized him in middle life; manualskill, scientific curiosity,
religious heterodoxy, wit and buffoonery, political and business
shrewdness andability to write. At the age of seventy, when ona
diplomatic mission in England, he dug up anarticle which he had
written in his teens, published it practically without change, and
created a political sensation. At eleven Pascal wrote a paper on
sound and was so interested in mathematics that his father
thought best to deprive him of books on this subject until he had
first mastered Latin and Greek. Pascal secretly proceeded to
construct a geometry of his own and covered the ground as far
as the thirty-second proposition of Euclid. At fourteen Leibnitz
was writing on logic and philosophy and composing what he
called ‘An alphabet of human thought’. Herelates that at this
age he took a walk one afternoon to consider whether he should
hold the doctrine of substantial forms.

In working with data of this kind the investigator must of
course be wary, for even under the pen of a conscientious
biographer the childhood period is likely to be coloured by the
halo of adult achievement. The evidence, however,is indisputable
in the case of nearly all the musicians, and hardly less convincing
in the case of mathematicians and artists. There are few great
poets who did not show unusual poetic talent before the age of
fifteen. [...]

The early interests and displays of special talent by Cox’s
subjects were often disregarded in the vocational guidance given
them by parents and teachers. In no less than twenty of the 100
cases whose childhoodis best known there waspressure to turn
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the subject into another field than that in which eminence was

achieved. The destiny that half of these had to escape was the

legal profession. Balzac’s parents tried for five years to starve

him into submission that they might make a lawyer of him.

Dumas(pére) wasfirst destined for a military career, later for the

priesthood and wasfinally apprenticed to a notary. When Victor

Hugo was nineteen his father offered him an allowance if he

would relinquish literature for a more substantial profession.

Victor preferred to live in a garret and write. Coleridge’s father

wanted his son to be a parson, but fortunately the father died and

the boy was reared by an uncle who recognized literary genius

when hesaw it.

The guidance of gifted children is made more difficult by their

versatility. Intellect by its very nature is highly general, and it

follows that to one whois intellectually superior many fields of

achievement are possible if the requisite interests and drives are

present. The versatility of a few geniuses has received consider-

able attention, but the less spectacular cases are overlooked.

_ People like to believe that the geniusas a rule is no better than the

rest of us except in one particular. The facts are very different.

Except in music and the arts, which draw heavily on specialized

abilities, there are few persons who haveachieved great eminence

in one field without displaying more than averageability in one

or more otherfields.

Several years ago, one of my students, Ralph K. White, made a

study of the versatility of Cox’s 300 geniuses (see J. soc. Psychol.,

1931, pp. 460-89). Using the biographical information assembled

by Cox, White and another psychologist rated each subject on

the ability shown in twenty-three different fields. The results

indicated that a majority of the subjects displayed more than

ordinary ability in five to ten fields. The mean versatility index

washighest for non-fictional writers, statesmen and philosophers

(around 7:5); somewhat lower for scholars, religious leaders,

scientists, poets, mathematicians, novelists and dramatists

(around 6-7); much lower for soldiers and artists (4:3 and 4-0),

and lowest of all for musicians (only 2-7).

White further analysed his ratings to see whatabilities tended

to appear together. It was found, for example, that science,

mathematics, invention and handwork form a rather closely-knit
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group; poetry, novels and drama another. Philosophy, social

theory, history and languages form a third but less compact
structure. Religious leadership is allied with politics and adminis-

tration, while musicians stand pretty much alone. One of the
most interesting relationships is that between art and the science
cluster. Leonardo da Vinci is here the supreme example.

Another approach to the biography of genius is by way of
psychoanalysis, which investigates the motivational dynamics that
shape the individual personality. The contributions from this

direction now make up a vastliterature difficult to appraise.

To any but the most orthodox Freudian muchofit will appear
highly extravagant and far-fetched. Some of the contributions,

however, appeal to the psychologist as in line with common
observation. One does not have to accept the elaborate super-
structure of symbolism erected by Freud to be convinced that
psychoanalysis has profoundly influenced modern theories of
personality. There are few psychologists who longer doubt that
the crucial influences shaping the lives of some persons stem from
their childhood experiences: for example, from parent-child
conflicts or attachments, from sibling relationships, from the
sense of not being wanted or from frustration in its myriad
forms. It is impossible to understand the unsexed personality of
John Ruskin without knowledge ofhis parental attachments, the
rebellious spirit of Lord Byron without knowledge of his de-
formity and of his maternal conflicts, or the messiah complex of
John Wesley without knowledge of the mother-inspired ideal to
which he was moulded by family pressures. The phenomenon
called Hitler surely is not to be explained in terms of extraordin-
ary intellectual endowment, but rather in terms of personal
frustrations, displaced hatreds and fanatical aggressions. |

I believe there is factual basis for Lasswell’s suggestion that the
role of rebel or agitator is sometimes only a continuation of the
child’s fight against parental tyranny. Emma Goldman, with
psychological insight unusual in autobiographies, calls attention
to the possible relationship between her career as anarchist and
the brutalities she suffered from her father in childhood; she did
not think it accidental that one of her foremost associates among
the anarchists had a similar background of domestic tyranny.
Lange-Eichbaum, a German psychiatrist, has emphasized the
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importance of inner conflicts and tensions of whatever kind as
stimulants to great achievement. He believes that without such

irritants no one ever puts forth his maximum effort; that the

personality happily adjusted to its environment and never
stirred to action by opposition or frustration is foredoomed to

obscurity. Examining from a psychiatric point of view the lives
of a large group of historical geniuses this author concludes that

the more eminent the subject the more marked the evidence of

inner conflict bordering on the psychopathic. One would like to

see this conclusion checked by a research commission composed

of historians, psychiatrists and psychologists working with an

objectively selected population.

In evaluation of these various approaches to the study of

historical geniuses I wish to go on record as believing that all of

them have merit enough to justify their further cultivation. At

the same time, anyone who has attempted to draw conclusions

from the fragmentary information that can be gleaned from

biographical works is painfully aware of the limitations of his

material. One’s interpretations are at best only tentative and

suggestive, lacking always the finality of positive proof. It is a

relief, accordingly, to turn to the investigation of living subjects

who may bestudied first-hand at successive age levels with un-

limited opportunity for correlating factual data in the individual’s

life history.

il

By the study and follow-up of intellectually superior children we

can find out what such individuals are really like in early life and

what kind of men and women they become. Data which I had

been able to secure from tests and observations of about 100

gifted children between 1910 and 1920 suggested that many of the

traditional beliefs on these points contained a preponderant

element of superstition. It was obvious, however, that to secure

anything like conclusive evidence would require an expensive

study of a large and representative group of subjects.

By good fortune a grant was obtained from the Common- -

wealth Fund for an investigation of the desired scope. In 1922 a

school population of more than a quarter of a million wassifted
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by methods which brought to light practically all the children
capable of earning an I.Q. of 140 or higher, a score that is
attained by only five or six children in 1000. More than 1050
subjects of this degree of intellectual superiority were located in
the elementary grades and about 400 in high schools, a population
large enoughtoyield reliable statistical constants and sufficiently |
free from sampling bias to provide a soundbasis for generaliza-
tion. Whatis true of this group should betrue of any similarly
selected group in any comparable culture.

Let it again be noted that the gifted child is here arbitrarily
defined as one whosescore in tested intelligence is equalled by
about one child in 200 of the school population. Obviously the
term ‘genius’ can be applied to subjects of this grade of mental
superiority only in a very liberal sense. The population studied by
Galton was twenty times as highly selected, since it included
only the most eminent in 4000 ofthe generality. The American
*Who’s Who’ population is ten or twelve times as highly selected
as my gifted group, and Cattell’s galaxy of 1000 starred scientists
is over a hundredtimes asaristocratic. It is necessary to hold
these comparative figures in mind in order to appraise justly the
life achievements of the subjects I have studied.
The data secured for this group in 1922 include for a majority

of the subjects two intelligence scores; twelve scores from a four-
hour test of school achievement: scores from three tests of
character, personality and interests: thirty-four anthropometric
measurements; the results of a one-hour medical examination;
ratings by parents and teachers on twenty-five personality traits;
and a large amount of case-history information supplied by
parents, teachers and field assistants. What is the gifted child
like when wefind him ?
The medical examination and anthropometric measurements

showedthe typical gifted child physically superior to the average.
The tests of personality and character yielded scores far superior
to those of average children of corresponding age. In school
achievement the gifted subjects scored almost as high as in I.Q,
A majority of them had in fact acquired a good mastery of the
curriculum as far as two, three or even four school grades
beyond that in which they wereenrolled.
Marked unevenness in achievement was rare. Whereas the
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mean I.Q. of the group was about 150, the mean achievement

quotients in reading, arithmetic, language usage, spelling,

science information, literary information, historical information

and aesthetic information, were all in the narrow range between

137 and 152. The relative uniformity of these average scores

establishes beyond question that a high degree of versatility is

the rule in a group of this kind.

This is where our biographical study of gifted children began in

1922. It has now been under way long enoughto give someindica-

tion of the probable life achievement of such a group. The

thousand who were below high-school age in 1922 now range

from twenty-two to thirty-two years, with a median of about

twenty-seven. The 1922 high-school subjects range from twenty-

nine to thirty-seven, with a median of thirty-three. I am still in

contact with more than 95 per cent of the original group.

For several years after 1922 the subjects were followed by

information blanks that were filled out and mailed to me annually

by the parents and teachers. In 1928 a second grant from the

Commonwealth Fund made it possible to have field assistants

re-test most of the subjects and obtain a large amount of addi-

tional information through interviews with parents, teachers and

the subjects themselves. The next follow-up was conducted

chiefly by mail in 1936-7, but a liberal grant from the Carnegie

Corporation a year ago has madeit possible to keep three re-

search associates in the field since last September testing and

interviewing the subjects. As not all of the new data have yet

been statisticized, most of the figures I shall report will be in

round numberssubject to later corrections that will not materially

affect the picture. |
First a few vital statistics. The mortality rate of the group to

date is below that of the generality of corresponding age. The

same is true of the insanity rate. The incidence of suicide ap-

proaches more closely that of the generality. |

At the present time nearly 71 per cent of the membersof the

group are or have been married, the proportion being about the

same for men and women.Thedivorce rate is below that of the

generality in California of corresponding age. Among those who

have married, 43 per cent of the men and 55 per cent of the

women married college graduates. The mean intelligence score of
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the subjects themselves is well above that of their spouses, but
the latter also test high.
The group by 1940 had produced about 783 offspring. Tests

given recently to 384 of these who are above the age of two years,
have yielded a mean I.Q.of approximately 127, which represents
aboutthe expected regression towards the mean ofthe generality.

Hasthe intellectual superiority shown by this group in 1922
been maintained ? In termsofintelligence test scores the answer iS, .
on the whole, in the affirmative. The re-tests given during the
past year showed a majority of the subjects close to the ninety-
ninth percentile of the generality. This is true even of those whose
careers have not been particularly successful. Although there are
exceptions to the rule, the intellectually gifted individual can be
identified almost as accurately in the third elementary grade as
at age thirty.

With regard to educational achievement, the average memberof
the group enters high schoolat thirteen and college at seventeen.
Nearly 90 per cent enter college and of those entering about
80 per cent graduate. Although averaging more than a year
younger than their classmates, they engage moreextensively in
extra-curricular activities, receive more student-body honours
and are several times as likely to graduate with distinction.
Approximately two-thirds of the men who graduate, and half

of the women, go on for graduate work. Of some 300 men who
have completed their graduate studies, about fifty have received
a Ph.D. degree, about the same number a medical degree, about
eighty-five a law degree, and aboutthirty-five a degree in engineer-
ing or architecture. Less than one-tenth as many women as men
have obtained a graduate degree beyond the M.A. Forthe sexes
combinedthe incidence of higher professional degreesis perhaps
twenty or thirty times as great as for the general population.

In appraising the life achievements of these subjectsit is neces-
sary to take account of the severe economic depression that has
spanned most or all of their adult years. This circumstance has
made harder the way of many and has diverted some permanently
from their educational goals.

The averaged earned incomeof the menatagethirty is around
$3000 a year. About a dozen of the men are earning between
$10,000 and $15,000 a year. In general, the women who are
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gainfully employed earn only about half as much as the men, and

the maximum reached by womenis only about one-fifth the

maximum for men. Income, however, is a poor measurement of

achievement, particularly in the case of young men just starting

on their professional careers. Some of the most promising

members of the group are at present (1940) earning less than

$2500 a year.

Turning to other indications of achievement we find that about

fifty of the men and a dozen of the women are teaching in colleges

or universities. Seven of these are already executive heads of

departments.

Publications by the total group number hundredsof articles in

professional or technical journals, at least twenty books, and a

vast number of short stories, popular articles and poems. The

books include textbooks, scholarly treatises, a semi-popular book

on invention, five volumes of fiction and two books of poems.

Eighty or more patents have been issued to men of the group,

none to any of the women.

Wehaveseen in the case of historical geniuses that the direc-

tion of adult accomplishment is often foreshadowed during the

early years. In orderto find whetherthis is true ofmy gifted group

the records of men in the various fields are being compared with

respect to childhood hobbies, school marks, achievement test

scores, amount and kinds ofearly reading, trait ratings by parents

and teachers, early social adjustment and other variables.

Although the analysis has not been completed, the data are

showing more than chance agreement between some of these

variables and the field of adult achievement. This is particularly

true of those who have accomplished the most. Achievement in

music,literature and art is almost always foreshadowed in some

degree.

The range of success in my group is very wide for both sexes

and at the present time extends downwardsto occupations as

humble as those of policeman, carpenter, gardener, gas station

operator, department store floor-walker, store clerk, house-to-

house canvasser, small rancher, seaman, telephone operator,

typist andfiling clerk. The question arises what factors other than

intelligence are important determiners of achievement in such a

- group.
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One, obviously, is sex. Although the women equalor excel the
men in school achievement from thefirst grade through college,
after school days are over the great majority cease to compete
with men in the world’s work. If they do not marry at once they
accept whatever kind of respectable employmentis at hand. After
marriage they fall into the domestic role and only in exceptional
cases seek other outlet for their talents. The woman whois a
potential poet, novelist, lawyer, physician or scientist usually
gives up any professional ambition she may have had and
devotes herself to home, husband and children. The exclusive
devotion ofwomen to domestic pursuits robs the arts and sciences
of a large fraction of the genius that might otherwise be dedicated
to them. Mydata strongly suggest that this loss must be debited
to motivational causes and to limitations of opportunity rather
than to lack ofability.

Since the achievement of women is so largely determined by
extraneous circumstancesandis in any case sodifficult to estimate,
my investigation of the causes of success and failure has been
confined to the male group. Three psychologists, working inde-
pendently, examined the records of 600 men and rated each
subject on life success. The criterion of ‘success’ was the extent
to which a subject had made use of his superior intellectual
ability. The judges were instructed to give very little weight to
earned income.

Onthe basis of these ratings the men were tentatively classified
into three groups, composing roughly the highest fourth, the
middle 50 per cent and the lowest fourth. The highest and lowest
fourths, or the A and C groupsas we havecalled them, were then
compared with respect to test scores of 1922 and 1928, family
records, home environment, case histories, health data, trait
ratings and many other items of information, in the hope that
by reading the records backwards, so to speak, somelight might
be thrown on the factors that influence achievement.
The educational and occupational records of these two groups

present a vivid contrast. Of the As, 98 per cent entered college
and 90 per cent graduated; of the Cs, 70 per cent entered and only
50 per cent graduated. Three-fourths of the As but only a fifth of
the Cs completed one or more years of graduate work. Among
those graduating, nearly one-half the As but only 4 percent ofthe
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Cs were elected to Phi Beta Kappa or Sigma Xi. Half of the As

but only 10 per cent of the Cs had received appointment to

scholarships, fellowship or assistantships. In professional or

semi-professional pursuits were 96 per cent of the As as compared

with 28 per cent of the Cs. Although salary had been given little

weight in the success ratings, the average earned income of the

As was two anda third times that of the Cs.

Let us turn next to the childhood records and test scores of the

two groups to see what facts or circumstances are associated with

differences in life accomplishment. We note first that during the

elementary school years the As and Cs were about equally

successful. Their average grades were almost identical, and the

average scores on a four-hour achievement test were only a trifle

higher for the A group. In high school the groups began to draw

apart as a result of lower grades in group C, but it was not until

the college period that the slump of this group assumed alarming

proportions. The slump cannot be blamed upon extra-curricular

activities, for these were almost twice as common among the As

as among the Cs. Nor can it be attributed to intellectual de-

terioration, for on every mental test, from 1922 to 1940, the

average score of the Cs has been only a few points lower than that

of the As. In a population so highly selected for intelligence that

each personin it rates within the top one per centofthe generality,

the differences in success must necessarily be due chiefly to non-

intellectual factors.
For one thing, the family backgrounds of the two groups

differed markedly. Nearly twice as many A parents as C parents

had graduated from college, and a similar difference was found

between the siblings of As and Cs. Fathers of the As were far

more often in the professional classes. The important point here

is that the educational tradition was stronger in families of the A

group. In line with this is the fact that the Jewish element is

three times as large among the As as among the Cs. The Jewish

child is under heavy pressure to succeed, with the result that he

accomplishes more per unit of intelligence than do children of

any other racial stock.

Significant differences between the groups were found in the

childhood data on emotional stability, social adjustments and

various traits of personality. The case histories and trait ratings
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obtained from parents andteachersin 1922 reflect these differences

clearly. All the 1922 trait ratings except those for health averaged

lowerfor the C group. Thatis, fifteen or more years prior to the

classification of these subjects on the basis of adult achievement,

teachers and parents had been able to discern personalitydiffer-

ences that would later characterize the two groups.

The A-C differences are further evidenced in the marital re-

cords. The incidence of marriage is higher in the A group and the

age of marriage is lower. Moreover, the As marry better than the

Cs; the A spouses score higher in intelligence tests and include

nearly twice as large a proportion of college graduates. Especially

significant is the contrast in marital adjustments, for the incidence

of separation or divorce is only a third as high in the A group as

in the C group. This difference extends even to the parents of the

two groups, the incidence of separation or divorce being only

half as great for A parents as for C parents.

The A-C differences in marital adjustments appear to be

symptomatic of more basic differences in emotional stability and
integration of personality. With the aid of funds from the

National Research Council a special study is being made of

marital adjustments in the entire gifted population. This has_

shown that the A group scores higher than the C group not only

in present marital happiness, but also higher in a test designed to

measure general happiness of temperament, or what might be

called aptitude for happiness.

The facts just reportedappear to be in direct opposition to the

Lange-Eichbaum theory that great achievement is associated

with emotional tensions which border on the abnormal. In my
gifted group successis associated with emotional stability rather
than instability, with absence rather than presence of disturbing

conflicts, with happiness of temperament and with freedom from

excessive frustration. This does not necessarily mean that the

Lange-Eichbaum theory has been disproved. It is conceivable
that the personality factors which make for ordinary achieve-

ment under ordinary conditions are different from those which

make for eminence of a superlative order. The two approaches
agree in the conclusion that beyond a certain high level of
intellectual ability success is largely determined by non-intellec-

tual factors and that the number of persons who are endowed
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with abilities equal to great achievement is immensely greater

than the number who will attain eminence.

Looking forward to the future, I regard it as unlikely that

more than three score of my 1450 subjects will attain to a

national reputation or that more than a dozen or so will become

really eminent. It would be surprising if even one of them a

hundred years hence should be found among the thousand

most eminent persons of history. In sheer intellectual ability,

however, I am sure that my group overlaps Cattell’s thousand

most eminent persons of history. Although the group certainly

contains no intellect at all comparable with that of a Newton or

Shakespeare, I believe it contains many who are intellectual

equals of Washington, the nineteenth most eminent in Cattell’s

list, and perhaps some who are not intellectually inferior to

Napoleon, the most eminent man ofall time.

Thesespecific estimates are of course not amenable to objective

proof. They are offered merely as illustrations of a larger truth

that no one can doubt whohasstudied either a group ofhistorical

persons or a group ofliving gifted subjects: namely, that genius

and eminenceare far from perfectly correlated. Why they are so

poorly correlated, what circumstances affect the fruition of

humantalent, are questions of such transcendent importance

that they should be investigated by every method that promises

the slightest reduction of our present ignorance. So little do we

know aboutouravailable supply of potential genius; the environ-

mentalfactors that favour or hinderits expression; the emotional

compulsions that give it dynamic quality; or the personality

distortions that make it dangerous! And viewing the present

crisis in world affairs who can doubt that these things may

decide the fate of a civilization?
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A Psychologist Examines Sixty-Four Eminent Scientists

AnneRoe,‘A psychologist examines sixty-four eminentscientists’,
Scientific American, vol. 187, 1952, pp. 21-5. For a fuller description see
Anne Roe, The Making ofa Scientist, Dodd Mead,1952.

What elements enter into the making of a scientist? Are there
special qualities of personality, mind,intelligence, background or
upbringing that marka personforthis calling ? Besides the natural
interest in these questions, they have a practical importance,
because the recruitment of qualified young people into scienceis
a growing problem in our society. Where and how shall we find
them?

During the past five years I have been making a study of the
attributes of a group ofscientists and the reasons why they chose
this field of work. The most eminentscientists in the U.S. were
selected as subjects, since they are most likely to exemplify the
special qualities, if any, that are associated with success in research
science. They were selected by panels of experts in each field of
science. The studyfinally settled on a groupof sixty-four eminent
men whoagreed to participate — twenty biologists, twenty-two
physicists and twenty-two social scientists (psychologists and
anthropologists). A high percentage of them are members of the
National Academy of Sciences or the American Philosophical
Society or both, and among them they havereceived a staggering
numberofhonorary degrees, prizes and other awards.

Eachofthe sixty-four individuals was then examined exhaustive-
ly by long personal interviews andtests: his life history, family
background, professional and recreational interests, intelligence,
achievements, personality, ways of thinking - any information
that might have a bearing on the subject’s choice of his vocation
and his success in it. Each was given an intelligence test and was
examined by two of the modern techniques for the study of per-
sonality: the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT). The Rorschach, popularly known as the inkblot test,
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gives information about such things as the way the subject deals

with problems, his manner of approach to them, the extent and

efficiency of his use of rational controls, his inner preoccupations,

his responsiveness to outside stimuli. The TATgives information

about attitudes toward family and society andself, about expecta-

tions and needs and desires, and something about the develop-

ment of these.

My study was financed during the first four years by grants

from the National Institute of Mental Health and is being con-

tinued this year under a Guggenheim Fellowship. It has developed

a great deal of material, much of which has been published in

technical detail in special journals. In this brief article it is possible

only to recapitulate the high points.

There is no such thing, of course, as a ‘typical’ scientist.

Eminentscientists differ greatly as individuals, and there are well-

marked groupdifferencesbetween the biologists andthe physicists,

and between the natural scientists and the social scientists.

Certain common patterns do appear, however, in the group as a

whole, and the most convenient way to summarize these general-

izations is to try to draw a picture of what might be called the

‘average’ eminent scientist.

Hewasthe first-born child of a middle-class family, the son of

a professional man. Heis likely to have been a sickly child or to

have lost a parent at an early age. He has a very high I.Q. and in

boyhood began to do a great deal of reading. He tendedto feel

lonely and‘different’ and to be shy and aloof from his classmates.

He had only a moderate interest in girls and did not begin dating

them until college. He married late (at twenty-seven), has two

children and finds security in family life; his marriage is more

stable than the average. Not until his junior or senior year in

college did he decide on his vocation as a scientist. What decided

him (almost invariably) was a college project in which he had

occasion to do some independentresearch — to find out things for

himself. Once he discovered the pleasures of this kind of work, he

never turned back. He is completely satisfied with his chosen

vocation. (Only oneof the sixty-four eminent scientists — a Nobel

prize winner — says he would havepreferred to do somethingelse:

he wanted to be a farmer, but could not makea livingatit.) He

works hardand devotedly in his laboratory, often seven days a
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week. He says his work is his life, and he has few recreations,
those being restricted to fishing, sailing, walking or some other
individualistic activity. The movies bore him. He avoids social
affairs and political activity, and religion plays no part in his life
or thinking. Better than any other interest or activity, scientific
research seems to meet the inner need of his nature. |

   

Table 1

Field Age at time of Average age at time of
study receiving college degrees

Average Range B.A. Ph.D., Sc.D., M.D.

Biologists 51-2 38-58 21°38 26:0
Physical scientists  44+7 31-56 20:9 24-6
Social scientists . 47-7 35-60 21:3 26:8

 

Average age of the subjects at the time of the study and at the time they
received their degrees is given in this table. The upper age limit was set at
sixty; the lower limit was determined by the eminence of the subjects.

This generalized picture represents only majority traits; there
are, of course, many exceptionsto it, not only in individual cases
but by groups; the socialscientists, for instance, tend to be by-no
meansshy but highly gregarious and social. Let us now consider
the differences between groups. I have separated the physicists
into the theorists (twelve) and the experimentalists (ten), because
these two groups differ sharply. The biologists (physiologists,
botanists, geneticists, biochemists, and so on)are sufficiently alike
to be grouped together, and so are the social scientists.
No standardized intelligence test was sufficiently difficult for

these eminent scientists; hence a special test was constructed by
the Educational Testing Service. To provide ratings on particular
intellectual factors, the test was divided into three parts: verbal
(seventy-nine items), spatial (twenty-four items) and mathemati-
cal (thirty-nine). (The mathematical test used was not difficult
enough for the physicists, and several of them did nottakeit.)
While the group as a wholeis characterized by very high aver-

age intelligence, as would be expected, the range is wide (see
Table 5). Among the biologists, the geneticists and biochemists
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do relatively better on the non-verbal test than on the verbal, and

the other biologists tend to do relatively better on the verbal.

Amongthe physicists there is some tendency for theorists to do

relatively better on the verbal and for the experimentalists to do

relatively better on the spatial test. Among the socialscientists the

 

Table 2

Field Visual Verbal Imageless Totals

Biologists 10 4 3 17

Physicists 10 4 4 18

Psychologists and

anthropologists 2 11 6 19

Totals 22 19 13 54

Imagery of the scientists was correlated with specialty. The natural

scientists were strong in visual imagery; the social scientists, in verbal.

experimental psychologists do relatively better on the spatial or

mathematical than on the verbal test, and the reverse is true of the

other psychologists and the anthropologists.

On the TAT the social scientists tended to give much longer

stories than the other groups did — verbal fluency is characteristic

Table 3

Profession ofFather Visual Verbal Imageless Totals

Verbal 5 10 3 18

Non-verbal _ 8 2 2 12

Totals 13 12 5 30

Imagery of the father’s profession was strongly influential. The numbers

on the right side of this table refer to the imagery of the sons.

ofthem. Thebiologists were inclined to be much morefactual, less

interested in feelings and, in general, unwilling to commit them-

selves. This was true to a lesser extent of the physical scientists.

The biologists and physical scientists manifested a quite remark-

able independence of parental relations and were without guilt

feelings about it, while the social scientists showed many dependent
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attitudes, much rebelliousness and considerable helplessness,

along with intense concern over interpersonalrelations generally.

The biologists were the least aggressive (but rather stubborn) and

the social scientists the most aggressive. The most striking thing

about the TATresults for the total group, however,is the rarity

of any indication of the drive for achievement that all of these

subjects have actually shownin their lives.

Table 4
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Occupations of the fathers of the sixty-four eminent scientists showed a strong bias

in favor of the professions. This was especially true of the twelve theoretical physicists,

ten of whose fathers had been professionals. The anthropologists were an exception:

five out of eight came from business backgrounds. Four of the ten experimental

physicists were the sons of farmers. Noneof the scientists were the sons of unskilled

laborers.

On the Rorschach the social scientists show themselves to be

enormously productive and intensely concerned with human

beings; the biologists are deeply concerned with form, and rely

strongly upon a non-emotional approach to problems; the physi-

cists show a good deal of free anxiety and concern with space and

inanimate motion. Again the social scientists, particularly the

anthropologists, are the most freely aggressive.

Early in the course of the work it became apparent that there
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were somedifferences in habits of thinking, and a special inquiry
wasinstituted along these lines. The data are unsatisfactory from
many standpoints — there are no objective tests for such material,
and I had to ask manyleading questions in order to convey any
idea of what I was after. Nevertheless rather definite and mean-
ingful patterns did appear. The biologists and the experimental

 

Table 5
eee

Verbaltest Spatial test Mathematicaltest

No. Average Range Average Range Average Range

Biologists 19 56°6 28-73 9-4 3-20 16:8 6-27
Experimental

physicists 7 466 8-71 11-7 3-22
Theoretical

physicists 11 64-2 §2-75 13-8 5-19
Psychologists 14 57:7 23-73 11-3 5-19 15-6 8—27
Anthropologists 8 61-1 43-72 8:2 3-15 9-2 4-13
Total 59 $7°7 8-75 10-9 3-22 15-9 4-27
Approximate

I.Q. equivalents 163 121-77 140 123-64 160 128-94

 

Intelligence test results revealed minor variations among the specialties of the
scientists. The theoretical physicists did best in the verbal test; the experimental
physicists rated lowest. Both theoretical and experimental physicists did not take the
mathematical test because it was not sufficiently difficult. Two anthropologists who
took the verbal test did not take the other tests on the ground that they could not do
them.

physicists tend strongly to dependence upon visual imagery in
_ their thinking — images of concrete objects or elaborate diagrams
or the like. The theoretical physicists and social scientists tend to
verbalization in their thinking — a kind oftalking to themselves. All
groups report a considerable amount of imageless thinking,
particularly at crucial points. Men whosefathers followed talka-
tive occupations (law, ministry, teaching) are more likely to
think in words.

The life histories of these sixty-four men show some general
similarities, and there are patterns characterizing some of the
subgroups. Geographical factors seem not to be particularly
significant, except that only a few came from the South. The
economic level was varied, ranging from very poor to well-to-do;
among the anthropologists and the theoretical physicists a some-
what higher percentage came from well-to-do homes.
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In several respects the scientists’ backgrounds differ very much
from the population at large. There are no Catholics amongthis
group of eminentscientists; five come from Jewish homes and
the rest had Protestant backgrounds. Only three of the sixty-four
now haveseriousinterest in any church; only a few even maintain
church memberships.

Anotherstriking fact is that 53 per cent of the scientists were
the sons of professional men; not one was the son of an un-
skilled laborer and only two were sons of skilled workmen.
Why do more than half of our leading scientists come from the
families of professional men? It seems to me most probable, from
more knowledge of the family situations of these men than I can
summarize here, that the operative factor is the value placed by

these families and their associates on learning — learning forits
own sake. Mostof the scientists developed intellectual interests at

an early age.

Another remarkable finding is how many of them were their

parents’ first children. This proportion is higher than chance
expectancyin all of the subgroups. Thirty-nine werefirst born; of

the restfive were eldest sons and two whowere second born were

effectively the eldest because of the early death of the first child.
For the mostof the others there is a considerable difference in age
between the subject and the next older brother (averaging five

years). It seems probable that all this may point to the most

important single factor in the making of a scientist — the need

and ability to develop personal independence to a high degree,
The independence factor is emphasized by many otherfindings:
the subjects’ preference for teachers who let them .alone, their
attitudes toward religion, their attitudes toward personal rela-
tions, their satisfaction in a career in which, for the most part,
they follow their own interests without direction or interference.
It is possible that oldest sons in our culture have a greater amount
of independence or more indulgence in the pursuit of their own
interests than other children have. On the other hand, there is

some psychological evidence that first-born tend to be more
dependent, on the average, than other children, and a good
case could be made out for a hypothesis that reaction to this

over-dependence producedthescientists’ strong drive to independ-
ence.
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The early extracurricular interests of these men were varied,

but here, too, there are some general patterns. Moreofthe physi-

cists than of the other groups showed early interests directly

related to their later occupations, but this seems quite clearly to

be due to the common small-boy preoccupation in this country

with physical gadgets — radio, Meccano sets and so on. The

theoretical physicists were omnivorousreaders, the experimental-

ists much less so. Amongthe social scientists many went through -

a stage of considering or even working towarda literary career.

Half of the biologists showed some early interest in natural

history, but for only five was it of an intense and serioussort,

involving keeping field records of birds and flowers, and so on.

Many ofthe biologists did not know during childhood of the

possibility of a career in biology. This was even more true of the

psychologists and anthropologists, since there are almost no

boyhoodactivities related to professional social science.

It is of considerable interest that over half of these men did not

decide upon their vocations until they were juniors or seniors in

college. More important, perhaps, than when they decided, is why

they decided. It certainly was not just a matter of always follow-

ing an early bent. From fiddling with gadgets to becoming a

physicist may be no great leap, but the attractions of theoretical

physics are not so obvious or well known, nor are those of the

social sciences or advanced biology. In the stories of the social

scientists and of the biologists it becomes clear that the most

important factor in the final decision to becomea scientist is the

discovery of the joys of research. In physics the discovery may

come so gradually as not to be noticed as such, but in the other

sciences it often cameas a revelation ofunique moment, and many

of these men know just when and howthey found it out. A couple

of quotations will illustrate this:

I had no course in biology until my senior year in college. It was a

small college and the teacher was aboutthe first on the faculty with a

Ph.D. It was about myfirst contact with the idea that not everything

was known, myfirst contact with research. In that course I think my

final decision was really taken. It was mainly that I wanted to do some-

thing in the way of research though I didn’t know just what, but work-

ing out something new.

Oneofthe professors took a group of us and thoughtif we wanted to
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learn about things, the way to do it was to do research. Mysenior year
I carried through some research. That really sent me, that was the thing
that trapped me. After that there was nogetting out.

That research experience is so often decisive is a fact of very
considerable importance for educational practice. The discovery
of the possibility of finding things out for oneself usually came
through experience in school with a teacher who put the students
pretty much on their own.
There are other things in the general process of growing up

that may have influenced the choice of career in subtle ways. One-
fourth of the biologists lost a parent by death or divorce at an
early age. This may have tended to shove them to greater inde-
pendence. Among the theoretical physicists there was a high
incidence of serious illness or physical handicaps during child-
hood, which certainly contributed to the feelings of isolation
characteristic of them. Among the social scientists there
is an unusually intense concern with personal relationships,
which often goes back to family conflicts during childhood. A
relatively large proportion ofthem seem to have come from homes
in which the mother was dominant andthe father inadequate in
some way. The divorce rate among the social scientists in this
study was remarkably high — 41 per cent.
Whereas the characteristic pattern among the biologists and

physicists is that of the shy, lonely, over-intellectualized boy,
amongthe social scientists the characteristic picture is very differ-
ent. They got into social activity and intensive and extensive

editors of yearbooksandliterary magazines, frequently big shots
in college. This contrast between the natural and socialscientists
wasstill evident after they grew up.It is true only in general, of
course; even among the theoretical physicists there are some
ardent party-goers.

The one thing that all of these sixty-four scientists have in
common is their driving absorption in their work. They have
workedlong hours for manyyears, frequently with no vacations to
speak of, because they would rather be doing their work than
anythingelse.
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Part Two Introspective Materials

Artists and scientists are seldom likely to be careful and
reliable observers of their own mental processes and methods
of work; and in music and painting it must be doubly
difficult to describe the nature of inspiration verbally.
Nevertheless a good deal of material is available to us from
letters and biographies; and whilethis illustrates tremendous
variations in the methodsofdifferent creative individuals,
there also seems to be muchin common, even between different
types of artists or between artists and Scientists, when
allowance is made for the different media of expression. Note
that all our authorsrefer to ideas coming to them from
outside the realm of conscious thought, thoughall (except
Mozart) also showthat creation is not merely inexplicable,
unconscious inspiration; that it involves lengthy elaboration
and working out by a skilled craftsman.
Here we have two excerpts by composers, one by a writer

and one by a mathematician. Ghiselin (1952) has provided a
much more extensive collection and R. Harding (1940) a very
comprehensive synthesis.
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4 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

A Letter!

Excerpt from E. Holmes, The Life ofMozart Including his Correspondence,
Chapman & Hall, 1878, pp. 211-13.

When I am,as it were, completely myself, entirely alone, and of
good cheer — say, travelling in a carriage, or walking after a good
meal, or during the night when I cannot sleep; it is on such
occasions that my ideas flow best and most abundantly. Whence
and how they come, I know not; nor can I force them. Those
pleasures that please me I retain in memory, and am accustomed,
as I have been told, to hum them to myself. If I continue in this
way, it soon occurs to me how I mayturn this or that morsel to
account, so as to make a gooddishofit, that is to say, agreeably
to the rules of counterpoint, to the peculiarities of the various
instruments,etc.

All this fires my soul, and, provided I am not disturbed, my
subject enlarges itself, becomes methodized and defined, and the
whole, though it be long, stands almost complete and finished in
my mind,so that I can surveyit, like a fine picture or a beautiful
statue, at a glance. Nor do I hear in my imagination the parts
successively, but I hear them,as it were, all at once (gleich alles
zusammen). What a delight this is I cannottell! All this inventing,
this producing, takes place in a pleasing lively dream.Still the
actual hearing of the tout ensemble is after all the best. What has
been thus produced I do noteasily forget, and this is perhaps the
best gift I have my Divine Maker to thank for.
WhenI proceed to write down myideas, I take out of the bag

ofmy memory,if I may use that phrase, what has been previously
collected into it in the way I have mentioned. Forthis reason the

1. The original translator, in 1825, supposed this letter to have been
written in 1783, but this is obviously wrong as the quartets mentioned were
composedlater. Most authorities now believe the letter to have been written
c. 1789.
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committing to paper is done quickly enough, for everythingis, as

I have said before, already finished; andit rarely differs on paper

from what it was in my imagination. At this occupation I can

therefore suffer myself to be disturbed; for whatever may be

going on around me,I write, and even talk, but only of fowls and

geese, or of Gretel or Barbel, or some such matters. But why my

productions take from my handthat particular form andstyle

that makes them Mozartish, and different from the works of

other composers, is probably owing to the same cause which

renders my nose so large or so aquiline, or, in short, makesit

Mozart’s, and different from those of other people. For I really

do not study or aim at anyoriginality.
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9 Peter Illich Tchaikovsky

Letters

Excerpts from R. Newmarch, Life and Letters of Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky,
John Lane, 1906, pp. 274-5, 280-81, 311-12.

Florence, 17 February (1 March) 1878

You askifin composing this symphonyI had a special programme
in view. To such questions regarding my symphonic works I
generally answer: nothing of the kind. Inreality it is very difficult
to answer this question. How interpret those vague feelings which
pass through oneduring the composition ofan instrumental work,
without reference to any definite subject? It is a purely lyrical
process. A kind of musical shriving of the soul, in which thereis
an encrustation of material which flows forth again in notes,
just as the lyrical poet pours himself out in verse. The difference
consists in the fact that music possesses far richer means of
expression, and is a more subtle medium in whichto translate
the thousand shifting moments in the mood of a soul. Generally
speaking, the germ of a future composition comes suddenly and
unexpectedly. If the soil is ready — that is to say, if the disposition
for work is there - it takes root with extraordinary force and
rapidity, shoots up throughthe earth, puts forth branches, leaves
and,finally, blossoms. I cannot define the creative process in any
other way than by this simile. The great difficulty is that the germ
must appear at a favourable moment, the rest goes ofitself. It
would be vain to try to put into words that immeasurable sense
of bliss which comes over medirectly a new idea awakens in me
and begins to assume a definite form. I forget everything and
behave like a madman. Everything within mestarts pulsing and
quivering; hardly have I begun the sketch ere one thought follows
another. In the midst of this magic process it frequently happens
that some external interruption wakes me from my somnambu-
listic state: a ring at the bell, the entrance of my servant, the
striking of the clock, reminding methatit is time to leave off.
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Dreadful, indeed, are such interruptions. Sometimes they break

the thread of inspiration for a considerable time, so that I have

to seek it again — often in vain. In such cases cool headwork and

technical knowledge have to come to my aid. Even in the works

of the greatest master we find such moments, when the organic

sequence fails and a skilful join has to be made, so that the parts

appear as a completely welded whole. But it cannot be avoided.

If that condition of mind and soul, which we call inspiration,

lasted long without intermission, no artist could survive it. The

strings would break and the instrument be shattered into frag-

ments. It is already a great thing if the main ideas and general

outline of a work come without any racking of brains, as the

result of that supernatural and inexplicable force we call in-

spiration. [. . .]

Clarens, 5 (17) March 1878

It is delightful to talk to you about my own methods of composi-

tion. So far I have never had any opportunity of confiding to

anyone these hidden utterances of my innerlife; partly because

very few would be interested, and partly because, of these few,

scarcely one would know how to respond to me properly. To

you, and you alone,I gladly describe all the details of the creative

process, because in you I have found one who hasa fine feeling

and can understand my music.

Do not believe those who try to persuade you that composition

is only a cold exercise of the intellect. The only music capable of

moving and touching us is that which flows from the depths of a

composer’s soul when heis stirred by inspiration. There is no

doubt that even the greatest musical geniuses have sometimes

worked without inspiration. This guest does not always respond

to the first invitation. We must always work, and a self-respecting

artist must not fold his hands on the pretext that he is not in the

mood. If we wait for the mood, without endeavouring to meetit

half-way, we easily become indolent and apathetic. We must be

patient, and believe that inspiration will come to those who can

master their disinclination. A few days ago I told you I was

working every day without any real inspiration. Had I given way

to my disinclination, undoubtedly I should have drifted into a
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long period of idleness. But my patience and faith did notfail
me, and to-day I felt that inexplicable glow of inspiration of
which I told you; thanks to which I know beforehand that
whatever I write to-day will have power to make an impression,
and to touch the hearts of those whohearit. I hope you will not
think I am indulging in self-laudation, if I tell you that I very
seldom suffer from this disinclination to work. I believe the
reason for this is that I am naturally patient. I have learnt to
master myself, and I am glad I have not followed in the steps of
some of my Russian colleagues, who have noself-confidence and
are sO impatient that at the least difficulty they are ready to
throw up the sponge. This is why, in spite of great gifts, they
accomplish so little, and that in an amateur way.
You ask me how I manage my instrumentation. I never

compose in the abstract; that is to say, the musical thought
never appears otherwise than in a suitable external form. In this
way I invent the musical idea and the instrumentation simul-
taneously. Thus I thought out the scherzo of our symphony ~ at
the momentof its composition — exactly as you heard it. It is
inconceivable except as pizzicato. Were it played with the bow,
it would lose all its charm and be a mere body without a
soul. [...]

Kamenka, 25 June (7 July) 1878

Yesterday, when I wrote to you about my methodsofcomposing,
I did not sufficiently enter into that phase of work which relates
to the working out of the sketch. This phase is of primary im-
portance. What has been set down in a momentof ardour must
nowbecritically examined, improved, extended, or condensed,
as the form requires. Sometimes one must do oneself violence,
must sternly and pitilessly take part against oneself, before one
can mercilessly erase things thought out with love and enthusiasm.
I cannot complain of poverty of imagination, or lack of inventive
power; but, on the other hand, I have always suffered from my
want of skill in the management of form. Only after strenuous
labour have I at last succeeded in making the form of my com-
positions correspond, moreorless, with their contents. Formerly
I was careless and did not give sufficient attention to the critica]
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overhauling of my sketches. Consequently my seams showed, and

there was no organic union between my individual episodes.

This was a very serious defect, and I only improved gradually as

time went on; but the form of my workswill never be exemplary,

because, although I can modify, I cannot radically alter the

essential qualities of my musical temperament. But I am far

from believing that my gifts have yet reached their ultimate

development. I can affirm with joy that I make continual pro-

gress on the way of self-development, and am passionately

desirous of attaining the highest degree of perfection of which my

talents are capable. Therefore I expressed myself badly when I

told you yesterday that I transcribed my works direct from the

first sketches. The process is something more than copying;it is

actually a critical examination, leading to correction, occasional

additions and frequent curtailments.
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6 Stephen Spender

The Making of a Poem

Stephen Spender, ‘The making of a poem’, reprinted in B. Ghiselin
(ed.), The Creative Process: A Symposium, University of California
Press, 1952, pp. 112-25. First published 1946.

It would be inexcusable to discuss my own way ofwriting poetry
unless I were able to relate this to a wider view of the problems
which poets attempt to solve when they sit down at a desk or
table to write, or walk around composing their poems in their
heads. There is a danger of my appearing to put across my own
experiences as the general rule, when every poet’s way of going
about his work and his experience of being a poetare different,
and when my own poetry may not be good enough to lend my
example any authority.

Yet the writing of poetry is an activity which makescertain
demands of attention on the poet and which requires that he
should have certain qualifications of ear, vision, imagination,
memory and so on. He should be able to think in images:: he
should have as great a mastery of language as a painter has over
his palate, even if the range of his language be very limited. All
this meansthat, in ordinary society, a poet has to adapt himself,
more or less consciously, to the demands of his vocation, and
hence the peculiarities of poets and the condition of inspiration
which many people have said is near to madness. One poet’s
example is only his adaptation ofhis personality to the demands of
poetry, but if it is clearly stated it may help us to understand other
poets, and even something of poetry.
Today we lack very much a whole view of poetry, and have

instead many one-sided viewsof certain aspects of poetry which
have been advertised as the only aims which poets should
attempt. Movements such as free verse, imagism, surrealism,
expressionism, personalism, and so on, tend to make people
think that poetry is simply a matter of not writing in metre or
rhyme, or of free association, or of thinking in images, or of a
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kind of drawing room madness (surrealism) which corresponds

to drawing room communism. Hereis a string of ideas: Night,

dark, stars, immensity, blue, voluptuous, clinging, columns,

clouds, moon,sickle, harvest, vast campfire, hell. Is this poetry?

A lot of strings of words almost as simple as this are set down on

the backs of envelopes and posted off to editors or to poets by the

vast army of amateurs who think that to be illogical is to be

poetic, with that fond question. Thus I hope that this discussion

of how poets work will imply a wider and completer view of

poets.

Concentration

The problem of creative writing is essentially one of concentra-

tion, and the supposedeccentricities of poets are usually due to

mechanical habits or rituals developed in order to concentrate.

Concentration, of course, for the purpose of writing poetry, is

different from the kind of concentration required for working out

a sum.It is a focusing of the attention in a special way, so that

the poet is awareofall the implications and possible developments

of his idea, just as one might say that a plant was not concentrat-

ing on developing mechanically in one direction, but in many

directions, towards the warmth and light with its leaves, and

towards the water with its roots, all at the same time.

Schiller liked to have a smell of rotten apples, concealed

beneath the lid of his desk, under his nose when he was composing

poetry. Walter de la Mare has told me that he must smoke when

writing. Auden drinks endless cups of tea. Coffee is my own

addiction, besides smoking a great deal, which I hardly ever do

except when I am writing. I notice also that as I attain a greater

concentration, this tends to make me forget the taste of the

cigarette in my mouth, and then I have a desire to smoke two or

even three cigarettes at a time, in order that the sensation from the

outside may penetrate through the wall of concentration which I

have built round myself.

For goodness sake, though, do not think that rotten apples or

cigarettes or tea have anything to do with the quality of the work

of a Schiller, a de la Mare or an Auden. They are a part of a

concentration which has already been attained rather than the
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causes of concentration. De la Mare once said to me that he
thought the desire to smoke when writing poetry arose from a
need, not of a stimulus, but to canalize a distracting leak of his
attention away from his writing towards the distraction which is
always present in one’s environment. Concentration may be
disturbed by someonewhistling in the street or the ticking of a
clock. There is always a slight tendency of the body to sabotage
the attention of the mind by providing somedistraction. If this
need for distraction can be directed into one channel — such as
the odor of rotten apples or the taste of tobacco or tea — then
other.distractions outside oneself are put out of competition.
Another possible explanation is that the concentrated effort

of writing poetry is a spiritual activity which makes one com-
pletely forget, for the time being, that one has a body.It is a
disturbance of the balance of body and mindandfor this reason
one needs a kind of anchorof sensation with the physical world.
Hence the craving for a scent or taste or even, sometimes, for
sexual activity. Poets speak of the necessity of writing poetry
rather than of a liking for doingit. It is spiritual compulsion, a
straining of the mindto attain heights surrounded by abysses and
it cannot be entirely happy, for in the most important sense, the
only reward worth having is absolutely denied: for, however
confident a poet maybe, he is never quite sure thatall his energy
is not misdirected nor that what he is writing is great poetry. At
the moment when art attains its highest attainment it reaches
beyond its medium of words or paints or music, and the artist
finds himself realizing that these instruments are inadequate to
the spirit of what heis trying to say.

Different poets concentrate in different ways. In my own mind
I make a sharp distinction between two types of concentration:
one is immediate and complete, the other is plodding and only
completed by stages. Some poets write immediately works which,
when they are written, scarcely need revision. Others write their
poems by stages, feeling their way from rough draft to rough
draft, until finally, after many revisions, they have produced a
result which may seem to have very little connexion with their
early sketches.

These two opposite processes are vividly illustrated in two
examples drawn from music: Mozart and Beethoven. Mozart
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thought out symphonies, quartets, even scenes from operas,

entirely in his head — often on a journey or perhaps while dealing

with pressing problems — and then he transcribed them, in their

completeness, onto paper. Beethoven wrote fragments of themes

in note books which he kept beside him, working on and de-

veloping them overyears. Oftenhis first ideas were of a clumsiness

which makes scholars marvel how he could, at the end, have

developed from them such miraculousresults.

Thus genius works in different ways to achieve its ends. But

although the Mozartian type of genius is the more brilliant and

dazzling, genius, unlike virtuosity, is judged by greatness of

results, not by brilliance of performance. The result must be the

fullest development in a created esthetic form of an original

moment of insight, and it does not matter whether genius

devotes a lifetime to producing a small result if that result be

immortal. The difference between two types of genius is that one

type (the Mozartian)is able to plungeto the greatest depthsofhis

own experience by the tremendouseffort of a moment, the other

(the Beethovenian) must dig deeper and deeper into his con-

sciousness, layer by layer. What counts in either case is the vision

which sees and pursues and attains the end; the logic of the

artistic purpose.

A poet may be divinely gifted with a lucid and intense and

purposive intellect; he may be clumsy and slow; that does not

matter, what matters is integrity of purpose and the ability to

maintain the purpose without losing oneself. Myself, I am

scarcely capable ofimmediate concentration in poetry. My mind

is not clear, my will is weak, I suffer from an excess of ideas and a

weak sense of form. For every poem that I begin to write, I

think of at least ten which I do not write downatall. For every

poem which I do write down, there are seven or eight which I

never complete.

The method which I adopt therefore is to write down as many

ideas as possible, in however rough a form, in notebooks (I have

at least twenty of these, on a shelf beside my desk, going back over

fifteen years). I then make use of some of the sketches and discard —

others. |

The best way of explaining how I develop the rough ideas

which I use, is to take an example. Here is a notebook begun in
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1944, About a hundredpagesofit are covered with writing, and
from this have emerged about six poems. Each idea, when it
first occurs, is given a number. Sometimes the ideas do not get
beyond one line. For example no. 3 (never developed) is the
one line:

A languageofflesh androses.

I shall return to this line in a few pages, when I speak of inspira-
tion. For the moment, I turn to no. 13, because here is an idea
which has been developed to its conclusion. The first sketch
begins thus:

(a) There are some days whenthesealies like a harp
Stretched flat beneath the cliffs. The waves
Like wires burn with the sun’s copper glow

[all the murmuring blue

every silent]
Between whosespaces every image

Of sky [field and] hedge and field and boat
Dwells like the huge face of the afternoon.

[Lies]

Whenthe heat growstired, the afternoon

Out of the land may breathea sigh

[Across these wires like a hand. They vibrate
With]

Which movesacross those wires like a soft hand
[Then the vibration]

Between whose spaces the vibration holds

Every bird-cry, dog’s bark, man-shout

And creak of rollock from the land and sky
With all the music of the afternoon.

Obviously these lines are attempts to sketch out an idea which
exists clearly enough on some level of the mind where it yet
eludes the attemptto state it. At this Stage, a poem is like a face
which one seems to be able to visualize clearly in the eye of
memory, but when one examines it mentally or tries to think it
out, feature by feature, it seems to fade.
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The idea of this poem is a vision of thesea. The faith of the

poet is that if this vision is clearly stated it will be significant.

The vision is of the sea stretched under a cliff. On top of the

cliff there are fields, hedges, houses. Horses draw carts along

lanes, dogs bark far inland, bells ring in the distance. The shore

seems laden with hedges, roses, horses and men,all high above

the sea, on a very fine summer day when the ocean seems to

reflect and absorb the shore. Then the small strung-out glittering

waves of the sea lying under the shore are like the strings of a

harp which catch the sunlight. Between these strings lies the

reflection of the shore. Butterflies are wafted out over the waves,

which they mistake for the fields of the chalky landscape, search-

ing them for flowers. On a day such as this, the land, reflected in

the sea, appears to enter into the sea, as thoughitlies underit,

like Atlantis. The wires of the harp are like a seen music fusing

seascape and landscape.

Looking at this vision in another way, it obviously has sym-

bolic value. The sea represents death and eternity, the land re-

presents the brieflife of the summer and of one human generation

which passes into the sea of eternity. But let me here say at once

that although the poet may be conscious of this aspect of his

vision, it is exactly what he wants to avoid stating, or even being

too concerned with. His job is to recreate his vision, andlet it

speak its moral for itself. The poet must distinguish clearly in his

own mind between that which most definitely must be said and

that which must not be said. The unsaid inner meaning is re-

vealed in the music and the tonality of the poem, and the poetis

conscious of it in his knowledge that a certain tone of voice, a

certain rhythm, are necessary.

In the next twenty versions of the poem I felt my way towards

the clarification of the seen picture, the music and the inner feel-

ing. In the first version quoted above, there is the phrase in the

second and third lines:

The waves

Like wires burn with the sun’s copper glow.

This phrase fuses the image of the sea with the idea of music,

and it is therefore a key phrase, because the theme of the poem

is the fusion of the land with the sea. Here, then, are several
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versionsofthese one and a quarterlines, in the order in which they
were written:

(b) The waves are wires
Burning as with the secret song offires.

(c) The day burnsin the trembling wires
With a vast music golden in the eyes.

(d) The day glowson its trembling wires
Singing a golden music in the eyes.

(e) The day glows on its burning wires
Like waves of music golden to the eyes.

(f) Afternoon burns uponits wires
Lines of music dazzling the eyes.

(g) Afternoon gilds its tingling wires
To a visual silent music of the eyes.

In the final version, these two lines appear as in the following
stanza: .

(h) There are some days the happy oceanlies
Like an unfingered harp, below the land.

Afternoongilds all the silent wires
Into a burning music of the eyes.

On mirroring paths between thosefine-strungfires
The shore, laden with roses, horses, spires,
Wanders in water, imaged above ribbed sand.

Inspiration

The hard work evinced in these examples, which are only a
fraction of the work put into the whole poem, may cause the
reader to wonder whether there is no such thing as inspiration,
or whether it is merely Stephen Spender whois uninspired. The
answer is that everything in poetry is work except inspiration,
whether this work is achieved at one swift stroke, as Mozart
wrote his music, or whetherit is a slow process of evolution from
stage to stage. Here again, I have to qualify the word ‘work’,
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as I qualified the word ‘concentration’: the work on a line of

poetry may take the form of putting a version aside for a few

days, weeks or years, and then taking it up again, when it may be

found that the line has, in the interval of time, almost rewritten

itself.

Inspiration is the beginning of a poem andit is also its final

goal. It is the first idea which drops into the poet’s mind andit

is the final idea which he at last achieves in words. In between

this start and this winning post there is the hard race, the sweat

and toil.

Paul Valéry speaks of the ‘une ligne: donnée’ of a poem. One

line is given to the poet by Godor by nature, the rest he has to

discover for himself.

My own experience of inspiration is certainly that of a line

or a phrase or a word or sometimes somethingstill vague, a dim

cloud of an idea which I feel must be condensed into a shower

of words. The peculiarity of the key word orline is that it does

not merely attract as, say, the word ‘braggadocio’ attracts. It

occurs in what seems to be an active, male, germinal form as

though it were the center of a statement requiring a beginning

and an end, and as though it had an impulse in a certain direc-

tion. Here are examples:

A language of flesh and roses.

This phrase (not very satisfactory in itself) brings to my mind a

whole series of experiences and the idea of a poem which I shall

perhaps write some years hence. I was standing in the corridor

of a train passing through the Black Country. I saw a landscape

of pits and pitheads,artificial mountains, jagged yellow wounds

in the earth, everything transformed as though by the toil of an

enormousanimalor giant tearing up the earth in search of prey

or treasure. Oddly enough, a stranger next to me in the corridor

echoed my inmost thought. He said: ‘Everything there is Man-

made.’ At this momentthe line flashed into my head:

A language offlesh and roses.

The sequence of my thought was as follows: the industrial

landscape which seems by now

a

routine and act of God which

enslaves both employers and workers who serve andprofit by
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it, is actually the expression of man’s will. Men willed it to be
so, and the pitheads, slag-heaps and the ghastly disregard of
anything but the pursuit of wealth, are a symbol of modern
man’s mind. In other words, the world which we create — the
world of slums and telegrams and newspapers — is a kind of
language of our inner wishes and thoughts. Although this is
SO, it is obviously a language which has got outside our control.
It is a confused language, an irresponsible, senile gibberish. This
thought greatly distressed me, and I started thinking that if the
phenomena created by humanity are really like words in a
language, what kind of language do we really aspire to? All this
sequence of thought flashed into my mind with the answer
which came before the question: a language offlesh androses.

I hope this example will give the reader some idea of what I
mean by inspiration. Now the line, which I shall not repeat
again, is a way of thinking imaginatively. If the line embodies
some of the ideas which I have related above, these ideas must
be further madeclearin otherlines.Thatis the terrifying challenge
of poetry. Can I think out the logic of images? How easy it is to
explain here the poem that I would have liked to write! How
difficult it would be to write it. For writing it would imply living
my way through the imaged experience of all these ideas, which
here are mere abstractions, and such an effort of imaginative
experience requiresa lifetime of patience and watching.
Here is an example of a cloudy form of thought germinated

by the word cross, which is the key word of the poem which
exists formlessly in my mind. Recently my wife had a son. On
the first day that I visited her after the boy’s birth, I went by
bus to the hospital. Passing through the streets on the top of the
bus, they all seemed very clean, and the thought occurred to me
that everything was prepared for our child. Past generations have
toiled so that any child born todayinherits, with his generation,
Cities, streets, organization, the most elaborate machinery for
living. Everything has been provided for him by people dead
long before he was born. Then,naturally enough, sadder thoughts
colored this picture for me, and I reflected how healso inherited
vast maladjustments, vast human wrongs. Then I thought of the
child as like a pin-point of present existence, the moment in-
carnate, in whom the whole of the past and all possible futures
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cross. This word ‘cross’ somehowsuggested the wholesituation to

me of a child born into the world andalso of the form of a poem

abouthis situation. When the word ‘cross’ appeared in the poem,

the idea of the past should give place to the idea of the future and

it should be apparent that the ‘cross’ in which present and future

meet is the secret of an individual human existence. And here

again, the unspoken secret which lies beyond the poem, the moral

significance of other meanings of the word ‘cross’ begins to

glow with its virtue that should never be said and yet should

shine through every image in the poem.

This account of inspiration is probably weak . beside the

accounts that other poets might give. I am writing of my own

experience, and my own inspiration seems to me like the faintest

flash of insight into the nature of reality beside that of other

poets whom I can think of. However, it is possible that I describe

here a kind of experience which, howeverslight it may be, is far

truer to the real poetic experience than Aldous Huxley’s account

ofhow a youngpoetwrites poetry in his novel Time Must Have a

Stop. It is hard to imagine anything more self-conscious and

unpoetic than Mr Huxley’s account.

Memory

If the art of concentrating in a particular way is the discipline

necessary for poetry to reveal itself, memory exercised in a

particular way is the natural gift of poetic genius. The poet,

above all else, is a person who never forgets certain sense im-

pressions which he has experienced and which he can re-live

again and again as though with all their original freshness.

All poets have this highly developed sensitive apparatus of

memory, and they are usually aware of experiences which hap-

pened to them at the earliest age and which retain their pristine

significance throughoutlife. The meeting of Dante and Beatrice

when the poet was only nine years of age is the experience which

became a symbol in Dante’s mind around which the Divine

Comedy crystallized. The experience of nature which forms the

subject of Wordsworth’s poetry was an extension of a childhood

vision of ‘natural presences’ which surrounded the boy Words-

worth. And his decision in later life to live in the Lake District
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which were the most important experiences in his poetry. There
is evidence for the importance of this kind of memory in all the
creative arts, and the argumentcertainly applies to prose whichis
creative. Sir Osbert Sitwell has told me that his book Before the
Bombardment, which contains an extremely civilized and satiric
accountof the social life of Scarborough before and during the
last war, was based on his observations of life in that resort
before he had reached the age of twelve.

It therefore is not surprising that although I have no memory
for telephone numbers, addresses, faces and where I have put
this morning’s correspondence, I have a perfect memory for the
sensation of certain experiences which are crystallized for me
around certain associations. I could demonstrate this from my
own life by the overwhelming nature of associations which,
suddenly aroused, have carried me back so completely into the
past, particularly into my childhood, that I have lost all sense of
the present time and place. But the best proofs of this power of
memory are found in the odd lines of poems written in note
booksfifteen years ago. A few fragments of unfinished poems
enable me to enter immediately into the experiences from which
they were derived, the circumstances in which they were written,
and unwritten feelings in the poem that were projected but never
put into words.

... Knowledge of a full sun
That runs up his big sky, above
The hill, then in those trees and throws
His smiling on theturf.

That is an incomplete idea of fifteen years ago, and I remember
exactly a balcony of a house facing a road and, on the other
side of the road, pine trees, beyond which lay the sea. Every
morning the sun sprang up,first of all above the horizon of the
sea, then it climbed to the tops of the trees and shone on my
window. And this memory connects with the sun that shines
through my window in Londonnowin spring and early summer.
So that the memory is not exactly a memory.It is more like one
prong upon which a whole calendar of similar experiences
happening throughout years, collect. A memory once clearly
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stated ceases to be a memory, it becomes perpetually present,

because every time we experience something whichrecalls it, the

clear and lucid original experience imposes its formal beauty

on the new experiences. It is thus no longer a memory but an

experience lived through again and again.

Turning over these old note books my eye catches some

lines, in a projected long poem, which immediately re-shape

themselves into the following short portrait of a woman’s

face:

Her eyes are gleamingfish

Caught in her nervousface, as if in a net.

Herhair is wild and fair, haloing her cheeks

Like a fantastic flare of Southern sun.

There is madness in her cherishing her children.

Sometimes, perhaps a single time in years,

Her wanderingfingers stoop to arrange someflowers -

Then in her hands her whole life stops and weeps.

It is perhaps true to say that memoryis the faculty of poetry,

because the imagination itself is an exercise of memory. There is

nothing we imagine which we do not already know. And our

ability to imagine is our ability to remember what we have

already once experienced and to apply it to somedifferent situ-

ation. Thus the greatest poets are those with memories so great

that they extend beyond their strongest experiences to their

minutest observations of people and things far outside their own

self-centredness (the weakness of memoryis its self-centredness:

hencethe narcissistic nature of most poetry).

Here I can detect my own greatest weakness. My memoryis

defective and self-centred. I lack the confidence in using it to

create situations outside myself, although I believe that, in theory,

there are very few situations in life which a poet should not be

able to imagine, because it is a fact that most poets have ex-

perienced almost every situation in life. I do not mean bythis

that a poet who writes about a Polar Expedition has actually

been to the North Pole. I mean, though, that he has been cold,

hungry, etc., so that it is possible for him by remembering

imaginatively his own felt experiences to know whatit is like to

explore the North Pole. That is where I fail. I cannot write about

going to the North Pole.
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Faith

It is evident that a faith in their vocation, mystical in intensity,
Sustains poets. There are manyillustrations from the lives of
poets to show this, and Shakespeare’s sonnets are full of expres-
sionsofhis faith in the immortality ofhis lines.
From my experience I can clarify the nature of this faith.

When I was nine we went to the Lake District, and there my
parents read me some of the poems of Wordsworth. Mysense
of the sacredness of the task of poetry began then, and I have
always felt that a poet’s was a sacred vocation, like a saint’s.
Since I was nine I have wantedto bevarious things, for example,
Prime Minister (when I was twelve). Like some other poets I am
attracted by the life of power andthelife of action, but I am still
more repelled by them. Power involves forcing oneself upon the
attention of historians by doing things and occupying offices
which are, in themselves, important, so that whatis truly powerful
is not the soul of a so-called powerful and prominent man but
the position which hefills and the things which he does. Similarly,
the life of ‘action’ which seems so very positive is, in fact, a
selective, even a negative kind oflife. A man of action does one
thing or several things because he does not do somethingelse.
Usually men whodovery spectacular thingsfail completely to do
the ordinary things which fill the lives of most normal people
and which would be far more heroic and spectacular perhapsif
they did not happen to be done by manypeople. Thusin practice
the life of action has always seemed to me anact of cutting one-
self off from life.

Although it is true that poets are vain and ambitious, their
vanity and ambition is of the purest kind attainable in this
world, for the saint renounces ambition. They are ambitious
to be accepted for what they ultimately are as revealed by their
inmost experiences, their finest perceptions, their deepest feel-
ings, their uttermost sense of truth, in their poetry. They cannot
cheat about these things, because the quality of their own being
is revealed not in the noble sentiments which their poetry ex-
presses, but in sensibility, control of language, rhythm and _
music, things which cannot be attained by a vote of confidence
from an electorate, or by the office of Poet Laureate. Of course,
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work is tremendously important, but, in poetry, even the greatest

labor can only serve to reveal the intrinsic qualities of soul of the

_ poet as hereally is. .

Since there can be no cheating, the poet, like the saint, stands

in all his works before the bar of a perpetual day of judgement.

His vanity of course is pleased by success, though even success

may contribute to his understanding that popularity does not

confer on him the favorable judgement of all the ages which he

seeks. For what does it mean to be praised by one’s own age,

which is soaked in crimes and stupidity, except perhaps that

future ages, wise where weare foolish, will see him as a typical

expression of this age’s crimes and stupidity? Nor is lack of

success a guarantee of great poetry, though there are some who

pretend thatit is. Nor can thecritics, at any rate beyonda certain

limited point of technical judgement, be trusted.

The poet’s faith is therefore, firstly, a mystique of vocation,

secondly, a faith in his own truth, combined with his own de-

votion to a task. There can really be no greater faith than the

confidence that one is doing one’s utmost to fulfil one’s high

vocation, and it is this that has inspired all the greatest poets. At

the same time this faith is coupled with a deep humility because

one knowsthat, ultimately, judgement does not rest with oneself.

All one can dois to achieve nakedness, to be what oneis with all

one’s faculties and perceptions, strengthened by all the skill

which one can acquire, and then to stand before the judgementof

time. |
In my notebooks, I find the following prose poem, which

expresses these thoughts: .

Bring me peace bring me power bring me assurance. Let me reach the

bright day, the high chair, the plain desk, where my handatlast controls

the words, where anxiety no longer undermines me. If I don’t reach

these I’m thrown to the wolves, I’m a restless animal wandering from

place to place, from experience to experience.

Give me the humility and the judgementto live alone with the deep

and rich satisfaction of my own creating: not to be thrown into doubt

by a word of spite or disapproval.

In the last analysis don’t mind whether your work is good or bad so

long as it has the completeness, the enormity of the whole world which

you love.
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Song

Inspiration and song are the irreducible final qualities of a
poet which make his vocation different from all others. Inspira-
tion is an experience in which a line or an idea is given to one,
and perhapsalso a state of mind in which one writes one’s best
poetry. Song is far more difficult to define. It is the music which
a poem as yet unthought of will assume, the empty womb of
poetry for ever in the poet’s consciousness, waiting for the
fertilizing seed.

Sometimes, when I lie in a state of half-waking half-sleeping,
I am conscious of a stream of words which seem to pass through
my mind, without their having a meaning, but they have a sound,
a sound of passion, or a sound recalling poetry that I know.
Again sometimes when I am writing, the music of the words I
am trying to shape takes me far beyond the words, I am aware
of a rhythm, a dance, a fury, which is as yet empty of words.

In these observations, I have said little about headaches,
midnight oil, pints of beer or of claret, love affairs, and so on,
which are supposed to be stations on the journeys of poets
through life. There is no doubtthat writing poetry, when a poem
appears to succeed, results in an intense physical excitement, a
sense of release and ecstasy. On the other hand, I dread writing
poetry for, I suppose, the following reasons: a poem is a terrible
journey, a painful effort of concentrating the imagination;
words are an extremely difficult medium to use, and sometimes
when onehasspentdaystrying to say a thing clearly onefinds that
one hasonlysaid it dully; aboveall, the writing of a poem brings
one face to.face with one’s own personality with all its familiar
and clumsy limitations. In every other phase of existence, one
can exercise the orthodoxy of a conventional routine: one can be
polite to one’s friends, one can get through the day at theoffice,
one can pose, one can draw attention to one’s position in society,
one is — in a word — dealing with men.In poetry, one is wrestling
with a god.

Usually, when I have completed a poem, I think ‘this is my
best poem’, and I wish to publish it at once. This is partly be-
cause I only write when I have something new to say, which seems
more worth while than what I have said before, partly because
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optimism about my present and future makes me despise my

past. A few daysafter I have finished a poem,I relegate it to the

past of all my other wastedefforts, all the books I do not wish to

open.

Perhaps the greatest pleasure I have got from poemsthat I

have written is when I have heard some lines quoted which I

have not at once recognized. And I have thought ‘how good and

howinteresting’, before I have realized that they are my own.

In common with other creative writers I pretend that I am

not, and I am, exceedingly affected by unsympathetic criticism,

whilst praise usually makes me suspect that the reviewer does

not know what heis talking about. Why are writers so sensitive

to criticism? Partly, because it is their business to be sensitive,

and they are sensitive about this as about other things. Partly,

because every serious creative writer is really in his heart con-

cerned with reputation and not with success (the most successful

writer I have known, Sir Hugh Walpole, was far and away the

most unhappy about his reputation, because the ‘highbrows’ did

notlike him). Again, I suspect that every writer is secretly writing

for someone, probably for a parent or teacher whodid not believe

in him in childhood. The critic who refuses to ‘understand’

immediately becomes identified with this person, and the under-

standing of many admirers only adds to the writer’s secret

bitterness if this one refusal persists.

Gradually one realizes that there is always this someone who

will not like one’s work. Then, perhaps, literature becomes a

humble exercise of faith in being all that one can be in one’sart,

of being more than oneself, expecting little, but with a faith in the

mystery of poetry which gradually expands into a faith in the

mysterious service of truth.

Yet whatfailures there are! And how much mudsticks to one;

mud not thrown by other people but acquired in the course of

earning one’s living, answering or not answering the letters

which one receives, supporting or not supporting public causes.

All one can hopeis that this mud is composedoflittle grains of

sand which will produce pearls. |
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Mathematical Creation

Excerpt from H. Poincaré, TheFoundationsofScience
(trans. G. B. Halstead), Science Press, 1924, pp. 383-94. Firstpublished in Science et Méthode, Flammarion, Paris, 1908.

The genesis of mathematical creation is a problem which shouldintensely interest the psychologist. It is the activity in which thehuman mindseemsto take least from the outside world, in whichit acts or seemsto act only ofitselfandonitself, so that in studyingthe procedure of geometric thought we may hopeto reach whatismost essential in man’s mind.
This has long been appreciated, and sometime back thejournalcalled L’Enseignement Mathématique, edited by Laisant andFehr, began an investigation ofthe mental habits and methodsofworkofdifferent mathematicians. I had finished the main outlinesof this article when theresults of that inquiry were published, soI have hardly been able to utilize them and shall confine myselfto saying that the majority of witnesses confirm my conclusions;I do not sayall, for when the appeal is to universal suffrageunanimity is not to be hoped.
A first fact should surprise us, or rather would surprise us ifwe were not so used to it. How doesit happen there are peoplewho do not understand mathematics? If mathematics invokesonly the rules of logic, such as are accepted by all normal minds;if its evidence is based on principles commonto al] men, andthat none could deny without being mad, how doesit come aboutthat so many personsare here refractory?
That not every one can inventis nowise mysterious. That notevery one can retain a demonstration once learned mayalso pass,. But that not every one can understand mathematical reasoningwhen explained appears very surprising when we think of it.Andyet those who can follow this reasoning only with difficultyare in the majority: that is undeniable, and will surely not begainsaid by the experience of secondary-school teachers.
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And further: how is error possible in mathematics? A sane

mind should not be guilty of a logical fallacy, and yet there are

very fine minds who donottrip in brief reasoning such as occurs

in the ordinary doings oflife, and who are incapable of follow-

ing or repeating without error the mathematical demonstrations

which are longer, but which after all are only an accumulation

of brief reasonings wholly analogous to those they make so

easily. Need we add that mathematicians themselves are not

infallible? |

The answer seems to me evident. Imagine a long series of

syllogisms, and that the conclusions ofthe first serve as premises

of the following: we shall be able to catch each of these syllo-

gisms, and it is not in passing from premises to conclusion that

we are in danger of deceiving ourselves. But between the moment

in which wefirst meet a proposition as conclusion of onesyllo-

gism,.and that in which we reencounter it as premise of another

syllogism occasionally some timewill elapse, several links of the

chain will have unrolled; so it may happen that we have forgotten

it, or worse, that we have forgotten its meaning. So it may happen

that we replace it by a slightly different proposition, or that, while

retaining the same enunciation, we attribute to it a slightly

different meaning, and thusit is that we are exposedto error.

Often the mathematician uses a rule. Naturally he begins by

demonstrating this rule; and at the time when this proofis fresh

in his memory he understandsperfectly its meaning and its bear-

ing, and he is in no danger of changing it. But subsequently he

trusts his memory and afterward only applies it in a mechanical

way; and then if his memory fails him, he may apply it all

wrong. Thusit is, to take a simple example, that we sometimes

make slips in calculation because we have forgotten our multi-

plication table. |

According to this, the special aptitude for mathematics would

be due only to a very sure memory or to a prodigious force of

attention. It would be a powerlike that of the whist player who

remembers the cards played; or, to go up

a

step,like that of the

chess player who can visualize a great number of combinations

and hold them in his memory. Every good mathematician ought

to be a good chess player, and inversely; likewise he should be a

good computer. Of course that sometimes happens; thus Gauss
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wasat the same time a geometer of genius and a very precocious

and accurate computer.

But there are exceptions; or rather I err; I can not call them

exceptions without the exceptions being more than the rule.

Gaussit is, on the contrary, who was an exception. As for myself,

I must confess, I am absolutely incapable even of adding without

mistakes. In the same way I should be but a poor chessplayer;

I would perceive that by a certain play I should expose myself to

certain danger; I would pass in review several other plays, reject-

ing them for other reasons, and then finally I should make the

movefirst examined, having meantime forgotten the danger I had

foreseen.

In a word, my memory is not bad, but it would be insufficient

to make me a goodchess player. Why then does it not fail me in

a difficult piece of mathematical reasoning where most chess

players would lose themselves? Evidently because it is guided ©

by the general march of the reasoning. A mathematical demon-

stration is not a simple juxtapositionof syllogisms, it is syllo-

gisms placed in a certain order, and the order in which these

elements are placed is much more important than the elements

themselves. If I have the feeling, the intuition, so to speak, of

this order, so as to perceive at a glance the reasoning as a whole,

I need no longer fear lest I forget one of the elements, for each

of them will take its allotted place in the array, and that without

any effort of memory on mypart.

It seems to me then, in repeating a reasoning learned, that I

could have invented it. This is often only an illusion; but even

then, even if I am not so gifted as to create it by myself, I myself

re-invent it in so far as I repeatit.

We know that this feeling, this intuition of mathematical

order, that makes us divine hidden harmoniesandrelations, can

not be possessed by every one. Some will not have either this

delicate feeling so difficult to define, or a strength of memory

and attention beyond the ordinary, and then they will be abso-

lutely incapable of understanding higher mathematics. Such are

the majority. Others will have this feeling only in a slight degree,

but they will be gifted with an uncommon memory and a great

powerof attention. They will learn by heart the details one after

another; they can understand mathematics and sometimes make
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applications, but they cannot create. Others, finally, will possess
in a less or greater degree the special intuition referred to, and
then not only can they understand mathematics even if their
memory is nothing extraordinary, but they may becomecreators
and try to invent with more or less success according as this
intuition is more or less developed in them.

In fact, what is mathematical creation? It does not consist in
making new combinations with mathematical entities already
known. Any one could do that, but the combinations so made
would be infinite in number and most of them absolutely without
interest. To create consists precisely in not making useless combi-
nations and in making those which are useful and which are only
a small minority. Invention is discernment, choice.
How to makethis choice I have before explained; the mathe-

matical facts worthy of being studied are those which, by their
analogywith other facts, are capable of leading us to the know-

ledge of a mathematical law just as experimental facts lead us to
the knowledge of a physical law. They are those which reveal to

us unsuspected kinship between other facts, long known, but
wrongly believed to be strangers to one another.

Among chosen combinations the mostfertilewill often be those
formed of elements drawn from domains which are far apart.

Not that I mean assufficing for invention the bringing together

of objects as disparate as possible; most combinations so formed

would be entirely sterile. But certain among them,very rare, are

the most fruitful of all.

To invent, I have said, is to choose; but the word is perhaps

not wholly exact. It makes one think of a purchaser before whom

are displayed a large number of samples, and who examines

them, one after the other, to make a choice. Here the samples

would be so numerousthat a whole lifetime would not suffice to

examine them. This is not the actual state of things. Thesterile

combinations do not even present themselves to the mind of the

inventor. Never in the field of his consciousness do combinations

appear that are not really useful, except some that he rejects but

which have to some extent the characteristics of useful combina-

tions. All goes on as if the inventor were an examiner for the

second degree who would only have to question the candidates

whohadpassed a previous examination.
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But what I have hitherto said is what may be observed or

inferred in reading the writings of the geometers, reading re-

flectively.

It is time to penetrate deeper and to see what goes on in the

very soul of the mathematician. Forthis, I believe, I can do best

by recalling memories of my own. But I shall limit myself to

telling how I wrote myfirst memoir on Fuchsian functions. I

beg the reader’s pardon; I am about to use some technical expres-

sions, but they need not frighten him, for he is not obliged to

understand them. I shall say, for example, that I have found the

demonstration of such a theorem under such circumstances.

This theorem will have a barbarous name, unfamiliar to many,

but that is unimportant; what is of interest for the psychologist

is not the theorem but the circumstances.

Forfifteen days I strove to prove that there could not be any

functions like those I have since called Fuchsian functions. I

was then very ignorant; every day I seated myself at my work

table, stayed an hour or two, tried a great number of combina-

tions and reached no results. One evening, contrary to my

custom, I drank black coffee and could not sleep. Ideas rose in

crowds; I felt them collide until pairs interlocked, so to speak,

making a stable combination. By the next morning I had estab-

lished the existence of a class of Fuchsian functions, those which

come from the hypergeometric series; I had only to write out

the results, which took but a few hours.

Then I wantedto represent these functions by the quotient oftwo

series; this idea was perfectly conscious and deliberate, the analogy

with elliptic functions guided me. I asked myself what properties

these series must have if they existed, and I succeeded without

difficulty in forming the series I have called theta-Fuchsian.

Just at this time I left Caen, where I was then living, to go on

a geologic.excursion under the auspices of the school of mines.

The changes of travel made me forget my mathematical work.

Having reached Coutances, we entered an omnibus to go some

place or other. At the moment when I put my foot on the step

the idea came to me, without anything in my former thoughts

seeming to have paved the way forit, that the transformations

I had used to define the Fuchsian functions were identical with

those of non-Euclidean geometry. I did not verify the idea; I
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should not have had time, as, upon taking my seat in the omni-
_ bus, I went on with a conversation already commenced, but I
felt a perfect certainty. On my return to Caen, for conscience’
sake I verified the result at myleisure.
Then I turned my attention to the study of some arithmetical

questions apparently without much success and without a sus-
picion of any connection with my preceding researches. Dis-
gusted with my failure, I went to spend a few daysat the sea-
side, and thought of something else. One morning, walking on
the bluff, the idea came to me, with just the same characteristics
of brevity, suddenness and immediate certainty, that the arith-
metic transformations of indeterminate ternary quadratic forms
were identical with those of non-Euclidean geometry.
Returned to Caen, I meditated on this result and deduced the

consequences. The example of quadratic forms showed methat
they were Fuchsian groups other than those corresponding to
the hypergeometric series; I saw that I could apply to them the
theory of theta-Fuchsian series and that consequently there
existed Fuchsian functions other than those from the hyper-
geometric series, the ones I then knew. Naturally I set myself
to form all these functions. I made a systematic attack upon them
and carried all the outworks, one after another. There was one
howeverthat still held out, whose fall would involve that of the
whole place. But all my efforts only served at first the better to
show me the difficulty, which indeed was something. All this
work was perfectly conscious.
Thereupon I left for Mont-Valérien, where I was to go through

my military service; so I was very differently occupied. One
day, going along the street, the solution of the difficulty which
had stopped me suddenly appeared to me. I did not try to go

deep into it immediately, and only after my service did I again
take up the question. I had all the elements and had only to
arrange them and put them together. So I wrote out myfinal
memoir at a single stroke and withoutdifficulty.

I shall limit myself to this single example; it is useless to
multiply them. In regard to my other researches I would have

to say analogous things, and the observations of other mathe-

maticians given in L’Enseignement Mathématique would only

confirm them.
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Most striking at first is this appearance of sudden illumina-

tion, a manifest sign of long, unconscious prior work. Therole |

of this unconscious work in mathematical invention appears to

me incontestable, and traces of it would be found in other cases

whereit is less evident. Often when one worksat a hard question,

nothing good is accomplishedat the first attack. Then one takes a

rest, longer or shorter, and sits down anew to the work. During

the first half hour, as before, nothing is found, and then all of a

sudden the decisive idea presents itself to the mind. It might be

said that the conscious work has been morefruitful because it

has been interrupted and the rest has given back to the mindits

force and freshness. But it is more probable that this rest has

been filled out with unconscious work and that the result of this

work has afterward revealed itself to the geometer just as in the

cases I have cited; only the revelation, instead of coming during

a walk or a journey, has happened during a period of conscious

work, but independently of this work which plays at most a role

of excitant, as if it were the goad stimulating the results already

reached during rest, but remaining unconscious, to assume the

conscious form.

There is another remark to be made about the conditions of

this unconscious work: it is possible, and of a certainty it is only

fruitful, if it is on the one hand preceded and on the other hand

followed by a period of conscious work. These sudden inspira-

tions (and the examples already cited sufficiently prove this)

never happen except after some days of voluntary effort which

has appeared absolutely fruitless and whence nothing good seems

to have come, where the way taken seemstotally astray. These

efforts then have not been as sterile as one thinks; they have set

agoing the unconscious machine and without them it would not

have moved and would have produced nothing.

The need for the second period of conscious work, after the

inspiration, is still easier to understand. It is necessary to put

in shape the results of this inspiration, to deduce from them the

immediate consequences, to arrange them, to word the demonstra-

tions, but aboveall is verification necessary. I have spoken of the

feeling of absolute certitude accompanying the inspiration; in the

cases cited this feeling was no deceiver, noris it usually. But do

not think this a rule without exception; often this feeling deceives
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us without being anythe less vivid, and we only find it out when
we seek to put on foot the demonstration. I have especially
noticed this fact in regard to ideas coming to me in the morning
or evening in bed while in a semi-hypnagogicstate.
Such are the realities; now for the thoughts they force upon

us. The unconscious, or, as we say, the subliminal self plays an
important role in mathematical creation; this follows from what

we have said. But usually the subliminal self is considered as
purely automatic. Now we have seen that mathematical work is
not simply mechanical, that it could not be done by a machine,
however perfect. It is not merely a question of applying rules,
of making the most combinations possible according to certain

fixed laws. The combinations so obtained would be exceedingly
numerous, useless and cumbersome. The true work of the in-

ventor consists in choosing among these combinations so as to

eliminate the useless ones or rather to avoid the trouble ofmaking
them, and the rules which must guide this choice are extremely

fine and delicate. It is almost impossible to state them precisely;

they are left rather than formulated. Under these conditions, how

can one imagine a sieve capable of applying them mechanically?

A first hypothesis now presents itself: the subliminal self is in

no wayinferior to the consciousself; it is not purely automatic;

it is capable of discernment; it has tact, delicacy; it knows how

to choose, to divine. What do I say? It knows better how to
divine than the conscious self, since it succeeds where that has

failed. In a word, is not the subliminal self superior to the

conscious self? You recognize the full importance of this ques-

tion. Boutroux, in a lecture, has shown how it came up on a

very different occasion, and what consequences would follow an

affirmative answer.

Is this affirmative answer forced upon us by the facts I have

just given? I confess that, for my part, I should hate to accept

it. Re-examine the facts then and see if they are not compatible

with another explanation.

It is certain that the combinations which present themselves

to the mind in a sort of sudden illumination, after an unconscious

working somewhat prolonged, are generally useful and fertile

combinations, which seem the result of a first impression. Does

it follow that the subliminal self, having divined by a delicate
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intuition that these combinations would be useful, has formed

only these, or has it rather formed many others which were

lacking in interest and have remained unconscious?

In this second wayoflookingatit, all the combinations would

be formed in consequence of the automatism of the subliminal

self, but only the interesting ones would break into the domain

of consciousness. Andthis is still very mysterious. What is the

cause that, among the thousand products of our unconscious

activity, some are called to pass the threshold, while others re-

main below? Is it a simple chance which confers this privilege?

Evidently not; amongall the stimuli of our senses, for example,

only the mostintensefix our attention, unless it has been drawn to

them by other causes. More generally the privileged unconscious

phenomena, those susceptible of becoming conscious, are those

which,directly or indirectly, affect most profoundly our emotional

sensibility.

It may be surprising to see emotional sensibility invoked

a propos of mathematical demonstrations which, it would seem,

can interest only the intellect. This would be to forget the feel-

ing of mathematical beauty, of the harmony of numbers and

forms, of geometric elegance. This is a true esthetic feeling that

all real mathematicians know, and surely it belongs to emotional

sensibility.

Now, what are the mathematic entities to which weattribute

this character of beauty and elegance, and which are capable of

developing in us a sort of esthetic emotion? They are those

whose elements are harmoniously disposed so that the mind

without effort can embrace their totality while realizing the

details. This harmony is at once a satisfaction of our esthetic

needs and an aid to the mind, sustaining and guiding. And at the

same time, in putting under our eyes a well-ordered whole, it

makes us foresee a mathematical law. Now, as we have said

above, the only mathematical facts worthy of fixing our attention

and capable of being useful are those which can teach us a

mathematical law. So that we reach the following conclusion: the

useful combinations are precisely the most beautiful, I mean

those best able to charm this special sensibility that all mathe-

maticians know, but of which the profane are so ignorant as

often to be tempted to smile atit.
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What happens then? Among the great numbers of combina-
tions blindly formed by the subliminal self, almost all are with-
out interest and without utility; but just for that reason they are

“also without effect upon the esthetic sensibility. Consciousness

will never know them; only certain ones are harmonious,
and, consequently, at once useful and beautiful. They will be
capable of touching this special sensibility of the geometer of

which I have just spoken and which, once aroused, will call
our attention to them, and thus give them occasion to become

conscious.

This is only a hypothesis, and yet here is an observation which

may confirm it: when a sudden illumination seizes upon the
mind of the mathematician, it usually happens that it does not

deceive him, but it also sometimes happens, as I havesaid, that
it does not stand the test of verification. Well, we almost always

notice that this false idea, had it been true, would have gratified
our natural feeling for mathematical elegance.

Thus it is this special esthetic sensibility which plays the role

of the delicate sieve of which I spoke, and that sufficiently

explains why the one lacking it will never be a real creator,
Yet all the difficulties have not disappeared. The conscious

self is narrowly limited and as for the subliminal self we know

not its limitations, and this is why we are not too reluctant in

supposing that it has been able in a short time to make more

different combinations than the whole life of a conscious being

could encompass. Yet these limitations exist. Is it likely that
it is able to form all the possible combinations, whose number

would frighten the imagination? Nevertheless that would seem
necessary, because if it produces only a small part of these com-

binations, and if it makes them at random, there would be small
chance that the good, the one we should choose, would be found

among them.

Perhaps we ought to seek the explanation in that preliminary
period of conscious work which always precedes all fruitful

unconscious labor. Permit me a rough comparison. Figure the
future elements of our combinations as something like the
hooked atoms of Epicurus. During the complete repose of the

_ mind, these atomsare motionless, they are, so to speak, hooked

to the wall; so this complete rest may be indefinitely prolonged
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without the atoms meeting, and consequently without any com-

bination between them.

On the other hand, during a period of apparent rest and

unconscious work, certain of them are detached from the wall

and putin motion. Theyflash in every direction through the space

(I was about to say the room) where they are enclosed, as would,

for example, a swarm ofgnats or, if you prefer a more learned

comparison, like the molecules of gas in the kinematic theory of

gases. Then their mutual impacts may produce new combinations.

What is the role of the preliminary conscious work? It is

evidently to mobilize certain of these atoms, to unhook them from

the wall and put them in swing. We think we have done no

good, because we have movedthese elements a thousanddifferent

ways in seeking to assemble them, and have foundnosatisfactory

aggregate. But, after this shaking up imposed upon them by our

will, these atoms do not return to their primitive rest. They

freely continue their dance.

Now, our will did not choose them at random; it pursued a

perfectly determined aim. The mobilized atoms are therefore

not any atoms whatsoever; they are those from which we might

reasonably expect the desired solution. Then the mobilized atoms

undergo impacts which make them enter into combinations

among themselves or with other atoms at rest which they struck

against in their course. Again I beg pardon, my comparison is

very rough, but I scarcely know how otherwise to make my

thought understood.

Howeverit may be, the only combinations that have a chance

of forming are those where at least one of the elements is one

of those atoms freely chosen by our will. Now, it is evidently

among these that is found what I called the good combination.

Perhaps this is a way of lessening the paradoxical in the original

hypothesis.

Another observation. It never happens that the unconscious

work gives us the result of a somewhat long calculation all made,

where we have only to apply fixed rules. We might think the

wholly automatic subliminal self particularly apt for this sort of

work, which is in a way exclusively mechanical. It seems that

thinking in the evening upon the factors of a multiplication we
might hopeto find the product ready made upon our awakening,
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or again that an algebraic calculation, for example a verification,
would be made unconsciously — nothing of the sort, as observa-
tion proves. All one may hope from these inspirations, fruits of
unconscious work, is a point of departure for such calculations.
As for the calculations themselves, they must be made in the
second period of conscious work, that which follows the inspira-
tion, that in which oneverifies the results of this inspiration and
deduces their consequences. The rules of these calculations are’
strict and complicated. They require discipline, attention, will
and, therefore, consciousness. In the subliminal self, on the
contrary, reigns what I should call liberty, if we might give this
name to the simple absence of discipline and to the disorder born
of chance. Only, this disorder itself permits unexpected combina-
tions. |

I shall make a last remark : when above I madecertain personal
observations, I spoke of a night of excitement when I worked in
spite of myself. Such cases are frequent, and it is not necessary
that the abnormal cerebral activity be caused by a physical
excitant as in that I mentioned. It seems, in such cases, that one
is present at his own unconscious work, madepartially percept-
ible to the over-excited consciousness, yet without having
changed its nature. Then we vaguely comprehend what dis-
tinguishes the two mechanisms or, if you wish, the working
methods of the two egos. And the psychologic observations I
have been able thus to make seem to me to confirm in their
general outlines the views I have given. :

Surelythey have need of it, for they are and remain in spite
of all very hypothetical: the interest of the questions is so great
that I do not repent of having submitted them to the reader.
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Part Three Theoretical Contributions

It was largely on the basis of Poincaré’s and other similar

accounts that Graham Wallas (Reading 8) formulated his

analysis of stages in creative thinking. This has been widely

accepted, though also criticized as being over-rigid. By the

‘art’ of thought, Wallas means the development of greater

skill and effectiveness through self-training of one’s ‘natural’

thought process.

F. C. Bartlett (Reading 9) likewise regards thinking as

consisting of high-level skills and showsthat these are similar
in many respects to complex psychomotorskills. Somewhat

like Guilford (Reading 15) he distinguishes thinking in ‘closed
systems’ from ‘adventurous thinking’; and in Reading 9 he
analyses the characteristics of adventurous thinking in

experimental science, referring particularly to the development

of research on infectious diseases and on reaction time.
To Sinnott (Reading 10), as a biologist, creativeness is a

characteristic of all living matter; he traces its evolutionary
development up to the human level. This most advancedstage
is discussed in the excerpt. Cropley’s book is a general survey
of work on creativity, and in the chapter included here
(Reading 11) he describes some of the cognitive characteristics
of creative thinkers, showing the bearings of modern learning

theory and of information theory.
The psychodynamic psychologist is, of course, particularly

concerned with the role of unconscious impulses in creativity,
and as early as 1908 Freud (see Reading 12) pointed out the

relations between the work ofthe artist, ordinary

day-dreaming and children’s play. Later writers, however,
have moved away from the notion, developed in Freud’s
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work on Leonardo da Vinci (1910), that creative work is a
kind of sublimation of repressed complexes. Thus Kubie (1958)
maintains that inspiration originates at the preconscious level,
and is more likely to be blocked by, than to derive from,
neurosis. While Carl Rogers, in Reading 13, sees creativity as a
Process of self-realization of the unusually sensitive and
well-integrated personality.
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The Art of Thought

Excerpts from G. Wallas, The Art of Thought, Jonathan Cape, 1926,
pp. 79-96.

In this chapter, I shall ask at what stages in that thought process
the thinker should bring the conscious and voluntaryeffort of his
art to bear. Here we at once meet the difficulty that unless we
can recognize a psychological event, and distinguish it from other
events, we cannot bring conscious effort to bear directly upon it;
and that our mentallife is a stream of intermingled psychological
events, all of which affect each other, any of which, at any
given moment, may be beginning or continuing or ending, and
which, therefore, are extremely hard to distinguish from each
other. |

Wecan, to some degree, avoid this difficulty if we take a single
achievement of thought — the making of a new generalization or
invention, or the poetical expression of a new idea — and ask how
it was brought about. We can then roughly dissect out a con-
tinuous process, with a beginning and a middle and an end of
its own. Helmholtz, for instance, the great German physicist,
speaking in 1891 at a banquet on his seventieth birthday, de-
scribed the way in which his most important new thoughts had
come to him. He said that after previous investigation of the
problem ‘in all directions ... happy ideas come unexpectedly
withouteffort, like an inspiration. So far as I am concerned, they
have never come to me when my mind wasfatigued, or when I
was at my working table.... They came particularly readily
during the slow ascent of woodedhills on a sunny day.’ Helm-

holtz here gives us three stages in the formation of a new thought.
Thefirst in time I shall call Preparation, the stage during which

the problem was ‘investigated ... in all directions’; the second
is the stage during which he wasnot consciously thinking about
the problem, which I shall call Incubation; the third, consisting
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of the appearance of the ‘happy idea’ together with the psycho-
logical events which immediately preceded and accompaniedthat
appearance, I shall call [umination.
And I shall add a fourth stage, of Verification, which Helm-

holtz does not here mention. [. . .] In the daily stream of thought
these four different stages constantly overlap each other as we
explore different problems. An economist reading a blue book,
a physiologist watching an experiment, or a business man going
through his morning’s letters, may at the same time be ‘incubat-
ing’ on a problem which he proposed to himself a few days ago,
be accumulating knowledge in ‘preparation’ for a second prob-
lem, and be ‘verifying’ his conclusion on a third problem. Even
in exploring the same problem, the mind may be unconsciously
incubating on oneaspectof it, while it is consciously employed in
preparing for or verifying another aspect. And it must always be
remembered that much very important thinking, done for in-
stance by a poet exploring his own memories, or by a mantrying
to see clearly his emotional relation to his country or his party,
resembles musical composition in that the stages leading to
success are not very easily fitted into a ‘problem and solution’
scheme. Yet,even when success in thought meansthe creation of
something felt to be beautiful and true rather than the solution
of a prescribed problem, the four stages of preparation, incuba-
tion, illumination and the verification of the final result can
generally be distinguished from each other.

If we accept this analysis, we are in a position to ask to what
degree, and by what means, we can bring conscious effort, and
the habits whicharise from consciouseffort, to bear upon each of
the four stages. I shall not, in this chapter, deal at any length with
the stage of preparation. It includes the whole processofintellec-
tual education. Men have known for thousands of years that
conscious effort and its resulting habits can be used to improve
the thought processes of young persons, and have formulated
for that purpose an elaborate art of education. The ‘educated’
man can, in consequence, ‘put his mind on’ to a chosen subject,
and ‘turn his mind off’ in a way which is impossible to an un-
educated man. The educated man has also acquired, by the
effort of observation and memorizing, a body of remembered
facts and words which gives him a wider range in the final
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moment of association, as well as a number of those habitual

tracks of association which constitute ‘thought systems’ like

*French policy’, ‘scholastic philosophy’ or ‘ biological evolution’,

and which present themselves as units in the process of thought.

The educated man has, again, learned and can, in the prepara-

tion stage, voluntarily or habitually follow out rules as to the

order in which he shall direct his attention to the successive

elements in a problem. Hobbesreferred to this fact when in the

Leviathan he described ‘regulated thought’ and contrasted it

with that ‘wild ranging of the mind’ which occurs when the

thought process is undirected. Regulated thought is, he says, a

‘seeking’. ‘Sometimes’, for instance, ‘a man seeks what he has

lost... . Sometimes a man knowsa place determinate, within the

compass whereofheis to seek; and then his thoughts run overall

the parts thereof, in the same manner as one would sweep a room

to find a jewel; or as a spaniel rangesthefield, till he find a scent;

or as a man should run over the alphabet, to start a rhyme.’ A

spaniel with the brain of an educated human being could not,

by a direct effort of will, scent a partridge in a distant part of

the field. But he could so ‘quarter’ the field by a preliminary

voluntary arrangement that the less voluntary process of smelling

would be given every chance of successfully taking place.

Included in these rules for the preliminary ‘regulation’ of our

thought are the wholetraditional art of logic,the mathematical

forms which are the logic of the modern experimental sciences,

and the methods of systematic and continuous examination of

present or recorded phenomenawhichare the basis of astronomy,

sociology and the other ‘observational’ sciences. Closely con-

nected with this voluntary use of logical methodsis the voluntary

choice of a ‘problem attitude’ (Aufgabe). Our mind is not likely

to give us a clear answer to any particular problem unless we

set it a clear question, and we are morelikely to notice thesig-

nificance of any new piece of evidence, or new association of
ideas, if we have formed a definite conception of a case to be

proved or disproved. [. ..] And though I have assumed, for the

sake of clearness, that the thinker is preparing himself for the

solution of a single problem, he will often (particularly if he is

working on the very complex material of the social sciences) have
several kindred problems in his mind,on all ofwhich the voluntary
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work of preparation has been, or is being done, and for any of
which,at the illumination stage, a solution maypresentitself.
The fourth stage, of verification, closely resembles the first

Stage of preparation. It is normally, as Poincaré points out, fully
conscious, and men have worked out much the sameseries of
mathematical andlogicalrules for controlling verification by con-
scious effort as those which are used in the control ofpreparation.
There remain the second and third stages, incubation and

illumination. The incubation stage covers two different things,
of which thefirst is the negative fact that during incubation we
do not voluntarily or consciously think on a particular problem,
and the second is the positive fact that a series of unconscious
and involuntary (or foreconscious and forevoluntary) mental
events may take place during that period.It is the first fact about
incubation whichI shall now discuss, leaving the second fact — of
subconscious thought during incubation, and the relation of
such thought to illumination — to be more fully discussed in
connexion with the illumination stage. Voluntary abstention
from conscious thought on any particular problem may, itself,
take two forms: the period of abstention may be spenteither in
conscious mental work on other problems, or in a relaxation
from all conscious mental work. The first kind of incubation
economizes time and is therefore often the better. We can often
get moreresult in the same time by beginning several problemsin
succession and voluntarily leaving them unfinished while we
turn to others, than by finishing our work on each problem at one
sitting. A well-known academic psychologist, for instance, who
wasalso a preacher, told me that he found by experience thathis
Sunday sermon was much better if he posed the problem on
Monday, than if he did so later in the week, although he might
give the same numberof hours of conscious work to it in each
case. It seemsto be a tradition among practising barristers to put
off any consideration of each brief to the latest possible moment
before they have to deal with it, and to forget the whole matter
as rapidly as possible after dealing with it. This fact may help to
explain a certain want of depth which has often been noticed in
the typical lawyer-statesman, and which may be due to his
conscious thought not being sufficiently extended and enriched
by subconscious thought.
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But, in the case of the more difficult forms of creative thought,
the making, for instance, of a scientific discovery, or the writing
of a poem or play or the formulation of an importantpolitical

decision, it is desirable not only that there should be an interval
free from conscious thoughton the particular problem concerned,
but also that that interval should be so spent that nothing should
interfere with the free working of the unconscious or partially

conscious processes of the mind. In those cases, the stage of
incubation should include a large amount of actual mental

relaxation. It would, indeed, be interesting to examine, from that

point of view, the biographies of a couple of hundred original

thinkers and writers. A. R. Wallace, for instance, hit upon the

theory of evolution by natural selection in his berth during an

attack of malarial fever at sea; and Darwin was compelled by
ill-health to spend the greater part of his waking hoursin physical

and mental relaxation. Sometimes a thinker has been able to

get a sufficiency of relaxation owing to a disposition to idleness,

against which he has vainly struggled. More often, perhaps,

what he has thought to be idleness, is really that urgent craving

for intense and uninterrupted day-dreaming which Anthony

Trollope describes in his account of his boyhood.

Oneeffect of such a comparative biographical study might be

the formulation of a few rules as to the relation between original

intellectual work and the virtue of industry. There are thousands

of idle ‘geniuses’ who require to learn that, without a degree of

industry in preparation andverification, of which many of them

have no conception, no great intellectual work can be done, and

that the habit of procrastination may be even more disastrous to

a professional thinker than it is to a man of business. And yet a

thinker of good health and naturally fertile mind may have to be

told that mere industry is for him, as it was for Trollope in his

later years, the worst temptation of the devil. Cardinal Manning

was a man of furious industry, and the suspension of his industry

as an Anglican archdeacon during his illness in 1847 was, for

good or evil, an important event in the history of English

religion.[. . .] [Wallas goes on to cite many other examples of the

benefits of mental and physical relaxation, and the dangers of

administrative duties and too much reading — Ed.]

So far in this chapter I have inquired how far we can voluntarily
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Adventurous Thinking

Excerpts from F. C. Bartlett, Thinking: An Experimental and Social Study,
Allen & Unwin, 1958, pp. 131-7, 160-63.

The Characteristics of Experimental Thinking

Opportunism

Anybody who looks back over an experimental development
which has continued for many years, can hardly fail to notice
that it has pursued an exceedingly wobbly course. If the surveyor
is himself an experimenter, he will know that the recorded
wanderings are fewer andless extensive than those which actually
occurred. Manya timeit will seem strange that turning points of
discovery were not reached much earlier. All of this remains
odd, however, only to somebody who already has the more
complete knowledge which the investigations themselves have
gradually built up. [.. .]-

The scientific experimenteris, in fact, by bent and practice, an

opportunist. He has to build upon the facts — the ‘sensible’ facts
as Harvey would say — which are available to him when he begins

his work, and he must use them to discover other facts, advancing

stage by stage towards that eventual understanding of causal

relations which he seeks. To the onlooker who makesa studyat an

advanced stage of the work, the experimenter’s thinking must

often appear wasteful, directed so far as specific stages are con-

cerned, but wandering in relation to final issues, remarkably

uneconomical in the sense that what may take the experimenter

years to establish may take the expositor only a few minutes to

describe.

Method andinstrument

Both of the instances that we have considered [see original text]

have shown again and again that the experimenter cannot move
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beyond the point for which methods and instrumentation are

available. He may sometimes invent them; more often he adopts

them from some source that may be well outside his own imme-

diate interests.

The experimenter must be able to use specific methods

rigorously, but he need not be in the least concerned with

‘ methodology as a body of general principles. Outstanding

‘methodologists’ have not themselves usually been successful

experimenters.

Similarly, and for much the same reasons, the experimenter

must, more and more as knowledge develops, be able to think

with instruments. However ‘pure’ his aims may be he has to be

able to practise a technique and to handle a technology. Far the

most important aspect of the experimenter’s need to master

method and to handle apparatus is that in the majority of cases

the methodandthe instrumentation are broughtinto his field of

work from the outside. There is something about experimenting,

sometimeseven in its routine forms, which demandsa variety of

interests.

Siting problems

Atall stages of experimental science one of the principal uses of

apparatus has been to aid and improve observation. Also at all

stages whenever any experiment is performed there is always a

lot more to observe than it is worth while observing. Conse- —

quently one of the greatest requirements for successful experi-

ments is to be able to ‘pinpoint’ problems. This is what optics

and the use of special lenses and lens systems did for the very

early bacteriologists, what developments of the microscope did

for the later ones, and what genetics and radiation analysis are

doing in the study of bacteriophage. It is what amplification of

very small electrical discharges, and the developmentofelectronic

recording and computing instruments have donein the study of

reaction-time phenomena. To know where to look, as much as

how to look, is a necessary step in experiment. Very often,

perhaps always,it is a step that becomes possible when methods,

apparatus, hints, or established findings are taken over from

somefield different from that in which they are to be applied.

The identification of problem sites of outstanding concentration
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and importance has over and over again played a very great part
in directing experimental research.

Making openings

The experimenter used to be pictured as always on the look-
out for a ‘crucial experiment’, and a crucial experiment was
regarded as one which settled some question once andforall. It
is perfectly true that, like all other thinkers, he is trying to reach
conclusions, or terminal positions, which everybody else who has
sufficient and sufficiently accurate information must accept. But
this is neither all, nor is it the most important part of what he is
trying to do, except in such cases, much morerare than is often
supposed, in which,for the time being, his interests are narrowly
practical ones. We saw howthe prolonged course of experiments,
in each of the cases we havestudied,fell into phases, or stages, or
periods. At intervals something happened which then set the
main stream of research for a long time to.come. There is no
accident about this; it is the regular course for experimental
thinking to take. Original experimental thinkingfills up a gap in
a manner that commandsassent, but also opens up many other
gaps either not suspected before or not before susceptible of
exact filling which now the more routine experimental thinking
can deal with.

One of the most important features of these turning points in
experimental development is that they very often introduce
methods and instrumentation new to the field of research in-
volved, but already developed in some other region of investiga-
tion. But if the experimenter who does this has any original
impact upon his science he always does more than this. He must
adapt the new methods and instruments for use in his own field,

and he must show that they can be used to reach a compelling
answer to some current problems, and at the same time to lead

on to a numberof further problems. As we have seen from our

two leading instances, and could readily confirm from many

others, genuine advance usually means (a) the progressive

pushing back of the boundaries of what are regarded as defined

fields of investigation, (b) the establishment of smaller and

smaller and also, as a rule, more and more units as centres of

those causal relations and activities with which the particular
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scientific discipline concerned must deal, and (c) usually the

identification of some of these units and groups of units as

possessing differential functions that, in the next phase of

development, are most likely to be worth investigation.

For example, Helmholtz brought into the study of nerve con-

duction the very method already established by the astronomers

to measure the difference between one ‘personal equation’ and

another. He adapted the method so that he could measure time

differences of response within what could be called a single

length of motor nerves, and he adapted the apparatus into his

own form of myograph.Hesettled once and for all that discharge

along motor nerve takes a measurable time. Implicit in his

experiment were a very large number of new questions which

sooner or later were now bound to be asked. Those concerning

actual times taken by more complex mental processes could be

tackled at once, and the ‘mental chronometry’ period which

followed was a direct outcome of the astronomer’s observations

and Helmholtz’s experiment. Obviously Helmholtz had left open

very important questions of the nature of the nerve impulse and

more accurate and analysed measures of its rate. These had to

wait for a long timetill suitable recording apparatus wasavailable.

Equally Helmholtz had left open the whole question of a succes-

sion of events within the total reaction time which might perhaps

have important bearings upon complex behaviour. These also

had to wait, partly because they were obscured by the theoretical

wrappings that mental chronometry very soon providedforitself,

and partly because, here, too, adequate recording instruments

were lacking.

Original and routine thinking

The winding progress of any branch of experimental science

is made up essentially of a relatively small number of original

inquiries, which may be widely separated, followed, as a rule,

by a very large number of routine inquiries. The most important

feature of original experimental thinking is the discovery of

overlap and agreement where formerly only isolation and

difference were recognized. This usually means that when any

experimental science is ripe for marked advance, a mass of

routine thinking belonging to an immediately preceding phase
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has come near to wearing itself out by exploiting a limited
range of technique to establish more and more minute and
specialized detail. A stage has been reached in which finding out
further details addslittle or nothing to what is known already in
the way of opening up unexplored relations. In fact the minute
improvements in delicacy of measurement, and the like, with
which the routine investigator must now be concernedarelittle,
if anything, more than further descriptive items, and science
cannotlive on description alone.
However, at the same time, perhaps in some other branch of

science, and perhaps in some hitherto disconnected part of what
is treated as the same branch, there are other techniques generat-
ing their own problems, opening up their own gaps. An original
mind, never wholly contained in any one conventionally enclosed
field of interest, now seizes upon the possibility that there may be
some unsuspected overlap, takes the risk whether there is or not,
and gives the old subject matter a new look. Routine starts
again.

If these general interpretations of the facts are accepted, I
think three things follow.
There is no point in asking whether originality or routine

plays the more important part in experimental science. Neither
occurs without the other, or can so occur. All that we can say
is that for every original mind a large number of routine minds
must be set to work.

The conditions for original thinking are when two or more
streams of research begin to offer evidence that they may con-

verge and so in some manner be combined.It is the combination

which can generate new directions of research, and through these

it may be foundthatbasic units and activities may have properties

not before suspected which open up a lot of new questions for

experimental study. |
_ The thinker in the closed system is in the position of contem-
plating a finished structure. Very often this may be exceedingly

complex and elaborate and the rules of its construction difficult
to appreciate. The thinker is, however, in the position of a spec-

tator searching for something which he must treat as being in

some way ‘there’ all the time. His search is rational but it is

often emotionally sustained, and if it is, the emotion is appro-
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priate to that which is associated with the contemplation of

form and beauty of form, and is aesthetic or akin to the

aesthetic.

The experimental thinker is in the position of somebody who

must use whatever tools may be available for adding to some

structure that is not yet finished, and that he himself is certainly

not going to complete. Because the materials that he must use

have properties of their own, many of which he cannot know

until he uses them, and some of which in all likelihood are

actually generated in the course of their use, he is in the position

of an explorer rather than that of a spectator. His thinking, too,

is often emotionally sustained, and if it is, the emotion is one

of those appropriate to the chase, to risk, to adventure and to

sport.

These are some of the main features and conditions of the

thinking of the experimental scientist in so far as they can be

detected by a study of continued experiment, over fairly long

periods, carried out by many research workers, on widely

defined topics. [.. .]

The Principal Characteristics of Experimental Thinking

I can now attempt a summary statement of the main characters

of experimental thinking as they have appeared in the last two

chapters [not included here].

1. Experimental thinking comes as a relatively late develop-

ment in the search for knowledge of the world, since it has to be

based upon muchprior accumulation, description andclassifica-

tion of observed facts, and upon the invention of special methods

and usually special instruments for establishing controlled se-

quences amongthese facts.

2. The basic challenge to experiment comes when events and

phenomena which have appeared to display differences to im-

mediate observations are seen, or suspected, to possess overlap

and agreements. Experiment sets out to account for the overlap,

to determine its range, and to find where once again it breaks out

into differences.

3. Experimental thinking from the beginning and all through

submits to empirical control. It is therefore much more an
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expression of specialized interests than is any other sort of
thinking that we have considered so far.

4. Because of its empirical foundation and control, it is
opportunist by nature. It must attempt to deal with highly
complex situations and systems, the structural properties of
which can be found out only as experiments proceed. In con-
sequence both the individual experimenter, and the broad course
ofexperimentalprogressitself, are apt to take a wandering course,
and when temporary, orfinal, issues are reached the course taken
generally looks to have been a very uneconomicalone.

>. Much experimental thinking has to be in terms of methods
and instruments, and this becomes more markedas, in anyfield
of exploration, experimentitself develops. Over and over again
the most outstanding scientific advances have been made when
methods and instruments invented to deal with one set of
problems have been taken over into areas with which they had
little or nothing to do in their origin. This again means that
successful experimental thinking almost always demandsmultiple
interests, and it has much to do with the fact that experimen-
tal discoveries are often made long before they are actively
developed.

6. Especially in early stages of specific experimental progress,
some of the most important thinking of the experimentalscientists
concerns the pinpointing, or siting, of problems; this may do
more than anything else to save the experimenter from losing
himself in detail.

7, Like other forms of thinking, the experimental kindis set to
reach issues in a step sequence which will compel assent from all
normal people who are prepared to accept the experimental
approach. But it is not satisfied with this; it must also achieve
new openings.

8. The most important of all conditions of originality in
experimental thinking is a capacity to detect overlap and agree-
ment between groupsof facts and fields of study which have not
before been effectively combined, and to bring these groups into
experimental contact. Any experimentalscienceis likely to show
successive prolonged phases of advance and consolidation as it
progresses.

If we consider the case of the individual experimenter, the
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following appear as important determining influences in his

SUCCESS:

(a) While the particular kind of subject matter which he takes

up will depend mainly upon the direction of his interests and

opportunities, he is unlikely to achieve very much unless his

preparation takes him into potentially overlapping fields of

scientific exploration.

(b) It is likely that the most critical early steps that he takes will

be due to prompting coming from people, or from other sources,

outside himself and his own planned beginnings of experiment.

(c) It is almost certain that as his work develops he will follow

a great many moreclues than he eventually uses. He must know

when to stop trying a particular direction of experiment, and he

must not be afraid to dothis.

(d) Experimenting and interpreting the results of experiment

are not normally processes laid out in a strict succession; they

go on together. Usually, however, there are final steps specially

directed to such interpretation and presentation of results as

will display order and system in a massof detail. It is not un-

common for the individual experimenter to get very much held

up at this stage and he may have to put his own results out of

mind for a time. When this happens it may be because, once

again, the most illuminating interpretations often come from

outside the immediate experimental range.

(e) An experimenter must ‘know’ what dimensions of change

it is likely to be most worth his while to select for experimental

control. This seems to demand some ‘superior sensitivity’ to

‘dead ends’ — if the experiments get moreor less near to them —

and to the proximity of openings so many, so varied, and so

general that if he proceeds heis likely to wanderaimlessly.

(f) Prediction, as the experimenter uses it, can either take the

form of pointing out the most likely lines for experimental

development before they have been embarked upon, or of

stating expected results from novel experiments on the assump-

tion that certain general principles have been correctly formu-

lated. The second form of prediction is always to some degree
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deductive and so it has some common characters with formal
‘closed system’ thinking. It may or may not involve probability
calculations.

(g) Science in its advances moves towards measurement. The
quantification possible in a great many instances, especially in
biological fields, is statistical, and since at present in such cases
the values assignable have to be determined by experiment,
any experimenter working in these fields now needs enough
statistical background to select and use appropriate methods,if
he is to think effectively.
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The Creativeness of Life

Excerpt from E. W. Sinnott, ‘The creativeness oflife’, in H. H. Anderson
(ed.), Creativity and its Cultivation, Harper, 1959, pp. 21-9.

The Higher Levels of Creativity in Man

Manhas emerged into a much higher behavioral level than any
other animal can reach. His memoryis far more extensive. By
this means and the invention of speech and written symbols heis
able to use the accumulated experience of the past. Most ofhis
goals are nowfulfilled not by bodily actions but by mental ones.
To gain knowledge is now oneof his great ends. By seeking
relationships between facts, he learns to recognize general
uniformities and to relate particulars to them, thus acquiring
ability to reason. He can prove that Socrates, being a man, must
be mortal since all men are so. Thus he has come to deal in
abstractions.

His inner environmentis vastly richer than that of a beast and,
as society develops, his outer environment becomes far more
complex also. All these diversities, like the far simpler environ-
mental changes at the embryological and instinctive levels,
modify the goals that are set up within his living system. The
interpretation of mental life, however rich and complex, as the
seeking of a wide variety of changing goals in the organized
pattern is therefore a defensible one. Consciousness, so often
involved with the concept of mind, is a problem by itself which
need not, I think, concern us here. Conscious purpose, desire,
thought, is the subjective experience of behavioral goals set up in
the living system to which ouractions continually seek to conform.

Imagination

But there is one important element that must be added to this
concept of the human mind, particularly as we consider its
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creativeness. The multiplication of man’s behavioral goals and

the increased complexity of his psychological patterns have

enriched his mental life, but something else has been acquired

during his upward progress. Gaining the power to accumulate

experience and to reason was not enough to make him truly man.

Another quality was necessary — the great gift of imagination.

This is perhaps man’s mostdistinctive trait, for it makes possible

his creativeness. Here at last, we finally come moreclosely to

grips with the themeofthis study.

To achieve his goals, to satisfy the pattern of the desires that

arise in him from the interaction between his wide genetic capacity

and the increasing complications of his environment would not

have been enough to account for the tremendousacceleration in

man’s progress since he became man. Frequently, human

advancement has been stalled because something essential for its

further development was missing. Sooner or later there was born

in someone’s mind a new idea which supplied the necessary

element. Hence must have comethe use of fire, communication

by written symbols, the invention of the wheel and the bow,

domestication of animals, and many more. These doubtless had

no sudden origin but were the products of many minds; but they

were all novelties that could not have appeared unless there had

been someone who could imagine a situation never yet experi-

enced, who could picture in his mind something he had notseen.

The Process of Creativity

The problem of creativeness comes downatlast to that of how

these new ideas have their origin. Much thought has been given

to this matter by psychologists and other students of the creative

process. Two major methods appear to be operative. One is

primarily deductive — creativeness by direct frontal assault. It

consists in marshaling the widest possible array of facts and ideas

and then carefully searching for heretofore unrecognized relation-

ships between them. This seems to be the method used by Edison,

for example, in making his inventions, and by Einstein in the

development of his theoretical ideas. But we can be sure that

this is not the way in whichatleast the first steps in creativity, in

either science or the arts, have generally been taken.
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It is much more commonfor a new idea to arise almost spon-
taneously in the mind, often seemingly out of nothing and at a
time when a person maybe thinking of something quite different.
A famousinstance is the way in which one of Henri Poincaré’s
(1924) insights into mathematics came to him. He had been
struggling for days with the problem of functions, to no con-
clusion. One night after drinking black coffee and being unable
to sleep, ideas rose in his mind, he says, in crowds, colliding,
sometimes interlocking, and finally making some stable combina-
tions from which he discovered the existence of the Fuchsian
functions. Shortly afterward, while on a geological excursion and
with no thoughts of mathematics in his head, as he put his foot
on the step of an omnibusthe idea flashed into his mind that the
transformations he had used were identical with those of non-
Euclidean geometry,-a profound insight.
Another notable example often cited of the solution of a

scientific problem without consciouseffort is Otto Loewi’s proof
of the chemical mediation of nerve impulses. This came to him
vividly in a dream, but on awakening he could not rememberthe
details of it! The next night, fortunately, the dream was repeated.
This time, before going to sleep again he recordedit fully and in
the laboratory the next day performedthecritical experiment that
proved the truth of the solution thus given him.

Lovers of A. E. Housman (1933) have read his essay on The
Name and Nature ofPoetry in which he describes how his verses
often arose in his mind.

As I went along, thinking of nothing in particular, only looking at
things around me and following the progress of the seasons, there
would flow into my mind, with sudden and unaccountable emotion,
sometimes a line or two of verse, sometimes a whole stanza at once,
accompanied, not preceded, by a vague notion of the poem which they
were destined to form part of. Then there would usually be a lull of an
hour or so, then perhaps the spring would bubble up again.

Manypoets have experiences such as these. Robert Frost told a
friend of mine about one of his. One winter evening the poet had
opened his front door and strode out into the snowy darkness for
a breath of air when there came into his mind the whole of that
lovely poem Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening. The strange
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pattern of rhymes continued in his mind through the verses as he

wrote them down, and to bring the poem to a close he had to

break the rhythm in the final quatrain.

Many other cases such as these are described in Ghiselin’s

(1952) book, The Creative Process, in Hutchinson’s (1949) How

to Think Creatively, and in other places. This sort of creativity

is not common,butit is certainly far from rare. It has been found

amongall sorts of men and women whoare faced with the need —

sometimes the consuming, passionate desire — to gain a new in-

sight into truth or beauty, to solve a problem in science, to bring

to life a painting out of pigment, oil, and canvas, or to set a

poem downin words.

Such inspirations, it is well recognized, rarely come unless an

individual. has immersed himself in a subject. He must have a

rich background of knowledge and experience in it. In science,

he must be laboring to find the answer to a problem or to bring a

mass of apparently unrelated facts in his mind into a unity; in art,

he must be dreaming and pondering about a painting or a piece

of music which hefeels is there but cannot quite be brought into

existence; in poetry, he has an intense preoccupation with some-

thing beautiful but still vague which he is trying eagerly to

express. He is wrestling to bring into actuality these cloudy,

half-formed products of his imagination. Often along the way he

will jot down notes or sketches or snatches of music orsingle

lines of verse or a half-written story, steps toward the completion

of his still inchoate theme. Then, in a time of relaxation or when

something else is actively occupying his mind, the answer which

he seeks, or at least the creative nub ofit, will come sauntering

into his mind as if spontaneously.

Sometimes, as we have seen, the whole answerto scientific

problem may thus appear, or the outline for an entire story, or a

substantial bit of verse; but more commonly theinitial inspira-

tion is only the start and must be followed by long hours or

days of labor in revising and reorganizing and completing the

original flash of insight. Nevertheless, without this flash the

creative process might never have been able to get started.
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The Unconscious

Whatrelation can there be, we now mayask, between the organiz-

ing, regulatory, goal-seeking processes in which we have sought

the origin of mind and these creative activities which are man’s

particular glory ? Evidently such creative imaginationis especially

active at the mind’s unconscious level. Here mental work is being

done. Here, quite without conscious participation, choices are

being madeandideasfitted together into patterns.

Psychology haslittle to tell us yet of what is happening here.

In dreams and half-dreaming states the mind is filled with a

throng of images and fantasies. The whole unconscious pre-

sumably is occupied with such, their source lying in memory and

the experiences of the past and perhapsalso directly in the pro-

cesses of life itself. Here, we should remember, is the place where

matter, life, and mind are most inextricably mixed. Here the

natural tendencies and predilections of living stuff come to ex-

pression. More than all, I think, here the organizing power of

life fashions into orderly patterns the floating fantasies of the

unconscious mind. Here, if anywhere, new patterns may be

created.

All this sounds rather vague and mystical, and it does indeed

touch on a frontier where almost nothing nowis certainly known.
It is not pure speculation, however. The creative processes that

must be taking place in the unconscious may not be different

from those in the conscious mind. A scientist, faced with a

problem, marshals all the facts he can find that bear on it. Many

relations among them seem meaningless, and such he rules out.

Others have significance, and finally, by rearranging and organ-

izing the facts, he is able to build a consistent pattern of ideas

and to form a theory. Many psychologists believe that something

not unlike this is taking place in the unconscious when an

individual has been pondering a problem and seeking to solve it
in his conscious mind. Amongthe throng of random images and

ideas, the unconscious mind rejects certain combinations as un-

important or incompatible but sees the significance of others. By

its means, order — intellectual, esthetic, perhaps spiritual order —

is here distinguished from randomness. Thus the unconscious

mindis able to solve problems and to lay at least the foundation
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for the construction of a poem or a work of art. These are new

creations. They might have been produced by the conscious mind

and often have been, through sheer force of mental labor; but

the reason that such a frontal attack often fails seems to be that

the free association, present in the unconscious, is blocked in

various ways and the really creative new relationships therefore

are not seen.

One must recognize the operation in the unconscious of such

an organizing factor, for chance aloneis not creative. Just as the

organism pulls together random, formless stuff into the patterned

system of structure and function in the body, so the unconscious

mind seems to select and arrange and correlate these ideas and

images into a pattern. The resemblance between the two processes

is close. The concept is worth considering that the organizing

powerof life, manifest in mind as well as in body — for the two

are hardly separable — is the truly creative element. Creativity

thus becomesanattribute of Jife.

That mind actually does possess some such organizing power

as this is suggested by the conclusions of Gestalt psychology. I

am not competent to discuss these nor is this volume the place

to do so, but it seems clear that mind, or whatever its physical

correlate may be, when confronted with the throng of unassoci-

ated stimuli pouring into it from the organs of sense, is able to

organize them, largely without conscious effort, into patterns or

Gestalten. Mind has a truly morphogenetic quality about it.

The patterns it makes are new things, not repetitions of some-

thing in the past. This specifically creative ability of mind should

not be forgotten in any consideration of creativity in general.

For the unconscious thus to build something new requires an

incentive, a goal to be achieved. In this strange creativeness we

seem faced with a much less concrete sort of goal than the ones

discussed earlier — a seeking not for food or for a mate or for

preferment or to enjoy the pleasures of a game or the more

refined ones of listening to a symphony, but for somethingstill

inchoate, unformed, which is seeking, so to speak, to reach ~

expression. The invariable precursor of unconsciouscreativity is

a strong conscious desire for something — the solution of a

problem or the construction of a work of art when only hints or

cloudy outlines are in the mind. This eager search is often
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accompanied by wrestlings of the spirit which leave the seeker
exhausted and spent, but when he abandonsit, the searchisstill
pursued at the lower unconsciouslevels of his mind and there it
often is successful. In such cases we seem to be witnessing not
the operation of an established norm butits actual creation. The
living system here is exercising its ability to integrate and organize
a pattern out of formlessness, an achievement which rational
thought, being somewhat removed from its primitive living
source and bound with habit and convention, may be incapable
of doing.

An act of unconscious creativeness is dramatic and con-
spicuous but relatively rare. It is difficult, however, to draw a
line between such a process and others much more common,
products of the conscious mind which wecall acts of creative
imagination. Here the unconscious may have a share, also, but
the process is in consciousness. From this comesthe creation of
most worksofart, at least in their final state, and the solution of
most scientific problems. It is the mark of genius.
But how, in turn, can we distinguish between the constructive

processes of the creative imagination and that image-forming
which is such an important part of all mental life from child-
hood to old age? Imagination of this simple kind seems to be a
characteristically humantrait. Indeed, it is necessary if reason is
to be fruitful, for most reasoning processes require assumptions,
if nothing more,andthese are constructive acts ofthe imagination.
The imaginative process doubtless did not come into being

suddenly, but probably arose when man began to contemplate
the possibility of achieving one goal rather than another.
Perhaps when hefirst recognized the significance of the concept
‘if’, it was born. At anyrate, its development seems to have gone
hand in hand with that of rationality. These primitive forms of
imagination, we can agree, are potentially creative though often
not actually so. They have led, however, at the higher levels of
man’s mind, to what seemsa truly creative process.

Conclusion

What, then, may we conclude as to the biological basis of
creativity? Simply this, I think: that Jife itself is the creative
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process by virtue of its organizing, pattern-forming, questing

quality, its most distinctive character. In living things below man

and in man’s bodily structure, life is tied to a conservative and

relatively rigid physical basis in the genetic constitution of the

individual, necessary if the world of organisms is not to become

mixed and chaotic. But when this same organizing quality is

applied to behavior, its products are much more various; and

when it operates in the unthinkable complexity of the human

brain, with its billions of neurones and almost countless number

of synapses, the possibilities of new mental patterns are almost

infinite. Gerard (1946) has well described this situation in his

essay, ‘The biological basis of imagination’. Says he:

By such various mechanisms, then, great masses of nerve cells — the

brain as a great unity — act together; and not merely do twoora billion

units sum their separate contributions, but each is part of a dynamic.

fluctuating activity pattern of the whole. This is the orchestra which

plays thoughts of truth and beauty, which creates imagination....

What a beautiful basis for making new gestalts or recombinations of

sensory material!

Here is the field where the creative imagination operates,

whether in the conscious or the unconscious mind. Imagination,

we maySay, is simply the basic formative quality of life, emerging

at this highest level from its former dependence on a rigid

material basis and free to express itself in high creativity. The

material for these expressions, these new norms and patterns,

may exist in many forms — in pigments on canvas, in musical

notes, in words, or simply in ideas. However creativity may

manifest itself in the affairs of men,it is in this inherent creative-

ness oflife, I believe, that its ultimate source is to be found.

Such is my thesis. For some, the suggestions here presented will

havelittle appeal. It is unorthodox biology that I have presented.

Many biologists will look with disfavor on an extrapolation of

the fact of organization, real though it is, into the realm of

purpose and thus of mind, and they will be likely to regard as

useless the attempt to see in it the germ of creativity. Psycholo-

gists, particularly of the tougher-minded sort, will criticize the

argument as naive and as offering to our understanding of

creativeness little that is constructive. I cannot help feeling,
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however, that the roots of the various problems that have been

discussed here will finally be found in an understanding of the

nature oflife. Biologists, like all good and conservativescientists,

have hesitated to plunge into speculations which verge on the

metaphysical, for both speculation and metaphysics are terms

somewhat in disrepute in scientific circles today. But problems

such as this one of creativeness are so involved with life that

students of the science of life, whether they like it or not, are

going to be impelled more and more to try to make some con-

tribution toward their solution, if only to state the problems in

more precise form. This chapter is a tentative step in that direc-

tion.
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S-R Psychology and Cognitive Psychology

Excerpt from A. J. Cropley, Creativity, Longmans, Green, 1967, pp. 3443.

S-R Psychology and Cognitive Psychology —

It is common, nowadays, to draw a contrast between those

psychologists who see psychological processes as essentially

involving the building up of associations between stimuli and

responses (S—R theorists), and those who are chiefly concerned

with the ways in which people take in, organize, store and

eventually output information so that it can be readily retained

and quickly retrieved (cognitive theorists). At the extreme the

two kinds of psychology tend to concentrate on separate aspects

of human functioning, the S-R theorists being concerned largely

with learning in all its manifestations, cognitive theorists con-

centrating more on processes like thinking. However, the

essential difference between the two points of view is not really

oneof different subject matter, but of differing approaches to the

same phenomena. Thus, S—-R psychologists are frequently also

concerned with things like thinking, the nature of personality,

the processes of forgetting, and so on, but they approach these

topics in their own characteristic way. Similarly, cognitive

psychologists may investigate learning phenomena. Thedifference

between the two approaches to psychology lies, in fact, in the

mechanisms they see as underlying psychological functioning,

rather than in the subject areas they study.

Thus, S—R psychologists have attempted to account for the

phenomena of creativity in their own way, which involves the

notion that human behaviouris essentially a matter of building

up links or bonds between stimuli and responses, although they

are inclined to disagree among themselves concerning the mech-

anics of bond formation. In fact, within the general framework

of the S-R approach, there are several theories of how creative
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thinking comesto occur: one or two ofthese will be outlined very
briefly in the following paragraphs.

Some S-R Theories of Creativity

Mednick (1962) has advanced a theory of creativity which is
of the associative sort. He defines creativity as involving the
formation of associations between stimuli and responses which
are characterized by the fact that the elements linked together
are not normally associated. Thus, he suggests that divergent
people tend to link stimuli with highly unlikely responses,
whereas in most people any particular stimulus is usually linked
with the response with which it has most frequently been paired
in the past. In other words, highly divergent people are particu-
larly skilful at linking together, in an effective way, aspects
of their environment which, on the basis of experience, do
not really belong together. In most people, such happy S-R
linkages seldom occur, except perhaps by chance,! whereas
they are more or less commonplace among highly creative
individuals.

The Remote Associations Test

On the basis of this point of view, Mednick has designed a
test of creativity. The Remote Associations Test (RAT), as he
called it, assumes that highly creative individuals will make a
greater number of associations to any stimulus word than will
less creative people. In each item of Mednick’s test, subjects are
presented with three words which have some common associa-
tion, and they are required to find a fourth word which has
common associative links with all three stimulus words. The
RAThas been roughly standardized by Mednick and wasre-
ported by him to correlate with faculty ratings ofthe creativity of
students in an architectural design course, and with ratings of
research creativity of post-graduate students in psychology. It
was also shown that high RAT scorers tended to be more
‘liberal’ in their views than low scorers, and that they expressed

1. Hebb -(1949, p. 219) has suggested that the term ‘serendipity’ is now
well established as a label for fortuitous, happy combinations.
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significantly more interest in creative occupationslike journalism

and art.

However, there is evidence, cited by the present author

(Cropley, 1966), which suggests that the RAT is more related

to conventional verbal skills than to divergent thinking, and that

the associational theory of divergence is probably inadequate.

Instrumental Conditioning and Divergent Thinking

It is also possible to formulate an S-R theory of creativity in

terms of instrumental conditioning. Basically, instrumental

conditioning involves the building up of S-R bonds by rewarding

responses which are desired and failing to reward, or even

punishing, linkages which are not required. Many authors have

emphasized the role of such differential reinforcement in the

building up of patterns of behaviour in children, and emphasize

that their behaviour is shaped by the particular patterns of re-

inforcement received during the process of growing up. This

point of view suggests that the extent to which a child is able to

makecreative responses will be heavily dependent on the extent

to which he has been rewarded or punished for creative thinking

during his past childhood, and implies that parents will have an

important effect on the disposition towards creative thinking, as

a result of their child-rearing practices. The possibility of such a

relationship will be discussed in a later chapter.

Other S—R Approaches to Creativity

More recent S-R theories have placed great emphasis on the

so-called ‘mediating processes’, and a number of complex

formulations have been advanced which, while retaining their

essentially S-R nature (by sticking to the idea that links between

stimuli and responsesare the basic units of human behaviour and

even of higher-level intellectual processes), have proposed that

there are various structures which intervene between the S-part

and the R-part of the S-R bond. An example of one such formu-

lation is that of Osgood (1953). However, all such attempts to

account for the phenomena of creativity in terms of the S-R

view ignore the individual himself as an important element in the
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connecting of environment and behaviour. The person becomes
merely some kind of storage place which is at the mercy of the
external world, and which is essentially passive. In fact, many |
psychologists reject such a view, and insist that the mostinterest-
ing determinants of whetheror not a person functions divergently
or convergently lie, not in his conditioning history, but in his
properties as a human being. Thus, in this conception, the
individual is seen as actively engaged in the business ofliving, and
creative thinking is linked to his personal properties, as well as to
the power of his intellect.

The Cognitive Position

Hence, in contrast to S-R theories of creativity, cognitive
theorists are chiefly concerned with the ways in which people
organize information received from the world. The individual
is regarded as actively at grips with his environment, not merely
the passive recipient of whatever it chances to offer him. Different
people possess differing ways of ‘taking hold of’ the external
world; they receive information in characteristic ways, interpret
it idiosyncratically, and store it in terms of all the information
processed in the past. Intellectual functioning is thus seen as a
highly unified process so that the attempt to break it down into
discrete fragments in the S-R way is bound to be inadequate.
Hence, in accounting for the appearance or absence ofcreative
thinking, cognitive psychologists are concerned with differences
between highly creative and highly convergent individuals in the
characteristic ways in which they come to grips with their
environment.

Consequently, as far as cognitive theorists are concerned,
creativity represents not differing systems of associational
bonds, but different ways of getting and handling information,
and different ways of combining data in seeking effective solu-
tions (different ‘mind styles” if you like). Hence, the cognitive
approach to creativity asks about the extent to which highly
creative people are prepared to take risks in their thinking,

abouttheir willingness to take in large quantities of the informa-
tion the environment has to offer (rather than to restrict them-
selves to a narrow, but safe, segmentof it), about their capacity
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for quickly changing their point ofview, and so on. The remainder

of this section will be concerned with a discussion of the relation-

ship between high levels of creative thinking and several such

cognitive variables.

Creative Thinking and Data Coding

As Bruner (1957) has pointed out, any individual in contact

with the external world is confronted with masses of data, too

much,in fact, for him to handle. If he tries to take in everything,

he suffers a good deal of ‘cognitive strain’ (Bruner and Olver,

1963, p. 134). What happens is that individual environmental

events are tied in with previous events so that new data are seen,

not as unique occurrences, but as part of a related sequence of

events which the environment has been providing throughout

life. Thus, a new datum is rendered ‘meaningful’ by being

connected with past data which it resembles. This process of

connexion is called ‘coding’, and a set of related data is called

a ‘category’. The point is that the external world is rendered

meaningful by the linking of new events with past events which

they resemble, and Brunersees this as the chief kind of intellec-

tual activity.

Nowthe contents of categories are built up through experience,

so that, in members of the same culture, systems of categories

tend to be highly similar. This in turn means that a given event

will tend to be coded in a similar way by most members of a

given culture — coding becomes highly stereotyped, in fact.

Nonetheless, some people, despite their common cultural back-

ground, retain the capacity to make novel and unusual codings

which manifest themselves as creative thinking.

Clearly, the more a person treats data which look to have

nothing to do with each other as though they are related, the

morelikely he is to make data combinations which are unusual

(i.e. to think creatively). The kind of person who codesin this

broad wayis referred to as a wide categorizer, while the opposite

kind of person is called a narrow categorizer. People who make

very fine discriminations between bits of input and who require

high levels of similarity before they can see relationships (narrow

categorizers), are inclined to store information as though it
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consisted of a large numberofrelatively unrelated, specific bits,
and are thus unlikely to make the kind of cognitive leap involved
in creative thinking. On the other hand, willingness to treat
data whose connexion with each other is not immediately
apparent as roughly equivalent would be particularly favourable
to the appearanceofcreativity. Creative thinking thus looks to be
related to width of categorizing.

In fact, this prediction of a relationship between width of
coding and creativity, made on theoretical grounds, has been
substantiated by empirical data. Wallach and Kogan (1965,
p. 129) sorted out a sample of 151 fifth grade American children
into high and lowcreativity groups and also into high and low
I.Q. groups, then obtained scores from them on a number of

cognitive variables, of which category width in the sense outlined
on this page was one. Analysis of the scores of the seventy boys
and the eighty-one girls separately indicated that, in both groups,
there was a significant tendency for the more highly creative
children to get higher scores on the category width test. |

This finding was supported by an analysis of category width
scores obtained in the present author’s own study with Canadian
children. The 320 children were subdivided, on the basis of their
scores on the creativity measures, and two special subgroups
selected. These consisted of the top 10 per cent of the total sample
on creativity and the bottom 10 per cent on those measures. The
highly creative 10 per cent of the children showed a marked
tendency to get higher scores on category width than did the low

creative 10 per cent. Thus, the empirical evidence supports the
prediction made on theoretical grounds. Creative thinkers are,
in fact, markedly broaderin the width of their categories, so that
they are able to see data equivalences which are not at all ap-
parent to more convergent individuals.

Creativity and Cognitive Styles

In the previoussection it was stressed that intellectual functioning
may usefully be thought of as involving the build up of codes,
in which information about the recurring regularities of the
world is stored. In this conception, the emphasis is on individual
differences in the way in which data is stored once it has got
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into an individual’s data processing systems. However, it is

apparent that the presence or absence of creative thinking might

well be connected with differences in the way in which environ-

mental information is taken in, in the first place. Different people

go about the matter of getting data from their environment in

differing ways, so that, for example, some people concentrate

closely on a small portion of what is available for input while

others attend, in a less punctilious way, to a wider sweep of

information. Such differences in the ways in which different

individuals go about taking in the world are,in fact, so pervasive

and so well documented that a label for the phenomenonis in

widespread use among psychologists. The characteristic way in

which an individual goes about taking in information from the

world is referred to as ‘cognitive style’. The cognitive styles

whose existencehave been demonstrated include ‘field depend-

ence’, ‘scanning-focusing’, ‘levelling-sharpening’, and a number

of others.

Most cognitive styles, including the ones just mentioned, have

in common the property that they involve a dichotomy between,

on the one hand, taking the world in in large lumps and, on the

other, selectively attending only to chosen portions of the en-

' vironment. The dichotomy can be restated as being a matter of

paying attention to as wide a range of environmental properties

as possible, or selecting a few attributes of the environment and

concentrating on processing them. The latter strategy has the

advantage that one can select a few highly related and task-

relevant pieces of information and focus attention on them. This

makes for ease of coding and necessitates little accommodation

(modifying of codes), but that state of affairs is achieved at the

expense of losing the capacity to make rapid changes in one’s

cognitive structures. In other words, the highly selective kind of

cognitive styles lead to stereotopy of intellectual functioning, but

have an important advantage in that they make life much easier.

On the other hand, taking in as muchinformation as possible

involves the risk of cognitive strain, necessitates frequent

modification of existing categories, and makes intellectual

functioning a more arduous task. However, this state of affairs

leads to good pay-offs in thatit involves the advantages of being

able to change one’s existing mental structures very readily, of
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being able to relate widely different looking data and, in fact, of
being in a state highly favourable to the appearance of creative
thinking. Thus, those people whose cognitive style involves the
least censoring of the information available in the external world
are mostlikely to be creative thinkers.

Risk Taking

A cognitive variable which is closely related to category width,
and also to cognitive styles involving readiness to accept the
maximum amount of information from the external world,
is that of risk taking. The convergent thinker has a pretty clear
picture of just what goes with what. He knows whatis logical,
what not, and his world is a well organized and neat place in
which he can expect to get along without too much strain. By
contrast, the wide categorizer, who is prepared to attend to a
broad variety of environmental information, must continually
run the risk of making mistakes, or of looking foolish. He cannot
rely on a set of well-worn, tried and trusted principles to carry
him through, but must adjust himself continuously to all available
data. In this process, he may often be wrong, orcertainly out of
step with most of his fellows, so that he must risk making errors
and being censured. Some authors, like McClelland (1963,
p. 184) and Roe (1963, p. 170) for example, regard such willing-
ness to take risks as so importantin creativity that they mention
it as one ofthe critical attributes of the highly creative individual.
Very closely linked with the notion that the creative thinker

is not afraid to take a risk with his ideas is a further related
trait — creative people are willing to ‘have a go’, intellectually
speaking. They will, for example, risk an intelligent guess in a
problem situation, whereas convergent thinkers are much more
inclined to report that the problem is simply insoluble whenit
becomes apparentthatlogic, rule, and principle will not provide a
solution. The latter kind of thinkers may even refuse to go on,
on the groundsthat the situation is ‘foolish’.
The possibility of a relationship between creativity and risk

taking was tested by a further analysis of the Canadian junior
high school data already referred to in chapter 2 [not included
here] and in Anderson and Cropley (1966). The two subsamples
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consisting of the most creative 10 per cent and the least creative

10 per cent of the entire 320 students were compared on

a

risk

taking test, and the results indicated that the highly creative

thinkers were significantly more willing to take intellectual

risks by, for example, having a guess in a problem situation and

then backing their own guess in the absence of any better infor-

mation, rather than playing it safe by making a neutral estimate

and expressing no confidence whatsoeverin it. These findings are

important because they strongly suggest that there are cognitive

differences between creative and convergent thinkers, and further

suggest that these differences are connected with the fact that

the highly creative thinker is, to put it plainly, prepared to think.

boldly. |

Rigidity

Thinking of the creative individual as a wide categorizer who

attends to a broad span of environmental events and is willing

to take a chance on being wrong, of looking foolish, or of

drastically having to revise his views, leads to a consideration of

the role in creative thinking of rigidity and flexibility. The

creative thinker is, above all, flexible and adaptable in his

intellectual functioning. He is not committed to the preservation

of an existing status quo, and is prepared to rearrange his think-

ing. On the other hand, the rigid individualis convinced of the .

logic and rightness of his existing view of the world. He is un-

willing to make rapid or drastic changes in intellectual orienta-

tion, perhaps even incapable, and he clings firmly to what he

‘knows’ is right. In this latter kind of person, the intellectual

flexibility which characterizes the creative individual is missing,

and he functions in a highly convergent manner.

This section may thus be summarized by saying that highly

creative individuals are characterized, in the cognitive domain,

by:

1. Possession of wide categories.

2. Willingness to take risks.

_ 3, Willingness to ‘have a go’.

4, High levels of flexibility.
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Welaymen have always been intensely curious to know

—

like the

Cardinal who put a similar question to Ariosto — from what

sources that strange being, the creative writer, draws his material,

and how he manages to make such an impression on us with it

and to arouse in us emotions of which, perhaps, we had not even

thought ourselves capable. Our interest is only heightened the

morebythe fact that, if we ask him, the writer himself gives us no

explanation, or none that is satisfactory; and it is not at all

weakened by our knowledgethat not even the clearest insight into

the determinants of his choice of material and into the nature of

the art of creating imaginative form will ever help to make

creative writers of us.

If we could at least discover in ourselves or in people like our-

selves an activity which was in some wayakin to creative writing!

An examination of it would then give us a hope of obtaining the

beginnings of an explanation of the creative work of writers. And,

indeed, there is some prospect of this being possible. After all,

creative writers themselveslike to lessen the distance between their

kind and the common run of humanity; they so often assure us

that every manis a poet at heart and that the last poet will not

perish till the last man does.

Should we not look for the first traces of imaginative activity

as early as in childhood? Thechild’s best-loved and most intense

occupation is with his play or games. Might we not say that every

child at play behaves like a creative writer, in that he creates a

world of his ownor, rather, rearranges the things of his world ina

new waywhich pleases him? It would be wrongto think he does

not take that world seriously; on the contrary, he takes his play

very seriously and he expands large amounts of emotion on it.
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The opposite of play is not what is serious but what is real. In
spite of all the emotion with which he cathects his world ofplay,
the child distinguishes it quite well from reality; and he likes to
link his imagined objects and situations to the tangible and
visible things of the real world. This linkingis all that differentiates
the child’s ‘play’ from ‘phantasying’.

The creative writer does the sameas the child at play. He creates
a world of phantasy which he takes very seriously — that is,
which heinvests with large amounts of emotion — while separating
it sharply from reality. Language has preserved this relationship
between children’s play and poetic creation. It gives (in German)
the name of Spiel (‘play’) to those forms of imaginative writing
which require to be linked to tangible objects and which are
capable of representation. It speaks of a Lustspiel or Trauerspiel
(‘comedy’ or ‘tragedy’: literally, ‘pleasure play’.or ‘mourning
play’) and describes those who carry out the representation as
Schauspieler (‘ players’: literally ‘show-players’). The unreality of
the writer’s imaginative world, however, has very important
consequencesfor the techniqueofhis art; for many things which,
if they were real, could give no enjoyment, can do so in the
play of phantasy, and many excitements which, in themselves,
are actually distressing, can become a source of pleasure for
the hearers and spectators at the performance of a writer’s
work.

There is another consideration for the sake of which wewill
dwell a moment longer on this contrast between reality and play.
Whenthe child has grown up and hasceasedto play, and after he
has been labouring for decades to envisage the realities of life
with proper seriousness, he may one dayfind himself in a mental
situation which once more undoes the contrast between play and
reality. As an adult he can look back on the intense seriousness
with which he once carried on his games in childhood; and, by
equating his ostensibly serious occupations of today with his
childhood games,he can throw off the too heavy burden imposed
on him by life and win the high yield of pleasure afforded by
humour.

As people grow up, then, they cease to play and they seem to
give up the yield of pleasure which they gained from playing. But
whoever understands the human mind knowsthat hardly
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anything is harder for a man than to give up a pleasure which he

has once experienced. Actually, we can never give anything up; we

only exchange one thing for another. What appears to be a renun-

ciation is really the formation of a substitute or surrogate. In the

same way, the growing child, when he stops playing, gives up

nothing but the link with real objects; instead ofplaying, he now

phantasies. He builds castles in the air and creates what are called

day-dreams. I believe that most people construct phantasies at

times in their lives. This is a fact which haslong been overlooked

and whose importance has therefore not been sufficiently appre-

ciated.

People’s phantasies are less easy to observe than the play of

children. The child, it is true, plays by himself or forms a closed

psychical system with other children for the purposes of a game;

but even though he maynotplay his game in front of the grown-

ups, he doesnot, on the other hand, conceal it from them. The

adult, on the contrary, is ashamed of his phantasies and hides

them from other people. He cherishes his phantasies as his most

intimate possessions, and as a rule he would ratherconfess his

misdeedsthan tell anyone his phantasies. It may come aboutthat

for that reason hebelieves he is the only person whoinvents such

phantasies and has noidea that creations ofthis kind are wide-

spread amongother people. This difference in the behaviour of a

person whoplays and a person who phantasies is accounted for

by the motives of these two activities, which are nevertheless

adjuncts to each other.

A child’s play is determined by wishes: in point of fact by a

single wish — one that helps in his upbringing — the wish to be

big and grown up.Heis always playing at being ‘grown up’, and

in his games he imitates what he knows aboutthe lives of his

elders. He has no reason to conceal this wish. With the adult, the

case is different. On the one hand, he knowsthat he is expected

not to go on playing or phantasying any longer, but to act in the

real world; on the other hand, some of the wishes whichgiverise

to his phantasies are of a kind which it is essential to conceal.

Thus he is ashamed of his phantasies as being childish and as

being unpermissible.

But, you will ask, ifpeople make such a mystery of their phanta-

sying, howis it that we know sucha lot aboutit? Well, there is a
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class of human beings upon whom,not a god, indeed, but a stern
goddess — Necessity — has allotted the task of telling what they
suffer and what things give them happiness. These are the victims
of nervousillness, who are obliged to tell their phantasies, among
other things, to the doctor by whom they expect to be cured
by mental treatment. This is our best source of knowledge,
and we have since found good reason to suppose that our
patients tell us nothing that we might not also hear from healthy
people.

Let us now makeourselves acquainted with a few of the charac-
teristics of phantasying. We maylay it down that a happy person
never phantasies, only an unsatisfied one. The motive forces of
phantasies are unsatisfied wishes, and every single phantasyis the
fulfilment of a wish, a correction of unsatisfying reality. These
motivating wishes vary according to the sex, character andcir-
cumstances of the person whois having the phantasy; but they
fall naturally into two main groups. They are either ambitious
wishes, which serve to elevate the subject’s personality; or they
are erotic ones. In young women the erotic wishes predominate
almost exclusively, for their ambition is as a rule absorbed by
erotic trends. In young menegoistic and ambitious wishes come to
the fore clearly enough alongside of erotic ones. But we will not
lay stress on the opposition between the two trends; we would
rather emphasize the fact that they are often united. Just as, in
many altar-pieces, the portrait of the donor is to be seen in a
corner of the picture, so, in the majority of ambitious phantasies,
we can discover in some corner or other the lady for whom the
creator of the phantasy performsall his heroic deeds and at
whosefeet all his triumphsare laid. Here, as you see, there are
strong enough motives for concealment; the well-brought-up
young womanis only allowed a minimum oferotic desire, and the
young man has to learn to suppress the excess of self-regard
which hebrings with him from thespoilt days of his childhood, so
that he mayfind his place in a society whichis full of other indi-
viduals making equally strong demands.
We must not suppose that the products of this imaginative

activity — the various phantasies, castles in the air and day-
dreams — are stereotyped or unalterable. On the contrary,theyfit
themselves into the subject’s shifting impressions of life, change
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with every changein his situation, and receive from every fresh

active impression what might be called a ‘date-mark’. The

relation of a phantasy to time is in general very important. We

maysay that it hovers, as it were, between three times — the three

moments of time which our ideation involves. Mental work is

linked to some current impression, some provoking occasion in

the present whichhas been able to arouse oneofthe subject’s major

wishes. Fromthere it harks back to a memory of an earlier

experience (usually an infantile one) in which this wish wasful-

filled; and it now creates a situation relating to the future which

represents a fulfilment of the wish. Whatit thus creates is a day-

dream of phantasy, which carries aboutit traces of its origin from

the occasion which provoked it and from the memory. Thus

past, present and future are strung together, as it were, on the

thread of the wish that runs through them.

A very ordinary example may serve to make what I have said

clear. Let us take the case of a poor orphan boy to whom you have

given the address of some employer where he may perhapsfind a

job. On his way there he may indulge in a day-dream appropriate

to the situation from whichit arises. The content of his phantasy

will perhaps be something like this. He is given a job, finds favour

with his new employer, makes himself indispensable in the busi-

ness, is taken into his employer’s family, marries the charming

young daughterof the house, and then himself becomesa director

of the business, first as his employer’s partner and then ashis

successor. In this phantasy, the dreamer has regained what he

possessed in his happy childhood — the protecting house, the

loving parents andthefirst objects of his affectionate feelings. You

will see from this example the way in which the wish makes use of

an occasion in the present to construct, on the pattern of the past,

a picture of the future.

There is a great deal more that could be said about phantasies;

but I will only allude as briefly as possible to certain points. If

phantasies become over-luxuriant and over-powerful, the condi-

tions are laid for an onset of neurosis or psychosis. Phantasies,

moreover, are the immediate mental precursors of the distressing

symptoms complained of by our patients. Here a broad by-path

branches off into pathology.

I cannot pass over the relation of phantasies to dreams. Our
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dreamsat night are nothing else than phantasies like these, as we

can demonstrate from the interpretation of dreams. Language, in

its unrivalled wisdom, long ago decided the question of the essen-

tial nature of dreams by giving the nameof ‘day-dreams’ to the

airy creations of phantasy. If the meaning of our dreamsusually

remains obscure to us in spite of this pointer, it is because of the

circumstance that at night there also arise in us wishes ofwhich we

are ashamed; these we must conceal from ourselves, and they

have consequently been repressed, pushed into the unconscious.

Repressed wishesofthis sort and their derivatives are only allowed

to cometo expression in a very distorted form. Whenscientific

work had succeeded in elucidating this factor of dream-distortion,

it was no longerdifficult to recognize that night-dreamsare wish-

fulfilments in just the same way as day-dreams — the phantasies

which weall know so well.

So much for phantasies. And now for the creative writer. May we
really attempt to compare the imaginative writer with the ‘dreamer

in broad daylight’, and his creations with day-dreams? Here we

must begin by making an initial distinction. We must separate

writers who,like the ancient authors of epics and tragedies, take
over their material ready-made, from writers who seem to origin-
ate their own material. We will keep to the latter kind, and, for
the purposes of our comparison, we will choose not the writers
most highly esteemed by the critics, but the less pretentious
authors of novels, romances and short stories, who nevertheless
have the widest and mosteagercircle ofreaders ofboth sexes. One
feature above all cannot fail to strike us about the creations of
these story-writers: each of them has a hero whois the centre of
interest, for whom the writer tries to win our sympathy by every
possible means and whom heseemsto place underthe protection
of a special Providence.If, at the end of one chapter of mystory,
I leave the hero unconscious and bleeding from severe wounds,I
am sure to find him at the beginning of the next being carefully
nursed and on the way to recovery; andif the first volume closes
with the ship he is in going downin a storm atsea, I am certain,
at the opening of the second volume, to read of his miraculous
rescue — a rescue without which the story could not proceed. The
feeling ofsecurity with which I follow the hero through his perilous
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adventures is the same as the feeling with which a hero in
real life throws himself into the water to save a drowning manor
exposes himself to the enemy’sfire in order to storm a battery. It
is the true heroic feeling, which one of our best writers has
expressed in an inimitable phrase: ‘Nothing can happen to me!’
It seems to me, however, that through this revealing characteristic
of invulnerability we can immediately recognize His Majesty the
Ego, the hero alike of every day-dream and ofeverystory.

Other typical features of these egocentric stories point to the
same kinship. The fact that all the womenin the novel invariably
fall in love with the hero can hardly be looked on as a portrayal
of reality, but it is easily understood as a necessary constituent of
a day-dream. The sameis true of the fact that the other characters
in the story are sharply divided into good and bad, in defiance of
the variety of human characters that are to be observedin real
life. The ‘good’ ones are the helpers, while the ‘bad’ onesare the
enemies and rivals, of the ego which has becomethe hero of the
story.

Weare perfectly aware that very many imaginative writings
are far removed from the model of the naive day-dream; andyet
I cannot suppress the suspicion that even the most extreme
deviations from that model could be linked with it through an
uninterrupted series of transitional cases. It has struck methat in
many of what are known as ‘psychological’ novels only one
person — once again the hero — is described from within. The
author sits inside his mind, as it were, and looks at the other
characters from outside. The psychological novel in general no
doubt owes its special nature to the inclination of the modern
writer to split up his ego, by self-observation, into many part-egos,
and, in consequence, to personify the conflicting currents of his
own mental life in several heroes. Certain novels, which might be
described as ‘eccentric’, seem to stand in quite special contrast
to the type of the day-dream. In these, the person whois intro-
duced as the hero plays only a very small active part; he sees the
actions andsufferings of other people pass before him like a spec-
tator. Many of Zola’s later works belong to this category. But I

must point out that the psychological analysis of individuals who
are not creative writers, and who diverge in some respects from
the so-called norm, has shown us analogous variations of the
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day-dream, in which the ego contents itself with the role of
spectator.

If our comparison of the imaginative writer with the day-
dreamer, and of poetical creation with the day-dream,is to be of
any value, it must, above all, show itself in some way or other
fruitful. Let us, for instance, try to apply to these authors’ works
the thesis we laid down earlier concerning the relation between
phantasy and the three periods of time and the wish which runs
through them; and,withits help,let us try to study the connexions
that exist between thelife of the writer and his works. No one has
known,as a rule, what exceptions to frame in approaching this
problem; and often the connexion has been thought of in much
too simple terms. In the light of the insight we have gained from
phantasies, we ought to expect the following state of affairs. A
strong experience in the present awakensin the creative writer a
memory of an earlier experience (usually belonging to his child-
hood) from which there now proceeds a wish which findsits
fulfilment in the creative work. The work itself exhibits elements
of the recent provoking occasion as well as of the old memory.
Do not be alarmedat the complexity of this formula. I suspect

that in fact it will prove to be too exiguousa pattern. Nevertheless,
it may contain a first approachto the true state ofaffairs; and,
from some experiments I have made, I am inclined to think that
this way of looking at creative writings may turn out not unfruit-
ful. You will not forget that the stress it lays on childhood
memories in the writer’s life — a stress which may perhaps seem
puzzling — is ultimately derived from the assumption that a piece
of creative writing, like a day-dream,is a continuation of, and a
substitute for, what was oncethe play of childhood.

Wemustnot neglect, however, to go back to the kind of imag-
inative works which we have to recognize, not as original crea-
tions, but as the refashioning of ready-made andfamiliar material
(p. 131). Even here, the writer keeps a certain amount of indepen-
dence, which can expressitself in the choice of material and in
changes in it which are often quite extensive. In so far as the
material is already at hand, however, it is derived from the
popular treasure-house of myths, legends and fairy tales. The
study of constructions of folk-psychology such as these is far
from being complete, but it is extremely probable that myths, for
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instance, are distorted vestiges of the wishful phantasies of whole

nations, the secular dreams of youthful humanity.

You will say that, although I have put the creative writer first in

the title ofmy paper, I have told you far less about him than about

phantasies. I am aware of that, and I must try to excuse it by

pointing to the present state of our knowledge. All I have been

able to do is to throw out some encouragements and suggestions

which,starting from the study of phantasies, lead on to the prob-

lem of the writer’s choice of his literary material. As for the other

- problem - by what meansthe creative writer achieves the emo-

tional effects in us that are aroused by his creations — we have as

yet not touchedonit at all. But I should like at least to point out

to you the path that leads from our discussion of phantasies to

the problems of poetical effects.

You will remember how I have said (pp. 128 ff.) that the

day-dreamercarefully conceals his phantasies from other people

because he feels he has reasons for being ashamed of them. I

should now addthat even if he were to communicate them to us

he could give us no pleasure by his disclosures. Such phantasies,

when welearn them,repel us or at least leave us cold. But when a

creative writer presents his plays to us or tells us what we are

inclined to take to be his personal day-dreams, we experience a

great pleasure, and one which probably arises from the confluence

of many sources. How the writer accomplishes this is his inner-

most secret; the essential ars poetica lies in the technique of

overcoming the feeling of repulsion in us which is undoubtedly

-connected with the barriers that rise between each single ego and

the others. We can guess two of the methods used by this tech-

nique. The writer softens the character of his egoistic day-dreams

by altering and disguising it, and he bribes us by the purely

formal, that is, aesthetic, yield of pleasure which he offers us in

the presentation of his phantasies. We give the nameof an incen-

tive bonus, or a fore-pleasure, to a yield of pleasure such asthis,

which is offered to us so as to make possible therelease ofstill

greater pleasure arising from deeper psychical sources. In my

opinion,all the aesthetic pleasure which a creative writer affords

us has the character of a fore-pleasure of this kind, and our actual

enjoyment of an imaginative work proceeds from a liberation of
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tensions in our minds. It may even be that not a little of this

effect is due to the writer’s enabling us thenceforward to enjoy

our own day-dreams without self-reproach or shame. This

brings us to the threshold of new, interesting and complicated

enquiries; but also, at least for the moment, to the end of our

discussion.

Excerpt from S. Freud, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis,

Boni & Liveright, 1920, pp. 326-7.

The artist is an incipient introvert who is not far from being a

neurotic. He is impelled by too powerful instinctive needs. He

wants to achieve honor, power, riches, fame and the love of

women. But he lacks the means of achieving these satisfactions.

So like any other unsatisfied person, he turns away from reality,

andtransfers all his interests, his libido, too, to the elaboration

of his imaginary wishes, all of which might easily point the way

to neurosis. A great many factors must combine to present this

termination of his development; it is well known how often

artists especially suffer from a partial inhibition of their capacities

through neurosis. Apparently their constitutions are strongly

endowedwith an ability to sublimize and to shift the suppression

determining their conflicts. The artist finds the way back to

reality in this way. He is not the only one who hasa life of

imagination. The twilight-realm of phantasy is upheld by the

sanction of humanity and every hungry soul looks here for help

and sympathy. But for those who are not artists, the ability to

obtain satisfaction from imaginative sources is very restricted.

Their relentless suppressions force them to be satisfied with the

sparse day dreams which may become conscious. If one is a real

artist he has more at his disposal. In the first place, he under-

stands how to elaborate his day dreams so that they lose their

essentially personal element, which would repel strangers, and

yield satisfaction to others as well. He also knows how to
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disguise them so that they do not easily disclose their origin in

their despised sources. He further possesses the puzzling ability of

molding a specific material into a faithful image of the creatures of

his imagination, and then heis able to attach to this representa-

tion of his unconscious phantasies so much pleasurable gratifica-

tion that, for a time at least, it is able to outweigh and release the

suppressions. If he is able to accomplish all this, he makesit

possible for others, in their return, to obtain solace and consola-

tion from their own unconscious sources of gratification which

had becomeinaccessible. He wins gratitude and admiration for

himself and so, by means of his imagination, achieves the very

things which had at first only an imaginary existence for him;

honor, power and the love of women. |
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Towards a Theory of Creativity

C. R. Rogers, ‘Toward a theory of creativity’, ETC: A Review of General
Semantics, vol. 11, 1954, pp. 249-60. Reprinted in H. H. Anderson(ed.),
Creativity and its Cultivation, Harper, 1959, pp. 69-82.

I maintain that there is a desperate social need for the creative
behavior of creative individuals. It is this which justifies the
setting forth of a tentative theory of creativity — the nature of the
creative act, the conditions under which it occurs, and the
mannerin which it may constructively be fostered. Such a theory
may serve as a stimulus and guideto research studiesin this field.

The Social Need

Manyofthe seriouscriticisms of our culture and its trends may
best be formulated in terms of a dearth of creativity. Let us state
some of these very briefly:

1. In education we tend to turn out conformists, stereotypes,
individuals whose education is ‘completed’, rather than freely
creative and original thinkers. |

2. In our leisure-time activities, passive entertainment and
regimented group action are overwhelmingly predominant,
whereascreative activities are much less in evidence.

3. In the sciences, there is an ample supply of technicians, but
the number who can creatively formulate fruitful hypotheses
and theories is small indeed.

4. In industry, creation is reserved for the few — the manager,
the designer, the head of the research department — whereas for
the manylife is devoid of original or creative endeavor.

5. In individual and family life the same picture holdstrue.
In the clothes we wear, the food weeat, the books we read, and
the ideas we hold, there is a strong tendency toward conformity,
toward stereotypy. To be original or different is felt to be
‘dangerous’.
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Why be concerned over this? If, as a people, we enjoy con-

formity rather than creativity, shall we not be permitted this

choice? In my estimation such a choice would be entirely reason-

able were it not for one great shadow which hangs overall of us.

In a time when knowledge, constructive and destructive, is

advancing by the most incredible leaps and bounds into a

fantastic atomic age, genuinely creative adaptation seems to

represent the only possibility that man can keep abreast of the

kaleidoscopic change in his world. With scientific discovery and

invention proceeding, we are told, at a geometric rate of progres-

sion, a generally passive and culture-bound people cannot cope

with the multiplying issues and problems. Unless individuals,

groups and nations can imagine, construct and creatively revise

new ways of relating to these complex changes, the lights will

go out. Unless man can make new andoriginal adaptations to

his environmentas rapidly as his science can change the environ-

ment, our culture will perish. Not only individual maladjust-

ment and group tensions but international annihilation will be

the price we payfor a lack of creativity.

Consequently it would seem to me that investigations of the

process of creativity, the conditions under which this process

occurs, and the ways in which it may be facilitated, are of the

utmost importance.

It is in the hope of suggesting a conceptual structure under

which such investigations might go forward, that the following

sections are offered.

The Creative Process

There are various ways of defining creativity. In order to make

moreclear the meaning of what is to follow, let me present the

elements which, for me, are a part of the creative process, and

then attempt a definition.

In the first place, for me as scientist, there must be something

observable, some product of creation. Though my fantasies may

be extremely novel, they cannot usefully be defined as creative

unless they eventuate in some observable product —unless they

are symbolized in words, or written in a poem,or translated into

a work of art or fashioned into an invention.
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These products must be novel constructions. This novelty
growsout of the unique qualities of the individual in his inter-
action with the materials of experience. Creativity always has the
stamp of the individual upon its product, but the productis not
the individual, nor his materials, but partakes of the relation-
ship between the two.

Creativity is not, in myjudgement, restricted to some particular
content. Iam assuming that there is no fundamental difference in
the creative process as it is evidenced in painting a picture, com-
posing a symphony,devising new instruments of killing, develop-
ing a scientific theory, discovering new procedures in human
relationships or creating new formings of one’s own personality
as in psychotherapy. (Indeed it is my experiencein this last field,
rather than in oneof thearts, that has given mespecialinterest in
creativity and its facilitation. Intimate knowledge of the way in
which the individual remolds himself in the therapeutic relation-
ship, with originality and effective skill, gives one confidence in
the creative potential of all individuals.)
My definition, then, of the creative process is that it is the

emergence in action of a novel relational product, growing out of
the uniqueness of the individual on the one hand, and the materials,
events, people, or circumstancesofhis life on the other.

Let me append some negative footnotes on this definition. It
makes no distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ creativity. One
man may be discovering a way of relieving pain, whereas another
is devising a new and more subtle form oftorture for political
prisoners. Both these actions seem to me creative, even though ©
their social value is very different. Although I shall comment on
these social valuations later, I have avoided putting them in my
definition because theyare so fluctuating. Galileo and Copernicus
madecreative discoveries which in their own day were evaluated
as blasphemous and wicked, and in our day as basic and con-
structive. We do not want to cloud our definition with terms
whichrest in subjectivity.

Another way of looking at this sameissue is to note that to be
regarded historically as representing creativity, the product must
be acceptable to some group at somepointof time. This fact is
not helpful to our definition, however, both because of the
fluctuating valuations already mentioned and because many
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creative products have undoubtedly never been socially noticed,

have disappeared without ever having been evaluated. So this

concept of group acceptance is also omitted from our definition.

In addition, it should be pointed out that our definition makes

no distinction regarding the degree of creativity, since this too is a

value judgement extremely variable in nature. The action of the

child inventing a new game with his playmates; Einstein formu-

lating a theory of relativity; the housewife devising a new sauce

for the meat; a young author writing his first novel — all of these

are, in terms of our definition, creative, and there is no attempt

to set them in some order of more orless creative.

The Motivation for Creativity

The mainspring of creativity appears to be the same tendency

which we discover so deeply as the curative force in psycho-

therapy — man’s tendency to actualize himself, to become his

potentialities. By this I mean the directional trend which is

evident in all organic and human life — the urge to expand,

extend, develop, mature, the tendency to express andactivate

all the capacities of the organism, to the extent that such activa-

tion enhances the organism or the self. This tendency may be-

come deeply buried under layer after layer of encrusted psycho-

logical defenses; it may be hidden behind elaborate facades

which deny its existence; it is my belief however, based on my

experience, that it exists in every individual and awaits only the

proper conditions to be released and expressed.It is this tendency

which is the primary motivation for creativity as the organism

forms new relationships to the environmentin its endeavor most

fully to be itself.

Let us now attempt to deal directly with this puzzling issue of

the social value of a creative act. Presumably few of us are

_ interested in facilitating creativity which is socially destructive.

We do not wish, knowingly, to lend our efforts to developing

individuals whose creative genius worksitself out in new and

better ways of robbing, exploiting, torturing, killing other

individuals; or developing forms of political organization or art

forms which lead humanity into paths of physical or psycho-

logical self-destruction. Yet how is it possible to make the neces-
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Sary discrimination such that we may encourage a constructive

creativity and not a destructive?
The distinction cannot be made by examining the product. The

very essence of the creative is its novelty, and hence we have no
standard by which to judge it. Indeed history points up the fact
that the more original the product, and the more far-reaching
its implications, the morelikely it is to be judged by contempor-
aries as evil. The genuinely significant creation, whether an idea,
or a work of art, or a scientific discovery, is most likely to be
seen at first as erroneous, bad or foolish. Later it may be seen as
obvious, something self-evident to all. Only still later does it
receive its final evaluation as a creative contribution. It seems
clear that no contemporary mortal can satisfactorily evaluate a

creative product at the time that it is formed, and this statement

is increasingly true the greater the novelty of the creation.
Noris it of any help to examine the purposesof the individual

participating in the creative process. Many, perhaps most, of the
creations and discoveries which have proved to have great social
value have been motivated by purposes having more to do with
personal interests than with social value, while on the other hand
history records a somewhat sorry outcome for many of those
creations (various Utopias, Prohibition, etc.) which had as their
avowed purposethe achievementofthe social good. No, we must
face the fact that the individual creates primarily because it is
satisfying to him, because this behavioris felt to be self-actualiz-
ing, and we get nowhere bytrying to differentiate ‘good’ and
‘bad’ purposes in the creative process. |
Must we then give over any attempt to discriminate between

creativity which is potentially constructive, and that which is
potentially destructive? I do not believe this pessimistic con-
clusion is justified. It is here that recent clinical findings from the
field of psychotherapy give us hope. It has been found that when
the individual is ‘open’ to all of his experience (a phrase which
will be defined morefully), then his behaviorwill be creative, and
his creativity may be trusted to be essentially constructive.
The differentiation may be put very briefly as follows. To the

extent that the individual is denying to awareness(orrepressing,
if you prefer that term) large areas of his experience, then his
creative formings may be pathological or socially evil, or both.
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To the degree that the individual is open to all aspects of his

experience, and has available to his awareness all the varied

sensings and perceivings which are going on within his organism,

then the novel products of his interaction with his environment

will tend to be constructive both for himself and others. To illus-

trate, an individual with paranoid tendencies may creatively

develop a most novel theory of the relationship between himself

and his environment, seeing evidence for his theory in all sorts

of minute clues. His theory has little social value, perhaps

because there is an enormous range of experience which this

individual cannot permit in his awareness. Socrates, on the other

hand, although also regarded as ‘crazy’ by his contemporaries,

developed novel ideas which have proven to be socially con-

structive. Very possibly this was because he was notably non-

defensive and open to his experience.

The reasoning behind this will perhaps become moreclear in

the remaining sections of this paper. Primarily however it is

based upon the discovery in psychotherapy,

... that if we can add to the sensory and visceral experiencing whichis

characteristic of the whole animal kingdom thegift of a free and undis-

torted awareness of which only the human animal seemsfully capable,

we have an organism which is aware of the demandsof the culture asit

is of its own physiological demands for food or sex; which is just as

aware of its desire for friendly relationships as it is of its desire to

agerandize itself; which is just as aware of its delicate and sensitive

tenderness toward others asit is of its hostilities toward others. When

man’s unique capacity of awareness is thus functioning freely andfully,

we find that we have, not an animal whom we mustfear, not a beast

who must be controlled, but an organism able to achieve, through the

remarkable integrative capacity of its central nervous system,a balanced,

realistic, self-enhancing, other-enhancing behavioras a resultantofall

these elements of awareness. To put it another way, when manis less

than fully man — when he denies to awareness various aspects of his

experience — then indeed we have all too often reason to fear him and

his behavior, as the present world situation testifies. But when he is

most fully man, when heis his complete organism, when awareness of

experience, that peculiarly human attribute, is most fully operating,

then he is to be trusted, then his behavior is constructive. It is not

always conventional. It will not always be conforming.It will be in-

dividualized. But it will also be socialized (Rogers, 1953).
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The Inner Conditions of Constructive Creativity

What are the conditions within the individual which are most

closely associated with a potentially constructive creative act?

I see these as possibilities.

A. Openness to experience: extensionality

This is the opposite of psychological defensiveness, when to

protect the organization of the self certain experiences are pre-

vented from coming into awareness except in distorted fashion.

In a person whois open to experience each stimulus is freely °

relayed through the nervous system, without being distorted by

any process of defensiveness. Whether the stimulus originates in

the environment, in the impact of form, color or sound on the

sensory nerves, or whether it originates in the viscera, or as a

memory trace in the central nervous system, it is available to

awareness. This means that instead of perceiving in predetermined

categories (trees are green; college education is good; modern art

is silly) the individual is aware of this existential momentas it

is, thus being alive to many experiences which fall outside the

usual categories (this tree is lavender; this college education is

damaging; this modern sculpture has a powerful effect on me).

This last suggests another way of describing openness to ex-

perience. It meanslack of rigidity and permeability of boundaries

in concepts, beliefs, perceptions, and hypotheses. It means a

tolerance for ambiguity where ambiguity exists. It means the

ability to receive much conflicting information without forcing

closure upon the situation. It means what the general semanticist

calls the ‘extensional orientation’.

This complete openness of awareness to what exists at this

moment is, I believe, an important condition of constructive

creativity. In an equally intense but more narrowly limited fashion

it is no doubt present in all creativity. The deeply maladjusted

artist who cannot recognize or be aware of the sources of un-

happiness in himself may nevertheless be sharply and sensitively

aware of form and color in his experience. The tyrant (whether

on a petty or grand scale) who cannot face the weaknesses in

himself may nevertheless be completely alive to and aware of

the chinks in the psychological armor of those with whom he
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believe that many significantly creative products are formed

without the feeling, ‘I am alone. No one hasever donejust this

before. I have ventured into territory where no one has been.

Perhaps I am foolish, or wrong, or lost, or abnormal.’

Still another experience which usually accompanies creativity

is the desire to communicate. It is doubtful whether a human

being can create, without wishing to share his creation. It is the

only way he can assuage the anxiety of separateness and assure

himself that he belongs to the group. He mayconfide his theories

only to his private diary. He may put his discoveries in some

cryptic code. He may conceal his poems in a locked drawer.

He may put away his paintings in a closet. Yet he desires to

communicate with a group which will understand him, evenif he

must imagine such a group. He does not createin order to com-

municate, but once having created he desires to share this new

aspect of himself-in-relation-to-his-environment with others.

Conditions Fostering Constructive Creativity

Thus far I have tried to describe the nature of creativity, to

indicate that quality of individual experience which increases the

likelihood that creativity will be constructive, to set forth the

necessary conditions for the creative act and to state some ofits

concomitants. But if we are to make progress in meeting the.

social need which waspresentedinitially, we must know whether

constructive creativity can be fostered, and if so, how.

From the very nature of the inner conditions of creativity it is

clear that they cannot be forced, but must be permitted to

emerge. The farmer cannot make the germ develop and sprout

from the seed; he can only supply the nurturing conditions which

will permit the seed to develop its own potentialities: So it is with

creativity. How can weestablish the external conditions which will

foster and nourish the internal conditions described above? My

experience in psychotherapy leads me to believe that by setting

up conditions of psychological safety and freedom, we maximize

the likelihood of an emergence of constructive creativity. Let

me spell out these conditions in some detail, labeling them as

X and Y.
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X. Psychological safety

This may be established by three associated processes.

Accepting the individual as of unconditional worth. Whenever a

teacher, parent, therapist or other person with a facilitating

_ function feels basically that this individual is of worth in his own

right and in his own unfolding, no matter what his present

condition or behavior, he is fostering creativity. This attitude can

probably be genuine only whenthe teacher, parent, etc., senses the

potentialities of the individual and thusis able to have an uncon-

ditional faith in him, no matter what his presentstate.

Theeffect on the individual as he apprehendsthis attitude is to

sense a climate of safety. He gradually learns that he can be

whatever he is, without sham or facade, since he seems to be

regarded as of worth no matter what he does. Hence hehasless.

need of rigidity, can discover what it means to be himself, can

try to actualize himself in new and spontaneous ways. Heis, in

other words, moving toward creativity.

Providing a climate in which external evaluation is absent. When

we cease to form judgements of the other individual from our

own locus of evaluation, we are fostering creativity. For the

individual to find himself in an atmosphere whereheis not being

evaluated, not being measured by some external standard, is

enormously freeing. Evaluation is always a threat, always creates

a need for defensiveness, always means that some portion of

experience must be denied to awareness. If this product is

evaluated as good by external standards, then I must not admit

my own dislike of it. If what I am doing is bad by external

standards, then I must not be awareofthe fact that it seems to be

me, to be part of myself. But if judgements based on external

standards are not being made then I can be more open to my

experience, can recognize my own likings and dislikings, the

nature of the materials and of my reaction to them, more

sharply and more sensitively. I can begin to recognize the

locus of evaluation within myself. Hence I am moving toward

creativity.

To allay some possible doubts and fears in the reader, it should
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be pointed out that to cease evaluating another is not to cease

having reactions. It may, as a matter of fact, free one to react.

‘I don’t like your idea’ (or painting, or invention, or writing) is

not an evaluation, but a reaction.It is subtlybut sharply different

from a judgement which says: ‘What you are doing is bad (or

good), and this quality is assigned to you from some external

source.’ The first statement permits the individual to maintain

his own locus of evaluation. It holds the possibility that I am

unable to appreciate something which is actually very good. The

second statement, whether it praises or condemns, tends to put

the person at the mercy of outside forces. He is being told that

he cannot simply ask himself whether this product is a valid

expression of himself; he must be concerned with what others

think. He is being led away from creativity.

Understanding empathically. It is this which provides the ultimate
in psychological safety, when added to the other two.If I say that

I ‘accept’ you, but know nothing of you,this is a shallow accept-

ance indeed, and you realize that it may changeif I actually come

to know you. But if I understand you, empathically, see you and

what you are feeling and doing from your point of view, enter

your private world and see it as it appears to you — andstill

accept you — then this is safety indeed. In this climate you can

permit yourreal self to emerge, and to expressitself in varied and

novel formings as it relates itself to the world. This is a basic

fostering of creativity.

Y. Psychologicalfreedom

When a teacher, parent, therapist or other facilitating person

permits the individual a complete freedom of symbolic expres-

sion, creativity is fostered. This permissiveness gives the individual

complete freedom to think, to feel, to be, whatever is most in-

ward within himself. It fosters the openness, and the playful and

spontaneous juggling of percepts, concepts and meanings, which

is a part of creativity.

Note that it is complete freedom of symbolic expression which

is described. To express in behavior all feelings, impulses and

formings may not in all instances be freeing. Behavior may in

some instances be limited by society, and this is as it should be.
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But symbolic expression need not be limited. Thus, to destroy a

hated object (whether one’s mother or a rococo building) by

destroying a symbolofit, is freeing. To attack it in reality may

create guilt and narrow the psychological freedom which is

experienced. (I feel unsure of this paragraph, but it is the best

formulation I can give at the moment which seems to square

with my experience.)

The permissiveness which is being described is not softness or

indulgence or encouragement. It is permission to be free, which

also meansthat oneis responsible. The individualis as free to be

afraid of a new venture as to be eager for it; free to bear the

consequences of his mistakes as well as of his achievements. It is

this type of freedom responsibly to be oneself which fosters the

development of a secure locus of evaluation within oneself, and

hence tends to bring about the inner conditions of constructive

creativity.

Putting the Theory to Work

There is but one excuse for attempting to discover conceptual

order and stating it in a theory; that is to develop hypotheses

from the theory which may be tested. By such testing profitable

directions for action may be found, and the theory itself may be

corrected, modified and extended. Thus if this theory which I

have tentatively formulated is worthwhile, it should be possible

to develop from it hypotheses which might be objectively tested

in classes in the arts; in education outside the arts; in leadership

training groups whether in industry or the military services;

in problem-solving groups of any sort. Let me suggest a few of

the general hypotheses which might be given more specific and

operational form for any of the above groups. They would apply

whether one was concerned with the development of creative

artists or creative leaders; with originality of design or creative

methods of problem solving. .

Hypotheses regarding inner conditions

1. Individuals who exhibit a measurably greater degree of

conditions A, B and C (openness, internal locus of evaluation,

ability to toy with materials) will, over any given period of time
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spontaneously form more products judged to be novel and crea-

tive, than a matched group who exhibit a lesser degree of A, B

and C. ,

2. The products of the first group will not only be more

numerous, but will be judged to be more significant in their

novelty. (Such a hypothesis could be given operational definition

in art classes, problem-solving groups, or leadership training

groups, for example.)

3. Condition A (openness to experience) can be predicted from

conditions B or C, which are more easily measurable. (It is not

at all certain that this hypothesis would be upheld, but it would

be worth careful investigation. If conditions A, B and C are

highly intercorrelated, then they could jointly be predicted from

the one which proved most easily measurable. Thus we might

gain clues as to how we might less laboriously select graduate

students, for example, with a high creative potential.)

Hypotheses regarding fostering constructive creativity

4. Given two matched groups, the one in which the leader

establishes a measurably greater degree of conditions X1, X2,

X3 and Y (psychological safety and freedom) will spontaneously

form a greater number of creative products, and these products

will be judged to be more significantly novel.

5. Conditions X1, X2, X3 and Y are not of equal importance

in fostering creativity. By comparing different groups in which one.

or another of these conditions is emphasized or minimized it may

be possible to determine which of these conditions is most effec-

tive in facilitating creativity.

6. A group in which conditions X1, X2, X3 and Y are estab-

lished should, according to our theory, have moreeffective and

harmoniousinterpersonalrelationships than a matched group in

which these conditions are present to a lesser degree. (The

reasoning is that if creativity is all of a piece, then a group in

which the fostering conditions are established should be more

constructively creative in social relationships.) |

_ 7, The extent to which different groups in our culture provide

the fostering conditions (K and Y) could be measured. In this

way one could determine whethercreativity is now being fostered

to a greater degree by the family group, classes in schools and
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colleges, bull sessions, social clubs and groups, interested
groups, military groups, industrial groups. (One wonders how
college classes would show up in such a comparison.)

Conclusion

I have endeavored to present an orderly way of thinking about
the creative process, in order that some of these ideas might be
put to a rigorous and objective test. My justification for formulat-
ing this theory and my reason for hoping that such research may
be carried out is that the present development of the physical

sciences is making an imperative demand uponus as individuals

and as a culture for creative behavior in adapting ourselves to
our new world if we are to survive.
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Razik’s article (Reading 14) both typifies American anxieties
on the subject of creativity and gives a general outline of
current work withtests. Actually a numberof psychologists
had experimented with tests of imagination and originality
(e.g. Burt et al., 1926; Hargreaves, 1927), and othertalents in
the 1920s and 30s. However Thurstone’s multiple-factor theory
and, still more, Guilford’s complex ‘model?’ ofintellectual
abilities, described in Reading 15, unleashed the flood of work
on creativity tests in the 1950s and 60s.
An account of Getzels and Jackson’s well-known study is

included as Reading 16, together with a careful appraisalof its
strengths and weaknesses by Burt (Reading 17). L. Hudson
(Reading 18) delivers a slashing attack on theillogicalities of
the creativity ‘boom’, having found in his own investigations a
strong association between Guilford’s convergent thinking and
a student’s commitmentto a career in science, and between
divergent thinking and preferenceforliterary studies. However,
better designed investigations than Getzels’, such as Wallach
and Kogan’s (Reading 19), which paid greater attention to the
conditions of administration and to thestatistical consistency
of the divergent thinking tests, continue to show that such
tests are measuring something of psychological importancein
children. And Shapiro, in South Africa, obtained very
promising correlations between a well-constructed battery and
the creativeness of a group of adult research scientists. In
Reading 20 he discusses the extraordinarily difficult problem of
setting up suitable criteria against which alleged tests of
creativity can be validated. |
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T. A. Razik, ‘Psychometric measurement ofcreativity’, in
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When one considers the developments of recent years in the study
of creativity, one can see that grounds are gradually being laid
for progress in the development of educational programs for
creativity. Thus far, the major effort has had to go into recon-
ceiving the nature, nurture and measurement of creativity.
Major conceptual blocks have stood in the way.

~ One block has been the culturally inherited conception of
creativity as being that property of the genius which mysteriously
accounts for his uncommonability and which, by definition, the .
common man cannot understand or possess. Assumably, genius
is where onefinds it; creativity is where one findsit, andlittle
can be done through education to affect it.

This conception was common in America, even through the
1930s when Progressive Education was a fairly widespread
movement and focused attention on creative qualities in children.
When teachers and parents observed that young children were
naturally curious, exploratory, experimental and capable of
freshresponses to theirworld, and the term ‘creative’ was often
used to summarize such observations, the connexion was not
made between such behavior in children and those of a similar
nature in adults of genius caliber. The child’s world and the world —
of the genius were taken as worlds apart.

Both were assumed to be something granted by nature, much
like the weather, and about which one could comment, but
actually do little. Against this prevailing view, the Progressive
Education Movement was discounted as romantic, sentimental
and soft. In the struggle of the Second World War, creativity
was forgotten.

In the post-war world, the subject came into prominence again,
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this time with a new orientation. The atomic bomb,closing the

war, dramatized the power which science and technology had

gained in setting new conditions for the further existence and

development of men. Progress had goneso far in harnessing the

powers of nature that man was clearly seen to be arranging for

his own fate by the creative work of his own hands. Genius

might account for the basic ideas on which new developments

were possible, but thousands of men were involved in the further

innovations necessary to deliver that power as it reached the

people.

The atomic bomb had been created by a massive effort of

many men, and the whole fabric of modern life was, in fact,

being drastically altered by extensive efforts of organized institu-

tions of government and industry. Sputnik catalysed the realiza-

tion for Americans that further life and development would

depend on having many creative men at work in a constant

effort to transcend what had already been done with accomplish-

ments still more novel and powerful. However creative our

scientists and engineers had been previous to Sputnik, they would

need to be more creative in the future; their numbers would have

to be greatly increased. Ways would have to be foundto identify

such people, to support them, and to cultivate them. Young

men showing the capability of being creative would need to be

recruited.

In the presence of the Russian threat, ‘creativity’ could no

longer be left to the chance occurrences of the genius; neither

could it be left in the realm of the wholly mysterious and the

untouchable. Men had to be able to do something about it;

creativity had to be a property in many men; it had to be some-

thing identifiable; it had to be subject to the effects of efforts to

gain moreofit. Through necessity, the basic concept of creativity

thus changed from something heretofore soft and sentimental to

something hard and realistic, closely connected with hardware

and survival, as are the machines of war and industrial pro-

duction. Research on creativity became legitimized as a properly

serious concern of the military, government and industry.

As work progressed in defining and identifying aspects of

creative behavior in adults, the words and conceptions coming

to be used could be recognized by educators as those commonly
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used to characterize the behavior of young children. The simi-
larity was too obvious to be missed and, this time, there was
need to see the connexion. If children came endowed with
creative capacities, then the role of education, in serving the
national need, would be to recognize these capacities and to
develop them through the students’ growing years into adult-
hood. In this way, cultivating creativity might be possible to
provide for the vast numbers of people needed in the creative
developments of the future. This could now be the vision of
those educators who wanted to see education in this new role.

In a few years, the climate of public opinion thus changed with
respect to creativity so that it could now be seen as a potential
property of all men, potentially identifiable and subject to
nurture through suitable education. Arriving here, however,
there was another conceptual block standing in the way of
educators who wanted to see education take on its new role as
cultivator of creativity in the masses of students. This blockage
centered, ultimately, in the measurements which educators used
to guide their efforts.

Whatfinally controls an institution are the values it holds for
itself and the means which are used to determine whether or not
the values are being attained throughthe efforts of the institution.
This boils down, in the concrete world, to the specification of
observables which denote the values desired and the degree of
their achievement. This means, in baldest terms, the measurements
which are used, for it is measurement which supplies the concrete
specifications of the behaviors desired and also the means by
which to judge their attainment. Schools are controlled, finally,
by the measures they want to make, can make and do,in fact,
make.

The basic measurements on which schools have come to depend
are not measurements which include the new dimensions of
creativity. These basic measures are those provided bytheintelli-
gence tests and the achievementtests, the former to judge the
capacity of students for schoolwork andthelatter to judge the
progress students make on their way through the school program.
These tests have been developed in an era when the main focus

of educators has been on the formation of the school as a social
system. In the need to get our society organized into consistent
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institutional forms, the efforts of educators have been centered

on organizing the school as a working, social assemblage. The

developmentofthe child has been less important than the develop-

ment of a smoothly operating social mechanism. Narrow

definitions of targets were helpful in such a situation. Intelligence

came to be operationally defined as what the intelligence tests

measure, these tests being largely validated on school success.

Achievement tests came to be defined as what students could do

on tasks set for them by the school system — tasks for which there

were single, predetermined and ‘right’ answers.

Both intelligence and achievement tests have thus been tied to

the narrow limits of those abilities which the school establish-

ment values for its operation as a given social system. Divergent

and creative responses andabilities not fitting to the school norm

have not been measured, operationally valued nor rewarded in

systematic ways. The development of the student as a growing

creative creature has been neglected. |

Educators who have wanted to promote education for crea-

tivity have, therefore, come face to face with a formidable

problem. Traditional measurements are deeply rooted in school

practice, as are the narrow concepts on which they are based.

New measures and concepts, sufficiently strong to compete with

the old, are required. Tests are needed which include the new

dimensions and which are pragmatically useful to classroom

teachers in spotting creative behaviors in students and in judging

the progress of students (and hence the effectiveness of the

teaching) in the developmentof creative abilities. Apart from the

creation of such measures,it is highly improbable that any general

progress can be made in reordering education so that it serves the

needs of the nation in cultivating the creativity of its general

population.

Understandably, progress at this basic level has been slow.

Nevertheless, progress has been made in some of the most

essential matters. The following serves to highlight some of the

major accomplishments to date. |
J. P. Guilford (1950), who opened the present era of research

on creativity with his 1950 presidential address to the American

Psychological Association, has effectively redefined intelligence

so as to include creative behaviors. In seventeen years of con-
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sistent and cumulative effort since that date, he has evolved a

battery of tests which operationally specify dimensions of

intelligence that go far beyond whattraditional tests of intelli-

gence have included. Using factor analysis, he has isolated 120

separate, measurable abilities. Present intelligence tests measure

six to eight of these abilities. By 1962 Guilford (see Taylor and

Barron, 1963) was able to operationally specify sixty-one of the

total 120.

Especially useful in clarifying creativity has been the distinction

Guilford has made between abilities for divergent thinking and

abilities for convergent thinking. Divergent thinking moves

away, as it were, from responses already known and expected.

Convergent thinking moves toward responses that fit to the
known andthe specified. The experimental tests used to measure

creativity emphasize divergent thinking — originality, fluency of

ideas, flexibility, sensitivity to defects and missing elements and

the ability to elaborate and redefine. Traditional measures of

intelligence emphasize convergent thinking — logical reasoning

toward single, ‘right’ answers. Measures of creativity call for

new ideas, an original or unconventional response, and breaking

away from the beaten path.
Supported largely by Air Force grants and focusing on adults

in military establishments, Guilford has demonstrated that con-

cern for. creativity in the national interest is a hard core concern

that can be productively pursued. Having openedthefield to the

adult world, he has also openedthe field to the world of children

and youth, since his tests and his concepts are and have been

directly usable by educators in devising further tests for use in

school situations. His work has been the fountainhead for the

work of many others, and his concepts, operationally displayed
in the tests he provides, now makeit quite impossible for educa-

tors or others to assume that they have measured intelligence

when they have used traditional intelligence tests alone.
J. W. Getzels and P. W. Jackson, in their study of creative

adolescents at the University of Chicago Laboratory School

(1962), have directly assaulted the bastions of complacency in
school practice by bringing into plain view the operational

consequences ofjudging:students on the basis of intelligence tests
alone. Benefiting from Guilford’s breakthrough and devising
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tests for creativity, they contrasted the abilities of students who
scored high on I.Q. (but not on creativity) with students who
scored high on creativity (but not on I.Q.). They were able to
show that the cream of the student crop in creativity would have
been missed if traditional measures of intelligence had alone
been used to reveal the ‘able students’. Creative students have
something else and something more than the intelligence tests
show. Sizable proportions of students have these abilities, but
can go undetected, if reliance is placed on the traditional tests
alone.

Getzels and Jackson (1962) also showed that it is not only the
intelligence tests that are biased against the highly creative child,
but also the teachers. When asked to rate students on the degree
to which they would like to have them in class, teachers clearly
preferred the high-I.Q. over the highly creative pupil, and this in
spite of the fact that, in this particular study, the high-I.Q.
students and the highly creative students were equally superior
to other students in school achievement. The study also showed
that the high-I.Q. child tends to hold a self-image consistent
with what he feels the teacher would approve, seeking to con-
form to the projected values of the teacher; the creative pupil,
on the other hand, tends to hold to a self-image consistent with
his own projected values, often not conforming to the teacher’s
values. He considers high marks and goals that projectively lead
to adult successin life less important than does a memberof the
high-I.Q. group. He has a muchgreaterinterest in unconventional
careers than his less creative peers.

Much of what Getzels and Jackson discovered has been sub-
sequently confirmed; some has been modified. Educational
circles have finally realized that reliance cannot be placed on
testing as usual and teaching as usual, if creativity is to be valued
in education. What Guilford showedto be intellectually wrong
in conceiving of intelligence in narrow terms, Getzels and
Jackson showed to be also educationally wrong. The usual
practices in school not only neglect creativity; they damageit.
Knowing the negative effects of the traditional with respect to

creativity is not enough to produce the positive programs that

are needed. Extensive pioneering work needs to be done to lay

out the lines along which the new, and the more encompassing,
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can be built. Guilford, Getzels and Jackson had necessarily
openedthe positive to illuminate the negative, but it remained to
F. Paul Torrance to carry the direct and visible attack signifi-
cantly into the positive domain in educational practice.
Through extensive work doneat the University of Minnesota,

Torrance created measures and methods that are usable by
teachers in classroom settings. His aim has been to serve the
profession as widely as possible by giving to classroom teachers
in the public schools the tools they need to be able to cultivate
creativity in children through their daily teaching practices.
Beginning his work with studies which confirmed and built from
the contributions of Guilford, Getzels and Jackson, he con-
structed tests of creativity usable at several levels of education,
but focused mainly on the elementary school. Involvedin field
contacts, workshops and training programs for teachers, he
developed programs both for classroom teaching and for teacher
training.

Whereas Getzels and Jackson had done their research on stu-
dents in the upper range of the I.Q. scale and in a university
laboratory school, Torrance worked with children of various
levels of ability and in the public schools. Getzels and Jackson
had demonstrated somecorrelation between I.Q. and creativity
scores up to a certain level of I.Q., but had found nocorrelation
beyond that point. Torrance, in comparable studies (1962),
confirmed the finding and also discovered that above a 120 L.Q.
there was no correlation between I.Q. and creativity. Torrance
estimates that we miss about 70 per cent of our more creative
youth when we depend solely on I.Q. tests to measure ability.
Some type of creative talent may be found all along the ‘normal’
I.Q. range, even in children in the below-average group.
Confirming Getzels and Jackson on the attitudes of teachers

toward the high-I.Q. student as compared to the high-creative,
Torrance also found that teachers rate the high-I.Q. students as
more desirable students, more ambitious and hardworking,less
unruly and morefriendly. A study, using sixty-two characteristics
as measuring factors, was made by Torrance (1965) to obtain
teachers’ concepts of the ideal pupil. The study indicated that the
teachers had a great deal of ambivalence toward the kind of
pupil who could be described as highly creative. Among the
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sixty-two characteristics, the teachers rated independence in
thinking second, independence in judgement nineteenth and
courage twenty-ninth. It was far more important to teachers
that children be courteous than that they be courageous. It was

"also more important that children do their work on time, be
industrious, be obedient, be popular amongtheir peers, and have
othertraits of this kind than that they be courageous. Because of a
limited concept of giftedness and an emphasis on academic
prowess, it is quite natural that the child who answers questions
correctly, produces what he is told and knows what the text-
book says, is considered by teachers to be superior. The creative
child often fails to fit this model.

Torrance’s tests (1965) have no single, predetermined ‘right’
answers; several answers are possible and, usually, the more (and
the more unique) the better. Complex tasks are called for: for
example, the Product Improvement Test calls for novel ideas for
improving objects such as children’s toys. Generally, during the
test the objects are available for the child’s manipulation. The
Ask-and-Guess Test calls for questions and hypotheses about
causes and results related to a picture. The Just Suppose Test
presents improbable situations accompanied by drawings and
requires imaginative solutions. To get the most information from
a minimum of testing time, the measures have been constructed
to allow responses to be scored for more than one dimension of
creativity. |

Substantial as the beginnings have been, Torrance regards
these tests as only a beginning. How manytasks, of what length,
of what variety of stimuli, how modified for diverse ages and
cultural backgrounds, how scored,etc. — these are continuing and
pressing problems if educators, generally, are to have what they
need for identifying and developing creative behaviors in their
daily teaching. But, without question, educators can now
concretely sense the positive meanings of creative measurements.
Torrance has assembled and presented ample illustrations.
Directions for progress are indicated. Teachers can take hold of
the testing task at their levels of operation; the problem now

focuses on helping teachers develop the conceptions and theskills

which enable them to teach effectively for the kind of behaviors
the tests test. Much help is needed if teachers throughout the
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country are to get what they need for effectively influencing
masses of students.

The citadels for primary help in educating and reeducating
teachers for creative education are the universities and the upper

echelons of the teaching profession. Here, the requirements for
granting help are that creativity be thoroughly understood and
appreciated. The intellectuals want intellectual grounding for

what they do. This calls for research in depth and an integral

understanding of the phenomenonofthe creative humanbeing.
Donald W. MacKinnon and Frank Barronof the Institute for

Personality Assessment, University of California at Berkeley,

undertook extensive studies (see Brown, 1962) focused on the

personality structure and experience pattern of highly creative

adults who had becomevaluable creative producers for society.
Outstanding creative architects, writers and scientists were given

intensive testing. A wide variety of tests, test situations, depth
interviews and observationswere used.‘Intelligence’, as measured

by L.Q., and formal education were but a few of many considera-

tions. The basic question studied was: ‘What factors contribute

to creativity?’ Psychoanalytic, psychological and humanistic

frames of reference were usedin interpreting the data.

In accord with the findings of Getzels and Jackson, and Tor- —
rance, MacKinnon and Barron found no simple relation between

I.Q. and creativity. (Most of their subjects were above the
‘breaking point’ of relationship, i.e. 120 I.Q.) On school grades,
MacKinnon and Barron’s data showed that the creative person

rarely was a straight-A student; averages on grades ranged
around B forthe architects, and somewhere between C and B for

research scientists. Manyofthe subjects had grades that would not

admit them to graduate.study today.

MacKinnon and Barron’s subjects were men who had had
their education in a period when admission requirements and
grading standards were less stringent, and insistence on institu-
tionalized education as a prerequisite to responsible positions
was less emphasized than it is today. Complexity of knowledge

and rapidity of change now require more years ofpreparation,
and educational institutions now get a tighter and tighter hold on

the channels of opportunity. The inference of MacKinnon and
Barron’s findings is inescapable — that our present identification
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methods may be keeping many of our potentially creative
producers out of colleges and graduate schools and, among
those admitted, grading practices may well be failing or dis-
couraging many so that, though admitted, they do not graduate.
The measurements used in higher education to identify and

evaluate students would appearto be as misleading and damaging
to creative development as Getzels and Jackson, and Torrance,
found them to be at elementary and secondarylevels of educa-
tion. The studies of MacKinnon and Barron makethis clear for
educators to see; reform is needed throughoutthe whole range of
institutionalized education.
MacKinnon and Barron’s studies also make clear the com-—

plexity of the task. The creative person is a many faceted creature
whoisdifficult to serve through present systems. Such personsare
original, independent, self-assertive, imaginative and sensitive.
Their needs can be served only through practices that value,
focus on and flexibly modify to honortheir individual uniqueness.
Professors who help them must be persons whocanlisten as well
as talk, who enjoy being challenged as well as to challenge,
who gain joyin life from the new structures of thought that form
in their students’ minds,as well as from newstructures that form
in their own minds.
Much opportunity needs be allowed for student expression.

The curriculum can only be a tentative approximation for what,
in fact, is required as students become engaged in it. The heart
of the system can only be the active communication of creative
minds that resonate to one another’s needs and challenges.
Creative learning requires creative teaching, and there is no
substitute or short cut.

MacKinnon and Barron’s studies do not amplify these points,
but their findings make such pointsclear to those educators who ©

are looking for the inferences. Creative practices are neededin all

areas of university life. Certainly they are needed in those areas
responsible for the education and reeducation of teachers in the
public schools. Here, in the universities and the upper echelons
of educational leadership, lies the staging area for any further
significant advances in evolving the people needed for contempo-
rary life.

Obviously, education in the universities, or elsewhere, is not
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going to develop in significant proportions apart from the inter-

iocked efforts of many men, supplying strength from many differ-

ent directions. A vehicle is needed to invite cooperation, sharing

of perspectives, research findings and resources.

One such vehicle of central importance has been the series of

conferences organized by Calvin W. Taylor of the University of

Utah. Five of these conferences (1955, 1957, 1959, 1961, 1962)

were focused primarily on problems connected with identifying

creative talent for the sciences and were supported by the

National Science Foundation. The sixth (1964) was focused on

the use ofeducational media as a meansfor creative education

and was supported by the U.S. Office of Education. Seeking

empirical and operational grounds on whichto researchcreativity,

these conferences (and publications from them) have established

the researchability of the subject. They have effectively moved

conceptions of creativity from vague abstractions to concrete

referents which are visibly significant for guiding action in the

selection and cultivation of creative personnel.

Oriented chiefly to needs for creative personnel at the upper

echelons, i.e. in science, these concrete referents have, neverthe-

less, led naturally and easily to the connected concern for crea-

tivity in the education of youth. Designed primarily for research

men, they serve the interests of university men who want an

intellectual and research base for what they do. Educators at the

university level who want to develop educational programs to

cultivate creativity in their students may now do so, knowing

that they have a substantial base from which to build.

Gradually, then, the groundwork is being laid for significant

advancesin the development of creative education. Unmentioned

have been many notable conferences, agencies and programs, and

many research contributions which should surely be included if

we were attempting a broad survey. The purpose, however, has

been to sketch a perspective of what has been accomplished to

date by citing the most evident developments and the core of

need which lies in the realm of measurements and methods by

which educators can guide their daily activity.

Development at this level requires the active work of a com-

munity of research men; Taylor’s conferences have helped to

establish such a community. Movement in depth and breadth of
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understanding of creativepersons is required: MacKinnon and
Barron have opened up that domain. Instruments and correlative
methods of teaching are required in forms usable and used by
classroom teachersin the field; Torrance has met this need. Clear-
cut recognition that traditional measurements and methods are
not adequate is required; Getzels and Jackson haveeffectively
dramatized this fact. Reconception of basic intelligence is re-
quired; Guilford has supplied this reconception.
These are substantial contributions. Because of them creative

education has a source for its further development whichis far
ahead of the sources available to educators in any prior period of
our history. These developments have charted out the field and
secured the anchorages for the contributions of many others,
present and future. American educationis far from being effective
in the developmentofcreativity in the masses of students, but the
solid beginnings are there.
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J. P. Guilford, ‘Traits of creativity’, in H. H. Anderson (ed.), Creativity and

its Cultivation, Harper, 1959, pp. 142-61.

When some time ago this author presented hypotheses concerning

the componenttalents contributing to creativity (Guilford, 1950),

_ he was subsequently amazedat the evidence ofwidespread interest

in the subject. Incidentally, the interest seemed to be stronger

from outside the field of psychology than from within its bound-

aries. There is undoubtedly in-this country, and possibly also in

others, an undercurrent of need felt for increased creative per-

formance and a desire to know more aboutthe natureofcreativity

itself. Boring (1950) has suggested that an unusually strong

interest in the subject is an aspect of our Zeitgeist. The present

symposium is one expression of it.

Reasons for the Interest in Creativity

If we ask ourselves the reasons for this element in our Zeitgeist,
speculation leads to several suggestive conclusions. The most

urgent reason is that we are in a mortal struggle for the survival

of our way of life in the world. The military aspect of this
struggle, with its race to develop new weapons andnewstrate-

gies, has called for a stepped-up rate of invention. Having

reached a state of stalemate with respect to military preparedness,

we encounter challenges on all intellectual fronts, scientific and

cultural as well as economic and political. Again and again, we

have been shaken out of our lethargy and our complacency by

new developments.

Other reasons probably arise from states of boredom. Thereis

likely to be a period of relative boredom following a great war.

Boredom has also been a creeping disease in modern industry,
where men and womenneed to perform less and less like human
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beings. Their work no longer calls upon them, as formerly, for
decisions and for constructive thinking. The advances in automa-
tion have not helped this situation. There is also boredom arising
from increasedleisure time. Fortunately, satiation with any con-
dition usually leads to corrective measures. The best solution
would seem to be to direct leisure-time activities into channels
of creative effort, giving individuals a taste of the rewards that
can comefrom suchefforts.
The coming of the age of space is another force contributing

to the upsurgein interest in creativity. It stirs the imagination and
it calls for readjustments at an accelerated rate. Many of the
adjustments that we are forced to make are to the accelerated
technological advances, but many are also due to the social
implications of those advances. In a world grown small so far as
travel and communication are concerned and a world in which
the exploding population competes ever more strongly for its
resources, adjustments in the political and personal-relations
areas call increasingly for imaginative solutions. From any aspect
from which we may view the scene, the needs for creativity are
enormous. |

A Psychological Approach to Creativity

These needs have found psychologyill prepared. Someyears ago,

a professor of journalism came to the author asking what psy-

chologists knew about creative thinking. He had a strong desire

to develop talents for creative writing among his students. With

considerable regret and chagrin, it was necessaryto tell him that

there was almost nothing that psychologists knew about the

subject. :

In large part this deficiency on the part of psychology may be

attributed to the general adoption of its stimulus—response
model. There is no questioning of the advances that psychology

has made with this conceptual model. But when we cometo the

higher thought processes, particularly to problems of creative

thinking, the limitations of the model become very apparent.

In approaching these problems it becomes more important than

elsewhere to develop concepts pertaining to what goes on within

the organism. We are forced to draw inferences regarding these
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events from what we can observe in terms of stimuli and responses, |

but we can no longerdescribe those events adequately in terms of

stimulus—response concepts, or even in terms of intervening-

variable concepts of the Hullian types.

The prevailing, alternative approach is through an emphasis

upon trait concepts. Traits are properties of individuals, and they

are fruitfully investigated by an approach that emphasizes

individual differences. A trait is any distinguishable, relatively

enduring way in which one individual differs from another. The

psychologist’s interest, of course, is heavily weighted in the

direction of behavior traits. Wherever we can point out trait

variable along which individuals differ systematically, it may be

concluded that this variable pertains to some property that

individuals possess in common butto different degrees. But the

property may also apply to a way of functioning and henceit

may provide a concept for describing the way in which the indi-

vidual operates.

The most defensible way of discovering dependable trait con-

cepts of this kind at present is that of factor analysis. Factor

analysis starts with information regarding the concomitant|

variations of performances. To say that the interest is confined

to performances would be incorrect, for the performances whose

intercorrelations are investigated are obtained under experi-

mental control of the situations that help to instigate them. By

varying the kind of test both qualitatively and quantitatively we

can arrive at more accurate interpretation of factors and delinea-

tion of their properties. Information regarding factors may often

thus be used as information regarding basic psychological

functions.

It is the purpose of this chapter,first, to give a very brief survey

of the known primary traits that are believed to be related to

creativity. Primary traits are found by factor analysis. The survey

will include both aptitude and non-aptitude traits, among the

latter being traits of temperament and of motivation. Second,the »

paperwill point out what seems to be the place of the aptitudes

for creativity within the general frameworkofintellect. In doing

so, some predictions will be made concerning undiscovered

aptitudes for creative thinking. Third, some relationships of the

factors of creativity to evaluations of creative performance other »
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than those in the aptitude-test category will be mentioned, to
indicate that the factors of creativity do have some support from

other sources, including evaluations of everyday life perform-

ances.

Primary Traits Related to Creativity

The status of our information regarding the primary traits of

creativity can perhaps be most meaningfully presented on the

background of some hypotheses that were adopted for investiga-

tion in 1950.2 _ |

Aptitude for creative thinking

Guilford (1950) predicted that we should find a factor character-

ized as an ability to see problems; a generalized sensitivity to

problems. Sucha trait was found, andit is best indicated by tests

asking examinees to state defects or deficiencies in common

implements or in social institutions or to state problems created

by common objects or actions. The factor has more recently been

identified logically as belonging in the general category of

evaluative abilities (Guilford, 1957a). The reason is that the act

involved is essentially a judgement that things are notall right:

that goals have not been reached; or that not everything to be

desired has been achieved. Such a decision would play no con-

structive part in productive thinking, but without this step

productive thinking would notget started.

It was hypothesized that fluency of thinking would be an

important aspect of creativity. This is a quantitative aspect that

has to do with fertility of ideas. Our results in the Aptitudes

Project have verified and extended information concerning four

fluency factors (Wilson et al., 1954).

There is the factor of wordfluency, first reported by Thurstone

(1938). This is an ability to produce words each containing a

specified letter or combination of letters. It is not easy to see

where this ability would have much importance in creative work

1. Much of the information to be mentioned in succeeding pages comes

from the project onAptitudes of High-Level Personnelat the University of

Southern California, under contract N6onr-23810 with the Office of Naval

Research.
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in everyday life, but Drevdahl (1956) has foundit to be related

in both science and arts students.

A factor of associational fluency is indicated best in a test that

requires the examinee to produce as many synonyms as he can

for a given word in limited time. In contrast to word fluency,

where only letter requirements are to be observed, associational

fluency involves a requirement of meaning for the words given.

One would expect such an ability to be important to the average

writer who wants to find a wordto satisfy a particular meaning

he has in mind and a quick running over of words in that area

is an advantage. Weare testing this hypothesis in a study of

theme writing in freshman English.

A factor of expressional fluency is best measured by a test

calling for the production of phrases or sentences. The need for —

rapid juxtaposition of words to meet the requirements of sentence

structure seems to be the unique characteristic of tests of this.

ability. Whether the same ability pertains to oral speech we do

not know,but there is some reasonable presumption ofatleast a

moderate correlation between corresponding performances in

writing and in oral speech. Althoughin writing one does not

ordinarily work under pressure of time, the facility for framing

sentences must be an importantasset. In oral speech it should be

of even greater importance, particularly for oratorical talents.

It-can be said that the possession of a high degree of expressional

fluency, as measured by written ‘tests, can apparently lead

observers to the conclusion that the expressionally fluent person

has a high degree of creativity. In one study, not yet published,

ratings of menin several different traits of creativity tended to be

correlated positively with scores for the factor of expressional

fluency. .

A trait of probably much wider usefulness is fluency in the

production of ideas, or the factor of ideational fluency. This is

the ability to produce ideas to fulfill certain requirements in

limited time. A test of this factor may ask examinees to name

objects that are hard, white and edible or to give various uses for

a commonbrick, or to write appropriate titles for a given story

plot. In scoring for this factor, sheer quantity is the important

consideration; qualityneed not be considered so long as responses

are appropriate.
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There are certain stages in most problem solving where there
must be a searching for answers. The problem asstructured or
defined provides the specifications for the solutions that are
sought. Unless the specifications point to a unique solution, some
searching and testing of alternative solutions is likely to occur.
The scanning process is morelikely to arrive at suitable solutions
if it can elicit a greater numberof possibilities. Thus ideational
fluency probably plays an important role in problem solving,
and many problemsrequire novel solutions, which means
creative thinking.

In 1950 it was hypothesized that creative thinkers are flexible
thinkers. They readily desert old ways of thinking andstrike out
in new directions. A factor offlexibility of thinking was therefore
predicted. We found twoabilities, both of which seem tofit into
this general category (Wilson et al., 1954).
One of these factors has been called spontaneous flexibility.

It is defined as the ability or disposition to produce a great variety
of ideas, with freedom from inertia or from perseveration. In
tests of this factor, the examinee shows his freedom to roam
about in his thinking even whenit is not necessary for him to do
so. In naming uses of a common brick, he jumps readily from
one categoryof response to another — the brick used as building
material, as a weight, as a missile, or as a source of red powder,
and so on. Rigid thinkers, on the other hand, tend to stay within
one or two categories of response. Another example of spon-
taneously flexible thinkers in dealing with concrete material are
those whosee rapid fluctuations in ambiguous figures, such as
the Necker outline cube or the staircase figure.
The other type of flexibility of thinking is called adaptive

flexibility for the reason thatit facilitates the solution ofproblems.
This is shown best in-a type of problem that requires a most un-
usual type of solution. The problem may appear to be soluble
by means of more familiar or conventional methods, but these
methods will not work. One task that calls for this kind of
solution is based upon the familiar game involving matchsticks.
The examinee is given a set of contiguous squares, each side
formed by a match, andis told that he is to take away a certain
number of matches, leaving a certain number of squares. Heis
not told that the squares must be all of the samesize, but if he
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adopts this obvious assumption he cannot solve one or more

problems, for the only satisfactory end result is a number of

squares that differ in size. Persistence in wrong but inviting

directions of thinking means low status on the factor of adaptive

flexibility. |
In the area of creativity one should certainly expect to find a

trait of originality. It is indicated by the scores of sometests in

which the keyed responses are weighted in proportion to their

infrequency of occurrence in the population of examinees.

Unusualness of responses, in a statistical sense, is one principle

of measurement of originality.

The factor is also indicated by tests in which items call for

remote associations or relationships; remote either in time or ina

logical sense. If we ask examineesto list all the consequences they

can think of in the event that a new discovery makes eating

unnecessary, the number of remote consequencesthey give indi-

cates originality, whereas the number of obvious consequences

indicates ideational fluency. This means that it takes a quality

criterion to indicate the extent of originality of which a person is

characteristically capable.

_A third way of indicating degree of originality in taking tests

is the number of responses an examinee can give that are judged

as being clever. The titles given for short-story plots, for example,

can be rated as clever or not clever. The number of not-clever

responses indicates ideational fluency whereas the number of

clever responses indicates originality.

There is a growing suspicion that what we have called originality

is actually a case of adaptive flexibility when dealing with verbally

meaningful material, parallel to the factor of adaptive flexibility

as now known, which pertains to tasks dealing with non-verbal

material. In either case one must get away from the obvious,

the ordinary or the conventional in order to make a goodscore.

In 1950 a factor of redefinition was hypothesized, which called

for an ability to give up old interpretations of familiar objects

in order to use them or their parts in some new ways. Factor

analysis has well supported such a dimension of individual

differences (Wilson et al., 1954). Which of the following objects,

or their parts, could best be adapted to making a needle: pencil,

radish, shoe, fish, or carnation? The keyed (correct) responseis
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‘fish’, since a bone from a typical fish seems to be most readily
adaptable for the purpose of making a needle. Improvising, in
general, probably reflects the ability of redefinition. It has been
suggested that a low status on this factor means the condition of
‘functionalfixity’ or ‘functional fixedness’, which has been gain-
ing in use to describe failure to solve problemsinwhichimprovising
must occur, such as making a pendulum outofa string and pliers.
Another factor, which was predicted and found in a study of

planning abilities (Berger, Guilford and Christensen, 1957) and
which needsfurther verification and analysis, may be mentioned.
This is a factor called elaboration. It was indicated by a test in
which the examinee is given one or two simple lines and told to
construct on this foundation a more complex object. The scoreis
the amountof elaboration demonstrated.It is also indicated by a
test in which the bare outline of a plan is given, the examinee to
list all the minor steps needed to make the plan work.It is possible

that two abilities are involved, one pertaining to elaboration of
figural material and one pertaining to elaboration of meaningful
material. If so, the two abilities are probably positively correlated.

Notall of our early expectations in the way offactors have been
supported with results. We predicted a unitary ability to analyse
and also a unitary ability to synthesize, in thinking. Both hypo-
theses were apparently given ample opportunity to be verified if
they were true, but the results did not come out that way. This is
one example showing that we do not always get out of a factor
analysis what we put into it. The result will no doubt seem
contrary to common sense, for in our thinking we do analyse
and we do synthesize.

The result does not refute the existence of these two kinds of
operations. Whatit does indicate is that individuals do notdiffer
systematically from one another with respect to a general ability

to analyse in connexion with many kinds of tasks nor do they

differ systematically in a general ability to synthesize. In this sense,

analysis and synthesis are like problem solving. Factor analysis

has not detected a unitary ability to solve problems. A number of

unitary abilities undoubtedly play roles in solving problems, but

the combinations of them and their respective weights depend
upon the kind of problem. A similar conclusion may be drawn

with regard to analysing and synthesizing.
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Non-aptitude traits related to creativity

There are many, no doubt, who would look for the chief secrets of

creative performance outside the modality of aptitudes. There is

no denying that traits of motivation and of temperament should

be expected to have significant determining effects upon whether

or not an individual exhibits creative performance. These mod-

- alities of personality are definitely to be investigated in this con-

nexion. There has been little rigorously obtained information

regarding the roles of such traits in creative performance, however.

In her studies of leading artists and of leading scientists in several

fields, Anne Roe found only onetrait that stood out in common

amongindividuals. This was a willingness to work hard and to

work long hours (Roe, 1946, 1953). This is a trait that may con-

tribute to achievement and eminence in any field, however. There

is no indication that it has a unique relation to creativity. The

trait also merely meansa very high level of general motivation, of

whose sources we are uncertain. We are thusleft with the problem,

and the need for more analytical studies is strongly indicated.

In the Aptitudes Project our attention has recently been given

to questions of non-aptitude traits that might contribute to

creative thinking. Already mentioned is the conclusion that

spontaneousflexibility in thinking appears to be a freedom from

perseveration, which is one form of rigidity, and that adaptive

flexibility appears to be a freedom from persistence in using

previously learned, futile methods of solution, another form of

rigidity. This raises the question as to whether the flexibility—

rigidity factors in thinking should beclassified in the modality of

aptitudes or in the modality of temperament traits or whether in

these instances we have traits with both temperamental and

aptitudinal aspects, depending upon how one looks at them.

Wehavespeculated regarding whetheroriginality is perhaps an

attitude of unconventionality, which predisposes an individual

not to perform in the usual or the popular manner, preferring

idiosyncratic ways of behaving. Our research only touches upon

this question. Asfor the fluency factors, there have been a number

of hypotheses mentioned in the literature regarding possible

relationships between. fluency of thinking and certain traits of

motivation and temperament (Guilford e¢ al., 1957).
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Another reason for attention to these problemsis the fact that
factor analysis had previously indicated at least three primary
traits of interest in different kinds of thinking, including interest
in reflective thinking, rigorous thinking and autistic thinking.
Would these interests be found related to thinking performances
of various kinds? There had also been found

a

pair of primary
interests in esthetic activities, one an interest called esthetic
appreciation and the other esthetic expression. These interest
variables might well be related to creative performance in the
arts and possibly more generally in creative performance.
A recent factor-analytical investigation of thinking interests

explored some hypotheses of still other possible variables
(Guilford et al., 1957). With the use of self-inventory scores,

+ which hasbeenthe basis for the discovery of the interest variables
just mentioned, we found indications of some of the expected
variables. One factor could be identified as tolerance ofambiguity.
This is a willingness to accept some uncertainty in conclusions
and decisions and a tendency to avoid thinking in terms of rigid
categories. Another factor was identified as an interest in or
liking for convergent thinking. Convergent thinking, which will be
more fully explained in the next section, involves thinking
toward one right answer, or toward a relatively uniquely deter-
mined answer. A companion factor was defined as aninterest in
or liking for divergent thinking, a type of thinking in which con-
siderable searching about is done and a numberof answers wil]
do. Still another factor was found but it could not be very
definitely identified. It could be an interest in originality or in
creativity in general, or it could possibly be identified with either
esthetic expression or esthetic appreciation.

In order to examine the possibilities that any or all of these
factors have any bearing upon creative output, we correlated
scores for these variables with scores for performance on tests
of fluency, flexibility and originality. It was possible, also, to
correlate scores for a number of other inventory variables,
involving other traits, with the same aptitude-test scores. Some
of the more pertinent results will be very briefly mentioned. The
conclusions are based uponstatistically significant correlations,
but the coefficients wereall below 0-30.
From the results we may conclude that individuals who do wel]
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in tests of associational fluency tend to have a stronger need for

adventure and they are moretolerant of ambiguity. This kind of

result is interesting because to make a good score for associa-

tional fluency one must extend his list of synonyms to those that

are only tenuously related to the given word. Individuals who

are high on scores for ideational fluency are inclined to be more

impulsive, more ascendant, and more confident and to have a

stronger appreciation of creativity. Individuals who show more

than ordinary signs of nervousness and depression are likely to

be slightly lower on tasks requiring ideational fluency, but they

show no handicaps on other types of fluency tests. The popula-

tion in which the study was made probably included none who

reached the pathological level in those temperamental traits.

Those who score higher in tests of expressional fluency are

inclined to be more impulsive, to appreciate esthetic expression

and to like reflective thinking. _

Measuresof originality show relationships to a numberofnon-

aptitude traits, but none very strong, so far as our results go.

The original person tends to be more confident and tolerant of

ambiguity and to like reflective and divergent thinking and

esthetic expression. The unoriginal person is inclined to be more

meticulous andto feel a need for discipline. There is no indication

that the original person is necessarily less inclined toward cultural

conformity, which includes moral aspects. The hypothesis that

originality rests upon an attitude of unconventionality is not

supported. These results do not mean that for particular indi-

viduals there may not be such an association, but they do mean

that in a general population the association is no more common

than the lack of association.

The relations of the two flexibility factors to traits of rigidity

were mentioned above. There were no other relationships found

for the flexibility factors except some indication that persons

high on spontaneousflexibility are likely to have a strong need for

variety. The flexible person of this type rather obviously shows

variety of directions in his work ontests.

The fact that all of these relationships were studied in the con-

text of psychological testing should be emphasized. With

motivation generally at a high pitch in taking tests, examinees

have less room for showing very strong relationships between
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performance on those tests and any of the non-aptitudetraits.
Performances in daily life might well be found more strongly
related to many ofthese traits of motivation and temperament.

Creativity and the Structure of Intellect

There has always been considerable interest in the relation
between creativity and intelligence, particularly the extent to
which the latter can account for the former. Unfortunately,
‘intelligence’ has never been uniquely defined. Furthermore,
accumulating evidence indicates that intelligence is a multi-
dimensional affair, with many components having been dis-
covered by factor analysis. Our next question is whether the
abilities that seem to be components of creative talent can be
regarded as components of intelligence. If so, have they any
significant status amongthe intellectual abilities?

Principles of the structure of intellect

After considering all the knownfactors that could be regarded as
belonging in the intellectual category, including the abilities of
fluency, flexibility and originality as well as sensitivity to prob-
lems, the author proposed a system of those factors andcalledit
a “structure ofintellect’ (Guilford, 1956b, 1957a). The principles
of that system will be very briefly reviewed here and some import-
ant, general revisions will be suggested toward a comprehensive
theory of intellect. The creative-thinking abilities find logical
places within the system.
There are some forty-seven known factors of intellect. An

examination of their properties has suggested that they can be
putinto a three-wayclassification, demonstrating three principles
by which they can be organized. First, the recognized dimensions
of intellect can be grouped in three categories according to the
kind of material or content of thought. One kind of material
maybe calledfigural, for it is in the form of perceived elements or
objects with their various properties. Visual objects such as lines
and forms have properties of shape, size, color, texture, grada-
tions, and so on. Auditory elements are in the form of rhythms,
melodies and speech sounds. There are also tactual and kines-
thetic materials, but the factor-analytical exploration of tests
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involving such materials has been practically non-existent. We

might say that the abilities pertaining to the use of figural material

constitute a general category of concrete intelligence.

Second, we have material that can be called conceptual or

semantic. It consists of meanings, in verbalized form. The best-

recognized tests of intelligence have been composed of verbal

material and word meanings have been somehow involved.

Third, our aptitudes research has forced us to recognize a class

of abilities to deal with what we have called symbolic material.

Examples of such materials are numbers, syllables, words (word

structures, not meanings) and all kinds of code material. Such

elements have no natural meanings. Convention attaches uses and

meanings to them arbitrarily. The alphabet and the number

system provide convenient properties that make possible their

uses in a multitude of ways. Aptitudes for mathematics and for

languages probably rest heavily upon the symbolic abilities. The

abilities pertaining to either semantic or symbolic materials

would qualify for the commonly recognized category of ‘abstract
intelligence’, but since they form two distinct classes, it is best

to speak of the categories of semantic intelligence and symbolic
intelligence, respectively.

The second majorprinciple of classification is according to the

kind of operations that are performed upon the materials of

thought. There are five recognized general kinds of operations,
all five kinds apparently applying to each of the three kinds of

materials. One class of abilities has to do with the achievement of
cognitions of various kinds. These factors may be called discovery
abilities, but they also pertain to rediscovering and recognition

of elements and of things derived from them. We recognize
figural objects, symbolic objects and meanings. The recognition

of word meanings is the essence of the factor of verbal compre-
hension, the dominating component in all verbal-intelligence
tests.
Another group of aptitude factors is made up of memory

abilities. There seems to be a different memory ability parallel
to each cognition ability, in so far as the memory abilities are
known. Two other groups have to do with the production of
other information from given information by meansof thinking
processes. One of these groups has been identified as convergent
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thinking and the otheras divergent thinking. Convergent thinking
proceeds toward a restricted answer or solution. If asked:
‘Whatis the opposite of high?’ you would probably respond
with ‘Low.’ This is an example of convergent thinking. If asked:
‘What is two times five plus four?’ you would have no other
alternative than to say ‘Fourteen.’ Butif you were asked to give
a number of words that mean about the same as ‘low’, you
could produce several different responses, all satisfying the
requirement, such as ‘depressed’, ‘cheap’, ‘degraded’, and the
like, and you would be correct. In this example we have an in-
stance of divergent thinking.
The fifth class of intellectual abilities pertains to making

evaluations of information and of conclusions or other responses
derived from given information. We may question our cognitions
and things werecall as well as our solutions to problems and we
arrive at decisions as to whether they are correct, suitable, or
adequate, and so on. Such abilities come in the category of
evaluation.

When weapply certain operationsto certain kinds ofmaterials,
we come out with products of various kinds. The third major
wayofclassifying intellectual abilities is according to the product
involved. The product may be a unit of thought, such as a figure, .
a symbolic structure or a concept. The product may be a class
of units or it may be a relation between units. It may be a pattern,
a system or a Gestalt of some kind, composed of units. Or it may
be an implication, as when we make a prediction from the in-
formation thatis available. Each of these kinds ofproduct — units,
Classes, relations, systems and implications — has its own primary
abilities. Althoughit is not certain that all five classes of products
apply to all kinds of material combined with all kinds of opera-
tions, there is enough similarity recognized at this stage to
justify the prediction that when more is known weshall be able
to apply the same product categories throughout. We may have
to add a sixth category that has to do with changes or transfor-
mations, since such a product now applies in connexion with
some kinds of operations. Thus it appears that each primary,
intellectual ability represents a kind of crossroad or intersection
of a certain kind of operation, applied to a certain kind of
material, yielding a certain kind of product.
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A Comprehensive Theory of Intellect

If we apply common categories of materials, operations and

products throughout the range of intellectual abilities, we can

represent the structure of intellect in the form of a three-dimen-

sional diagram (see Figure 1). Figure 1 is a geometric model

presented to represent a comprehensive theory of human

intellect.
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Figure 1 Theoretical model for the complete ‘ structure of intellect’ |

Shown in Figure 1 is provision for a fourth kind of material,

namely, behavioral. There are no factor-analytical results that

would justify such a category ofintelligence, but there is enough

information from other sources to justify the addition of such a

class of factors in theory. Over thirty years ago, Thorndike

proposed that there is a social intelligence distinct from abstract

intelligence and from mechanical intelligence (Thorndike et al.,

1927). Today there is new interest in the explorations of ‘em-

pathy’, which probably falls within the same category.
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The implications of a behavioral category in the structure of

intellect are very interesting. It was pointed out earlier that there

is a concrete intelligence, a symbolic intelligence and a semantic

intelligence, all of which are now supported by known factors.

Since there are so many parallels among these three areas of

intellect, it is reasonable to suggest that the same operations

and products apply in the area of social intelligence or empathy.

This would mean that we should look for abilities involving

cognition of behavioral units, also of classes, relations, systems

and implications. There would be parallel memory abilities

where behavioral matters are concerned, also parallel abilities

to think productively regarding behavioral matters, and abilities

to evaluate the results of any of these operations. It would seem

reasonable to hypothesize that all such kinds of operations and

products apply in the area of social or behavioral events. As a

possible variation, we should also consider the possibility that

there are different abilities in connexion with one’s own behavior

and with the behavior of other persons.?

The place of aptitudes contributing to creative performances

To return to the abilities more clearly related to creativity, it is

apparent that the traits of fluency, flexibility and originality

come in the general category of divergent thinking. The factor

known assensitivity to problems, however, has been placed in

the category of evaluation and the factor of redefinition in the

category of convergent thinking, as stated earlier. It is probably

true that other abilities outside the divergent-thinking category

also make their contributions to productive thinking. We might

arbitrarily define creative thinking as divergent thinking, but it

would be incorrect to say that divergent thinking accounts for

all the intellectual components of creative production.

There are a number of divergent-thinking abilities predicted

by the system in the structure of intellect but not yet discovered,

particularly in the figural and symbolic columns. Presumably

these would have more to do with creative thinking in the arts

(Guilford, 1957b) and in mathematics, whereas the known

divergent-thinking abilities, being mostly in the verbal column,

have more to do with creative thinking in the humanities, the

2. 1 am indebted to Philip R. Merrifield for this suggestion.
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sciences, and in everyday affairs. Divergent-thinking abilities in

the behavioral column should be useful in contributing to better

humanrelations, whether between persons or on the political or

industrial scenes or in international affairs.

Validity and Problems of Training

Some information on validity

Our work in the Aptitudes Project has been devoted almost

entirely to basic research, with the belief that what we need most

at this time is more intimate and thorough understanding of the

nature of intellect and its components. We have not been without

concern and interest with regard to the general applicability of

our factorial concepts and we are frequently challenged in this

regard. We,as well as others, have made a numberof studies that

bear on the question cf the significance of the primary traits of

creative aptitude from other than the factor-analytical point of

view.

The information on validity is scattered and much of it was

obtained incidental to studies with broader objectives. The con-

struct validity of our “ests of originality was well demonstrated

by a study reported lby Barron (1955). A hundred Air Force

officers were assessed during a three-day period of observation

and among other things were rated for degree of originality.

A total score from tests of originality correlated 0-55 with the

average ratings. Drevdahl (1956) foundthat a score for originality

correlated 0-33 with instructor’s ratings of originality of students

in the arts and in the sciences.

_ One should not expect a great deal of predictive validity for

test scores representing the factor of originality in connexion

with course grades. Hills (1955) found an average correlation

of —0-02 for an originality test in connexion with grades in

several small classes in upper-division and graduate mathe-

matics courses. Recently we have found an average correlation

of 0:27 between

a

test of originality and average grades in science

and mathematics for two groups of engineering students of about

a hundred each.

There is little evidence, as yet, that the factors of verbal

fluency have general predictability for academic or technical
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performances. A score for expressional fluency correlated 0-25
with grades in a course in astronomy, for some unknown reason
(Guilford, 1956a). A score for ideational fluency correlated 0-37
with performance of aircraft engineers whose chief work was in
designing aircraft parts and the criterion was rate of increase
in pay over a limited period of time (Guilford, 1956a).
The factor of adaptive flexibility has consistently shown some

small relationships to performance in mathematics and in one
instance to achievement in physics (Guilford, 1956a). Hills (1955)
found the average correlation with achievement in mathematics
to be 0-33 and we have foundthe relation to grades in physics to
be 0:23. Amongaircraft engineers a score for adaptiveflexibility
correlated 0-31 with the criterion of rate increase in pay (Guilford,
1956a). Quantitative thinking that involves relatively novel
problems seems generally to be related to adaptive flexibility.
A study of creativity of graduate engineers was made by

Sprecher (1957). With criteria including ratings of inventiveness
and also performance on original, technical problems, multiple
correlations involving a few tests of the creativity factors were
found in the range from 0:3 to 0:5.

Tests of creative factors did not predict which employees
would contribute ideas in a suggestion box, but it was found that
many other determiners were at work. For example, some

creative individuals had incidental reasons for not offering con-

tributions (Chorness and Nottelmann, 1957). The sametests
were foundto correlate significantly with some evaluations of the
expressive aspects of teaching performance (Chorness and

Nottelmann, 1956). Scores from the same tests were found to be
related to incidence of certain kinds of creative hobbies as re-
ported in biographical-information inventories (Gerry, DeVeau

and Chorness, 1957).

Training for creativity

There has been considerable popular interest in training indi-

viduals for increased creativity. A large number of courses have
been instituted in this country whose aim is to developcreativity

of individuals, some of the courses being in universities, some in

industry and some in governmental agencies. The methods of

instruction have been somewhat varied, for no one knowsatthis
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stage what are the mosteffective ways of bringing about greater

creative performance. The brainstorming method introduced by

Osborn (1953) is one of the common devices. Although it is

reported to bring about increased quantity of thinking produc-

tion and to have some lasting, beneficial effects upon partici-

pants, there have been almost no reports of rigorous experiments

designed specifically to test these impressions.

There are indications that some methodsoftraining, at least,

lead to increased originality of performance at the expense of

fluency. Using a combination of training methods, including

Osborn’s brainstorming procedure and Arnold’s (1954) ‘out-of-

this-world’ exercise, Gerry, DeVeau and Chorness (1957) found

that there were significant gains in scores for originality but

probably some losses in scores for ideational fluency. In some

unpublished data on ten-year-old children, it appears that a short

course on creative writing was also followed by higher per-

formance ontests of originality and lower on tests of ideational

fluency, as compared with a matched, control group. A finding

that bears indirectly upon the same problem is that when

examinees are instructed to give clever titles to story plots in a

test they tend to lose in total productivity but to gain in the

number of clever responses as well as in the average level of

rated cleverness as compared with examinees who have instruc-

tions that say nothing about cleverness (Christensen, Guilford

and Wilson, 1957). The general implication from these few

studies is that attention to creativity and efforts to increase it

are likely to yield improvements in quality of responses at the

expense of quantity. In everydaylife, where there is much more

time available than there is in tests of fluency, a slackened rate

of flow of ideas should probably causelittle concern.

Summary

This paper has attempted briefly, first, to point out some of the

reasons for the spontaneous interests that have sprung up in

recent years in connexion with the subject of creativity. It has

suggested reasons for psychology’s general postponement of

serious investigations of the subject and has emphasized the

importance of a trait approach to the subject in order to find

the necessary working concepts.
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There followed a brief review of aptitude traits that belong
most clearly logically in the area of creativity and that have been
discovered by factor analysis, many of them within the past.
ten years. These include factors of fluency of thinking and of
flexibility of thinking, as well as originality, sensitivity to prob-
lems, redefinition and elaboration.
A numberofrelationships between certain non-aptitudetraits

and creative performance in tests have been indicated. The two
forms offlexibility of thinking seem clearly to be opposites to
two forms of rigidity in thinking. Redefinition seems logically
opposite to the quality known as ‘functional fixedness’. Other
traits of temperament and of motivation seem to bear small
relationships to performances in tests of fluency, flexibility and
particularly tests of originality. |
Most of the aptitude factors identifiable as belonging in the

category of creativity are classifiable in a group of divergent-
thinking abilities. These abilities, by contrast to convergent-
thinking abilities, emphasize searching activities with freedom to
go in different directions, if not a necessity to do so in order to
achieve an excellent performance. Convergent-thinking activities
proceed toward one right answer, or one that is more or less
clearly demanded by the given information.

Other abilities contributing to creative performancesfind their
places, also, in a three-dimensional, solid figure, in which the
primary abilities are distinguished in terms of the kinds of
material dealt with, the kinds of operations applied to the
material, and the kinds of products resulting. It is theorized that
a whole area of abilities, comprising what has sometimes been
called ‘social intelligence’ and sometimes ‘empathy’, will be
found parallel to other areas now distinguished along the lines
of materials of thought — figural, symbolic and semantic.
A limited number of studies of validity tend to indicate that

tests of some of the creative-thinking factors, such as adaptive
flexibility and originality, have both construct validity and pre-
dictive validity. |

Efforts made toward improving creativity through training
have given informal indications of some measure of success.
Experiments tend to indicate that training yields some improve-
ment in performance on tests of originality but some possible
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loss on tests of ideational fluency. Awareness of the nature of the

traits of creativity should provide a much better basis than for-

merly for systematic methods of education in this important

area.
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The Highly Intelligent and the Highly Creative

Adolescent *
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‘Giftedness’ in children has most often been defined as a score on

an intelligence test, and typically the study of the so-called gifted

child has actually been the study of children with high 1.Q.s.

Implicit in this unidimensional definition of giftedness, it seems

to us, are several types of confusion, if not outright error.

First, there is the limitation of the I.Q. metric itself, which not

only restricts our perspective of the more general phenomenon

but places on the one concepta greater theoretical and predictive

burden than it was intended to carry. For all practical purposes,

the term ‘gifted child’ has become synonymouswith the expres-

sion ‘child with a high I.Q.’, thus blinding us to other forms of

potential excellence.

Second, we have frequently behaved as if the intelligence test

alone represented an adequate sampling of al/ intellectual

functions. For example, despite the recent work on cognition

and creativity, the latter conceptis still generally treated asif it

applied only to performance in one or moreofthearts. In effect,

the term ‘creative child’ has become synonymous with the

expression, ‘child with artistic talents’, thus limiting our attempts

to identify and foster cognitive abilities related to creative

functioning in areas other than thearts.

Andfinally, third, there has been a failure to attend sufficiently

to the difference between the definition of giftedness as given by

the I.Q. and the variations in the value placed upon giftedness as

so defined. It is often taken for granted, for example, that the

gifted child is equally valued by teachers and by parents, in the

classroom and at home; that he is considered an equally good

1. A full report of the work is contained in Getzels and Jackson (1962).
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Prospect by teachers and by parents to succeed as an adult;
and that children themselves wantto be gifted. It is demonstrable
that none of these assumptions can be held without question.
Empirical data indicate that the gifted child is not equally
valued by teachers and by parents, in the classroom and at home;
he is not held to be an equally good prospect to succeed as an
adult; and children themselves do not necessarily want to be
gifted, at least not in the traditional sense of the term.

Despite its longevity, there is nothing inevitable about the use
of the I.Q. in defining giftedness. Indeed, it may be argued that

_in manywaysthis definition is only an historical happenstance — a
consequence of the fact that early inquiries in this field had the
classroom as their context and academic achievement as their
major concern. If we moved the focus of inquiry from the class-
room setting, we might identify qualities defining giftedness for
other situations just as the I.Q. did for the classroom. Indeed,
even without shifting our focus of inquiry, if we only modified
the conventional criteria of achievement, we might change the
qualities defining giftedness even in the classroom. For example,
if we recognized that learning involves the production of novelty
as well as the memorization of course content, then measures of
creativity as well as the I.Q. might becomié appropriate in
defining characteristics of giftedness.
The series of studies, of which the one weshall describe below

is a part, is based on the foregoing considerations. Broadly
speaking, these studies attempt to deal not only with intelligence
as the quality defining giftedness but also with such other
qualities as creativity, psychological health and morality. Com-
parisons between groups of adolescents who are outstanding in
these qualities serve as the basic analytic procedure of the
research.

Problem

The central task we set ourselves in the specific part of the
research we shall present here wasto differentiate two groups of
adolescents — one representing individuals very high in measures
of intelligence but not as high in measures of creativity, the other
representing individuals very high in measures ofcreativity but
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not as high in measuresof intelligence — and to compare the two

groups with respect to the following questions:

1. Whatis the relative achievement — achievement as defined

by learning in school - of the two groups?

2. Are the two groups equally preferred by teachers?

3. Whatis the relative need for achievement — as measured by

McClelland’s Index of Need: Achievement on the Thematic

Apperception Test — of the two groups?

4, What are the personal qualities the two groups prefer for

themselves? —

5. What is the relation between the personal qualities pre-

ferred by the two groups for themselves and the personal quali-

ties they believe teachers would like to see in children?

6. Whatis the relation between the personal qualities preferred

by the two groups for themselves and the personal qualities they

believe lead to ‘success’ in adult life?

7. What is the nature of the fantasy productions of the two

groups?

8. What are the career aspirations of the two groups?

Identifying the Experimental Groups: Subjects, Instruments,

Procedures

The experimental groups were drawn from 449 adolescents of a

Midwestern private secondary school on the basis of performance

on the following instruments:

1. Standard I.Q.tests. Either a Binet, a Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children, or a Henmon-—Nelson score wasavailable for

each adolescent. The scores obtained from the WISC and the
Henmon-Nelson were converted by regression equation to —

comparable Binet I.Q.s.

2. Five creativity measures. These were taken or adapted from

either Guilford or Cattell, or constructed especially for the study,

as follows:

(a) Word association. The subject was asked to give as many

definitions as possible to fairly common stimulus words, such

as ‘bolt’, ‘bark’, ‘sack’. His score depended upon the absolute
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number of definitions and the number of different categories
into which these definitions could be put.

(b) Uses for things. The subject was required to give as many
uses as he could for objects that customarily have a stereotyped
function attached to them, such as ‘brick’ or *paper-clip’. His
score depended upon both the number and the Originality of
the uses which he mentioned.

(c) Hidden shapes. The Subject was required to find a given
geometric form that was hidden in more complex geometric
forms or patterns.

(d) Fables. The subject was presented with four fables in which
the last lines were missing. He was required to compose three
different endings for each fable: a ‘moralistic ’, a ‘humorous’ and
a ‘sad’ ending. His score depended upon the appropriateness
and uniquenessof the endings.

(e) Make-up problems. The subject was presented with four
complex paragraphs each of which contained a number of
numerical statements, for example, ‘the costs involved in build-
ing a house’. He wasrequired to make up as many mathematical
problemsas he could that might be solved with the information
given. His score depended upon the number, appropriateness,
and complexity of the problems.

Onthe basis of the I.Q. measure and a summated score on the
five creativity instruments, the two experimental groups were
formed as follows: |

1. The high-creativity group. These were subjects in the top
20 per cent on the creativity measures when compared with
like-sexed age peers, but below the top 20 per cent in I.Q.
(N = 26).

2. The high-intelligence group. These were subjects in the top
20 per cent in I.Q. when comparedwith like-sexed age peers, but
below the top 20 per cent on the creativity measures (N = 28).

With the experimental groups thus defined it is possible to
approach each of the research questions in turn.?

2. As might be expected, the creativity measures and I.Q. were not
independent, the correlation between the two ranging from 0-12 to 0-39.
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Question 1: Whatis the relative school achievement of the two

groups?

As the data in Table 1 indicate, the results were clear cut and

striking. Despite the similarity in I.Q. between the high creatives

and the school population, and the twenty-three-point difference

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations of Highly Creative and

Highly Intelligent Groups on Experimental Variables

 

Total High 1.0. High

population * creativet

(N = 449) (N=28) (N= 24)

 

1.Q. xX 132-00 150:00§ 127-00

Ss 15-07 6°64 10°58

School achievement X 49-91 55-00§ 56:27§

Ss 7:36 5°95 7°90.

Teacher-preference xX 10:23 11-20} 10-54

ratings Ss 3-64 1°56 1-95

Need for achievement Y 49-81 49-00 50-04

(T = scores) Ss 9-49 7:97 8-39

 

* For the purposes of comparison the scores of each experimental group

were extracted from the total population before t-tests were computed.

+ Two subjects omitted because of incomplete data.

+ Significant at the 0-01 level.

§ Significant at the 0-001 level.

in mean I.Q. between the high creatives and the high I.Q.s, the

achievement scores of the two experimental groups were equally

superior to the achievement scores of the school population as a

whole.

It was evident at this point that the cognitive functions

assessed by our creativity battery accounted for a significant

portion of the variance in school achievement. Moreover,

since our creative students were not in the top of their class by

1.Q. standards, their superiority in scholastic performance
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places them in the rather Suspect category of so-called ‘over-
achievers’. This dubious classification often implies that the
observed I.Q.-achievement discrepancyis a function of motiva-
tional (as opposed to cognitive) variables. It is assumed that the
motivational elements pushing the student to outdo himself, as
it were, are linked in varying degree to pathological conditions.
We would raise the issue, at least for our present group, of
whether it is motivational pathology or intellectual creativity:
that accounts for their superior scholastic achievement. Indeed,
we wonder whether the current studies of cognitive functions
other than those assessed by standard I.Q. tests do not under-
score the need for re-examining the entire concept of ‘over-
achievement’.

Question 2: Which of the two groups was preferred by teachers?
To answerthis question we asked the teacherstorate all students
in the school on the degree to which they enjoy having them in
Class. The ratings of the two groups were then compared with
those of the entire school population.
The results, which are shownin Table 1, were again quite clear

cut. The high-I.Q. group stands out as being moredesirable than
the average student; the high-creative group does not. It is
apparent that an adolescent’s desirability as a student is not a
simple function of his academic standing. Even though their
academic performance, as measured by achievementtests, is
equal, the high-I.Q. student is preferred over the average student,
whereas the high-creative studentis not.

This finding leads one to suspecteither that there are important
variables, in addition to the purely cognitive ones, that distinguish
the experimental groups, or that the discriminating cognitive
functions are themselves differently preferable in the classroom.
Actually, these alternatives should not be posed as either-or,
since, as we shall demonstrate, evidence can be adduced which
tends to support both points of view.

Question 3: What is the relative need for achievement of the two
groups?

In effect, we wanted to know here whether the superior school
achievement of the high creatives — by I.Q. standards, their so-
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called ‘overachievement’ — could be accounted for by differences

in motivation to achieve. To answerthis question we administered

six of the McClelland n achievement stimulus pictures. Each

picture was shown on a screen for twenty seconds, and the sub-

jects were given four minutes in which to write their responses.

The results are presented in Table 1 and show no differences in

need for achievement between the high creatives, the high I.Q.s

and the total school population.

This failure to find differences does not, of course, mean that

differences in motives do not exist. We could, and did, use other

assessment procedures aimed at identifying motivational and

attitudinal differences between the experimental groups. The

next group of three questions deals with our efforts in this

direction. |

Question 4: What are the personal qualities that the two groups

prefer for themselves?

Question 5: Whatis the relation between the personal qualities

preferred by the two groups for themselves and the personal

qualities they believe teachers prefer for them?

Question 6: Whatis the relation between the personalqualities

preferred by the two groups for themselves and the personal

qualities they believe lead to ‘success’ in adult life?

Answersto these questions were obtained from data provided by

an instrument called the Outstanding Traits Test. This instru-

ment contains descriptions of thirteen children, each exemplify-

ing some desirable personal quality or trait. For example, one

child is described as having the highest I.Q. in the entire school,

another as being the best athlete, another as having the best

sense of humor, another as being the best looking, and another

as being the most creative person in the school.

Our subjects ranked these thirteen children in three ways:

(a) on the degree to which they would like to be like them;

(b) on the degree to which they believed teachers would like them;

(c) on the degree to which they believed people with these various

qualities would succeed in adult life.

The entire population of the school almost without exception
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ranked ‘social skills’ first as the quality in which they would
like to be outstanding, and ‘athletics’, ‘good looks *, ‘high
energy level’ and ‘health’ last. In view ofthis very high agree-
ment, we reranked the responses, omitting the uniformly ranked
qualities. The findings we are reporting here are on the re-
ranked data.

The high I.Q.s ranked the qualities in which they would like to
be outstanding in the following order: (1) character, (2) emo-
tional stability, (3) goal directedness, (4) creativity, (5) wide
range of interests, (6) high marks, (7) 1.Q., (8) sense of humor.
The high creatives ranked the qualities in the following order:
(1) emotional stability, (2) sense of humor, (3) character, (4-5)
wide range of interests, (4:5) goal directedness, (6) creativity,
(7) high marks, (8) I.Q. Most noteworthy here is the extraordin-
arily high ranking given by the creative group to ‘sense of
humor’, a ranking which not only distinguishes them from the
high-I.Q. group (who ranked it last) but from all other groups
we havestudied.

Perhaps the most striking and suggestive of the differences
between the two groups are observed in the relation of the
qualities they want for themselves to the qualities they believe
lead to adult success and the qualities they believe teachers
favor.

For the high-I.Q. group, the rank-order correlation between
the qualities they would like to have themselves and the qualities
making for adult success was 0-81; for the high creativity group
it was 0-10. For the high-I.Q. group, the correlation between
the qualities they would like to have themselves and the qualities
they believe teachers favor was 0-67; for the high-creativity
group it was (minus) —0-25. The data are presented in Table 2.

In effect, where the high-I.Q. adolescent wants the qualities
he believes make for adult success and the qualities that are
similar to those he believes his teachers like, the high-creative
adolescent favors personal qualities having no relationship to
those he believes make for adult success and are in some ways the
reverse of those he believes his teachers favor.
These findings reflect directly on the answers to two earlier

questions — the one on teacher ratings and the one ontherela-
tionship between creativity and school achievement. If the
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desirability of students in the classroom is related to the con-

gruence or discrepancy between their values and their teacher’s

values, then in the light of the above data it is hardly surprising

that our high-I.Q. students are favored by teachers more than

Table 2

Rank-Order Correlations among Subsectionsof the

Outstanding Traits Test os

  

Components of correlations Subjects

LQ. Creative

(N = 28) (N = 26)

‘Personal traits believed predictive of success’ 0:62 0-59

and ‘personaltraits believed favored by

teachers’ |

‘Personal traits preferred for oneself’ and 0°81 0-10

‘personaltraits believed predictive of adult

success’ |

‘Personal traits preferred for oneself’ and 0:67 —0-25

‘personaltraits believed favored by teachers’

 

are our creative students. Furthermore, if the motivational

impetus represented by a concern with adult success and a desire

to emulate the teacher is absent or weak amongcreative students,

the observed relationship between creativity and school achieve-

ment becomesall the more significant.

Question 7: Whatis the nature of the fantasies of the two groups?

In addition to scoring the n achievement protocols conventionally

for the single achievement theme, we analysed the total content

of the stories. We first sorted ‘blind’ forty-seven protocols

written by matched creative and non-creative subjects. This

blind sorting resulted in only seven misplacements. Using the

categories suggested by this sorting, we then systematically

analysed the protocols of the two experimental groups. The

analysis showedstriking differences in the fantasy productions of
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the high I.Q.s and the high creatives. The creatives made sig-
nificantly greater use of ‘stimulus-free themes’, “unexpected
endings’, ‘humor’, ‘incongruities’ and ‘ playfulness’. The data
are presented in Table 3.

Table 3

Categorization of Fantasy Productions of Highly Creative and
Highly Intelligent Groups
C

O

Content-analysis High 1.0. High creativity _y?
categories (N = 28) (N = 24)

Frequency* % Frequency* %

a

e
e
e

   

Stimulus-free theme 11 39 18 75 =5°31Tt
Unexpected ending 17 61 22 92 5-05T
Presence of humor 7 25 17 71 -9-16§
Presence of incongruity 10 36 17 71

=

=5-06¢
Presence of violence 13 46 18 75 3:27
Playful attitude
toward theme 9 32 21 89 14-04§

__

eee
* Numbersin the frequency column represent the subjects whose fantasy

productionsfit the corresponding categories.
+ Yates correction was applied in the computation of chi squares.
t Significant at the 0-05 level.
§ Significant at the 0-01 level.

Here, for example, in response to the stimulus picture per-
ceived most often as a mansitting in an airplane reclining seat
returning from a business trip or professional conference, are
case-type stories given by a high-I.Q. subject and a high-creative
subject.

The high-I.Q. subject: Mr Smith is on his way homefrom a successful
business trip. He is very happy andheis thinking about his wonderful
family and how glad he will be to see them again. Hecanpictureit,
about an hour from now,his plane landing at the airport and Mrs
Smith and their three children all there welcoming him homeagain.

The high-creative subject : This man is flying back from Reno where he
has just won a divorce from his wife. He couldn’t stand to live with her
anymore, he told the judge, because she wore so much cold cream on
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her face at night that her head would skid acrossthe pillow andhit him

in the head. He is now contemplating a new skid-proof face cream.

Or one more,this in response to the stimulus-picture most often

perceived as a man workinglate (or very early) in an office:

The high-1.Q. subject: There’s ambitious Bob, down attheoffice at 6.30

in the morning. Every morning it’s the same. He’s trying to show his

boss how energetic he is. Now, thinks Bob, maybethe boss will give me

a raise for all my extra work. The trouble is that Bob has been doing

this for the last three years, and the bossstill hasn’t given him a raise.

He’ll comein at 9.00, not even noticing that Bob had beenthereso long,

and poor Bob won’t get his raise.

The high-creative subject : This man has just broken into this office of a

new cereal company.Heis a private-eye employed by a competitor firm

to find out the formula that makes the cereal bend, sag and sway. After

a thorough search of the office he comes upon whathe thinks is the

current formula. He is now copyingit. It turns out that it is the wrong

formula and the competitor’s factory blows up. Poetic justice!

Recall that these stories were written in group sessions, often

more than a hundred adolescents in the same room, with the

maximum writing time four minutes per story. ‘Skid-proof face

cream!’ ‘Cereal that will bend, sag and sway!’ It seems to us that

it is this ability to restructure stereotyped objects with ease and

rapidity — almost ‘naturally’ — that is the characteristic mark of

our high-creative as against our high-I.Q. subjects.

One other characteristic is well illustrated by a numberof the

stories. This is a certain mocking attitude on the part of the

creatives toward what they call the ‘all-American boy’ - a

theme that is almost never mentioned by the high I.Q.s. Here,

for example, are two responsesto the stimulus picture most often

perceived as a high school student doing his homework:

The high-I.Q. subject: John is a college student who posed for the

picture while doing his homework. It is an average day with the usual

amount of work to do. John took a short break from his studies to pose

for the pictures, but he will get back to his work immediately after. He

has been working for an hour already and he has an hour’s more work

to go. After he finishes he will read a book and then go to bed. This

work which he is doing is not especially hard but it has to be done.
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The high-creative subject: The boy’s name is Jack Evans and he is a
senior in school who gets Cs and Bs, hates soccer, does not revolt
against convention and hasa girl friend named Lois, whois a typical
sorority fake. He is studying when someone entered the room whom he
likes. He has a dull life in terms of anything that is not average. His
parents are pleased because they have a red-blooded American boy.
Actually, he is horribly average. He will go to college, take over his dad’s
business, marry a girl, and do absolutely nothing in the long run.

This ‘anti-red-blooded boy’ themeis also quite consistent with
the creatives’ rejection of ‘success’, which was mentionedearlier.

Question 8: What are the career aspirations of the two groups?

We have just begun the analysis of the data in this area. But this
much is already clear — the two groups do indeed give different
occupational choices and career aspirations. The data are pre-
sented in Table 4.

Table 4

Quantity and Quality of Occupations Mentioned by the
Experimental Groups on Direct and Indirect Sentence

Completion Tests*

Test Group Numberofoccupations Unusual occupations

Total X S mentioned of Ss
mentioning

LQ. 51 381-82 1:09 6 Sf
(N = 28)

Direct Creative 68 2-617 1-41 24 16f
(N = 26)

1.Q. 100 3°57f 1°81 12 10T

(N = 28)

Indirect Creative 130 5-00t 1:80 29 17T
(N = 26)

* ¢ was usedto test differences between meansin the fourth column; 7?

was used to test differences between frequencies in the seventh column.

t+ Significant at 0-10 level.

t Significant at 0-01 level.
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When the two groups were asked, on sentence-completion

type questionnaires, to report the kinds of occupations they

would like to have, the high creatives mentioned a significantly

greater variety of occupations than did the high I.Q.s. When the

types of occupations mentioned are divided into conventional

and unconventional career categories — for example, doctor,

engineer, businessman, wereclassified as conventional; inventor,

artist, spaceman, disc jockey, as unconventional — 18 per cent of

the high I.Q.s give unconventional career aspirations; 62 per cent

of the high creatives give such aspirations.

Discussion

Several conceptual formulations may be adduced to account for

the present data. In the context of this conference, however, we

suggest that Guilford’s factors of convergent and divergent

thinking are highly relevant. Discussing the production of tests

to assess these factors, Guilford (1957) states:

In tests of convergent thinking there is almost always one conclusion or

answer that is regarded as unique, and thinking is to be channeled or

controlled in the direction of that answer. . . . In divergent thinking, on

the other hand, there is much searching about or going off in various

directions. This is most easily seen when there is no unique conclusion.

Divergent thinking . . . [is] characterized ... as being less goal-bound.

There is freedom to go off in different directions. .. . Rejecting the old

solution and striking out in some new direction is necessary, and the

resourceful organism will more probably succeed.

It seems to us that the essence of the performance of our

creative adolescents lay in their ability to produce new forms, to

risk conjoining elements that are customarily thought of as

independent and dissimilar, to ‘go off in new directions’. The

creative adolescent seemed to possess the ability to free himself

from the usual, to ‘diverge’ from the customary. He seemed to
enjoy the risk and uncertainty of the unknown.In contrast, the

high-I.Q. adolescent seemed to possess to a high degree the

ability and the need to focus on the usual, to be ‘channeled and

controlled’ in the direction of the right answer — the customary.

He appeared to shy away from the risk and the uncertainty of the

unknown andto seek out the safety and security of the known.
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Furthermore, and most important, these differences do not
seem to be restricted to the cognitive functioning of these two
groups. The data with respect to both intellectually oriented and
socially oriented behavior are of a piece, and the findings with
regard to each of the eight questions can be put into the same
conceptual formulation. The high I.Q.s tend to converge upon
stereotyped meanings, to perceive personal success by conven-
tional standards, to move toward the model provided by teachers,
to seek out careers that conform to what is expected of them.
The high creatives tend to diverge from stereotyped meanings, to
produce original fantasies, to perceive personal success by un-
conventional standards, to seek out careers that do not con-
form to what is expected of them.

Turning to the social implications of this research and, indeed,
of the great bulk of research dealing with creativity, there seems
to be little doubt as to which of these two personal orientations
receives the greater welcome in the majority of our social insti-
tutions. Guilford (1957), who quite clearly perceived this social
bias, states:

[Education] has emphasized abilities in the areas ofconvergent thinking
and evaluation, often at the expense of development in the area of
divergent thinking. We have attempted to teach students how to arrive
at ‘correct’ answersthat our civilization has taught us are correct. This
is convergent thinking. ... Outside the arts we have generally dis-
couraged the development of divergent-thinking abilities, unintention-
ally but effectively.

It is, we believe, unfortunate that in American educationat all
levels we fail to distinguish between our convergent and divergent
talents — or, even worse, that we try to convert our divergent
students into convergent students. Divergent fantasy is often
called ‘rebellious’ rather than ‘ germinal’; unconventional career
choice is often labeled ‘unrealistic’ rather than ‘courageous’.
It is hoped that present work in cognition will help modify
some of the stereotypic attitudes regarding children’sthinking.
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Critical Notice

C. L. Burt, ‘Critical notice: the psychology of creative ability’,

British Journal of Educational Psychology, vol. 32, 1962,

pp. 292-8. A review of J. W. Getzels and P. W. Jackson, Creativity

and Intelligence: Explorations with Gifted Students, Wiley, 1962.

The interest in what is now commonly termed ‘creativity’ goes

back to Galton’s pioneer studies of the intellectual character-

istics of men of genius. Nearly all the eminent menin his list —

the scientists, statesmen and military commanders, quite as

much as the poets, painters or writers of fiction — were distin-

guished by the originality of their ideas — the ‘fluency and free-

dom of their associations’; and he was particularly anxious to

determine in what ways the free and fluent imaginations of the

genius differed from those of the insane, the delirious, the drug-

addict and the mere day-dreamer. The earliest attempts to pro-

vide an adequate theory of the subject came from the leading

critics of the current associationist doctrines, notably Ward and

Stout, and were based chiefly on the results of introspective

analysis. Stout, in his Manual, distinguished two main types of

‘ideation’ — ‘serial’ (or ‘reintegrative’) and ‘divergent’; only

the former — the type of thinking in which the revived experience

is reinstated either completely or in part — could be explained by a

psychology based solely on the principle of ‘association by

temporal contiguity’. A few contemporary associationists —

notably Bain — had sought to supplement the traditional theory

by recognizing a second principle, namely, ‘association by

similarity’. But similarity is not a mode of association; it is a

relation. And Stout’s own explanation was a development of

Thomas Brown’s principle of ‘relational suggestion’, or (as

Spearman later termed it) ‘the eduction of relations and cor-

relates’. This he took to be the real key to the creative processes

of genius, and illustrated by apt examples from poets like Tenny-

son and Browning andscientists like Newton.

From an empirical standpoint, however, perhaps the important
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contribution of the British school was the attempt to attack the
problem experimentally by the methods of factor analysis.
Galton’s original plan for systematic mental testing had included
tests for what he called ‘higher mental processes *; and several
of his earlier disciples endeavoured to construct practicable tests
of ‘productive thinking’ along lines suggested by these intro-
spective studies. Moore andI, for example, ventured to introduce
(among other methods) what we called the ‘analogies test’
(based on Stout’s theory of relational suggestion), as well as
Galton’s Test of Free Association (to measure ‘fluency’) and
Binet’s Inkblot Test (to measure ‘apperception’). Further tests
were devised by Garnett, Webb and several of Spearman’s
research students. Hargreaves in a Monograph Supplementto the
British Journal of Psychology (1927) published an elaborate re-
search on ‘Thefaculty of imagination’; and Spearman summed

_ up his own viewsin a small volume on The Creative Mind (Apple-
ton, 1930).

Most of the British work was carried out with children of
school age. In America a number of workers tried somewhat
similar procedures to assess creative ability both in younger
children and in adults. The second edition of Whipple’s Manual of
‘Mental and Physical Tests (1915) describes the Analogies Test
and a new test for Uncontrolled Association; and his chapter on
‘Tests of imagination and invention’ includes the Inkblot Test
and a Test for Linguistic Invention. Chassell devised a number of
suggestive ‘Tests for originality’ to be used with adults (J. educ.
Psychol., vol. 7, 1916, pp. 317ff.); and Simpson in a paper on
‘Creative imagination’ (Amer. J. Psychol., vol. 23, 1922, pp.
234 ff.) sought to demonstrate its relative independence of
intelligence. However, the increasing domination of behaviour-
istic theories diverted attention to those types of mental activity —
or (as they preferred to say) of human behaviour — which could
be interpreted in terms of the simple principles of mechanical
association. Concepts like ‘imagination’ or ‘productive think-
ing’ savoured too much ofdiscredited introspectionist doctrines,
and were deliberately excluded from behaviourist textbooks.
The revival of American interest in ‘creativity’ seems to have

started with Professor Guilford’s presidential address to the
American Psychological Association, which dealt specifically with
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that subject (‘Creativity’, Amer. Psychol., vol. 5, 1950, pp.

444 ff.);and most ofthe newer American work in that field has been

inspired, directly or indirectly, by the researches of Guilford and

his collaborators at the University of South California. Their

work has been concerned almost entirely with adults, particu-

larly with what they call ‘high-level personnel’. The same holds

true of the inquiries undertaken by Professor Calvin Taylor and

his fellow workers at the University of Utah, although their

researches have dealt chiefly with ‘scientific creativity’. Of the

various studies carried out on pupils of school age, the most

influential have been those of J. W. Getzels, Professor of Educa-

tional Psychology in the University of Chicago. He and his

associates have been interested more especially in the creative

capacities exhibited by young adolescents. Muchof their work

has been repeated with younger children by Professor Torrance,

Director of Educational Research at the University of Minnesota,

whois himself one of the most active investigators in this field.

The volume now published by Professor Getzels and his

colleague, Professor Jackson, describes in detail the most im-

portant of their various researches. In a prefatory note they

relate how, in 1957, Professor Chase, Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Education in their University, called a meeting of the

faculty to discuss the need for research on giftedness. The out-

comewasthefirst of the studies reported in this book. It was the

work of a co-operative team, financed in part by a grant from

the United States Office of Education. The investigators began by

asking what particular qualities are generally regarded as most

characteristic of the gifted child, and most likely to be prognostic

of adult success. As a result of questionnaires addressed to

teachers and parents, they concluded that the most important

qualities could be classified under four broad headings — intelli-

gence, creativity, emotional adjustment and moral character.

Thefirst pair in their view designate contrasted types of ‘cogni-

tive excellence’, and the second pair contrasted types of ‘psycho-

social excellence’. Accordingly they decided to select four groups

of pupils — each pre-eminently distinguished by one or other of

these four characteristics, and subject them to a systematic

study.

The first and larger part of their volume is devoted to an
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investigation of the two main types of cognitive activity as thus
defined. The hypothesis which they set themselves to verify is that
suggested in Guilford’s address on ‘Creativity’: ‘If the correla-
tions between intelligence test scores and manytypes of creative
processes are only moderate or low — and I predict they will
be — it is because the primary abilities represented in the tests are
notall-important forcreative behaviour, and someofthe primary
abilities important for creative behaviour are not represented in
the tests.” To assess intelligence they used the scores obtained
with the Binet, WISC or Henmon-—Nelson tests. To measure
creativity five special tests were devised (based partly on the
earlier work of Guilford) - ‘completing fables’, ‘making up
problems’, ‘hidden shapes’, ‘word association’ and ‘uses for
things’.

The pupils chosen for intensive study were the boys and girls
attending the senior classes of a private school in Chicago,
ranging from the sixth grade upto the senior year of high school.
Those selected comprised twenty-eight adolescents falling within
the top 20 per cent in a test of intelligence (average 1.Q. 150) but
below the top 20 per centin tests of creativity, and twenty-six fall-
ing within the top 20 per cent as judged bythetests of creativity
but below the top 20 per cent in the test of intelligence (average
I.Q. only 127). The greater part of their research consists in the
attempts to determine ‘what the pupils so selected are like as

students, as individuals and as members of their family’; and a

variety of supplementary tests and inquiries were carried out to
discover in what ways,if any, the two contrasted groupsdiffered

when studied from each of these three aspects.

In tests of school attainments, the pupils in the ‘creative’

group, in spite of their relatively low intelligence, were, if any-

thing, slightly superior to those in the ‘intelligent’ group. In

tests of ‘verbal’ and ‘non-verbal imaginative production’ they

revealed more humour, playfulness and wit, and a greater

fondness for aggressive and violent situations: most of them were

liable to ‘break away from the stimulus’, using it chiefly as a

point of departure for free self-expression. In behaviour and in

aspiration, e.g. in their choice of careers, they tended to diverge

more widely both from the expectations of their teachers and

from the patterns dictated by conventional standards. It is,
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therefore, scarcely surprising that, when the teachers were

invited to rate the children for ‘desirability’, it was, on the whole,

the pupils in the ‘intelligent’ group who were assessed as the

most desirable members in a classroom. There were marked

differences in the home backgrounds. Most of the fathers and

more than half of the mothers of the ‘intelligent’ group had

received a ‘graduate training’: in more than 60 per cent of the

cases the fathers’ occupational status is described as ‘university

teaching, research or editing’. Among the ‘creative’ group about

50 per cent of the fathers appear to have been engaged in * busi-

ness’ — nearly three times as many asin the ‘intelligent’ group.

The parents of the ‘intelligent’ group exercised greater ‘critical

vigilance’ in regard to their children’s day-to-day life and

choice of friends, and were able to provide them with a more

‘bookish’ environment. The main conclusion seems to be that

the attitudes both of teachers and of the more academic types

of parent tend to favour the educable pupil rather than the

creative pupil, and to repress instead of fostering any incipient

inclination towards originality or enterprise.

Even so, what the authors consider to be the most puzzling

phenomenon of all remains unexplained - the fact that the

‘creative’ group, despite their inferior home background, their

inferior intelligence and their inferior behaviour in the classroom,

actually score higher marks in the educational tests. This un-

expected success, we are told, ‘places them, as such phenomena

are handled to-day, not in the category of “‘ gifted children”, but

in the pejorative category of ‘“‘overachievers’’’. Accordingly,

faced with this ‘logical dilemma’, the investigators are led ‘to

raise the specific issue whetherit is an emotional or motivational

pathology, or a distinctive intellectual ability, that accounts for

the superior scholastic performance’. The first alternative — the

appeal to ‘psychopathology’ — they very rightly reject: indeed,

in this country few would take such an explanation seriously.

The hypothesis which the investigators themselves prefer is that

there are two distinct types of cognitive ability, which they call

‘intelligence’ and ‘creativity’ respectively. ‘On the perennial

question of whether the observed differences are the product of

nature or nurture,’ they say, they would ‘agree with Guilford on

adopting a position midway between the two extremes.’ In this,
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once again, they are unquestionably correct. Education cannot
create creativity, but it can do much to encourage and develop
it.

However, what I want chiefly to question is the notion that
tier are two separate groups or types each characterized by a
distinctive kind of intellectual ability. This method of interpret-
ing the results seems a natural consequence of the factorial
theory favoured by most American investigators — namely, that
the mind on its intellectual side is composed of a number of
‘primary abilities’, and that the factors obtained from the kind
of correlation matrix which at first sight suggests a ‘general
factor’, ought always to be ‘rotated’ to secure a ‘simple struc-
ture’ of group factors only. Before we accept such a hypothesis
we must scrutinize a little more closely the data and the argu-
ments on which it rests. In selecting the so-called ‘intelligent’
group the investigators apparently relied on a single 1.Q. pro-
cured from the records office of the school. Moreover, the test
was applied, not at the time of inquiry, but when the pupils
first entered the school, nor was it the same for every pupil.
Hence, the assessments so obtained must have a rather low
reliability. And in any case a test of the type employed, as the
authors themselves observe in another part of their book, can
‘rarely account for more than one-quarter of the variance in
such crucial factors as school achievement and academic per-
formance’. From this they infer that ‘the common type of
intelligence test’ fails to “sample all or at least a sufficiently broad
range of known cognitive abilities’; it can only represent
‘a rather narrow band of intellectual activities’; and, they
add,‘it thus discourages observation of other types of cognitive
functioning’.

Nevertheless, this of itself hardly suffices to prove that there
is no such thing as a general factor underlying all knowncognitive
processes. It merely shows that the ‘commontype ofintelligence
test’ provides a very inadequate measure of that factor. But this
is a conclusion which has been stressed over and over again in
the pages of this journal. Many of the constituent items that make

up such tests depend largely on memory, particularly on verbal
memory; they give an undue advantage to the well-taught child
from the cultured home; and they ‘tend to select children of an
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analytic or reproductive type rather than those of an intuitive or

productive type’.

Unlike the intelligence tests, those used for testing ‘creativity’

were devised and applied specially in the course of the research;

and, instead of just one test, five were used. The authors print a

table of intercorrelations for boys and girls, based on 533 cases.

Each ofthe tests of creativity correlates positively with thetest of

intelligence, two of them to the extent of 0-37 or 0:38. The authors

themselves describe these figures as ‘fairly low’, and would

evidently have us believe that their results fully confirm Guil-

ford’s prediction. But the correlations of the various tests of

creativity among themselves are not much higher; moreover, as

we have seen, the reliability of the intelligence test must have

been rather low, and the children tested were themselves by no

means a complete or random sample of the general population.

In the table, taken as a whole, all the coefficients are positive;

and, with one doubtful exception among the girls, each of the

thirty figures is statistically significant. With both sexes a single

general factor would fully account for the correlations observed;

when the effects of the general factor have been eliminated, not

one of the residual correlations is numerically larger than 0-10,

and noneis statistically significant. Indeed, the newtests for

‘creativity’ would form very satisfactory additions to any ordin-

ary battery for testing the general factor of intelligence. In the

earliest types of intelligence test the child had to invent his own

reply ; in most present-daytests alternative answers are suggested,

and the child has merely to decide which is correct. This (as has

often been pointed out) reduces spontaneity to a minimum; and

an entirely different type of test-problem is needed to redress the

balance.

However, when we examinethe nature of the tests proposed by

Professor Getzels and his colleagues for assessing creativity, and

the way in which they are marked,it seems highly probable that

they are biased in favour of those particular individuals whose

special aptitudes are of a productive rather than a merely re-

productive type. And in any case there can be no doubt whatever

that these new tests have succeeded in eliciting supplementary

activities that are rarely tapped by the usual brandsofintelli-

gence test. That this is so can readily be demonstrated bypartial-
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ling out the influence of those particular processes measured by
the ‘intelligence’ test: we then find that therestill remains a set
of positive partial correlations between the tests of creativity
which are in nearly every case Statistically significant.

But, no matter how reliable or how accurate our assessments
of the general factor may be, we can certainly agree that this
factor by itself could only account for part of ‘the variance in
such crucial performances as scholastic achievement’. Moti-
vational factors must be almost equally important; and special
abilities and special disabilities would have considerable weight.
In this country, I take it, few educational psychologists would
imagine that a single I.Q. based on a ‘common type of intelli-
gence test’ would yield all the relevant information required:
the real reason why such tests are nowadays so widely used is,
not that they are thought to provide adequate or perfect assess-
ments in themselves, but simply because they form the cheapest,
most practicable and most easily standardized means ofestimat-
ing a child’s ‘educable capacity’. If, however, as Professor
Getzels and his colleagues have apparently found, ‘talent-
hunters’ in Americastill trust too exclusively to a single type of —
test, then we may willingly agree that their criticisms are well
founded.

This section of their book ends with a detailed discussion of the
theoretical nature of creativity. They briefly review various
speculative conceptions put forward by different schools of
psychology — the associationist, the Gestalt, the psychoanalytic,
etc.; but they entirely overlook the conclusions reached by
previous experimentalists in this country. The main results have
already been summarized in an earlier issue of this journal
(Brit. J. educ. Psychol., vol. 9, pp. 180ff. and refs.). Here, there-
fore, I need merely note the more important points in which the
British studies seem to differ from the American.
To begin with, it has always been a standing principle with

British psychologists to provide, whenever possible, some
evidence for the reliability and the validity of the tests used.
Parallel versions of each newtest, for example, are applied to the
same group; and, unless the correlation indicates a high degree
of self-consistency, the test is usually rejected without further ado.
If reliable, the test is then applied either to a group ofindividuals
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varying widely in the quality to be assessed andthetest-results are

correlated with the ratings of a trustworthy observer; or it may

be applied to two contrasted groups, selected as possessing a

high or a low degree of the quality in question; or, best of all

perhaps, a predictive validation may be eventually obtained on

the basis of the after-histories of the children tested. All this, of

course, implies that we have already decided on aplausible

criterion which will furnish a basis for the ratings, the selection

or the later re-assessments — by no means an easy problem in the

case of so vague a concept as ‘creativity’. Most teachers, for

example, tend to limit the term to pupils who show artistic

talent or have a gift for imaginative writing: they forget that

originality may be equally important in practical or scientific

fields of work. Professor Getzels and Professor Jackson, how-.

ever, apparently expectus to accept their tests as both reliable and

valid without any direct or objective evidence.

Nevertheless, here is a collection of ingenious tests, carefully

compiled, and the authors may reasonably retort that the critic

is free to check the reliability and validity for himself. The

British work, by comparison,is still at the preparatory stages.

Muchofit has been merely exploratory, based chiefly on factorial

studies, which, it is assumed, should form the necessary pre-

liminary to the construction of a reliable and valid battery of

tests.

The chief conclusions are as follows. First, taking ‘creativity’

to mean useful creative activities, most British investigators seem

agreed that in all of them general intelligence is an essential, and

indeed the most important, constituent. Mere creativity without

intelligence, as Galton long ago pointed out, would be all but

worthless. Guilford, in a passage quoted by our authors, re-

marked, that most of the problemsset in an intelligence testhave

‘a unique and an expected answer’: ‘Charles is taller than Henry.

John is taller than Charles. Whois the shortest?’ Here, he says,

the examinee’s thought-processes are intended to ‘converge’ on a

solution which is already decided, and must be the sameforall.

A test of creativity, say Getzels and Jackson, requires the answers

to ‘diverge’: it measures ‘the ability to deal inventively with the

verbal or numerical symbols or with object-space relations’.

But is there any merit in mere invention —- in suggesting that
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Charles is the shortest, or that twice two are six just because the
answers would be ‘divergent’? What I have called ‘useful
creativity’ must involve the ability to deal, not only inventively,
but also rationally with the material supplied.

Spearman,indeed, wentso far as to maintain thatall ‘creative-
ness or originality’ depends solely on the ‘eduction of cor-
relates’, and is, therefore, merely a manifestation of ‘general
intelligence’: “no special creative power exists’ (The Abilities of
Man, Macmillan, London, 1927, p. 187). However, nearly every
other investigator in this country has found evidence for a dis-
tinct group factor-a factor for ‘productive’ as distinct from
‘reproductive imagination’. To that extent the British investiga-
tors agree with the American. But they differ from the American
in holding that this supplementary factor is not to be regarded as
a simple faculty or ‘primary ability’: it is itself highly complex,
and capableoffurther factorizations into a number ofconstituent
subfactors.

1. The contributory factor most frequently reported is what
Galton termed ‘fluency’, i.e. an unusual flow of associated
ideas: the creative mind (if I may borrow a phrase from Binet)
seems to be ‘always pullulating with new notions’. Further,
fluency itself has several different forms — verbal, visual, associa-
tive, ideational.

2. A second factor, all too frequently confused with the former,
is a factor for ‘divergent’ association (in Stout’s narrower sense
rather than Guilford’s). ‘Fluency’ might almost be defined in
purely quantitative terms — by the number or speed with which
ideas are suggested; ‘divergence’ depends on the qualitative
nature of the ideas, and is measured bytheir variety. In ‘serial’
or ‘redintegrative’ association, the whole idea or situation which
forms the stimulus tends to reproduce the whole idea orsituation

which was formerly associated with it; in ‘divergent’ association
only a part of the initial stimulus is operative, and what is re-
called may be merely a part of some other situation previously
associated with it. Hobbes long ago provided the classical
illustration: ‘in a discourse of our present civil war what could
seem more impertinent than to ask (as one did) what was the

value of a Roman penny?’ (Leviathan, I, iii). The operative
element in the stimulus was the deliverance of one’s master
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to the enemy; the element recalled were the thirty denarii

received by Judas as the reward for the most infamous of

betrayals.

3. A third component, often overlooked, is a factor for what

may becalled ‘receptivity’. It is this that largely distinguishes

the inventiveness of the genius from the spurious originality of

the crank, the eccentric and dreamer. The genius does not merely

think of new solutions; he perceives new problems; he sees the

familiar in a novel light: he does not treat the ‘stimulus’ solely

as a ‘point of departure’.

4. Finally, a factor noted by several investigators is one which

they variously describe as ‘insight’, ‘intuitive synthesis’ or (in

James’s phrase) ‘sagacity’. The true genius does not seize on

just any distinctive part in the initial situation, nor does he

reproduce just any distinctive element in the associated idea.

Hesingles out what is most relevant or essential. What may be

termed the ‘analytic’ type of mind — the type that is usually

selected by the ordinary intelligence test - commonly reaches the

right solution by patient analysis and step-by-step ratiocination;

the ‘synthetic’ type jumps at it by a kind of impressionistic

comprehension. Older British writers generally accounted for

the process in terms of what Stout and others called ‘appercep-

tion’, and it was for this reason that ‘apperception tests’ were

introduced into several of the earlier batteries. There is, however,

yet a further complication. A number of investigators have re-

ported that several of the factors, usually one or more of the

first three, show an appreciable correlation with temperamental

factors. The creative child, it is said, is active, alert and explora-

tory; and these, it is maintained, are characteristics of an extra-

vertive disposition.

The relative independence of the subsidiary factors I have

named seems demonstrated by the fact that they mature (and

often decline) at different ages or stages in the development of

the child. ‘Fluency’ appearsearliest of all; during the primary

school period it frequently diminishes and revives again in early

adolescence. ‘Receptivity’ may also show itself at a fairly early

age. The other two factors have been reported only in studies

of older children. Moreover, different factors predominate in

differing degrees in different individuals. The creativity of a
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scientific genius like Newton or Faradaydiffers widely from that
of an artistic genius like Michaelangelo or Beethoven; the
fertility of Dickensis different from that of Thackeray or George
Eliot; the originality of Browning from that of Tennyson or
Blake. For all these reasons, therefore, we must, I think, con-
clude that the weight of the evidence is strongly against the some-
whatsimplified interpretation proposed by Professor Getzels and
Professor Jackson — namely, that there are just ‘two basic
cognitive or intellective modes’, the ‘creative’ and the ‘intelli-
gent’, and, similarly, two distinct types of ‘gifted students’.
Nevertheless, their survey of the subject and their own experi-
mental studies remain full of interesting and suggestive points;
and their tests, which are set out in full in an appendix, should be
invaluable to future investigators.

The second part of their book describes a shorter study,
dealing with what they term ‘psychomotor excellence’. The
need for some such inquiry, so they explain, was suggested by
‘the shift in our social and educational goals from values empha-
sizing “character” to those emphasizing *““adjustment’’’. They
contrast ‘the relatively hedonistic present-time orientation of
our culture’ and ‘the traditional work-success ethic’? which
dominated the ‘moral climate’ of American homes and American
schools throughout the nineteenth century. They might perhaps
have notedthestill more striking contrast between ‘present-time
Orientation’ and the moral outlook of the early Pilgrim Fathers.
To demonstrate that much of the change has taken place during
our own life time they have selected two specimen periods —
between the two wars, and since the last war, and compared the
publications listed in the Education Index. During the first
period they point out the number of references under the
heading ‘Adjustment’ were only half as numerous as those
under the heading ‘Character’ or ‘Character training’; during
the post-war period they were six times as numerous, and
the references to character training dropped from 369 to only
fifty-two. |

In their own inquiry they have adopted much the same pro-
cedure as before. Twosets of tests were constructed and applied.
These, it was hoped, would pick outfirst those pupils who were
“high in moral character but not in adjustment’ and, secondly,
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those who were ‘high in adjustment but not in character’. The
two groups were then compared for intelligence, school attain-
ments, teacher ratings, and home background.In tests ofintelli-
gence and of verbal and numerical attainments, the average
scores of the ‘moral’ group were actually higher than those of
the ‘adjusted’ group. However, in the intelligence test the differ-
ence was too small to be significant. Thus, although the average
I.Q. for both groups was nearly the same, the ‘moral’ group had
made muchgreater progress in their school work. But some of
the children in the ‘moral’ group had started school earlier;
and their mothers were sterner disciplinarians and morecritica]
of their children’s behaviour. In the occupations and the econo-
mic status of the parents there waslittle difference; the majority
of those in the ‘moral’ group lived in apartments and had changed
their residence rather frequently, whereas most of those in the
‘adjusted’ group lived in houses. There was, too, no discernible
difference in the teachers’ ratings for ‘desirability’; but the
number of pupils having ‘qualities of leadership’, is said to
have been somewhathigher in the ‘adjusted’ group.
Once again, however, the groups compared were extremely

small — only twenty-seven boys or girls in each, all from the
same school. Considering that the interviews with each mother
lasted two to three hours, the information obtained seems rather
meagre. Instead of securing factual data relating to the education,
occupation, socio-economicclass, attendance at churchor chapel,
or the like, the investigators were primarily interested in what
they call ‘the mother’s perceptions of her child’. By far the most
illuminating portions of the inquiry are the case-studies and the
verbatim answers, storyettes and essays collected from typical
individuals in either group. It appears that ‘adjusted’ individuals
tend, on the whole, to ‘seek experiences that are inmmediately
gratifying rather than eventually rewarding, to prefer social
interaction to personal achievement, and, where there is a
conflict of ideals, to sacrifice moral obligations to interpersonal
harmony’; the individuals in the ‘moral’ group tend to reverse
these trends, andto assert their own autonomy.In short, ‘adjust-
ment’ is the ‘analogue’ in the sphere of ‘psychosocial behaviour’
corresponding to ‘intelligence’ in the sphere of “cognitive be-
haviour’; both are essentially adaptive. Character, on the other
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hand, is the analogue of creativity; both are distinctive of an

original and individualistic type of child.

In view of the limited range of the two sets of inquiries, they

must be regarded (to use the author’s own description) merely as

‘exploratory studies’. Nevertheless, they throw into clearrelief

two important characteristics which present-day education tends

to neglect. Let us, therefore, hope that, in the near future, their

investigations will be enlarged and extended, and that similar

researches will be planned and carried out by teachers and psy-

chologists in this country.
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18 L. Hudson

The Question of Creativity

Excerpt from L. Hudson,‘The question ofcreativity’, in Contrary |

Imaginations, Methuen, 1966, pp. 100-115. (Penguin books edn, 1967)

I wish now to discuss a topic tangential to that of convergence

and divergence: originality, or as psychologists have it, ‘crea-

tivity’. Whatever the logical connexion between corivergence or

divergence and originality, psychologists are prone to view the

topics as one and the same. Many psychologists, particularly

American ones, see the diverger as potentially creative, and the

converger as potentially uncreative. My own view, and mythesis

in this chapter, is that the two topics must be carefully dis-

tinguished, otherwise we cannot begin to see howsubtle the

interconnexions really are. I shall offer a commentary on the

recent American research on ‘creativity’ and, in doing so, try to

distinguish between certain beliefs about creativeness and the

evidence from which these are supposed to spring.

‘Creative’, it must first be established, is an adjective with

widespread connotations:

‘Tell me, how did you happen to get into inspirational writing?’ He

pondered for a moment before replying. ‘Well, it was sort of a call,’ he

said reflectively. ‘I had my own business up in Hollywood, a few doors

from Grauman’s Egyptian, on the Boulevard. We eternalized baby

shoes — you know, dipped them in bronze for ashtrays and souvenirs.

The work was creative, but somehow I felt I wasn’t realizing my

potentialities’ (Perelman, 1959, p. 472).

In some circles ‘creative’ does duty as a word of general

approbation — meaning, approximately, ‘good’. It is rather the

samewith its derivative noun, ‘creativity’. This odd word is now

part of psychological jargon, and covers everything from the

answers to a particular kind of psychological test, to forming a

good relationship with one’s wife. ‘Creativity’, in other words,
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applies to all those qualities of which psychologists approve.
And like so many other virtues — justice, for example — it is as
difficult to disapprove of as to say what it means.
As a topic for research, ‘creativity’ is a bandwagon; one

which all of us sufficiently hale and healthy have leapt athletically
aboard. It represents a boom in the American psychological
industry only paralleled by that of programmed learning. Thus a
topic, interesting in its own right, becomesfascinating, too, as an
example of scientific fashion at work. One of the odd features
of such vogues is that the ideas on which they are based are
often old ones. That for programmed learning began some twenty-
five years after Pressey invented the teaching machine; and the
‘creativity’ movement’s heritage is longer still. Real creativity,
excellence in the arts and sciences, has been a centre of psycholo-
gists’ curiosity since their subject began. The present burgeoning
is not a new phenomenon, but a return to a subject which has
titillated the psychological fancy for a hundred years or more.
Yet, apart from the vast increase in the scale of such research,
and the generalization of ‘creativity’ to cover all aspects of
humanlife, the work of the last fifteen years does also reveal a
slight shift of focus: away from the romantic, humanistic figure
of the artist-genius, towards the successful physical scientist.
The causesofthis shift are not fully understood. But two factors,
at least, one can distinguish: a diffuse cultural ground-swell,
elevating the scientist from the status of technician to that of
culture hero; and a more specific concern on the part of the
American nation with the state of their armaments industry.
The first, though real enough, we can only guess about. The
second factor can be traced to some extent to Sputnik.! This

alerted American opinion, official and otherwise, to the emerg-
ence of Russia as a major technological force; and stimulated a

search for more first-rate, home-grown physical scientists. The

result has been the investment of previously unheard of sums of

money in the quest for scientific talent.

Here, though, one meets an intriguing paradox. On the face
of it, one would expect this preoccupation with physical science,

and more specifically with scientific productivity, to tell against

1. Roe’s work, however, and much of Guilford’s, was published before

Sputnik, not after.
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the ‘tender-minded’ progressive traditions within psychology
and to tell in favour of the ‘tough-minded’ scientific behaviour-
ists and mentaltesters. In fact, though, the overriding character
of the ‘creativity’ literature is one of enlightened, progressive
humanism: weread not ofruthless conditioning for sophomores,
but of sympathetically oriented teachers nurturing the creative
impulse. This deserves a better explanation than I can offer.
Myguess would be that the post-Sputnik scare put the prevalent
‘hard’ scientific disciplines within psychologyto a test which they
failed. Mental testers were expected, and perhaps expected
themselves, to apply scientific method to the problem of the
Original scientist and to produce a practical solution. (Psycholo-
gists understand their fellow men and scientific psychologists
understand them scientifically.) But in this case the trick did not
work. In terms of their test scores, good scientists turned out to
be virtually indistinguishable from mediocre ones (see Harmon,
1958, 1959; Mackinnon, 1962a and b; Roe, 1953).
One wonders how the mental testers could have deceived

themselves about the potentialities of their tests. Or were they
So deceived? Mybelief is that during the 1930s and 1940s mental
testers did in fact slip gradually away from the difficulties of
prediction and explanation, into a state of false academic calm;
and that this lapse was partially induced by the factor analytic
theories which had been in vogue for the previous twenty years
[see ch. 1, not included in this excerpt]. But, whatever the true
account of all this, the ‘creativity’ movement has served in
practice as a platform for the ‘ progressives’; and it represents
the end of the isolation of the mental testing discipline from the
rest of psychology. It has encouraged, too, a spirit of speculation,
and of co-operation between one discipline and another. Mental
testers and psychoanalysts publish cheek by jowl andso, too,
do sociologists, anthropologists, demographers, administrators,
teachers, historians of science, cyberneticists and many more
besides. That a state of scholastic divorce from reality should be
superseded by one of hectic freedom is surely to be applauded.
At least the dangers ofthe situation are apparent. Under the old
régime, critics could rarely master the necessary (or unnecessary)
technical paraphernalia with which the concept of intelligence
was surrounded; and, hence, tended to keep their doubts to
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themselves. Nowadays,it is clear to most, with or without technical

knowledge, not only that the ‘creativity’ boom is, itself, a mani-

festation of fashion, but that the assertions of the psychologists

concerned are frequently expressions of a particular psycho-

logical tradition rather than of dispassionate fact.”

Six Maxims

Whatis left after a fashion has swept through a particular area of

psychology is usually a handful of important new facts, and what

might be described as ‘research maxims’. These are influential,

imprecise and often misleading views about the general drift of

events in a field of research. In the sphere of ‘creativity’, I

detect six:

1. That the conventionalintelligence test is outdated.

2. That in place of the conventional intelligence test, we now

have tests of ‘creativity’.

3. That despite the existence of ‘creativity’ tests, the factors

which determine an individual’s creativeness are personal not

intellectual.

4. That originality in all spheres is associated with the same

personal type — the diverger.

5. That convergence is a form of neurotic defence, while

divergence is not. Divergenceleadstoall the good thingsin life,

personal, as well as professional; convergence achieves the second

at the expense ofthefirst.

6. That conventional education is antipathetic to the diverger.

Hence it jeopardizes the nation’s supply of creative talent.

Hence education should become more progressive.

4. An interesting discussion of the various psychological approaches to

creativeness is given by Miller (1964). He distinguishesfive: (a) the tradi-

tion, strong in mental testing ten years ago, that creative thinkingis logical

thinking; (b) associationisrh ; (c) Gestalt psychology; (d) the psychodynamic

approach, emphasizing the role of the unconscious; and (e) the cybernetic.

It is the fourth of these, I suggest, which is the dominant one, and the one

which gives the ‘creativity’ literature its progressive tone. A remarkable (if

somewhat alarming) instance of the cybernetic approach is Simon’s work

(Newell, Shaw and Simon, 1962) on the use of computers to solve mathe-

matical and scientific problems.
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Few psychologists would stand by any one of these maxims

without qualification. Nevertheless, they have currency in popu-

lar thinking on the subject, and in the minds of psychologists

when they are off their guard.°

1. The downfall of the intelligence test

That the conventional intelligence test has failed to predict who

will do outstanding work in science (or any otherfield) there is

little question. MacKinnon’s work is the most telling in this

respect. He finds little or no connexion between adult I.Q. and

adult achievement above a minimum level, which lies somewhere

in the region of I.Q. 120. That is to say, nearly all of his eminent

men and women produced scores above this level; but amongst

them, the relation between I.Q. and originality was virtually nil.

A mature scientist with an adult I.Q. of 130 is as likely to win a

Nobel Prize as is one whose I.Q. is 180. MacKinnon comments

(1962b, p. 488):

Over the whole rangeofintelligence and creativity there is, of course, a

positive relationship between the two variables. No feeble-minded

subjects have shown up in any of our creative groups.It is clear, how-

ever, that above a certain required minimum level of intelligence which

varies from field to field and in some instances may be surprisingly low,
being moreintelligent does not guarantee a correspondingincrease in

creativeness. It just is not true that the moreintelligent person is neces-
sarily the more creative one.

A similar point is made ten years earlier by Roe (1953, p. 52):

Indeed there are a numberofsubjects for whom noneofthetest material
would give the slightest clue that the subject was a scientist of renown.‘

Admittedly, all such evidence about famous adults suffers a
crucial weakness — the one already discussed in chapter 2 [not

included here]. Such men may haveabilities which they do not

3. Lest I be thought to attack straw men, the reader is reeommended to

read any handful of the dozens of books and hundredsofarticles published
during the last ten years with the word‘creativity’ in theirtitles.

4. Roe here refers not just to intelligence tests but to a whole battery of
testing techniques: the Rorschach and Thematic Apperception projective
methods, Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, Strong Vocational
Interests Blank, and so on.
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chooseto display. Or alternatively, they may only thinkefficiently
when they care profoundly about what they are doing. Either
way, it is quite likely that the greater a man’s achievements, the
less intellectually ‘promiscuous’ he will become. Evidence
about adult abilities needs therefore to be viewed with circum-
spection. (If we ask a man to showushis braces, and herefuses,
it does not follow that he supports his trousers with string.)
On the other hand, we can by no means discount such evidence.
And if anyone nurtured the belief that intellectual distinction
was related closely to I1.Q., MacKinnon’s evidence must dis-
abuse him.

However, the intelligence test cannot be discarded. Testsofthis
kind perform perfectly well the function for which they were
originally conceived: the rapid and impersonal assessment of
intellectual ability in the population as a whole. As Getzels and
Jackson (1962, p. 3) remark, the I.Q. test is probably the best
single measure we have. American Army psychologists showed
that tests performed their task surprisingly well during the First
World War; they have continued to do so ever since. British
research on the 11-plus examination proves this. Over a wide
spectrum of ability the intelligence test gives quite a good indica-
tion of a child’s ability at school.> Difficulties arise only when the
I.Q. is thought of as a precise measure of mental ‘horsepower’.
It is nothing of the sort; nor has factual evidence ever suggested
otherwise. The chances of Smith (1.Q. 90) passing G.C.E. ‘O’
level are much lower than those of Jones (1.Q. 110). But it does
not follow that all boys of I.Q. 110 will do better at ‘O” level
than all boys of I.Q. 90. Nor does it follow that because pro-

fessional people score well on I.Q. tests that the more successful
professional people have higher I.Q.s than theless.
The relation of 1.Q. to intellectual distinction seems, in fact,

highly complex. As far as one cantell, the relation at low levels

of 1.Q. holds quite well. Higher up, however, it dwindles; and

3. Just how valid the 11-plusis, it is not easy to tell. Vernon (1957) argues

that the error involved is 5 per cent either way: or, to express the same
Statistic in different terms, that a quarter of the grammarschoolplaces each

year are awardedin error. However,this estimate is certainly too favourable.
It is based on correlations between the 11-plus and G.C.E. ‘QO’ level results,

themselves a poor index of true intellectual ability.
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above a certain point, a high L.Q.is oflittle advantage.However,
there are differences between one occupation and another, the
relationship dwindling lower down the I.Q.scale in some subjects
than in others. In the arts, for instance, it seems to peter out
lower down thanin science. For practical purposes, therefore,it
might be fruitful to distinguish, for each occupation or subject,
both the I.Q. levels above which a strength in I.Q. is not an
advantage in real efficiency; and also lower limits, below which a
weakness in I.Q. becomes incapacitating. Where one sets such
limits depends, of course, on the criteria one has in mind. For
argument’s sake, we might define success academically: a good
second class degree at Oxford or Cambridge; or, in more
worldly terms, a successful novel or a good piece ofscientific
research. Granting these standards, I would guess that the lower |
limit in science lies in the region of I.Q. 115; and that a high I.Q,
is Of little advantage above I.Q. 125. The lower limit for thearts
escapes me, because the 11-plus ensures that few boys with
I.Q.s below 110 enter my sample in the first place. It probably
lies somewherein the area of I.Q. 95-100; and the upper point
in the region of I.Q. 115. |
Whyshouldthis relationship between I.Q. and real accomplish-

ment peter out? Obviously, no one knows. But there are two
simple explanations. First, (as the third research maxim asserts),

spelt atrociously. In the same way, Einstein was comparatively
only a mediocre mathematician, and Darwin was virtually
innumerate. It may be that this argument applies to intelligence
tests as well. However, this proposition, as I shall try to show
later in this chapter, is not as simple as it seems.
Returning once moreto thefirst research maxim,it seems that

the downfall has affected not the I.Q. tests, but certain naive and
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mystic notions about them: the belief that, armed with suchtests,

the psychologist could probe the innermostrecesses of our minds,

and predict our future accomplishments unerringly. In fact, they

are a useful technique for measuring a particular kind of reason-

ing, and tell us, cheaply and quite accurately, which members of

the normal population are, broadly speaking, clever, and which

not. Responsible mental testers may protest that they, as respon-

sible testers, have never suggested otherwise. But this would be

disingenuous. Thousands of psychologists have been suggesting

otherwise for several decades; and, moreover, have neglected

to collect the evidence that would prove their suggestion (and

the implicit power which it bestows on the tester) false. It has

taken us fifty years to discover (or, at least, to publicize) what

could have been ascertained overnight: that there are highly

intelligent men and women whoare not particularly good at

intelligence tests; and men and women who are outstandingly

good at intelligence tests who are not outstandingly good at

anything else.We can scarcely now complain if our enemies

take this failure as evidence of our lack, either of candour, or

of native wit.

2. ‘Creativity’ tests

Open-ended tests are known throughout the United States as

‘creativity’ tests. Yet, as far as I can discover, there is scarcely a

shred of factual support for this. The nearest we come to direct

evidence is in the work of MacKinnon (1962a and b). He found

that creative scientists, architects and novelists were prone to

give unusual responses to a word association test; indeed, that

unusualness of mental association was one of the best indices of

an individual’s originality in his professional work. However,

the correlation is not high (r = 0-50 amongst architects), and ap-

plies particularly to associations which are unusual as opposed to

rare. The highly creative members of MacKinnon’s samples

produced, it seems, not bizarre or remote associations, but rela-

tively ordinary onesin large numbers.® Healso found differences

6. MacKinnon (1962b), p. 490. MacKinnon defines an unusual associa-

tion as one produced byless than 10 per cent and more than 1 per cent of

the normal population: a rare association as one produced by 1 per cent or

less.
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between creative and non-creative on the Barron—Welsh Art
test. On this, the creative were much morelikely to prefer visual
patterns which are complex and asymmetrical (see Barron,
1958; MacKinnon, 1962b, p. 488).
The issue of whether ‘creativity’ tests measure creativeness

has been further confused by certain commentators. Getzels and
Jackson have been taken to task for suggesting that the kind of
ability measured by their open-endedtests is not closely linked
with I.Q. In this they follow Guilford, the factor analyst, who
claims to have isolated a very large numberofintellectual factors,
convergent and divergent reasoning being only two among them
(Guilford, 1956). This assertion has caused a rapid closing of
British ranks, and some American ones, too. Ostensibly, the
pointat issue is whether or not Getzels and Jackson’s workrefutes
the general factor theory of intelligence. Burt (1962: see also
Vernon, 1964), particularly, has argued that it does not. He is
doubtless correct ; but seems, in his eagerness to defend the general
factor theory, to have missed a vital point. Whether or not they
express it with sufficient clarity, the import of Getzels and
Jackson’s evidence is not that the general factor theory of
intelligence is mistaken, but that for many practical purposes,it is
irrelevant. The crucial fact, it emerges from Getzels and Jackson’s
work and my own,is that a knowledge of a boy’sI.Q.is oflittle
help ifyou are faced with a formful of clever boys. The boy with
the lowest I.Q. in the form is almost as likely to get the top marks
as the boy with the highest. It is this simple, but disruptive, »
implication that English critics of Getzels and Jackson have over-
looked. They land, claws extended, on a technical red herring.’

7 Wherethis leaves us regarding factorial theories of mentalability, I am
not sure. If one wishesto predict or explain the behaviourof any individual
or group of individuals, what one needs are good primary data: pertinent
tests, and detailed evidence about the choices the individuals actually face.
If a boy wishes to study either mathematics or biology, one needs norms
showing his chances of success in either field. Where the general (or any
other) factor theory of intelligence comes in to such a process of detailed
prediction I cannot quite see. Factorial theories of the intellect may be a
useful stimulus to the construction of new tests, as they clearly have been
in Guilford’s case; but my impression is that for explanatory or predictive
purposes they are unhelpful. In all probability, though, the minimum I.Q.
score for comprehension of the general factor theory’s significance is very
high, and I do not meetit.
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3. Personal factors not intellectual ones are crucial

This, of all six maxims, is the one with the best factual foundation.
Long ago, in the context of Terman’s Genetic Studies of Genius,
Cox (1926, p. 187) remarked:

a high but not the highest intelligence, combined with the greatest
degree of persistence, will achieve greater eminence than the highest
degree of intelligence with somewhatless persistence.

Roe concurs; and so, too, does MacKinnon (1962b,p. 493):

Our data suggest, rather, that if a person has the minimum ofintelli-
gence required for mastery of a field of knowledge, whether he performs
creatively or banally in that field will be crucially determined by
non-intellective factors.

If they are right, the policy of devising new and better tests of
high grade intelligence is a mistaken one. What we need,instead,
are better tests of personality. Although this is a sensible de-
duction from the evidence,it is not logically binding. It does not
follow, because we have not found a test of reasoning which
predicts research ability, that such a test could not be devised.
There may still be a case for better tests of reasoning: as they
now stand mental tests are, after all, primitive affairs, and the
skills they test are exceedingly simple. When weask scientist to
complete a verbal analogy for us, or a numerical series, we are
asking him to perform skill insultingly trivial compared with
those he uses in his research: when he grasps a theory; reviews
the facts for which it is supposed to account; decides whether or

not it does so; derives predictions from it; devises experiments
to test those predictions; and speculates aboutalternative theories
of his own and other people’s. In all these manoeuvres he

exercises skills of a complexity greater than we can readily
comprehend.

And these intellectual operations are beyond us not simply

because they are too complex. They depend, firstly, on huge
accumulations of experience; and, secondly, upon the fact that

the individual concerned cares intensely about what he is doing.
Without training and experience, these complex skills do not

exist. As I have remarked in chapter 2 [not included here]
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mature reasoning does not occur in a vacuum, but at the end of a
lengthy and subtle development. Before he enters his training,
the scientist (or, of course, any other brainworker) has potenti-
alities rather than accomplishments. What matter, at this stage,
are the factors which predispose him to pursue a given line of
work, and enable him to benefit from it. Once he has become a
mature scientist our ability to measure his intellectual skills with
tests (rather than by reading his published works) becomes
academic. The whole point of testing, in other words, lies in
measuring those qualities which predispose a man to follow a
particular bent. Some of these may be a matter of intellectual
ability; but, in all probability, the majority do lie — as Cox, Roe
and MacKinnon suggest — within the sphere of personality.

4. Divergers are potentially creative, convergers are not

Muchwriting on creativity rests on the assumptions that creative
people are open, flexible and unconventional, and that the un-
creative are inflexible and authoritarian. On this argument, it
is the divergers (and perhaps all-rounders) who break new ground,
while the convergers plod along cautiously in the rear. My own

' evidence suggests that this assumption is mistaken. Moreover,
the two outstanding studies of originality amongst adults, those
of Roe and MacKinnon,indicate that the relation between diver-
gence and creativeness is bound to be complex (see MacKinnon,
1962a and b; Roe, 195la, b and c, 1953). Both studies were
based on famous people who subjected themselves voluntarily to
psychological examination. This encompassed details of per-
sonality, attitude and biography, as well as intellectual ability.
Roerestricted her sample to scientists (physical, biological and
social); MacKinnon included architects and writers as well.
Both command attention as studies of individuals who are
distinguished beyond any reasonable doubt. ‘Creative’,in the
context of these studies, for once carries its true connotation,
their subjects being amongst the most able and intellectually
productive in the world. I shall discuss their findings more fully
in chapters 7 and 8 [not included here]. For the time being, it is
enough to note that the findings of these two remarkable pieces
of research conflict, and the conflict is one which must be
resolved. Roe reports that eminent research workers in physical
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science strongly resemble the converger; MacKinnonthat crea-

tive men and womenin all fields are more divergent than their

non-creative colleagues. These two conclusions can only be

reconciled by assuming that the openness and uninhibitedness to

which MacKinnonrefers exist within a relatively narrow range.

On this argument, all scientists are inhibited, the creative ones

less so, the non-creative more. One can only makesense ofthis

evidence, in other words, by assuming an intellectual spectrum in

which each occupation (littérateur, historian, psychologist,

biologist, physicist, and so on) attracts individuals of a particular

personal type. The convergersare naturally attracted towards one

end of the spectrum and the divergers to the other. Each field

has its own waveband of emotional openness; only within the

range of openness which each waveband affords are certain

degrees of openness or restriction more conducive to good

work than others.

The platitudes which ache to be released from this complex

literature are the ones about the original scientist being the

scientist who possesses some of the divergent qualities of the

artist; and the successful artist being the one who enjoys some

of the rigour and dedicated single-mindedness of the scientist.

This notion accords neatly with Kuhn’s analysis of scientific

invention — that it depends upon a tension between the forces of

tradition and revolution (see Kuhn, 1962, 1963). His analysis is

one which, I am convinced, is applicable to most of the arts.as

well. It is compatible with both MacKinnon’s findings and

Roe’s; and also with the evidence set out in chapters 2, 3 and 4

of the present text [not included here].

5. Convergers are neurotic, divergers not

Psychoanalysts frequently assume that we are psychologically

healthy in so far as we have access to our own unconscious

impulses. And the psychologists interested in ‘creativity’ also

assume that because the diverger appears more emotionally

open than the converger, he is automatically the healthier of the

two. I have argued in chapter 5 [not included here] that the

diverger’s openness may be deceptive: that, in many cases, he

merely. defends himself against his feelings by a different (and

perhapsless effective) means. There is no doubt, though, what-
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ever the merits or demerits of the diverger’s internal policies, that

he does entertain emotions, whereas the converger frequently

turns his back on them. This denial of the personal aspects oflife

seems — to many,at least — self-evidently neurotic. I amnotat all

sure that this is so. The conventional view has been expressed

pithily by Freud. Asked what was the proper end of man,heis

said to have replied: ‘Lieben und arbeiten’ — to love and to

work.® This is a noble ideal, and one which expresses every

psychoanalyst’s ambition, both for his clients and for himself.

On the other handit is a goal which not many achieve. Freud’s

ownlife illustrates the difficulty well. It is widely acknowledged

that Freud advanced ourtheoretical knowledge of sex to a greater

extent than anyone else, before or since. He was also a devoted

husband and parent. Yet, according to his biographer, he enjoyed

-only somewhat cursory sexual relations with his wife, and

experienced no sexual interest in any other woman (see Jones,

1961, p. 359). His life, in other words, is a refutation of his own

ideals. One might argue that his choice of subject-matter and his

zeal in pursuing it were both a product of his personal deficiency.

Or, conversely, that his personal deficiency was the price that he

paid for his intellectual trepidation. Either way, though, the

paradox exists: and such things, as Freud himself would have re-

marked, are not accidents.?

It is arguable that physical scientists do evade personal

issues; and possibly, too, that the novelist’s urge to write stems

from a failure to accept everyday reality for what it is. Both

could be seen as ‘immature’. But the standards against which

such comparisons are made are exceedingly exalted — and the

8. Quoted by Erikson (1963), p. 264. Erikson emphasizes that Freud here

refers specifically to genital sexuality, not merely to a more diffuse uxori-

ousness.

9. To reject the lieben und arbeiten view as impracticable is not to embrace

its opposite, the view that productive thought is necessarily a product of

neurosis: ‘Great wits are sure to madnessnear alli’d. And thin partitions

do their bonds divide’ (John Dryden). This popular belief has been blamed

on Seneca: ‘Nullum magnum ingenium sine mixtura dementiae fuit.’ In

fact, though, he seems to have referred to the Platonic notion of divine

inspiration, not insanity; and has ever since been misinterpreted. Thebelief

that ‘everything great in the world comes from neurotics’ has been described

by Lionel Trilling as one of the characteristic notions of our culture; but

such evidence as we possess suggests that it is untrue.
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psychologist’s position in such bandying of value judgements is
itself exposed. Of the physical scientist, the very worst that one

can Say is that he is a robot: he turns his back on a wide range of

human experience moreor less completely. Of the novelist, that he

is an emotional prostitute, a man retailing the events of his own

private life to please his public, or for money. The psychologist,
on the other hand, does something considerably more odd: he

tries to make sense of human behaviour by reifying it. People

are described as though they were mechanisms; their experiences

are reduced to numbers. He may even make a virtue of dis-
cussing human beings as though they were rats. The physical

scientist denies his emotions; the novelist exploits them; the
psychologist dismantles them. Whatever the moral, it is not

that some occupational groups are more neurotic than others.
Although convergers and divergers use different tactics in dealing

with the pressures of work and emotional experience, one tactic

is not necessarily better or worse than the other. Each hasits
characteristic strengths and weaknesses; and the neurotic is not

the man who adopts a particular intellectual and personalstyle,

but the one who, having adoptedastyle, suffers its weaknesses

without enjoying its strengths.

Indeed, the present maxim maybe an instance of psychological

doctrine accumulating by a process of projection. As Roe (1953

p. 50) points out:

It is likely that the kind of person whohas goneinto social science may
have had a biasing effect on the theories produced by social scientists,

particularly with regard to the desirable or the mature personality.
Practically all current psychological theory of development stresses

strongly the central importance in any life of the richness of personal

relations as a basis for ‘adjustment’. But the data of this study demon-

Strate, and it seems to me quite conclusively, that a more than adequate

personal and social adjustment in the larger sense of an adjustment
whichpermits a socially extremely useful life and one whichis personally

deeply satisfying, is not only possible, but probably quite common, with

little of the sort of personal relations which psychologists consider
essential. Many of the biological and physical scientists are very little

concerned with personal relations, and this is not only entirely satis-

factory to them, but it cannot be shown always to be a compensatory

mechanism (nor are compensatory mechanisms necessarily undesirable).
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It can also apparently be satisfactory to others who are closely asso-

ciated with them. That divorces are so much commoner armong the

social scientists is of interest in this connexion.

I shall suggest in the next chapter [not included here] that the

crux of a psychologist’s life lies in a conflict of a particular kind

between the intellectual aspects oflife and the emotional. If this

is so, what more natural than that he should see the struggle to

reconcile these elements as a proper activity, and project its

successful solution as the goal for Everyman?

6. Conventional education is hostile to creativity. Progressive

education is not

It is arguable that current educational practice in England and

America stunts children’s creative impulses. This conclusion is

backed, or seems to be backed, by a number of important facts.

MacKinnon(1962b) finds that his creative individuals were often

undistinguished academically. This is supported by my own

evidence about the degree classes gained at Oxford and Cam-

bridge by groups of distinguished Englishmen: Fellows of the

Royal Society, Doctors of Science at Oxford and Cambridge,

High Court Judges, Cabinet Ministers. In each of these groups,

poor degree classes were quite frequent. At Cambridge, for

example, there was no relation between a research student’s

degree class and his chances, later on, of becoming an F.R.S. or

a D.Sc. Fully a third of the future F.R.S.s at Cambridge had

gained a second or worse at some time during their university

careers; and the proportion amongst future D.Sc.s was over a

half. In their final degrees at Oxford or Cambridge, some 54

per cent of future High Court Judges gained seconds, thirds or

fourths; and the equivalent figure for future Cabinet Ministers

was 66 per cent.!° MacKinnon also reports that the creative

members of his sample were frequently disliked by their teachers;

and that they were frequently unhappy. Getzels and Jackson

(1962) report similar reactions of teachers to their ‘high crea-

tives’. Teachers dislike ‘high creatives’, even when they are

academically successful, and prefer teaching the more docile

‘high I.Q.s’.

10. For a more detailed account, see Hudson (1958, 1960, 1961).
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That conventional education is uncongenial to independent
Spirits seems to me incontestable; also, that much of what Passes
for education in this country and the United States is a waste of
everyone’s time, pupils and teachersalike. On the other hand, such
conclusions are not entailed by the evidence that we now possess.
The harsh fact remains that MacKinnon’s eminent men are
eminent; that men like Darwin and Einstein, who were unhappy
or undistinguished at school, nevertheless produced the theories

_ Of evolution and relativity, respectively. This datum is open to at
least three interpretations. The one drawn by someis that Ein-
stein and Darwin survived through luck (or genius), but that
thousands of others (of equal or nearly equal potentialities)
are yearly oppressed and extinguished. MacKinnon’s eminent
are the lucky ones that got away. The secondinterpretation is
that the unhappiness of these great men was a causal factor in
making them great. Had they not suffered at school, they would
have lead comfortable, mediocrelives like the rest of us. The third
interpretation is that their unhappiness was concomitant but not
causal: they were unhappy because they were remarkable, but
their unhappiness did not affect their creative potentialities one
way orthe other. |
What one makesof these alternatives is largely a matter of

taste. My own suspicion is that progressive schools do make
most children happier than authoritarian ones; but that they
withdraw from children the cutting edge that insecurity, compe-
tition and resentment supply. Here the progressive dream comes
hometo roost. If we adjust children to themselves and each other,
we may remove from them the springs of their intellectua] and
artistic productivity. Happy children simply may not be prepared
to make theeffort which excellence demands. Whether or not
my suspicions about progressive education are justified, it is
clear that we cannotuse the ‘creativity’ literature as a stick with
which to beat academic education of a more leisurely kind,
whether on thelines of certain English public schools or those of
the American high school. These may be inept, without ‘driving
out creativity’. Indeed, they may provide precisely the back-
ground of- mild conformity and incompetence which reinforces
the potentially original child’s conviction of his own worth. They
provide the ideal background against which to rebel. The con-
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scious nurture of children’s creative potentialities may still be a
worthwhile operation, but not because it produces more and
better brainworkers. It may be worthwhile because, quite simply
it makes school a more enjoyable place to be. And this, in its
turn, may lead children a little nearer the ‘rich emotionallife’
which is every progressive psychologist’s wistful drearo.
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A New Lookat the Creativity-Intelligence Distinction

M. A. Wallach and N. Kogan, ‘A new look at the creativity—
intelligence distinction’, Journal ofPersonality, vol. 33, 1965, pp. 348-69.
Adapted from M. A. Wallach and N. Kogan, Modes of Thinking in
Young Children: A Study of the Creativity—Intelligence Distinction,
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1965, pp. 409-18.

For several years we have been concerned with two modes of
thinking in young children, which, it turns out, bear directly
upon what has assumed the proportions of a controversy in
recent psychological history. The nature of the controversy
might be put somewhatas follows: is there an aspect of cognitive
functioning which cén be appropriately labeled ‘creativity’ that
stands apart from the traditional concept of general intelligence?
A close appraisal of the quantitative findings available on this
subject led us to a pessimistic answer. We shall pass some of.
these findings quickly in review. Our examination ofthis litera-
ture opened up to us, however, the possibility of a valid distinc-
tion betweencreativity and intelligence that had not, in our view,
been sufficiently pursued and developed. The next step, therefore,
was empirical research in terms of this distinction. Finally, if
creativity and intelligence could be validly distinguished, we were
Interested in studying the possible psychological correlates that
might distinguish individual differences on these two dimensions
considered jointly. Specifically, we were concerned with corre-
lates in such areas as the child’s observed behaviorin school and
play settings, his esthetic sensitivities, his categorizing and con-
ceptualizing activities, his test anxiety and defensiveness levels.
Wecan, of course, give but an overview of this work. For a com-
plete presentation, see Wallach and Kogan (1965).

Webegan with a simple question: does the relevant psycho-
logical literature support the assumption ofa unified dimension of
individual differences describing more andless creative cognitive
behavior? To put this question another way, can one demonstrate
the existence of greater and lesser degrees of a cognitive capa-
bility thatis like intelligence in regard to being a pervasive, broad
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dimension, but yet is independent of intelligence, and which can

appropriately be labeled ‘creativity’? It is clear that to talk of

‘creativity’ is to imply a referent different from that of the general

intelligence concept. If that is not intended, then the creativity

label becomes quite superfluous. The typical evidence that we

found on this issue led, however, to an opposite conclusion. Let

us consider an example.

The volume by Getzels and Jackson (1962), Creativity and
Intelligence, is perhaps the best known ofrecent efforts in the

field. Five alleged tests of creativity were administered to large

samples of students ranging in class from sixth grade through the

end of high school. Four of the five creativity tests correlated

significantly with I.Q. for the girls, and all five of these tests

correlated significantly with I.Q. for the boys. Consider next the

relationships among the instruments in the creative battery — that

is, the question of whether they define a unitary dimension of

individual differences. The Getzels—Jackson results showed that

the five creativity tasks are virtually no more strongly correlated

among themselves than they are correlated with intelligence. To

give someaverages, for boys the meancorrelation is 0-26 between

the creativity battery and I.Q., and is 0-28 amongthe tasks in the

creativity battery; in the case of the girls, the corresponding

mean correlations are 0-27 and 0-32. In sum, the creativity

measures correlated with intelligence on the order of 0-3, and |

also correlated with each other on the order of 0-3. There is no

evidence, in short, for arguing that the creativity instruments are

any morestrongly related to one another than they are related to

generalintelligence. The inevitable conclusionis thatlittle warrant

exists here for talking about creativity and intelligence as if these

terms refer to concepts at the same level of abstraction. The

creativity indicators measure nothing in common thatis dis-

tinct from general intelligence. Inspection of the creativity

battery reveals a quite varied range of materials, including

measures of the ability to devise mathematical problems, to

compose endings for fables, to detect embedded geometric

figures, to think up word definitions and to imagine uses for an

object. |

Comparable examination of other research reports in the

literature forced us to the same kind of conclusion. Our survey
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included the study of findings reported by Barron (1963), Cline,
Richards and Abe (1962), Cline, Richards and Needham (1963),Flescher (1963), Guilford and his collaborators (Guilford and
Christensen, 1956; Wilson et al., 1954) and Torrance and his
co-workers (Torrance, 1960, 1962; Torrance and Gowan, 1963).
To give but one more example of the kind of outcome obtained,
consider a recent Study by Cline, Richards and Needham
(1963). With high school students as Ss and seven creativity
measures, the average correlation for boys between the creativity
indexes and an I.Q. measure is 0-35, while it is 0-21 among the
various creativity tests. For girls, the average correlation be-
tween the creativity tests and I.Q. is 0:33, while it is 0-24 among
the seven creativity measures. Again and again in reviewing the
research in this area, the evidence led to the conclusion that the
various creativity measures utilized are almost as strongly,
equally strongly, or even more strongly related to generalintelli-
gence than they are related to each other. The evidence in hand
thus seemed notto permit the very type of conceptualization that
Getzels and Jackson (1962) and other researchers were proposing:
namely, that there exists a pervasive dimension of individual]
differences, appropriately labeled ‘creativity’, that is quite dis-
tinct from general intelligence. We should note that this same
critical point has been made by Thorndike (1963) in a recent
article.

Appropriate wielding of Occam’s razor at this juncture thus
dictated the tough-minded conclusion that little of any generality
was being measured here beyond differences in the traditional
notion ofintelligence. Let us pose two issues, however, that made
it seem prematureto let the matter go at that. First, a potpourri
of abilities was being assessed in the good name of ‘creativity’;
second, all of the work that we had seen failed to consider the
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and original, yet relevant to the task at hand rather than bizarre.

The writer’s classical fear of ‘drying up’ and never being able to

produce another word, the composer’s worry over not having

another piece of music within him, the scientist’s concern that he

won’t be able to think of another experiment to perform - these

are but indications of how preoccupied creative individuals can

become with the question of associative flow. Introspections

about times of creative insight also seem to refiect a kind of task-

centered, permissive or playful set on the part of the person doing

the associating. Einstein refers to ‘ associative play’ or ‘combina-

tory play’. The person stands aside a bit as associative material

is given freedom to reach the surface.

We would propose that the essentials of the creative process

may be contained in the two elements just considered: first, the

production of associative content that is abundant and that is

unique; second, the presence in the associator of a playful,

permissive task attitude. Given a task clear enough that bizarre

associative products do not readily occur, and given a permissive

context within which the person works, two variables should |

permit us to index individual differences in creativity : the number

of associations that the person can generate in response to given

tasks and the relative uniqueness of the associations that he

produces.

One implication of this view is that productivity and unique-

ness of associates should be related variables. Defining unique-

ness as a relative infrequency of a given associative response to

the task at hand for a sample of Ss, we would then expect stereo-

typed associates to come earlier and unique associates to come

later in a sequence of responses. Such an expectation would also

be consistent with recent work by Mednick (e.g. 1962). If unique

associates tend to comelater in time, then it becomesclear also

that an appropriate assessment context will require freedom from

the pressure of short time limits, and perhaps freedom from any

temporal pressure at all. The postulated need for a permissive,

playful attitude also implies the desirability of freedom from time

pressure. Such temporal freedom is one aspect of what a per-

missive situation would involve. Permissiveness further connotes

a relative lessening of valuational pressures — that is, a focus upon

the task rather than upontheself, a relaxed entertaining of the
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tested, and hence does not feel that what he does will have a
bearing upon his self-worth in the eyes of others.
The foregoing analysis of creativity hence Suggests a concen-

tration of assessment attempts in the area of associational
processes, in contrast to the quite heterogeneous types of tasks
that have received the ‘creativity’ label in studies of the kind
touched uponearlier. This theoretical analysis also suggests that
the assessment context must be quite different from the kind
utilized in the studies that we have reviewed; there should be
freedom from time pressure and there Should be a playful,
game-like context rather than one implying that the person is
undertest. Interestingly enough, the kind of context present in
the case ofall of the studies on creativity that we reviewedearlier
has borne strong connotations that a test or examination is at
issue; the creativity procedures invariably have been referred to
as ‘tests’, they have been administered to large groups of stu-
dents in a classroom, and temporal constraint has been present —
either explicitly, through the use of relatively brief time limits, or
implicitly, through the use of group administration procedures.
In all of this work, there has been the evident assumption that a
testing context, with its implication that the respondentis being
evaluated in terms of some success-failure criterion, is quite
appropriate for studying creativity. The associative approach to
creativity that we have taken, however, with its emphasis upon
an attitude of playful entertaining of possibilities in a task-
centered rather than ego-centered environment, suggests other-
wise.

At this point we were ready to begin some experimentation of
our own. Following the prescriptions just stated, could one
empirically define a dimension of individual differences that
concerned the ability to produce many Cognitive associates, and
many that are unique? Would this dimension possess a substan-
tial degree of generality across differences in types of tasks — for
example, verbal y. visual kinds of procedural formats? Such a
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contrast was of special interest since the general intelligence con-

cept is defined with respect to a kind of ability that manifests

itself in visual (performance) as well as verbal types of tasks, and

we were presuming to assess a characteristic possessing approxi-

mately the samelevel of generality as conventional intelligence.

Finally, and most important, would the foregoing dimension of

associational ability be independent of individual differences in

the traditional area of general intelligence? If research findings

could provide affirmative answers to these questions, then, and

only then, would one be in a position to talk about a kind of

thinking ability appropriately labeled creativity, with the evident

implication of a characteristic different from general intelligence,

but yet a characteristic which also possesses a substantial degree

of generality across task variations. |

Our work, conducted with 151 children comprising the entire

fifth-grade population of a suburban public school system in a

middle class region, took great pains to establish a game-like

non-evaluational context for the administration of procedures.

The Es, two young women, were introduced as visitors interested

in children’s games, and spent two initial weeks with each class

gaining rapport with the children. This initial period of familiar-

ization also provided the basis for observations leading to ratings

of the children’s behavior on various dimensions, to be discussed

later. Great effort was expended in communicating tothe children

that the presence of the Es did not concern examinationsor tests.

The teachers and principals, furthermore, did their utmost to

dissociate the Es from any concern with intellectual evaluation.

Finally, it was our view that the establishment of a game-like

context required the Es to work individually with each of the

151 children. We sedulously avoided group administration with

its academic testing implications.

Five procedures formed the basis for our exploration of crea-

tivity in these children. They concerned the generation of five

kinds of associates. Two variables were measured in the case of

each: uniqueness of associates, and total number of associates.

Someof the procedures were verbal, others were visual in nature.

One verbal procedure, for example, requested the child to

generate possible instances of a verbally specified class concept,

such as ‘round things’, or ‘things that move on wheels’. Here
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erms of both split-half and item-sum correlations.
reliable, in t

instruments, in turn, are
The reliabilities of the ten intelligence

known to be quite high. We now were in a position, therefore, to

study the dimensionality of the creativity and intelligence indexes.

The findings were as follows. Whether examining results for the

sample as a whole, orseparately for the seventy boys and the

eighty-onegirls, the ten creativity measures proved to be highly

intercorrelated, the ten intelligence measures proved to be highly

intercorrelated, and the correlation between the creativity and the

intelligence measures proved to be extremely low. To provide an

idea of the correlational magnitudes involved, the average cor-

relation among the ten creativity measures is on the order

he ten intelligence indica-
of 0:4; the average correlation among t

tors is on the order of 0-5; and the average correlation between

these two sets of measures is about 0:1.

We may conclude, therefore, that a dimension of individual

differences has been defined here which, on the one hand,

possesses generality and pervasiveness, but which, on the other

i ite independent of the traditional notion
hand,nevertheless 1s qui

cerns a child’s

que and plentiful associates, in a generally

and in a relatively playful context.

It is a considerable surprise that such a dimension should prove

to be quite independent of general intelligence, and it seems in-

bel this dimension ‘creativity’. The
deed appropriate to la .

independenceofthis dimension from general intelligence seemsall

the more intriguing for two reasons: first, the creativity proce-

dures almost inevitably call upon verbal facility in some degree,

and verbalfacility is a very basic element of the general intelli-

gence concept; second, the independence in question is found for

elementary school children, and one would expect young children

to showless differentiation in modesof cognitive functioning than

adults.

In a sense, all that has been described thus far constitutes a

prelude. Having isolated a mode of thinking in children that is

pervasive, independent of intelligence, and appropriately de-

scribed as a dimension of individual differences in * creativity’,

we now wish to understand its psychological significance. The

appropriate research strategy at this point seemed to require
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consideration of individua] differences on the creativintelligence dimensions taken Jointly. Thatis, ahad to be defined with respect both to generalintcreativity as we have conceived ofit. Itwas n
words, to compose four groups of children
those high in both creativity and intelligence,
and low in the other, and those low in both.
these groups, a single Creativity index score andgence index score were obtained for each chil
Scores were the summed standard scores of the

ity and the
child’s location
elligence and to

ecessary, in other
within each sex:
those high in one

a single intelli-
d. These index
ten measures in

It should also be mentioned th
Possess high inter-rater reliability,
the use of two independent observ.
Without this kind of reliability, i

at these rating dimensions
a very important point that
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differences on these behavioral dimensions would hav

fruitless.

The judges rated each child’s status

terms of a nine-point scale. For examp

defined in terms of the following question: ‘To what degree does

this child seek attention in unsocialized ways, as evidenced by

such behavior as speaking out of turn, continually raising his

hand, or making unnecessary noises?’ The first, third, fifth,

seventh and ninth points on the rating scale for this question

‘seldom’, ‘sometimes’,
were given the verbal labels ‘never’,

‘usually’ and ‘always’, respectively. Other questions rated in the

same manner included: ‘To what degree does this child. hesitate

to express opinions, as evidenced by extreme caution, failure to

contribute, or a subdued manner in a speaking situation?’ ‘To

what degree does this child show confidence and assurance in

his actions toward his teachers and classmates, as indicated by

pset by criticism, or not being

disturbed by rebuffs from classmates?’ ‘To what degree is this

child’s companionship sought by his peers?’ ‘To what degree

doesthis child seek the companionship of his peers ??

The preceding questions were focused upon issues of social

behavior. Several questions of an achievement-centered nature

bout such matters as the
also were included. These inquired a

child’s attention span and
following: ‘How would you rate this

degree of concentration for academic school work ?’ ‘How would

you rate this child’s interest in academic school work, as indi-

cated by such behavior as looking forward to new kinds of

academic work, or trying to delve more deeply into such work ?’

For these questions, the first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth

points of the rating scales were labeled ‘poor’, ‘below average’,

‘average’, ‘good’ and ‘superior’, respectively.

Let us look in some detail at the results for the girls. Those

e been

on a given dimension in

le, one characteristic was

such behavior as not being u

confidence, and display the least tendency toward depreciation of

oneself and one’s work. Concerning companionship, these girls

are sought out by their peers more eagerly than is any other

group, and this high intelligence, high creativity group also seeks

the companionship of others more actively than does any other
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to be better off than their high creativity, low intelligence peers.

The low-low group possesses greater confidence and assurance,

is less hesitant and subdued, and is considerably more outgoing

toward peers in social relationships than is the high creative, low

intelligence group. The low-low group members appear to com-

pensate for their poor academic performances by activity in the

social sphere, while the high creative, low intelligence individuals,

possessing, seemingly more delicate sensitivities, are more likely

to cope with academic failure by social withdrawal and a retreat

within themselves.

Finally, we turn to the group high in intelligence but low in

creativity. As in the case of the high—-high group, these girls show

confidence and assurance. In terms of companionship patterns,

ine difference emerges. While sought quite

however, an intriguing

strongly as a companion by others, the girl in this group tends

self. She also is least likely to seek
not to seek companionship her

attention in disruptive ways and is reasonably hesitant about

expressing opinions. Attention span and concentration for

academic matters, in turn, are quite high. The impression that

emerges, then, is of a girl who is strongly oriented toward

academic achievement, +s somewhat cool and aloof in her social

behavior butliked by others anyway, and is unwilling to take the

chance of overextending or overcommitting herself; there is a

holding back, a basic reserve.

lear that one needs to know whether

These results make it c

creativity in a child is present in the context of high or low

intelligence, and one needs to know whether intelligence in a

child is present in conjunction with high or low creativity. It is

necessary to consider a child’s joint standing on both dimensions.

One must seriously question, therefore, the Getzels and Jackson

(1962) procedure of defining a ‘high creative’ group as children ,

who are high in creativity but low in intelligence, and defining a

‘high intelligent’ group as children who are high in intelligence

but low in creativity. If one

characteristics, one cannotaffo

high in both and who are

e evidence in a different area — that of

Let us consider now som

conceptualizing activities. This evidence will cast light on differ-
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global approach to the 1 .

we employed, however, 4 large number of stimuli — fifty in all -

were present, and their nature as well as the instructional con-

duce markedly the Eindringlichkeit Or

prominence of thematic relationships. The child was encouraged

j since the instructions implied

to group

to him that similarity be used as the basis for sorting. In addition,

the objects were commonplace physical things and there were

many of them. Under these circumstances, it mi

case that relational

wheeling, unconventional type ©

more customary practice of sorting the objects

whether such elements be physical

ising from the nature of the stimuli

ly stronger in the case of groupings based

ties. Groupings based

upon shared physical or conceptual proper

i themas, on the other hand, would permit

evolving ofunique co
mbinationsofstimull

.

urn to someresults.

cularly clear phenome-
greater free play for the

With these considerations in mind,let us t

The findings for males point to a parti

w creativity stands out

non. The group of high intelligence but lo

ematic or relational bases for grouping.

as avoiding the use of th
mmon elements. For

Rather, they concentrate on conceptual co

differ in the case of

whatever reasons — and the reasons may

different groups — the other three groups are more willing to

i
lizing. It is the high

To suggest that the |
i idence for an avoidance

distinction. In principle,

ility to thematize or an

other experimental procedure, however,

ability of the children to integrate a set of words

we assessed the
tory telling: that is, in this new task,

into a unified theme in $s
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the expressive potential of visua
l materials, a result similar to the

high intelligence, low

thematizing findings is obtai

ivi
i ith li i f stick figures in

each possibility. Let us

affective labels for each

likely, conventional

unlikely, unconventional

emotional attributions

with reference t

twenty-four stic

affective label upon

would be proposed ea

given figure was repeate

te and more appropriate

More inappropria

a descriptive possibility.

nventionapriate and unco

low (about 5 per cent),

accepted virtually

groups regarding acc

control, indicatin

suggestion and a la

o the consensus 0

k figures was offe

each presentatl

ch time a given figure wa

es would be offered on a ran

states were pro-

another figure, and

stick figure: a !

for the various

f adult judges. E

red to the child with one

ion. A different type of label

s presented, and a

d onlyafterall the others had been s
hown.

kinds of labels for the

dom schedule. Note

d between these two classes of emo-

tion involves one stick figure and

d to accept or reject the label as

The child thus is free to. accept appro-

1 emotional attributions, to reject both

none at all.

eptance of ap
ibutions acts as a
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reflective of the general intelligence concept;

the creativity concept

the associational freedom implied by

evidently enhances the range of experience available for making

inferential linkages.

themselves with resp

symptoms experience

Consider the findings for the boys. Standard materials for assess-

d test anxiety were employed, deriving

| net al. (1960). The results are suggestive

f the same nature for

of a Yerkes—-Dodson
function. They are ©

st anxiety and test anxiety. The level of

telligence but lo
w

both general manife

anxiety is lowest for the group that is high in in

in creativity. Anxiety level1 iddling for the two groupsthat are

high in creativity, regar i igence level. Finally,

‘< low in intelligence

are the particular co

It is the group high in intelligence

self-report, are least anxious.

with the highest anxiety SCOres,

intelligence and creativity.
'

impli
findings? First of all, they:

hether creativity should be conceptually

but low in creativity who, by

the dimension,

in both

force us to question W

ental health place consider

ceptions of m

anxiety aS a debilitator of cognitive per

‘ve adjustment. This no doubt is

uite high levels.

t degree of anxiety is found in the most

ived group of children — those who are low both

in general intelligence and creativity. However, it may also be

i -

t

y

is reflecting more the presence
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of sensitivity to internal states than the presence of disturbance.
This should not be construed, of course, as acceptance of the old
saw that neuroticism breeds creativity. However, the data in
hand do suggest that it is equally unrealistic to assume that the
most creative children are the happiest children. There may well
be elements of obsessiveness present in the kind of associative
freedom that leads to high creativity status. A playful contem-
plation of the possible, but also an obsessive, task-centered
reluctance to put a problemaside may be involved inthe pro-
duction of many associates and of a large number of unique
associates. Creativity need not be all sweetness and light, there-
fore, but may well involve a tolerance for and understanding of
sadness and pain. To think otherwiseis to fall prey to the rather
widespread American stereotype that suffering is always a bad
thing andis to be avoidedatall costs.
One possible cost of the avoidance of suffering is evident in

the group whose levels of general anxiety and of test anxiety
are lowest — the group high in intelligence but low in creativity.
This result may well stem from the fact that the group in question
is the most closely attuned to the demands of the classroom
environment. In that environment, traditionally defined intelli-
gence and its manifestations in the form of high academic
achievement most likely are heavily rewarded, while creativity
may well be viewed as more of a disruption than a boon. The
mode of operation of the high intelligence, low creativity child,
therefore, may be such as to minimize the sources ofpossible
conflict between himself and the school environment and to
maximize the sources of reward from that environment. It is not
surprising that such a close fit between individual and social
context would bereflected in a minimallevel of anxiety.
From the kinds of results that have been passed in review,

pictures begin to emerge concerning the psychological nature of
the children in the four cognitive groupings: high creativity, high
intelligence; high creativity, low intelligence; low creativity, high
intelligence; and low creativity, low intelligence. In addition to
our quantitative studies, clinical accounts describing various
children in the sample also have been prepared, and theseclinical
materials have tended to reinforce the conclusions derived from
the experimental work. The case studies can be summarized in
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terms of the generalizations presented below. These will also serve

to underline the major points of congruence between theclinical

and the experimental sources of information concerning the four

creativity and intelligence groupings.

High creativity, high intelligence: These children can exercise

within themselves both control and freedom, both adult-like

and child-like kinds of behavior.

High creativity, low intelligence: These children are in angry

conflict with themselves and with their school environment, and

are beset by feelings of unworthiness and inadequacy.In stress-

free context, however, they can blossom forth cognitively.

Low creativity, high intelligence: These children can be described

as ‘addicted’ to school achievement. Academic failure would be

perceived by them as catastrophic, so that they must continually

strive for academic excellence in order to avoid the possibility of

pain.

Low creativity, low intelligence: Basically bewildered, these

children engage in various defensive maneuvers ranging from

useful adaptations such as intensive social activity to regression

such as passivity or psychosomatic symptoms.

In conclusion, this presentation has traced in outline form the

history of our research on two modes of thinking in young

children; modes which constitute quite different, but yet quite

pervasive, dimensions of individual differences. Our work pro-

gressed from the definition and operationalization of the cogni-

tive types in question to an investigation of their correlates in

such areas as observable social and achievement-relevant

behaviors, ways of forming concepts, physiognomicsensitivities,

and self-described levels of general anxiety and test anxiety.

From the findings obtained, it seems fair to conclude that the

present definition of creativity denotes a mode of cognitive

functioning that matters a great deal in the life of the child. Most

critical of all for advancing our understanding is a consideration

of the child’s joint status with regard to the conventional concept

of general intelligence and creativity as here defined.
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20 R. J. Shapiro

The Criterion Problem

Excerpt from R. J. Shapiro, ‘Creative research scientists’, PsychologiaAfricana, Monograph Supplement, no. 4, 1968, pp. 37-45.

able value.

It is no exaggeration to Say, in the words ofTaylor and Holland
(1964, p. 31), that ‘there is no more crucial problem in creativity
than the criterion problem’.

mately fifteen years of intensive research is that little progress
has been made on achieving acceptable criteria of creativity,
As Taylor (1964, p. 9) putsit:

And yet the problem of the criteria of creativity —- perhaps the mostcrucial problem in this field — has been Studied less than any otheraspect of our total problem. Thecriterion problem concernstheevalua-tion of the degree of creativeness of a product or a performance; it isquite separate from the prediction problem, in which the creativepotential of people is estimated — for example, by meansoftest scores~ and in whichpredictions aboutfuturecreative performances are made,based uponthe ‘creative potential’ estimate for each person.. . . Theauthors of this book agree that the criterion problem demands thehighest priority and that the most serious consideration for research
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of some degree of validity. Some investigators, for example,

assume that their subjects are creative purely on the strength

of reputation. Thus, Lehman (1958) analysed the age level at

which creative chemists contributed their greatest work. For

measuresof creativenesshe used a criterion based on the number

of different histories of chemistry which cited each chemist’s

work. Another procedure has been to accept the judgements

of professionally qualified experts as a criterion of creative

ability. Anne Roe (1951) has utilized this method in selecting

eminent scientists as subjects for investigations into the

relationship between life history, intellectual functions, person-

ality characteristics, and the pursuit of a particular science

as a profession. Finally, a general consensus of opinion some-

times serves aS a Criterion of eminence. Freud’s publications

on Leonardo da Vinci (1910) and Dostoevsky (1928) are

studies of two individuals universally acclaimed as creative

geniuses. |

Most research, particularly that of recent years, has not con-

cerned itself with famous or eminent persons, first, because of

their comparative rarity and secondly, because of the current

emphasis on developing predictive tests on large samples. Con-

sequently, different techniques have had to be evolved for identi-

fying subjects as creative or otherwise.

Ultimate and Concurrent Criteria

The main validation problem, facing the researcher, is related to

the distinction between ultimate and concurrent criteria. An

ultimate criterion of creative performance must obviously base

itself on the total output of a scientist, but an individual’s total

productivity can only be evaluated retrospectively, either from

the time of his death, or at least from the time when he has com-

pleted his life work.

A feasible meansofestablishing ultimate criteria is to test large

samples containing subjects of apparentcreative ability, and then

to pursue long-term, follow-up studies (longitudinal validity) in

the manner of Terman’s work. A longitudinal validation study

would obviously prove extremely valuable in providing definite

and accurate assessments of predictive techniques, as well as
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Harmon (1963, p. 44) talks of working ‘backwardsI iteri of an individual’s total life producti

to serve as a practical means forvalidation of predictors ’, He quite correctly cautions though

Scientific creativity.
Concurrent validation methodsfall into one of three classes:
1. Thefirst type, represented by the work of Guilford, can be

validity. Guilford has assumed

a degree of validity.
category.
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The practice of assumingvalidity on the evidence of significant

differences between subjects distinguished on the basis of test

scores, leaves two questions unanswered. In the first place, the

predictive instruments may, in fact, yield measures on variables

not directly related, or perhaps supplementary, to creativity.

Consequently the subjects might still be distinguished on several |

measures, but for the wrong reason. Secondly, and morelikely,

the tests may, in fact, measure creativity factors, but without

establishing correlations with on-the-job criteria, one cannot say

to what extent such creativity factors play a role in actual per-

formance.

3. The third, and most satisfactory, method for establishing

concurrent validity is to apply a battery of predictors and to

correlate the resulting scores with external criteria of creativity.

Criterion Measurement

Basically, only two variables can be measured for criterion

purposes: products and persons.

Products

The analysis of a scientist’s creative products, in terms of quan-

tity and quality, would seem tooffer the best meansof validating

predictors. As noted earlier, such a method is best suited to the

employment of ultimate criteria, but product evaluations are

also utilized in intermediate criteria of performance.

Even as a basis for an ultimate criterion, the quantification of a

scientist’s products presents somedifficulties. First, one must face

the fact that a variety of products are possible, and it is NO easy

matter to determine their relative importance. Examples of

scientific products include: patents, patent disclosures, journal

publications, technical books, unpublished research reports, un-

printed oral presentations, ideas, suggestions, technical inventions

and new methods.

The most straightforward procedure is simply to add up the

number of products for any scientist, and to use this summation

as a criterion score. McPherson (1963) warns of the flaws in such

a method. As an illustrative example, consider the problems
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1. The realization ofthe product demandedintellectua]whichcan best be defined as‘ creative strength’,
2. Usefulness is the second e

level. A new product must be

activity

ssential characteristic of inventiv-
useful - it must represent a bene-

herson reminds the author ofBruner’s definition of creativity (Bruner, 1962, p. 3): ‘An actthat produceseffective surprise — this I shall take as the hallmarkof a creative enterprise.’ The effective ise ibecause a product is rare or bizarre
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5 Inventivlevel is deemed to be present where a product is

successfully achieved in a field characterized by a history of

failure.

6. Credit is given if evidence indicates that other individuals

in the same branch of activity were previously sceptical of the

likelihood of success for a new development such as that particu-

lar invention.

7. There should have been a previously unfulfilled desire, NOW

fulfilled by virtue of the birth of the new product.

- Brogden and Sprecher (1964) propose several important steps

that should be taken in research concerning scientific products:

1. The relation between amount of creative productivity and

level of creativity should be investigated.

.. The relation between the diversity of an individual’s pro-

ducts and the level of his creativity, should be investigated.

3. Scales for evaluating the level of creativity of products

should be developed. One could base such a scale on a definition

like Ghiselin’s (1963, p. 42): ‘Creative action ... alters the

universe of meaningitself, by introducing into it some new ele-

ment of meaning or some new order of significance, or more

commonly both.’

4. As a by-product of step 3, abbreviated procedures for

evaluating products should be worked out.

5. The scales developed should be validated against ratings of

individuals who vary in their judged creativeness.

6. Official records, normally used for product evaluation,

should be investigated to determine their adequacy, and when,

where, and whythey are in error.

Brogden and Sprecher (1964) also believe it important to

distinguish between direct products and supplementary products.

The formerrefers to products created as an endresult of a definite

research programme centred on a specific operational problem.

Supplementary products are incidental discoveries, made by

chance when oneis not looking for them. They are supplementary

in that they do notrelate to the immediate problem, but may have

use at a later date or in some other branch ofresearch. The authors

conclude that for criterion purposes, supplementary products
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were introduced, so that the descriptions were spontaneous and

fully reflected the views of the supervisors. One hundred and

forty-three statements (derived from the descriptions) served as

microdefinitions of creativity, and were used as descriptive

check-list items for rating personnel in a wide variety of research

activities. The ratings were found to correlate positively with

a numberofother commonly usedcriteria.

Taylor and Holland (1964) mention two studies in which

supervisory ratings correlated significantly with scores on various

predictive measures, and one study in which peer nominations

and rankings proved valid as criteria.

Donald Taylor (1963) made use of the Thurstone procedure of

constructing attitude scales for devising supervisory check-list

rating scales. A brief description of his methodis worth reporting,

since it influenced some of the criterion methods employed in the

present investigation.

Taylor collected 206 statements relating to creativity and

originality from a variety of authoritative sources. Forty-four |

ed the statements into seven groups,
judges independently sort

according to a seven-point scale of creativity (from very low to

very high). Frequency distributions were calculated for each

statement, representing the piles into which it was sorted by the

judges. The median of each distribution was taken as the scale

value for each statement. Seventy-nine statements showing the

between judges) were finally
least dispersion (least disagreement

selected, and from these, two sets of twenty-four statements were

chosen in such a way as to cover the seven-point scale in as nearly

equal steps as possible. These two sets provided equivalent forms

Supervisors rated a number of research scientists by simply

checking every statement on the check-list that applied to or

described each scientist. Significant correlations were obtained

ber of tests of creative thinking.
between these ratings and a num

One weakness in the study, which Taylor admits, is that he

used college undergraduates as the judges who initially sorted the

statements. It is likely that senior scientists would have been

he creativity level of each statement.
more accurate in assessing t

Thecritical-incident technique, originated by Flanagan (1949),

dures.
offers promise for constructing effective rating proce
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‘The critical-incident technique consists essentially in the

collection of reports of behaviors which werecritical in the
sense that they made the difference between success andfailure
in the observed work situations. These critical incidents must
represent actual observations of on-the-job behavior’ (Flanagan,
1952, p. 378). |
The first application of these methods was in an investigation

of research personnel (Flanagan, 1949), Approximately 500
scientists were interviewed and provided a total of 3300critica]
behaviours, i.e. actions, observed in others, which led to the
solution of a particular research problem and, conversely,
actions which hindered progress on that problem. Thecritica]
incidents (good and bad) are tabulated under a set of descriptive
categories for future rating purposes.
The critical-incident method is comprehensive and thorough,

and it might prove extremely sound as a technique for establish-
ing objective creativity criteria. The main drawbackis a practical
one. A great deal of time must be expended by senior research
personnel in constantly observing and reporting the activities
of other personnel, so that accurate checks can be made on the
numerouscritical incidents as they occur from day to day.
Flanagan (1949) and Stoltz (1957) have indicated the impor-

tance of work habits in creative productivity, and Sprecher
(1959, 1963, 1964) formulated a criterion based largely on work
habits. In the first study (1959), Sprecher asked engineers to
explain why men they had ranked highest in creativity differed
from those ranked lowest. A content analysis confirmed the
frequent finding that novelty of ideas is important, but it also
revealed that work-habit characteristics are regarded as important
factors of creativity. In his second study (1963) Sprecher pro-
posed the actual rating form and scoring procedure which
resulted from his investigations.

Jones (1964) asked managers to rate eighty-eight industrial
scientists and technologists on each of twelve descriptors (e.g,
analytical mindedness, communicativeness, idea mindedness,
level of energy, liking for problems). The procedure used in
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The author is impressed by Sprecher’s emphasis on work

habits and his suggestions for weighting them to provide criterion

ratings. In the present study use is made of a work-habit in-

ventory, the construction of which was influenced by Sprecher’s

certain personality traits. It therefore appears somewhat surpris-

ing that, as Taylor and Holland (1964) point out, personality

inventories have not proved successful as predictive instruments.

Van Zelst and Kerr (1954) remark on the fact that for many

years there has been a preoccupation with external assessments

of personality, but that these rarely predict criteria such as job

success. They therefore advocate the use of self ratings rather

than external assessments, basing their view on the assumption

that the individual himself is best informed about his own

personality. As an experiment they asked 514 scientists to rate

themselves on a number of personality traits thought to relate to

creativity. These ratings were correlated with a criterion of

research productivity (number of publications and inventions),

and it was found that 68 per cent of the validity coefficients were

significant beyond the 1 per cent level.

Theinfluence of this study can be seen in the present investiga-

tion, where personality inventories are employed for criterion

rather than predictive purposes. Furthermore, it was decided to

use self ratings, as well as supervisory ratings of personality.

General Methodological Considerations

Seldom do experimenters pay heed to the possibilities of bias

effects in their criteria. Brogden and Taylor (1950) have classi-

fied the types of bias often unwittingly introduced into criterion

construction. These are: criterion deficiency (omitting important

elements); criterion contamination (introducing extraneous

elements); criterion scale unit bias (inequality of scale units in

the criteria); criterion distortion (improper weighting in com-

bining criterion elements).

They warn researchers that such imperfections can consider-

ably influence validity coefficients with the predictive battery,
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as well as possibly distorting estimates of criterion reliability.

processed to yield fifty-two
he scientists. Thereafter, the
Classified, by means of factor

scores on the contributions of t
fifty-two contribution scores were
analysis, into fifteen relatively independent categories. The large_ humberofdifferent categories, fifteen, required for adequatelyclassifying all the contribution scores, led the authorsto the con-clusion that the criterion problem is extremely complex. Of

as Of information normally dis-
It therefore follows that no single
ance will suffice on its own as an

regarded in validity studies.
measure of creative perform
adequatecriterion,
The complexity of creativity as a whole is borne out in furtherStudies conducted by Taylor and Ellison (1964). They conclusivelydemonstrated that a complex battery of predictors, as well asmultidimensional criteria, are necessary for tapping most of thediversity of factors Operative in creative performance,Brogden and Sprecher (1964) have been prompted by a con-sideration of the complexity of the problem to outline al] theimportant variables that are involved in setting up criteria ofcreativity. Their schemeis valuable for any experimenter attempt-ing to validate his methods, and it was instrumental in guidingthe authorin the present study.
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Part Five Personality Studies

Barron’s article (Reading 21) provides further evidence that
Guilford-type tests of creativity can be of value in some
groups, though it is included mainly to illustrate the approach
to creativity through personality characteristics. MacKinnon
and his colleagues, at the Institute for Personality Assessment
and Researchat the University of California, have carried out
a series of studies of groupsofscientists, writers, inventors,
etc., who had been picked outeither as outstandingly creative,
or as more routine workers. They applied a considerable
variety of tests, interviews and other techniques. Theresults, as
shown in the reading on architects (Reading 22), converge to a
rather convincing picture, whichis consistent with that
described earlier by Roe, and with the independent
investigations of R. B. Cattell (Reading 23).

C. W. Taylor, the energetic organizer of many conferences
and projects and editor of several booksin the field of
creativity, has developed Biographical Inventory Tests which
cover a wide rangeofinterests, attitudes, personality
characteristics, work methods,etc. (see Reading 24). Provided
that the items have been validated repeatedly among highly ~
creative and less creative research workers, this approach
seems to offer greater promise for the selection of creative
students, scientists and artists than does the aptitudetest,
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21 F. Barron

The Disposition towards Originality

F. Barron, ‘The disposition toward Originality’, Journal of Abnormal andSocial Psychology, vol. 31, 1955, pp. 478-85,

There has been a marked tendency in psychological research onOriginality to focus attention upon the single original act initself, rather than upon thetotal personality of the originator.This is understandable, for the birth and development of theOriginal idea are usually more immediately interesting anddramatically vivid than the birth and history of the man who hadthe idea. Newton’s apple and Archimedes’ tub and the well ofEratosthenes are thus naturally the circumstances with which weassociate the remarkable insights of these original geniuses; wedo not often ask Ourselves whether these men were for the most

particular original response which,because of‘its validity, becomes an historical event,
There is good reason for believing, however, that OriginalityI

produce a really singular
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are regularly unoriginal,1

of relatively enduring tra

duction of original acts. Rat

conditions which have trigger

its either facilitate or impede the pro-

her than focusing on the immediate

ed the original response, the present

study was concerned with the underlying disposition toward

originality which it may be presumed exists in those persons

whoare regularly original. The research was directed first of all

toward identifying individuals who performed consistently in a

relatively more OF relatively less original way; when this had

been done, the more original were compared with theless original

in terms of personality organization. Independent evidence con-

cerning the personalities of the Ss was obtained both through the

use of standardized paper-and-pencil tests and through employ-

ment of the living-in assessment method, with its emphasis

upon observation of the Ss through several days of informal

social interaction, situational tests, group discussions, psycho-

drama, andthelike. The observers were of course kept in ignor-

ance of the scores earned by the Ss on tests of originality.

The Relativity of Originality

It is a basic assumption of this study that acts are original only in

relation to some specified commonality. The original must be

defined relative to the usual, and the degree of originality must

. be specified statistically in terms of incidence of occurrence. Thus

the first criterion of an original response is that it should have a

certain stated uncommonness in the particular group being

studied. A familiar example of this in psychological practice is

the definition of an original response to the Rorschach inkblots,

the requirement there being that the response should, in the

examiner’s experience, occur no more often than once in 100

examinations.

In the present study, we propose to deal with a relatively low

order of originality, its limits being set by the nature of the

sampling of Ss. The Ss are 100 captains in the United States Air

Force, and originality as discerned here is originality in relation

to the usual responses of only 100 persons. Furthermore, these

emselves especially selected for originality
100 persons are not th:

in relation to the population in general. Nevertheless, as we shall
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re-army back-ground, and similar to young men in general in terms of theusualness and the unusualness of their responses to
Originality employedin this experiment.
A second criterion that must be met if a response is to becalled original is that it be to someextent adaptive to reality.Theintent ofthis requirementisto exclude uncommon responseswhich are merely random, or which proceed from ignorance ordelusion. An example of the application of this secondcriterionmaybe taken from the scoring ofone ofthe measuresoforiginalityused in this experiment: the measure is a count of the number ofuncommon and correct anagram solutions to the test word

to by Ss, he must have recourse to ot
given many Rorschachs and who can be considered fairly opento suggestions as to what the blots might reasonably look like.Consensualverification is thus sought for such imaginings. Poorforms, or uncommon responses which did not sufficientlyrespect the inkblot reality, were not credited as original in thisstudy.

The Measurement of Originality
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associates in the Project on Aptitudes of High-Level Personnel at

California. These three tests had

significant loadings on the originality factor in the Guilford

researches. Of the remaining five measures, two are derived from

commonly used projective techniques, the Rorschach Psycho-

diagnostic and the Thematic Apperception Test; another is a

commonly used anagram test; and the remaining two tests were

devised by the writer.

1. Unusualuses. Thistest calls upon the subject to list six uses to

which each of several common objects can be put.It is scored for

infrequency, in the sample under study, of the uses proposed.

Odd-evenreliability in this sample is 0-77.

2. Consequences B. In this test, S is asked to write down what

ddenly to take place.
would happen if certain changes were su

The task for him is to list as many consequences OF results of

these changes as he can. The responses are scored according to

how obvious the imagined consequences are, the less obvious

responses receiving the higher scores. Interrater agreement is

plots are presented, and S is asked to

of for each plot. Thetitles are

0 to 5. The numberof titles

s score. Interrater

3. Plot titles B. Two story

write as manytitles as he can think

rated on a scale of cleverness from

rated 2, 3, 4 or 5 constitutes the clevernes

agreement in this study is 0-43.

count of the number of original

responses given by S to the ten Rorschach blots and adjudged by

to be good rather than poor
two scorers, working separately,

forms. Standard Rorschach administrative procedureis followed.

Interrater agreementis 0°72, and only those responses scored by

both scorers as O-+ were credited.

4. Rorschach O+. This is a

iginality rating. Two raters,

her, rate the TAT protocols

proximate normal

5. Thematic Apperception Test: or

working independently of one anot

of the 100 S’s on a nine-point scale, using ap
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sample understudy.
is offered by no more than two other Ss, he receives one pointfor originality. Total score is therefore the number of suchuncommonbut correctsolutions.

7. Word Rearrangement Test: originality rating. In this test, S isgiven fifty words which were selected at random froma list of
common nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. Heis told to make up a
Story which will enable him to use as many as possible of thelisted words. His composition is rated for Originality on a nine-point scale, just as the TAT was. Interrater agreement in this
instance is 0-67.

8. Achromatic inkblots. This is a set of ten achromatic inkblots
constructed locally. The S is asked to give only one response to
each blot. Responses are weighted accordingto their infrequency
of occurrence in the sample under study, the more infrequent
responses receiving the higher weights. Score is the sum of the
weights assigned to S’s responses on all ten blots. C\dd—even
reliability is 0-43,

It is worth noting thatall eight of these tests are free-response
tests; the respondentis not presented with alternatives devised
by the test maker, but must instead summon from with
self his own way of solving problems, seeing the blots, in
ing the pictures, putting together the wordsor letters, an
There is considerable latitude allowed forself-
idiosyncratic interpretation.
Futhermore, diverse media are presented for the respondentto

express himself through. The two inkblottests allow for original
visualization, or original perceptual organization ofvisual] forms.
The TAT and the Word Rearrangement Test permit originality
of verbal composition to showitself. Consequences and Unusual
Uses call for bright ideas in more or less discrete form. Plot

in him-
terpret-

d so on.
expression and for
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Titles evokes epigrammatic or sloganistic originality, while

Anagrams requires a combination of word fluency and ease of

perceptual reorganization.

If originality is indeed a dimension, and if some persons are

regularly original whereas others are regularly unoriginal, we

should expect the intercorrelations of these measures to be posi-

tive and to bestatistically significant; we should not, however,

expect the coefficients to be very high, for it is reasonable that

‘the dimension oforiginality would haveits variance apportioned

to several media of expression. Even regularly original persons

can be expected to be outstandingly original in only one or two

ways. The extent to which these expectations are confirmed in the

present study may be seen from Table 1, in which the Pearsonian

correlation coefficientsof all eight test measures with one another

are given. (With an N of 100, a Pearsonianr is significant at the

0-05 level if it is 0-20 or greater; an r of 0:26 is significant at

the 0-01 level.)

Table 1

Interrelations of Eight Originality Measures

nn
n

Test measures 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

na
m

1. Unusual uses — 0-42 0-37 0:08 0:17 0:29 0:06 0-17

2. Consequences B 0-42 — 0-46 —0-02 0-21 0-21 0-16 0-09

3. Plot titles B 0:37 0-46 — 0-17 0:26 0:17 0:16 0:07

4. Rorschach O+ 0:08 —0-02 0-17 — 0-21 0:03 —0:05 0-17

5. TAT originality 0-17 0-21 0:26 0-21 — 0-36 0:41 0-02

6. Anagrams 0-29 0-21 0-17 0:03 0:36 — 0-33 0-38

7. Word rearrange-

ment orig. 0:06 0:16 0:16 —0-05 0:41 0-33 — 0:09

8. Inkblot
originality 0:17. 0:09 0-07 0:17 0-02 0-38 0:09 —

ieeeoeNeNNm
Mq

OS

TOE
S

Oo

As Table 1 shows, the correlations of the eight measures with

one another tend to be positive and to be significantly different

from zero. The inkblot tests alone appear to bearlittle relation-

ship to the other measures, indeed, they do not even correlate

significantly with one another. If the two inkblot tests are

excluded, however, two-thirds of the intercorrelations of the

remaining six measures are significant at the 0-05 level, and all

are positive. Table 1 thus provides satisfactory evidence of the
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expected coherence or regularity of the manifestations ofOriginality, with consider.able reservations, however, concerningthe relevance of inkblot Originality to the dimension here beingmeasured.
Since it is quite possible that Originality is simply a multi-factorial dimension in which certain factors bear little relation-

yet are positively related to the under-
ole, it would probably be premature to

Table 2

Relationship of Eight Test Measures to Rated
Originality and to Composite Test Originalitya

Test measures 9 10ee
1. Unusual uses 0-30 0-602. Consequences B . | 0:36 0:593. Plot titles B 0-32 0-624. Rorschach O-+ 0:18 0:385. TAToriginality 0:45 0-596. Anagrams 0:22 0-627. Word rearrangement Originality 0°45 0-518. Inkblot Originality 0-07 0°469. Staff rating on Originality — 0:5510. Composite test Originality 0-55 —

|

Table 2 are the correlations of the eight measures individuallywith a variable whichis the sum of the standard scores earned byeach S on each of the eight tests:; In other words, each testmeasureis correlated with a composite of whichit is itself a part.
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ions thus show the relative contributions of each test

Table 2 provides evidence that the test battery is in substantial

agreement with the staff psychologists who gave ratings on

originality without knowledge of the test scores. The correlation

of 0:55 between the test composite and the observers’ ratings is

encouraging evidence that inexpensive, objective, and efficient

measurement of originality is possible.

Again, however, the inkblot measures have relatively little

relationship to these composite variables. The staff rating of

originality correlates significantly with six of the eight measures

(well beyond the 0:01 level of significance with five of them); but

neither the Rorschach originality nor the Inkblot originality iS

significantly related to the staff rating. As would be expected,

these measures also have the least contribution to make to the

test composite.

In spite of this situation, both inkblot measures were retained

in the battery for purposes of identifying regularly original and

regularly unoriginal Ss. The reasoning was as follows. On the

face of it, uncommon responses to inkblots are original acts

within the definition of originality being employed here. Tenden-

cies toward uncommon visual perceptions are of course not

readily recognized in ordinary social situations, since they have

to be verbalized to be socially visible. Hence the failure of ink-

blot tests to correlate with the staff rating of originality, based on

observations of social behavior alone, should be discounted.

The lack of a verbal componentin perceptual originality, and its

conspicuous presence in the other originality tests, may also

account for the relative independence of the inkblot tests in the

test composite. Finally, if the inkblot measures contribute only

error variance to the composite, their retention will result in

failure of some true relationships to appear, but this will be an

error on the conservative side; and if they do in fact contribute

true variance not contributed by any other test, they may add

appreciable validity to the picture of the personality correlates of

originality. They were therefore retained for the purpose of

identifying regularly original and regularly unoriginal subjects.

A dual criterion was now established for calling a given subject

regularly original: he had to be at least one standard deviation
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. above the mean on the test composite; and he had to be at least
two standard deviations above the mean onatleast one of the

~ eight measures. Fifteen regularly original Ss were thus identified ;
~ ‘more than half of them were at least two standard deviations

above the mean on two or more ofthe eight tests.
For comparison purposes, the fifteen lowest scorers on the

.. final distribution of summed standard scores were selected; all
of these Ss also met the criterion of being at least two standard
deviations below the meanonatleast one of the eight measures.

~They will be referred to as the regularly unoriginal subjects.

Some Hypotheses Suggested by Previous Work

_ The existence of a very general attitude toward experience, of a
sort which disposes toward complexity of outlook, independence
of judgementandoriginality, has been suggested by the results

_ of studies reported earlier by the present writer. It was found,
«.- for example, that individuals who refused to yield to strong

pressure from their peers to concur in a false group opinion
_ described themselves ,on an adjective check list, as ‘ original’ and

‘artistic’ much more frequently than did subjects who yielded
to such group pressure. In addition, the independent (non-
yielding) Ss showed a marked preference for complex and

*., asymmetrical line drawings, as opposed to simple and symmetri-
cal drawings. This preference for the complex and asymmetrica]
had been shownpreviously to be highly correlated both with the
choice of art as a vocation and with rated artistic ability among
art students. Furthermore, in a sample of Ph.D. candidates in
the sciences, preference for the complex and asymmetrical
figures proved to be significantly related to rated Originality in
graduate work. This same relationship was found among
graduating medical school seniors who wererated for originality
by their faculty. Other evidence indicated that the opposed
preferences, for complexity or for simplicity, were related to a
generalized experiential disposition: the preference for com-
plexity is associated with a perceptual attitude which seeks to
allow into the perceptual system the greatest possible richness of
experience, even though discord and disorder result, while the
preference for simplicity is associated with a perceptual attitude
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which allows into the system only as much as can be integrated

without great discomfort and disorder, even though this means|

excluding someaspects ofreality.

From all these considerations, certain hypotheses as to the ~

characteristics of original persons were derived and put to the

test in the present study. The hypotheses, and the waysin which

they were tested, or partially tested, are described below.

Hypothesis 1

That original persons prefer complexity and some degree of~

apparent imbalance in phenomena. ,

Test la. The Barron—Welsh Art Scale of the Figure Preference

Test. Preference for complex-asymmetrical figures earns the

subject a high score. a

Hypothesis 2 ed

That original persons are more complex psychodynamically and .

have greater personal scope.

Test 2a. Psychiatric interviewer rating on ‘complexity and scope ~

as a person’. The Ss receiving high ratings are those who were

diagnosed by a psychiatric interviewer, on thebasis of a two-hour

interview, as having a ‘more complex personality structure and U«

greater potential for complex ego-synthesis’. Ratings were on a

nine-point scale with approximate normal curve frequencies

being assigned to each point along the scale.

Hypothesis 3

That original persons are more independentin their judgements.

Test 3a. The Independence of Judgement Scale. On this inventory

scale, which was developed against the criterion of actual be-

haviour in the Asch group pressure experiment in previous

studies, high scores indicate similarity to persons who manifest

independence.

Test 3b. A modification of the Asch group pressure experiment.

This is a situational test in which Ss are put under pressure from ~
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Hypothesis 4

Thatoriginal persons are more self-assertive and dominant.

Test 4a. Dominance-submission ratings in a psychodramaticsituation especially designed to elicit such tendencies in thesubjects. Ratings were on a nine-pointscale,

Test 4b. The Social Dominance Scale ofthe California Psychologi-cal Inventory. This is a thoroughly studied and validated scalefor the measurement of dominancein real-life socia] situations.

Test 4c. Staff rating on dominance, based on three days ofobservation of social behaviour. Dominance wasdefined for the~ raters as follows: ‘self-assurance, ascendance andself-confidencein dealing with Others ; forceful, authoritative, resolute, not easilyintimidated’, A five-point rating scale was used,

Test 4d. The Self-Assertiveness Scale of the California Psycho-logical Inventory.
~~

Test 4e. The Phallicism Scale of the Persona] Preference Scale.This scale is intended as a measure of the derivatives and residualsin the adult personality of propensities which were highlycathected in the phallic Stage of psychosexual development.High scores indicate an emphasis on personal power and desirefor recognition.

Hypothesis 5

control of impulse. This would imply that they forbid themselvesfewer thoughts, that they dislike to police themselves or others,that they are disposed to entertain impulses and ideas that arecommonly taboo, and in general that they express in theirpersons the sort of indiscipline which psychoanalytic theory
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would ascribe to a libidinal organization in which derivatives of

the early anal rather than of the late anal stage in psychosexual

development predominate.

Test 5a. An index of suppression-expression on the Minnesota |

Multiphasic Personality Inventory is obtained by adding the

T-scores on the Lie, Hysteria and K-scales and subtracting

from that sum the sum of 7-scores on Psychopathic Deviation

and Hypomania. On this index, regularly original Ss should

obtain lower scores.

Test 5b. The Policeman Interest Scale of the Strong Vocational

Interest Blank. Although this is bound to be a somewhatderiva-

tive measure of the personality tendency toward suppression of

outlawed impulse, it does at least reflect the similarity of the

subject’s interests to those of persons whoare regularly employed

at maintaining law, order and civil discipline — who, in short,

seem vocationally suited to policing. Regularly original Ss

should earn low scores.

Test 5c. The Early Anal and the Late Anal scales of the Personal

Preference Scale (Grygier revision). If the scales are valid and the

ra

=>

hypothesis is correct, regularly original Ss should score higheron ~

Early Anal and lower on Late Anal than do regularly unoriginal

Ss. :

Test 5d. The Impulsivity Scale of the California Psychological

Inventory. Since high scorers are those who express impulse

readily, the regularly original Ss should earn higher scores than

the regularly unoriginal Ss.

Test 5e. Staff rating: impulsivity. Again, regularly original Ss

should receive higher ratings.

The group comparisons specified in these predictions are pre-

sented in detail in Table 3. As that table shows, twelve of the

fifteen predictions proved correct. A fairly conservative criterion

of confirmation was adopted: significance at the 0:05 level when
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Table 3

Tests of Hypotheses

Hypotheses .
t P

M SD

1. Preference for complexity
Test la, Barron-Welsh Art Scale
2. Complexity as a person
Test 2a. Psychiatric rating:
“complexity as a person’
3. Independence of judgementTest 3a. Independence of JudgementScale
Test 3b. Group pressure situation
4. Self-assertion and dominance' Test.4a, Psychodrama: dominancerating
Test 4b. CPI: Social Dominance ScaleTest 4c. Staff rating: dominance _Test 4d. CPI: Self-Assertiveness ScaleTest 4e. PPS: Phallicism Scale (VIK)
3. Rejection of Suppression; tendencytoward expression of impulseTest 5a. MMPI: (L+Hy+k)—-; (D+ Ma)

t gest 5b. SVIB: Policeman Interestcale
Test 5c. PPS: Early Anal Scale (IVB)

Late Anal Scale (VB)Test 5d. CPI: Impulsivity ScaleTest Se. Staff rating: impulsivity

Originals Unoriginals
(N = 15) (N = 15)NE
M SD

19-40 12-28 12°67 10-69

6-40 1-82 4:00 1-67

9-60 1-67 8-00 2:94
3°00

=

1-87 8-60 1-80

41:13 11-70 38-40 7°78
36°60 3-74 28-87 4-75
34-40 7:10 25-40 4-06
15°73 1-44 15-07 2°74
13:20 2:37 9:13 4-27

43-47 26°24 58-87 12°30

44-67 9-87
20°33 4-57 17°87 2-90
23°53 4-59 .
23°13 7*86 16°60 6-08
32°27 6°41

1-78 0-045

55°00 10-81 —2-61 0-01

27°80 5:42 4:74 0-001

Discussion
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defined as the range of possible adaptive responses available in all

situations. As the response repertoire of any given organism

increases, the number of statistically infrequent responses, Con-

sidered relative to the population of like organisms, will also

increase. Thus the ability to respond in an unusual or original

mannerwill be greatest when freedom is greatest.

Now freedom is related in a very special manner to degree

and kind of organization. In general, organization, in company

with complexity, generates freedom; the more complex the level

of integration, the greater is the repertoire of adaptive responses.

The tendency toward organization may, however, operate in

such a fashion as to maintain a maladaptive simplicity. We are

familiar in the political sphere with totalitarian states which

depend upon suppression to achieve unity; such states are psycho-

dynamically similar to the neurotic individual who suppresses his

own impulses and emotions in order to maintain a semblance of -

stability. There are at hand enough case histories of both such -

organizations, political and private, to makeit clear that the sort

of unity and balance that depends upontotal suppression of the

claims of minority affects and opinions is maladaptive in the

long run.

Suppression is a common way of achieving unity, however,

he short run it often seems to work. Increasing com-

n an organism’s ability to integrate

phenomena; one solution ofthe difficulty is to inhibit the develop-

ment of the greater level of complexity, and thus to avoid the

temporary disintegration that would otherwise have resulted.

Originality, then, flourishes where suppression is at a minimum

and where some measure of disintegration is tolerable in the

interests of a final higher level of integration. |

If we consider the case of a human being who develops

strongly the disposition toward originality, we must posit certain

because in t

plexity puts a strain upo
:



of regulation of impulse by
impulse by oneself.

~ Persons, society, and oneself. The socially disrated traits which

, freedom of expression, andnovelty of construction and insight.
In this view, then the pervasive and unstereotyped uncon-ventionality of thought which one finds consistently in creative. Individualsis related generically to a tendencyto resist accultura-tion, where acculturationis Seen as demanding surrender of one’s
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they are characteristically aroused to wrath at t

j d their feeling about creative

n somesense religious. Very
power in themselves and others is 1

tive of a lifetime of endeavor, *
often their work, seen in the perspec

is itself the creation of a cosmos of their own, as though each ~

mind is progressively unfolding itself as life itself has.

but it seems likely that social conditions analogous to those seen

Freedom of expression and
_ in individual creativity are important.

movement, lack of fear of dissent and contradiction, a willing- |

ness to break with custom, a spirit of

tion to work, purpose on a grand scale;

attributes which a creative social entity,

can be expected to have.

whether vast or tiny,
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22 D. W. MacKinnon

The Personality Correlates of Creativity: A Study of
American Architects

Excerpts from D. W. MacKinnon,‘The personality correlates of
creativity: a study of American architects’, in Proceedings of the
Fourteenth Congress on Applied Psychology, vol. 2, Munksgaard,
1962, pp. 11-39.

The Architect as Artist and Scientist

The decision to include architects among the professions to be
Studied was based upon the assumption that they might as a
group reveal that which is most generally characteristic of
creativity and the creative person. Grossly oversimplifying the
profoundly complex one might, as has often been done, entertain
the notion that there are at least two kindsofcreativity — artistic
and scientific — and that those who practice and excel in one of
these are, at least in some respects, different from those who labor
in the other. Yet it is clear that there are certain domains of
creative endeavor which require that the successful practitioner
be both artist and scientist. Surely architecture is such a field,
with its requirements that its designs meet the demands, as
described by Ruskin, of firmness, delight and commodity, or in

‘more modern language, the demands of technology, visual form

Identifying Creative Architects

We began our enterprise by asking a panel of experts, five
university professors of architecture each working independently,
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to nominate the forty most creative architects in the United

States. In addition to making nominations, panel members

rated the creativity of each nominated architect on a five-

point scale and wrote a summary evaluation of his work, indicat-

ing why he wasnominated.

Had there been perfect agreement. among the nominators,

each would have mentioned the sameforty. Actually they gave

us eighty-six names. Thirteen of the architects were nominated by

all five members, nine were nominated by four, eleven were

nominated by three, thirteen by two, while forty were individual

nominations by single panel members. Subsequently each panel

member rated the creativity of those not nominated by him

originally, provided he knew them well enough to do so.

Onthe basis of the average or meanrating of their creativity

and the summary evaluations of their work, the nominated

architects (known to us at this stage only by a disguising code

number) werelisted in the order in which we would invite them

to participate in the study. Our hope was to win the cooperation

of the first forty whom we invited, but to get forty acceptances

sixty-four invitations had to be sent out.

The forty who accepted came to Berkeley in groups of ten,

where they were subjects of a weekend-long intensive assessment.

But what of the twenty-four who declined our invitation to be

studied? Are they more orless creative than the forty who were

willing to be assessed, or in no way different ? When the nominat-

ing panel’s ratings of creativity for the two groups were converted

to standard scores and compared, the means were found to be

identical: 50-0, standard deviation 9-9 for the twenty-four not

assessed, as against 50-1, standard deviation 9:5 for the forty

assessed architects.

To check further on this point we asked fourteen editors of the

major American architectural journals, Architectural Forum,

Architectural Record, Journal of the American Institute of

Architects and Progressive Architecture to rank the sixty-four

invited architects from mostto least creative, and eleven did so.

When mean rankings for the twenty-four versus the forty were

converted to standard scores, the non-assessed group had a

slightly higher mean score (51-9, SD 8-0) than the assessed sample

(48-7, SD 6-1), but the difference is not statistically significant.
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If we did not assess the forty most creative architects in the
country, we at least can be assured of having studied a highly
creative group of architects indistinguishable in their creativity
from the group of twenty-four who declined to be studied.
[...]

Sampling Widely the Profession of Architecture

But to have limited our study to the assessment of forty archi-
tects, each of whom wasrecognized as highly creative, would not
have permitted us to say anything with confidence about the
personality correlates of creativity. For the distinguishing
characteristics of this sample — and there were many that we
found — might well have nothing to do with their creativity.
Obviously the design of our study required that the profession of
architecture be widely sampled beyondthe assessed forty in order
to discover whether and to what extent the traits of creative
architects are characteristic of architects in general or peculiar
to those whoare highly creative,
To this end the Directory of Architects published in 1955 was

searched in order to select two additional] samples of architects
both of which would match the assessed sample of forty, which I
shall now call architects I, with respect to age and geographic
location of practice. The first of the supplementary samples,
which I shall designate architects II, is composed of forty-three
architects each of whom met the additional requirement that he
had had at least two years of work experience and association
with one of the originally nominated creative architects. The
other additional sample, which I shall label architects III, is
composed of forty-one architects none of whom has ever worked
with any of the nominated creative architects.
By selecting three samples in this manner we hoped to tap a

range of talent sufficiently wide to be fairly representative of the
profession as a whole. In a first attempt to determine whether we
had achieved this goal it seemed reasonable to assume that an
approximate measure of an architect’s creativeness might be the
amount of space devoted to his work in the architectural litera-
ture. Accordingly two indices of publicity or prominence, and by
inference also indices of creativity, were computed

:

(a) a weighted
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index of the numberofarticles by or about each architect and his

work referenced in the Architectural Index for the years 1950-58,

and (b) a weighted index of the number of pages devoted to each

architect and his work for the same period.

Table 1 shows the mean scores for both of these indices for

each of the three samples.

Table 1

Indices of Publicity or Prominence

en

Group

I IT Hl

a

Articles by or about each architect, 1950-58 131 20 3

Pages
97 13 2

a

On both indices architects I are clearly superior to the other

two samples. Architects IT on both measures are between

architects I and ILI, but much closer to the latter than to the

former. [. . .]

In search of a better criterion, six groups of architects and

experts on architecture were asked finally to rate on a nine-point

scale the creativity of each of the 124 architects comprising the

total sample of architects I, Il and Ill whom they knew well

enough to judge. Ratings of creativity were made for varying

numbersofarchitects by five members of the original nominating

panel (all professors of architecture in the University of Cali-

fornia), by six editors of the major architectural journals, by

nineteen professors of architecture distributed nation-wide, by

thirty-two architects I, thirty-six architects II and twenty-eight

architects III.

Table 2 shows the mean rating of creativity for each of the

three groups of architects: architects I, 5-46; architects II, 4-25;

and architects III, 3-54; the mean differences in rated creativity

between groups I and II and groups II and III being significant

beyond the 0-001 level, and also of course between I and III.

Having demonstrated that the three groups do indeed represent

significantly different levels of creativity, we can examine data

obtained from them to discover the personality correlates of

»



creativity and more specifically the distinguishing characteristicsof creative architects.

Table 2

Mean Ratings of Creativity on Nine-Point Scale of 124
Architects Separated into Three Groups

Groups rated Mean SD T-ratio P Valuerating

1
e

eArchitects I 5-46 0-43 10-795 <0-001Architects IT 4-25 0-56 4-908 <0-001Architects III 3-54 0-74 ~

The Impression Made by Creative Architects

How are creative architects seen b
Following each three-day assessment, staff members checked onthe Gough Adjective Check List (1960) those adjectives whichin their opinion were especially descriptive of each architect.Adjectives which were checked by three or more of the ten Staff

nt or more ofthe architects most salientlydescribe our image of the creative architect. They are: alert,

y psychological assessors?

per cent); active, confident, industrious, reliable (90 per cent)9

conscientious, imaginative, reasonable (88 per
independent, interests wide (85 per cent);
determined, energetic, persevering,

cent) ; enterprising,
adaptable, assertive,

sincere (82 per cent); and
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individualistic, serious (80 per cent). The impression which they

make is obviously a highly favorable one.

Another method whereby we recorded our impressions was

the 100-item Q-sort developed by Block (1961), consisting of

descriptive t

sortings made by each staff memberyields the staff’s composite

image of the personality structure of the creative architect. Listed

in Table 3 in rank order are the fifteen statements (out of 100)

which we consider most descriptive of the creative architects —

architects [.

Table 3
a

Rank Item
Ran

e

1. Enjoys esthetic impressions; is esthetically reactive.

2. Has high aspiration level for self.

3. Values own independence and autonomy.

4. Is productive; gets things done.

5. Appears to have a high degree ofintellectual capacity.

6. Genuinely values intellectual and cognitive matters.

7. Concerned with own adequacy as a person, either at conscious or

unconsciouslevels.

8. Is a genuinely dependable and responsible person.

9, Has a wide range of interests.

10. Behaves in an ethically consistent manner; is consis

personal standards.

12. Has social poise and presence; appears socially at ease.

12. Enjoys sensuous experiences(including touch, taste, smell, physical

contact).

12. Is critical, skeptical, not easily impressed.

14. Appears straightforward, forthright, candid in dealings with others.

15. Is a talkative individual.

ao

With the possible exception of

image of the creative architect we have formed is a highly

favorable one. There are, however, many facets of personality

not revealed in any mere listing of adjectives and phrases; and

so I turn now to a discussion of traits and dispositions revealed
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procedures,

Artistic Production and Creativity

dimensions: over-all artistic merit, g
form, Originality, warmth and Pleasingness. The raters were fourmembers of the University of California faculty: two in theDepartment of Art and two in the Department of DecorativeArt. Their ratings were avera
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(these are not 1.Q. scores), and within the group the correlation

of intelligence as measured by the Concept Mastery Test and

creativity in architecture as rated by the experts is —0:08, not

significantly different from zero.

Table 4

Mean Score and Standard Deviations for Various Groups on

the Concept Mastery Test, Form T

Group
N Mean SD

Creative writers
20 156-4 21-9

Subjects of Stanford Gifted Study 1004 136-7 28:5

Women mathematicians
41 131-7 33°8

Graduate students
125 119-2 33-0

Research scientists
45 118-2 29-4

Creative architects (1) 40. 113-2 37:7

Undergraduate students 201 101-7 33-0

Spouses of gifted subjects 690 95-3 42-7

Electronics engineers and scientists 95 94:5 37:0

Engineering college seniors 40 80-4 27:9

Military officers
344 60°3 31-6

Independent inventors 14 50°8 34-7

ec

Certainly this does not mean that over the whole range of

- creative endeavor there is no correlation between intelligence

‘and creativity. We have found no feeble-minded architects.

Rather, it suggests that a certain amount of intelligence is re-

quired for creativity, but beyond that point being more intelligent

or less intelligent is not crucially determinative of the level of an

architect’s creativeness. And,certainly, for an individual architect

to be recognized for his creativity does not require that he be

outstanding in verbal intelligence.

It may well be that spatial and other types of intelligence are

far more important for the creativity of an architect than his

verbal intelligence. On the Crutchfield (1958) version of the

Gottschaldt Figures Test, which requires that one isolate and

identify simple geometric figures that are imbedded or hidden in

larger more complex figures, creative architects score higher

than any other group we have studied. The Gottschaldt Figures
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N Mean SD
Creative architects (1) 40 15-7 4-4Researchscientists 45 15:5 3-7Women mathematicians 41 13-7 4-4Student writers 10 10°5 5-9Military officers 100 9-7 4:9Creative writers 20 7:4 4-4

45 46:1 8-6Medical school seniors 39 43-7 7:8Creative architects (1) 40 42:2 6°6Medical school applicants 70 40-7 7:6Male university students 221 37:5 7:3Military officers 311 36°5 8-8B
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sports, music,literature, history, geography, drinks, restaurants,

and the like, and is designed to assess an individual’s general

knowledge of the world and the culture in which he lives.

In brief, creative architects reveal themselves as broadly

informed (remember, we checked ‘interests wide’ for them), who,

if not outstanding in their performance on tests of verbal intelli-

gence are, nevertheless, intellectually very competent. A distinc-

tion must be made between 1.Q. intelligence and effective intelli-

gence; andit is on the latter that creative architects excel. Yet, if

verbal intelligence tests are not the special metier of creative

architects, they are nonetheless highly verbal characters. The

item which fell in fifteenth place (out of 100) in our Q-sort

description of them was‘Is a talkative person’. .

Values and Creativity

On the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values (1951) designed

to test in the individual the relative strength of the six values of

n as described by Eduard Spranger, namely, theoretical,

economic, esthetic, social, political and religious, architects I,

as may be seen in Figure 1, score highest on esthetic and theo-

retical, and despite the success with which, as entrepreneurs, they

carry out their architectural practice, their least valued valueis the

economic.

The esthetic and theoretical va

values for architects Il and III, but these values are less pro-

nounced for them. Furthermore, the economic value, the lowest

of all values for highly creative architects, is held significantly

higher (at the 0-01 level) by architects III, and also by architects

II. Indeed in the total sample of 124, the theoretical value corre-

lates with the rated creativity of the architects +0-18, and

esthetic value +0°35, and the economic value —0:48.

me

lues are also the two highest

Jungian Typological Functions and Creativity

On the Myers—Briggs Type Indicator (1958), a test designed to

place individuals in the scheme of personalitytypes developed

by Carl G. Jung, interesting similarities and differences among the

three samples are revealed.
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 40 architects | 50-8 28:4 56-2 29-8 40-0 34-843 architects || 47-8 _ 35-9 52:9 29-9 39-0 34:541 architects II! 47-0 38-4 47-7 29:0 39-4 38-8

some prejudging, and in any ca
controlled, carefully planned an
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judgement. Among architects II and III, perceptive types are in

hitects II and only
the minority, there being 44 per cent in arc

seventeen per cent among architects III.

It is the other way around with judging. 81 per cent of architects

III and 53 per cent of architects II are judging types, while only

40 per cent of architects I show a preference for judging.

Means for the three groups show the same progressions: in

the case of perception 16-3 to 11-7 to 9:2 as one moves fromthe

moreto the less creative architects, and in the case of judgement

means go from 18-1 to 15-3 to 12°4 as one moves from the less

creative to the more creative groups.

The second preference in this scheme is for one of two types

of perception: sense perception or sensa

becoming aware of things by way of the senses v. intuitive per-

ception or intuition, which is an indirect perception ofthe deeper

meanings and possibilities inherent in things and situations.

United
Preliminary norms for this test suggest that in the

States three out of four persons will be classified as sense per-

ceptives. They concentrate on things as they are experienced

through their five senses, and they center their attention on

existing facts. The one out of every four who perceives intuitively

looks expectantly for a link or bridge between that which is

given and present and that which is not yet thought of, focusing

habitually upon possibilities.

Nowthere is no doubt that we would expect creative persons

not to be stimulus- and object-bound but ever alert to the as-yet-

not-realized. The fact that 100 per cen i

(architects I) are intuitive, when only an estimated 25 per cent of

the American population are intuitive, is a striking finding. In

view of this it is especially interesting to note that in the compari-

son samples intuition is less often the preferred mode of percep-

tion: 84 per cent of architects II and 59 per cent of architects II.

Conversely, the percentage of sensation types progresses

from 0 per cent of architects I to 14 per cent of architects II to

39 per cent of architects III.

There is a corresponding

three samples on intuition (from 21-0 to 17:1 to 14-4) and on

sensation (from 3:4 to 6-6 to 10:5), the differences being in each

case at or beyond the 0-05 level of significance.
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and 63 percent of architects III are introverts.
Just as there is no significant differ.
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control over others, creative architects scor

group we have tested.

24, the number of organizations to

which architects belonged correlated _(0-22 with their judged

creativity. Correlations of certain scores on FIRO-B with the

architects’ rated creativity may also be noted. Scores on E!

(the expressed desire to include others in one’s activities) Ccor-

relate —0°44 with creativity, while scores on W! (the expressed

desire to be included in other’s activities) correlate with creativity

—0-26. WS (the wish to be controlled by others) correlates

0:24 with creativity, while EC (the desire to control others)

correlates with creativity +0:34.

and exercise
e nigher

than any other professional

In the total sample of 1

Preferences for Complexity and Creativity

ive architect and his openness
The perceptiveness of the creat

perience are revealed in several
to richness and complexity of ex

of his test performances.

The Barron—Welsh Art Scale of the Welsh Figure Preference

ts to the subjects a set of

ch range from the simple

New York, San Francisco, New Orleans, Chicago and Minn
eapo-

lis showed a marked preference for the complex, asymmetrical,

vital and dynamic figures. A contrasting sample of non-artists

revealed a marked preference for the simple and symmetrical  &

drawings.
three samples of architects performed

on this test relative to the performance of each other and of other

groups. Architects I, the forty nominated creative architects,

earn a mean score of 37-1, testing very close to the artists, who

scored 39:1. Then in descending order of preference for the

complex and asymmetrical come writers (31°5), architects I

(29-5), women mathematicians (27-0), architects III (26:1),

research scientists (24-0), student engineers (21:5) and non-

artists (13-9).

There is a pronounced difference in mean score between

creative architects (architects I) and the comparison samples of
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preference for perceptual complexity
creativity. Ifone considers the meaning

* Table 7

Mean Scores and Standard Devi
Barron—Welsh Art Scale

Group

ations for Various Groups

N Mean SD

Artists 30 39-1 13-8Architects I 40 37-1 98Writers 20 31:5 12-5Architects IT 43 29:5 10:1Women mathematicians 41 27:0 14-7Architects III 4] 26:1 12:1Research scientists 45 24:0 12:3Student engineers 40 21:5 11-8Non-artists 300 13-9 76a

~

the experts.

Life History Correlates of Creativity

Turning now to thelife historieSs of our subjects, we may askwhat kinds of experiences nurtured their creativity.
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It is clear from their reports that certainly not all of them

had the kind of happy homes and favorable life circumstances

so generally thought to be conducive to sound psychological

ment at the hands of
development. Some underwent brutal treat

sadistic fathers. These, to be sure, constitute the minority, but

they appear today no less creative than those whose fathers

offered them quite satisfactory male figures with whom easy

identification could be made, though there is some evidence that

they are not as effective or as successful in the financial and busi-

ness aspects of their profession as the others.

Settling upon their life careers came early for some, one of

whom already at four had decided he wanted to be an architect.

Others were slow in coming to a professional identity, not decid-

ing until several years past college that architecture was what they

wanted to practice. In the case of several of these, the choice of a

life profession was made the more difficult by virtue of the fact

that they possessed so many skills and interests, providing them

with the possibility of many quite different careers. Several were

painters and sculptors before t

of them continue today these other

sional and not merely a vocationa

architectural practice.

Almost without exceptio

artistic temperament and consi

mother who in the architect’s e

1 fashion along with their

n one or both of the parents were of

derable skill. Often it was the

arly years fostered his artistic

le as well as her tuition. And

eative architects mani- ,

fested considerable interest and skill in drawing and painting.

Independence and Creativity

‘In school and college the creative architects were tolerably

good students, but in general not outstanding if one may

judge from their academic grades. In college they averaged about

a B. But what most clearly appears to have characterized

their college careers was the independence with which they

i aught their interest they could

an A performance, but in courses that failed to strike



—_

Profound skepticism. They were unwilling to accept anythingon the mere say-so of their instructors. Nothing was to beaccepted on faith or becauseit had behindit the voice ofauthority.Such matters might be accepted, but only after the student onhis own had demonstrated to himself their validity. In a sense,they were rebellious, but they did not run counter to the standardsout of sheer rebelliousness. Rather, they were spirited in their

of the faculty, took his degreein the art department.
Theself-assertive independence which they showed early andmanifested so clearly in schoo] and collegestill characterizes thecreative architect. In the total Sample two Institute Scales, onemeasuring Self-assertiveness, the other independence, correlate+0-34 and +0-43 with rated creativity.

Psychological Health and Creativity

The most striking aspect of the Minnesota Multiphasic Person-ality Inventory (Hathaway and McKinley, 1945) profiles for allthree groups of architects, as Figure 2 shows, is an extremelyhigh peak on the Mf (femininity) scale. This peak has appearedalso for all other highly creative male groups that we havestudied. Thougharchitects II score almost as high on femininityas architects I, the difference in mean score between architects Iand III is significant at the 0-0] level. For the total sample Mf

Interest Blank (Strong, 1959) where scores on the masculinity—femininity scale (high scores indicating more masculinity)correlate —0-48 with rated creativity.
The morecreative the architect the morehereveals an Openness
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to his own feelings and emotions, a sensitive intellect and under-

standing self-awareness, and wide-ranging interests including

many which in the American culture are thought of as feminine.

In the realm of sexual identifications and interests, our creative

subjects appear to give more expression to the feminine side of
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Figure 2 MMPI: standard scores with K factor addedto five variables \

their nature than do less creative persons. If one wereto cast this

into Jungian terms one would say that these creative persons are

not so completely identified with their masculine persona roles

as to blind themselves to or deny expression to the more feminine

traits of the anima. For some the balance between masculine and |

feminine traits, interests and identifications is a precarious one,

reconciliation of these opposites of their nature has been barely

achieved and only after considerable psychic stress and turmoil.

In this connexion it may be noted that our architects’ mean

scores on the eight clinical scales of the MMPI(see Figure 2)
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flexible (Fx), and having

architects ITI.

On the dimensions of the CPI, scores of architects Il fall

d architects III, but definitely

between those of architects I an

closer to the former than to the latter. Indeed, there is only one

scale, Cm (communality), on which architects Il are significantly

different from architects I: their responses more closely resemble

the modal or common pattern for the inventory.

Much of our data has yet to be analysed. The full and com-

plete image of the creative architect which is still emerging from

our research will surely present an infinitely more detailed and

differentiated picture than I have drawn for you today. Indeed

our image of the creative architect is fast becoming several

images of different types of creative architect. But if I were to

summarize what is most generally characteristic of the creative

architect as we have seen him, it is his high level of effective

intelligence, his openness to experience, his freedom from petty

- restraints and impoverishing inhibitions, his esthetic sensitivity,

his cognitive flexibility, his independence in thought and action,

questioning commitment to crea-

his high level of energy, his un
triving for creative solutions

tive endeavor and his unceasing s

to the ever more difficult architectural problems which he con-

stantly sets for himself.

more femininity of interests (Fe) than
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23 R. B. Cattell and H. J. Butcher

Creativity and Personality

Excerpts from R.B. Cattell and H. J. Butcher, The Prediction oy

Achievement and Creativity, Bobbs-Merrill, 1968, pp. 276-8, 229-96.

The Roots of Creativity in Personality Studied Biographcally

Although the modern study of creativity and personality rightly

makes use of and largely depends upon experiment,clinical obser-

vation, psychological testing, statistical analysis, follow-up

studies, and so forth, it would be foolish to neglect entirely the

illuminating clues and suggestions provided by historical) and

biographical studies. Impressive pioneer studies of this kind,

attempting to reassess outstanding men and women of the past

in terms of modern psychological knowledge and concepts were

made by Galton (1870), Cox (1926) and Havelock Ellis (1946),

among others.

Morerecently, Cattell (1959) has surveyed the lives of a large

number of eminent research scientists and has summarized his

findings in terms of the primary personality factors described

in chapter 4 of this book [not included here]. It is important to

note that this summary of findings, which will be briefly repro-

duced in this section, although first made widely accessible in

1963, was arrived at some ten years earlier, before the empirical

studies, such as those with Drevdahl, and was presented to the

New York Academy of Sciences in 1954. It would have been a

pity to study the biographies only after a knowledgeofthe psycho-

metric results on eminent contemporaries. As it 1s, however,

the extent of concordance between the two approaches can be

guaranteed not to be an artifact. The biographical survey,

although the result of perhaps a thousand hours’ reading, was

in the nature ofa first attempt to assess retrospectively the per-

sonalities of scientists of genius in terms of recently described

personality factors. It was not on the scale of, say, Cox and

Terman’s monumental similar study in terms of intelligence. A
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applyto all the compo

in the A factor, of w

chapter 4. Our reference i

verted nature of Lord

nents, but seems to be largely concentrated

hich a detailed description was given in

n this section to the apparently intro-

Cavendish, Dalton and others was

mainly referable to a typical A-character — skeptical, withdrawn,

unsociable,critical, precise. Cavendish’s biographer,for instance,

gives a vivid picture of his dislike of formal, pretentious social

gatherings and describes one occasion when, required to meet

eminent foreign scientists, he broke away and ran down the

corridor ‘squeaking like a bat’! But if it appears to be generally

true from the study of biographies that eminent scientists have

been low on factor A, the sameis not true of another component

of ‘ntroversion—extraversio
n, factor H. Here the strong impres-

sion is that they are, in genera1, well up at the positive end of the

scale, with high ‘parasympathetic immunity’, and displaying a

characteristic resourcefuIness, adaptability and adventurousness

(probably largely constitutional). On factor F, however (Surg-

ency-Desurgency),
one gets the overwhelming impression that

eminent scientists of the past have been low (desurgent), com-

pared with the general population and with many particular

professions and callings. One has only to think, for instance, of

Pascal, William Hamilton, Newton, Boyle, Dalton and Faraday

to form the opinion that introspection, restraint, brooding and

ll indicators of desurgency, have been

highly characteristic.

These observations suggest a certain paradoxical structure

d stratum factor, in that

within the general introversion secon
sitively in the general

traits that generally tend to correlate po

ll correlate negatively among creative

population may very we

i d this may be the basis of Kretschmer’s notion of

‘warring heredity’,
ility to inhibiti

stitutionally low susceptibi
being highly inhibited, as

by a low score on factor H, while yet

ctor F. Similarly, it may be

would be shown by a low score on fa

\f the Philosopher) found a

noted that Abeim (The Psychology ©

high degree of inhibition to be characteristic, though not so

generally combined (as in scientists) with an essentially dominant

personality.

So much for the apparently rather complex question of intro-
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Last, these people have a quite exceptional degree of intellectual

self-sufficiency. They depart freely from all the customary

judgements of the world, yet are not appalled by their isolation.

They appear, indeed, barely to notice that they are eccentric, and

they expect as a natural right the freedom to be ‘odd’ that they

themselves would
fairly gr but that the average man

ling to grant. In personality research, a

is often quite unwi

dimension of this kind, labeled Q, in our series, has long been

known.It is interesting to see that wh

rich supply of inner resources and interests — 1S

in the biographical evidence, too.

To cut short what really justifies a wide anecdotal illustration,

at appears to have dis-

we summarize the personality profile th

tinguished the creative scientist from both the average man and

the professional man successful in a routine occupation. It

is a profile of sizothyme hardness, high intelligence, stability,

dominance, desurgent taciturnity, and high self-sufficiency. [.-.]

Creativity Prediction by Psychological Tests Aimed at a

‘Creative Type’

It is necessary to be 1

i for a task. In the former,

and effectiveness cal

we ask what characteristics distinguish the person in the j

jobs. In the latter, we obtai i

ility and motivation factors upon

ciency among those actually in the job. Both

used in research on creativity. With a

often been studied with

those in other

of personality, ab

effectiveness OF effi

these criteria have been

ions, however,

=
7

d meaning, sO that psychological

alization have been impaired. Among the

tudies of Drevdahl ¢ adjustment’ criterion),insight and gener

‘yeness’ criterion).exceptions are the s

Jones, Chambers and Tollefson (‘effecti

ing primary personality factors was carried

The first study us!
) with graduate students.

out by Drevdahl (1956

was the creativity shown by these stu

and class discussion, as evaluated by pro

them. He found st
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O

Chemists
0-27*

0:64 * —0:29
0:48 * —0-64*

Engineers
0:38 * 0-28 * —0:07

0-27 * —0-43*

Qi Q
Q; Qa

Chemists
0:64 * 0:04

0-43 * —0-49 *

Engineers
0:38 * 0-40 * 0:24 * —0-29*

Tt is interesting
to compare this als with the correlatio

ns

obtained by Meredith for creativity oO students (N = 162) aS»

measured
by the Maddi

SPI:

A B C E F G
H 1

9-04 9 17* 0:08 0:27 ** 0-06 _0-25 ** O11 0:24 **

L M N O Qi Q,
Q; Q.
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necessarily that of an accommodating and popular personality,
and its qualities of independence and forthrightness would
commonly evoke the criticism ‘tactless’. As Lowell Kelly’s
results with medical men show,this pattern of personality tends
to be subjected to group antipathy and derogation. Central in it

personality source

 

        

trait (labeled in the Standard sten scores
mean researcher means on
direction) sourcetraits 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

sizothyme 3:36 A aee

intelligent 6:78 B
ego strong 6-88 Cc

dominant 7:24 E

desurgent 3-50 Fr

superego 3:40 G

threctic 6-65 H

premsic 7-10 |

alaxic 4-42 L

autistic §-52 M

shrewd 5:50 N

not guilt-prone 3-76 0

radical 6-20 Q,
self-sufficient 6-54 Q2
strong self-sentiment 6-78 Q;
low frustration 5-12 Q,

e<£academic creative researchers

—wooaindustrial, applied creative researchers

Figure 2 Profile of basic and applied (industrial) researchers. This
combines with suitable weighting results from Cattell, Chambers,
Drevdahl, Jones and Tollefson researchesreferred to in the text

is a dominant independence, E, some high inhibition (in F, not
unlike that in the neurotic), low conformity (on G), high self-
sufficiency (Q.), high adventurousness (H), high radicalism (Q,),
and tough disregard for sentimentality (A—). (The high premsia,
I, seems to be characteristic of certain groups,e.g. it is marked in
Meredith’s students, and in Drevdahl’s artists, but absent, as a
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true contributor to the criterion, from Jones’s chemists and

engineers of mature years. (Possibly it is a necessary youthful

‘process variable’.)

An equally clear answer can now be given, through the work

of Drevdahl, to the question of whether creativity in the arts

depends on similar personalities or very different ones. A study

of 153 writers of imaginative literature (Drevdahl and Cattell,

1958) showsa profile on the 16 PF that, by any pattern similarity

coefficient (an index designed to express over-all similarity

between two profiles), would definitely be placed in the same

family as the profiles for the creative scientists; and the sameis

true of artists, taken from personslisted in Who's Who in Ameri- —

can Art. This similarity also holds, as Drevdahl (1956) has shown,

for those who are graduate students in thefield of liberal arts

and whoareselected as highly creative.

In setting up these experiments, we had actually expected

some major differences between those talented in science and

those creative in the arts. Doubtless, further search will reveal

other dimensions, but even on these primary dimensions a few

statistically significant differences can be found. For example,

artists and literary men provide some contrast with scientists

in being more bohemian (M factor), more emotionally sensitive

(I factor), and at a higher ergic tension level (Q, factor) (Cross,

Cattell, and Butcher, 1967). This may well be a more specific

statement of that general tendency to greater instability and

emotionality that Terman found in historical instances of men

eminent in the arts, compared with those eminent in the sciences.

However, the emotional ‘instability’ or ‘immaturity’ here is

that of the high I factor rather than ego weakness (C—). That

autism (M factor), the tendency to follow through one’s inmost

urges regardless of external demands, should distinguish artistic

from scientific creativity is exactly what one would expect from

an analysis of the essential differences between these types of

creativity. The creativity of the scientist is always tempered by a

host of brutally unsympathetic and inexorable facts, for his

theory must always in some sense work out in practice. The higher

ergic tension of the artist may sustain the conclusion that the

artist is a more frustrated person, or that high anxiety is less

inimical to artistic than to scientific production.
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Although such differences of personality and motivation be-
tween artistic, scientific, and other areas of creativity can be
found and will doubtless continue to be found in more refined
studies, the really remarkable feature of these research findings,
especially for our present concentrated survey, is the high degree
of similarity and consistency of the personality picture acrossall
areas. It would almost seem asif the differences between science,
art and literature are differences of particular skills and interests
only, and that the fundamental characteristic of the creative,
original person is a type of personality.

It is on this basis that we have argued abovethat the diversity
of criterion factors found by Tayloris likely to converge on one
general second order creativity factor, loading particularly his
primaries 1 and 7, for in all these diverse fields of performance
there is evidently something substantially in common.

Creativity Prediction by Regression on a Criterion of
Effectiveness within a Research Group

So far we have asked what distinguishes the type of the creative
student, in terms of abilities and personality traits, from the
average one, or from the equally intelligent but uncreative adult.
But let us now turn to the alternative examination by a weighting
ofattributes calculation. The weakness of the adjustmentcriterion
is that it merely defines whostays in the job, and thatit indicates
not only those who are goodat that job but also inevitably to
some extent those who havefailed alternative jobs. For example,
it used to be not uncommonto find among psychology students
some who had wanted to follow a science but had failed the
mathematics necessary for chemistry or physics. And wehaveall
heard of academic men who became administrators because they
failed to find a successful research trail.

It is conceivable, of course, that a person in research is a
failed teacher, but there are reasons for believing that the selec-
tion that has producedthe personality profile typical of research
workersis not, in the main, a backfiring selection. It is a selection
tending to concentrate in the field the people whoarebetteratit.
However, the defects in the ‘job adjustment’ profile assumptions
makeit vital also to have data showingtherelation of personality
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factors and actual research effectiveness. We need, in fact, data
in terms of regression of personality measures upona criterion of
research productivity. Usually, we seek at first a linear regression
equation, but it can progress to nonlinear prediction. What data
we have so far are as precious as they are fragmentary. But at
least these exploratory studies, e.g. by Jones and Cattell (1966),
Tollefson (1961), and Chambers (1964) on predictors and by
Taylor (1955, 1957) and his colleagues on the criteria, are highly
encouraging.

Amongthefirst studies of research efficiency or productivity
measured on the job, one should note that of Van Zelst and Kerr
(1954), who found, among other characteristics of productive
researchers, a disbelief in egalitarian ‘committee-like’ practices
in research groups and a need for withdrawal and cogitation.
This finding again appears reasonably in line with the personality
characteristics we have already shownto be typical.
A first study to deal with well-known, replicable personality

factors is that of Tollefson (1961), measuring fifty-three Ph.D.
chemists in the research department of a nationally known oil
company. Here the indicated correlations between primary
factors on the 16 PF and rated magnitude of contribution to
research were as in the following specification equation:

Research performance = 0:25B+0-46C+0-32E—0-46I-++
| +0°33N+0-45Q;+0:29Q,—0:35? |

Here B is general intelligence, C is ego strength, E is dominance,
I is emotional sensitivity, N is shrewdness, Q, is radicalism,
Q,is self-sufficiency. The criterion in this study was based partly
on the number of papers produced and partly on their rated
importance. This is reasonably in line with what would be ex-
pected from the differences between researchers and other
academics listed in the preceding section, except for source
trait I, Premsia-versus-Harria, which needs comment. Evidence
is accumulating that the I source-trait dimension is related to
early home background. It appears that 95 per cent of the
variance arises from environmental determination and only

1. This is a constant added so that when the individual’s 16 PF scoresare
entered as stens the performance estimates will come out in stens. When the
regressions are zero, the factor is not entered.
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5 per cent from hereditary determination. So far as preliminary

evidence can show, the increase of Premsia, i.e. of protected

emotional sensitivity, has to do with overprotection and indul-

gence in childhood. Because this factor was found by Cattell and

his associates to be negatively related to various kinds of achieve-

ment, and by Cattell and Stice (1960) to be related to ‘hindering’

and ‘self-centeredness’ in small group behavior, it is hard to

interpret the rather high I found in academic researchers (not,

be it noted, with industrial researchers) as advantageous. More

likely, we are dealing here with an incidental and nonuseful

characteristic of academic selection! _
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Prediction of Creativity with the Biographical Inventory

_ Excerpts from C. W. Taylor and R.L. Ellison, ‘Predicting
creative performance from multiple measures’, in C. W. Taylor (ed.),

Widening Horizons in Creativity, Wiley, 1964, pp. 230-40, 253.

Biographical Studies of NASA Scientists and of Science Students

In our studies of the relationship of biographical information to

success in science, approximately 1600 scientists have filled out

one of our 300-item multiple-choice questionnaires. The vast

majority of this work has been conducted in conjunction with

NASA (National Aeronautical and Space Administration). In a

discussion of the biographical items in the Biographical Inven-

tory, the term ‘biographical information’ is in one sense a

misnomer. The Biographical Inventory contains a wide variety

of questions about childhoodactivities, experiences, sources of

derived satisfactions and dissatisfactions, descriptions of the

subject’s parents, academic experiences, attitudes and interests,

descriptions of leisure activities, value preferences, self-descrip-

tions and evaluations, etc. The items thus encompass a wide

variety of information because they are not limited to a narrow

definition of what constitutes biographical experiences. By using

such a broad biographical approach, potentially we can attempt

to measure not only previouslife history experiences, including

past environmental effects on a person, but also to assess the

outcome or manifestation of the hereditary-environment com-

bination as it is personified in the individuals studied.

Before the NASA project, two studies had been conducted to

explore the relationship of biographical information to scientific

accomplishment, one by Ellison (1960) and one on Air Force

scientists. The validities found between biographical scores

from the empirically derived keys (scoring keys built on the data

at hand) for each criterion and the scores on the corresponding

criterion were extremely high on the initial sample in both
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studies. No (double checking) cross validation was attempted in

either of these two preliminary studies because of the relatively
small sample size, but the best items from both studies were
identified and retained for future use in the NASA project.

However, a priori scoring keys (keys built on our best hunches
at that time) for the biographical responses also worked well

on the sample of Air Force scientists, yielding better validities

than any of the other 100 nonbiographical psychological test
scores.
We have not been completely orthodox in our Biographical

Inventory research. In both these studies, the items that were

keyed and retained for use in future research were somewhat

arbitrarily selected. In other words, they were not identified

strictly in terms of the usual level-of-significance requirements.

These requirements were waived with the conviction that a
consistent relationship, even in the lower levels of validity across

studies and samples, was more important in the long run than a

single statistically significant correlation in any one study. Our

approach has admittedly been actuarial in nature, being built
upon ‘experience-table’ information for each item, so that the
total information accumulated is utilized in order to maximize

the results obtained. The items so identified across a series of

studies would probably meet the requirements of statistical
significance as the sample size increased. The typical alternative-

criterion correlations obtained and scored tended to be rather low,

ranging from about 0-20 to 0-40, with at least a certain minimal
percentage of the sample choosing each alternative to the item.
The items so selected to form a longer combinedtest resulted in

the high initial validities even though each item-alternative
accounted for only a small percentage of the valid variance. We

have sometimes described the Biographical Inventory with its

many items and alternatives as an instrument consisting of a
great manylittle oars, with each oar pulling only slightly in the

right direction, but with all the oars in concert exerting a power-

ful pull. We also caution people not to lean too heavily on any
single oar.
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The First Study of the Biographical Inventory

Based on the two Utah studies [see original text], a new form
(Form A) of the Biographical Inventory was constructed and
administered to 354 Nasascientists. The form consisted of 300
items which were subjectively classified into four sections: devel-
opmental history (up to age twenty-one), parents and familylife,
academic background and adult life and interests. The criteria
used in the study of NASAscientists can be classified into three
types: criteria available as official records at each of the NASA
research centers, two criteria on the number of publications and
the number of patents collected from the scientist and criteria
constructed by the investigators for research purposes only.
Forthefirst administration an over-all evaluation measure, which
we have termed an official rating, was already available at the
research center. Three criteria were administered for research
purposes only, a productivity check list, a creativity check list
and, three months later, a seven-step creativity rating scale.
Both the creativity check list and the creativity rating scale were
constructed on the basis of Lacklen’s formulation as previously
described.’ The correlation between the creativity check list and
the creativity rating administered three months later was 0-69.
Considering the time interval and the radically different nature
of the criterion forms, this reliability estimate was concidered
satisfactory.

In the data analysis, the sample of 354 scientists was arbitrarily
divided (on an approximately random basis) into two subsamples
of 178 and 176. A separate item-alternative analysis was per-
formed on each sample against each of three criteria. In the
item-alternative analysis, biserial correlations were computed
for each alternative in each item against each of thecriteria.
Large computers have been utilized for all Statistical work,

1. It was defined as follows: ‘Rate the product of the man’s work as to
its creativity. Consider the implications of his work,its impact, the origin-
ality of the approaches used by the scientist, the comprehensiveness and
novelty of the solutions, the degree to which his work has opened the way
and stimulated further research and hasraised new, unforeseen problems.
In short, evaluate the importance of his work in termsofits breadth of
applicability, do not consider other aspects of his performance — only the
creativity of his work’. [Ed.]
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Following the item-alternative analysis, we tried a variety of

scoring keys and weighting of alternatives and have retained

from 125 to 150 items per scoring key, with one or morealter-

natives entering into the scoring of each item. Empirically

derived keys were constructed on each of the two samples and

applied to the opposite sample, so that a double cross-validation

study was carried out. The average cross-validity coefficient on

the two samples was 0:55 on the official over-all rating criterion

and 0:52 on the creativity criterion. In one of the two subsamples,

complete data were available on the two creativity criteria. The

cross-validity coefficient of the best biographical score against a

combination of the two creativity criteria was 0-59, a remarkably

high cross validity for only a single test and for such an early

period in the history of creativity research and measurement.

If the above validity coefficient of 0-59 was corrected for

attenuation (unreliability) in the criterion only (a justifiable

correction), the corrected validity coefficient increased so that it

reached approximately 0-70. Thus, with a perfectly reliable

criterion measure, approximately half of the variation in creative

performance could be accounted for with only one total bio-

graphical score — an extremely high degree of prediction. Further

leverage on predicting this criterion could be obtained by mul-

tiple correlation techniques, that is, by a best-weighted combina-

tion of biographical subscores.

The four subscores of the Biographical Inventory, ordered in

terms of their validity, were, first, adult life and interests; second,

academic background; third, developmental history; and last,

parents and family life.

The Second Study of the Biographical Inventory

Before the second study, a new form (Form B)ofthe Biographical

Inventory was constructed; this form was based on the best items

of the previous administration. The ‘ deadwood’ items were

eliminated to make room for new items to be evaluated in this

form, with the hope that in the new set of 300 items the per-

centage of ‘livewood’ would be increased. The best items from

Form A (i.e. those which worked consistently across both sub-

samples) were subjectively reclassified into the following four
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substantive categories: (a) independence, (b) professional self-
confidence, (c) general intellectuality and (d) miscellaneous.
These four keys were applied to the biographical responses of the
Scientists at the second research center to obtain four subscores
and a total score.
At this center a revised form of the creativity rating scale was

administered as the sole criterion score collected for research
Purposes only. A numberofofficial] evaluations were available,
and data were collected on the most appropriate ones. These
ratings were the following: knowledge of work, initiative,
judgement, industry, reliability and cooperation. In addition,
the number of publications and the number of patents were
obtained for each scientist.
Although these scientists had different work specialties, were

at different geographic allocations, and were measured on a
slightly different creativity criterion than was used at the first
administration, the average cross-validity coefficient for the total]
creativity biographical score based on the previous study was
0-47 against the creativity criterion on scientists at the new
research center. With the use of multiple correlation techniques
on the four subscores of the inventory, correlations in the low
30s were obtained, with ‘professional self-confidence’ being the
most valid subscore,
Again the same procedure was followed in analysing the data.

Briefly, the total sample of 300 scientists was split into two sub-
samples of 148 and 152, and an item-alternative analysis was
carried out for each sample in a double cross-validation design.
Thecross-validation results from the item analysis at the second
center were generally not as high as those obtained from the
analysis at thefirst center, although a cross-validity coefficient of
0-60 was obtained in predicting publications. The average cross-
validity coefficient for predicting creativity across the two sub-
samples at the second research center was 0-48. A comparison of
this correlation of 0-48 with the correlation of 0-47 obtained by

will not be necessary to build separate keys for each NASA
research installation. The extent to which these keys would hold
up in an industrial situation remains to be determined. The
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official rating scores which were available at the research center

were without exception not very predictable, evidently because

of the mannerin which the official ratings were obtained.

The Third Study of the Biographical Inventory

Another form of the inventory was constructed in which the best

items from all the previous studies were used. This form (Form

C) has recently been administered to over 800 scientists at a third

NASA research center, where 97 per cent of the biographical

inventories distributed were completed or otherwise accounted

for. |

At the third NASAresearch center, in contrast to the other

two research centers visited, there is no existing rating procedure

for the evaluation of the scientific personnel. Promotions are

handled by meansofletters of recommendation and by meetings

of those concerned. Thus, the criterion measures collected at this

center may have been influenced by this comparative lack of

rating experience. The only criteria collected were ratings on

scales constructed by the investigators, consisting of the follow-

ing: quantity of work,skill in getting along with people, creativity

and an over-all evaluation.

The procedures followed in this third study were again the

same as in the previous administrations. After the total sample

was divided into various organizational subsamples, cross-

validation coefficients were obtained which ranged from 0-41 to

0-48 for the creativity criterion. For the prediction of the number

of publications the average cross-validity coefficient on the total

sample was 0-62. We have not yet obtained the results from

applying the keys from the previous studies of the inventory to

this sample.

Examples of Item Content of the Biographical Inventory

In this section a few examples of some ofthe better biographical

items will be presented with a brief discussion of the types of

items which have generally failed to contribute to the identifica-

tion of scientific talent. A factor analysis of the discriminating

items in the Biographical Inventory, presently under way, will
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contribute additional information about both the interpretation
of the items and their interrelationships. It should be remembered
that the following relationships are characteristic only of the
majority; there would be some individuals whose responses to
each item would be exceptions to the general finding. All the
items cited related to the creativity criterion and on occasions
to other criteria as well. Since there may have been somedis-
tortion in the responses of the subjects, the extent to which these
responses correspond to the actual situation remains to be
determined.

A numberof items demonstrated that characteristics of self- _
determination and individualistic orientation (or inner directed-
ness) are positively related to thecriteria, A facet of this is con-
cerned with how the individual scientist elects to expend his
energies and to what area ofhis life he devotes himself, For
example, a definite task orientation appears to be involved in the
following question. If an individual responds that, to a great
extent, he is the kind of person who becomesso absorbedin his
work and interests that he does not mind a lack offriends, this
response was positively related to the criteria, whereas another
person’s response that this does not describe him at all was
negatively related to the criteria. Another example of an item in
this areas is as follows:

Assumethat you arein a situation in which the following two alterna-
tive courses of action arise. Which one of the two would you be more .likely to do? (A) Bea good team mansothatothers like to work with
me, or (B) gain a reputation through controversy, if necessary, as one
whosescientific word can be trusted.
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academic section of the Biographical Inventory which are con-

cerned with self-reported academic performance emerge with a

low but consistent relationship to supervisor ratings. For ex-

ample, a B.A. or B.Sc. degree or less has a negative relationship

to the criteria, whereas the Ph.D. degree has a positive relation-

ship. If a student describes his college undergraduate work as |

being well above average and himself as being satisfied with his

progress, this response is positively related to the criteria. If the

student succeeded exceptionally well in his engineering or bio-

logical science courses, this has a positive relationship to the

criteria, while a response of succeeding fairly well has a negative

relationship. Other items, such as those concerned with success

in mathematics, physics and chemistry, have not consistently

showna relationship with the creativity criterion.

Oneofthe more consistently surprising items which has demon-

strated a positive relationship to creativity is concerned with

attitudes toward making repairs around the house before the age

of eighteen. If the subject responds that he had a strong dislike

of making such repairs, this response is positively related to

creative performance. It is suspected that this item is related to

the personality factor of femininity. Previous research has shown

that this dimension has some relationship to creativity. It may

also reflect certain sensitivities and an orientation toward ideas

as opposed to more mechanicalinterests.

This discussion would not be complete without a brief state-

ment of the types of items that have failed to discriminate.

Generally speaking, items that measure a small specific segment

of previous experience or a specific fact in a life history have not

been fruitful. For example, items such as the extent of participa-

tion in childhood job enterprises (cutting lawns, washing cars,

etc.) or the number of times that the subject had changed resi-

dence by the time he entered college, or the age at which he

held his first paying job, or the highest level of achievement he

obtained in the boy scouts, have not survived the validation

process. Another area which has so far proved barren for identi-

fying scientific talent concerns descriptions of various parental

characteristics, such as a mother’s or father’s dominance, affec-

tion, encouragement, strictness or permissiveness. Althoughit is

expected that this is an area of definite importance, it has proved
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graphical Inventory, but according to our current understanding
and measurement skills most of the fertile ground has already
been plowed. Consequently, gains in the near future through item
construction will probably be small, although not necessarily
unimportant. [. . .]
A study on this problem supported by the National Science

Foundation (Taylor, Cooley and Nielsen, 1963) highlights
some of the complexities involved in early identification of
scientific talent, since it implies that our present educational
program is not geared to give the most appropriate kind of
training as far as creative scientific achievement is concerned.
In the N.S.F.-supported summer science program for high
school students, some of the students have the unusual Oppor-
tunity to participate full time in research activities. Others par-
ticipate in advanced classroom-only work. The main interest of
our study was to determine whether the creative and productive
characteristics found for scientists on the job, as discovered in
recent studies of Air Force, NASA and other scientists, were
measurable on high school students in these programs and
whether these same characteristics were more closely related to

The data analysis has revealed that two distinct groups can be
identified, a research achievement group and an academic
achievement group. In general, the predictors with validity for
the academic program tended to have low, zero or negative
validities in the research programs, and vice versa. In this study
the Biographical Inventory was modified to be appropriate for
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younger age groups. It was found that the vast majority of the

items could be used without modification; a few were revised,

and a few dropped. Because some items hadto be rewritten,

because scoring keys were constructed on mature scientists, and

because predictive (follow-up) validities rather than concurrent

validities were to be determined, we expected the revised Bio-

graphical Inventory not to work very well, if at all, in such short-

range predictions. However, the results indicated that, of all

instruments used in this study, the Biographical Inventory was

the best over-all predictor of creative performance. In one of the

research participation groups in which we felt we obtained the

most valid criteria, the Biographical Inventory scores correlated

0-47 with supervisory ratings on creativity. Needless to say,thisis

a remarkably satisfactory test of cross validation. Certain bio-

graphical keys that worked well in the research programs did

not work well for the academic programsandvice versa. The two

extreme examples are that the scores from the ‘professionalself-

confidence’ key were valid for two-thirds of the criteria in the

research programs but had nosignificant validities whatsoever

in the acc demic sample, whereas scores from the ‘miscellaneous’

biographical key were as good as any biographical scores in the

academic programs but had no significant validities in the re-

search programs.[.. .]

Future Biographical Research Activities

An examination of the different types of items included in the

various biographical inventories showsthat, in the number of

characteristics measured, they are very heterogeneous and

complex. One of the activities under way is an intercorrelation

and factor analysis of the biographical items, along with appro-

priate criterion scores. Such an analysis will yield a great deal of

information about this type of inventory. Of special interest is

the possibility that factor analysis will contribute to the develop-

ment of more independent and efficient subscores within the

inventory than our existing subjective classification of develop-

mental history, parents and familylife, etc. has yielded. This in

turn should contribute to higher validity coefficients from com-

bined subscores, thus increasing the predictive potential of the
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a factor analysis ofthe items will be the identification of the mostpromising areas in the inventories. From these leads, it shouldbe possible to construct new items and thereby further improvethe instrument.
An additional future research activity concerns the problem ofdetermining the long-range follow-up (predictive) validity of theBiographical Inventory. That is, what will the validity of theinventory be whenit is administered to a group of newcollegegraduates or other NASA applicants who are then followed up todetermine their degree of success on the job? Forthis purpose, ashort form of the inventory can be developed in order to de-crease the time necessary for an applicant to completeit. Anotherproblem which mayarise in the administration of the inventoryto potential employeesis the possibility of distortion or deliberatefalsification. Some work has already been completed on thisproblem. Various types of correction scores (such as an exaggera-

In summary,all our research results obtained to date indicatethat biographical information is a very promising, if not themost promising single means of identifying creative and othertypes of sciencetalent.
The cross-validity coefficients obtained are considerablyhigher than those typically reported for the prediction and identi-fication of creative or of other types of scientific talent by meansof other kinds of predictors, such as high-level aptitude tests,intelligence measures, college grade-point average and personalitytest measures. It is our conviction that continued research
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should be carried out to exploit thoroughly the potential in the

biographical approach so that the identification of creative

scientific talent can be accomplished with as much accuracy as

possible.[. . .]

Wethenraise the question aboutthe price ofmeasuring creative

potential. If creative performance is highly desirable and highly

valuable, perhaps at our present stage of knowledge andstate of

measurement we must be willing to pay a price of considerable

testing time and expense in order to function at a very high per-

centage of efficiency in identifying creative potential. These

requirements may not really be as great as they seem if we realize

that this nation has spent a great deal of time and money for

education per se, even though we are now discovering that the

costly grades which evaluate student performances may have very

limited validities in terms of later creative and other important

performances. In fact,it could be said that our educational pro-

gram is the longest and most expensivetest ever built, so that we

have good reason to hope in the future for greater validities from

school grades. |

In these lengthy school programs, it may be wise to make time

available for creative and other kinds of performances andassess-

ments which might predict future performances with greater

validity than grades now do. Weshould probably also give stu-

dents creative and other kinds of experience during their educa-

tional programs which will enable them to complete self-ratings

and other self-report forms after having had more full personal

experiences with the nature of these types of performances.

These last recommendations we make strongly and with con-

fidence becauseself-ratings and other self-reports, including the

biographical reports, appear to us to be the most single promising

approach at presentto the identification of creative potential.
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Part Six Stimulating Creativity

Attempts to stimulate the production of creative ideas actually
started in Americanindustrial firms, though foreshadowed by
Wallas’s The Art of Thought (see Reading 8). A. F. Osborn’s
(1953) ‘brain-storming’ and W.J. J. Gordon’s (1961)
‘synectics’ are now being taken up by university departments,
as shown in Reading 25 by Parnes. The main object of brain-
stormingis to facilitate the expression of the preconscious
imagination in a groupsituation, by deferring consciouscritical
evaluation. E. P. Torrance (see Reading 26) has written
extensively on the repression ofcreativity among children by the
conformist pressures of American school teachers, parents
and peer groups, and on ways to counteract this. He has also
carried out numerousexperimental studies with his Minnesota
Test of Creative Thinking.

It is difficult to find sober psychological assessments of the
effectiveness of work in this area. The advocates of creativity
training are enthusiasts who tend to rely on anecdotal
evidence, or whose experiments are rather poorly controlled.
However Haddonand Lytton’s investigation (Reading 27), in
English primary schools,illustrates that it is possible to
demonstrate the effects of different types of school climate on
children’s performanceat creativity tests. It is interesting to
note, finally, that Crutchfield and Covington, in California, are
developing programmedtexts for training children in creative
thinking (Crutchfield, 1967).
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Fducation and Creativity

S. J. Parnes, ‘Education and creativity’, Teachers College Record, vol. 64,1963, pp. 331-9.

More and moreresearch projects have been pointing up the part
that education can play in the developmentofcreative efficacy.
At the University of Chicago, the studies of J. W. Getzels and
P. W. Jackson (1958) have found that, among bright students,
the most highly creative ones excel in achievementto as great a
degree as do the highest I.Q. students. This has been corrobor-
ated by E. Paul Torrance of the University of Minnesota
(1959).

This finding has kindled interest in creative performance as a
criterion in the selection of‘ gifted’ children, a supplementto the
traditional criteria of I.Q. and teacher’s preference. (Incidentally,
research suggests that highly creative children are often disliked
by their teachers, a fact with broad implications for educational
thought and practice.) With respect to these traditional] criteria,
John Holland, director ofresearch at the National Merit Scholar-
ship Corporation, has claimed: ‘Generally, such measures (as
I.Q. and teacher’s preference) are moderately accurate for pre-
dicting college grades, but they have little relation to post-
college achievement.’ His organization has now embarked on a

fornia sounds a widely echoed note: ‘The findings of this study
indicate that creative thinking abilities do contribute to currentlymeasured achievement and to measures of desirable achieve-
ment.’ Similarly, Torrance (1961) argues that: ‘Perhaps themost promising area, if we are interested in what can be donetoencourage creative talent to unfold, is that of experimentationwith teaching procedures which wil] stimulate students to think
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independently, to test their ideas, and to communicate them to

others.’

Research Developments

Research on the developmentof creative behavior has been con-

ducted on an increasing scale ever since the presidential address of

J. P. Guilford (1950) to the American Psychological Association.

He emphasized the ‘appalling neglect’ of the study of creativity,

indicating that of some 121,000 titles indexed in Psychological

Abstracts from its beginning until 1950, only 186 were definitely

related to the subject of creativity. In the summer of 1958, the

Creative Education Foundation published the first Compendium

of Research on Creative Imagination (Parnes, 1958), covering

thirty research studies concerned with the identification and

developmentofcreative ability. This comprised all recent studies

in the field at that time. Then, within approximately eighteen

months, thirty new research studies were reported and summar-

ized in a second Compendium (Parnes, 1960). This also listed

twenty-eight additional research projects that had just been

started — about double the number apparently under way when

the first Compendium was compiled. :

Anewtrend wasindicated by the nature ofthe research reported

in the later Compendium. Until a few years ago, projects dealt

mainly with the identification of creative talent. About half the

studies reported in the second Compendium were devoted to the

deliberate development of creative ability - a far cry from the

bare two included in the earlier edition.

At the 1959 University of Utah Research Conference on the

Identification of Creative Scientific Talent, a committee was

appointed for the first time to report on ‘the role of educational

experience in the development of creative scientific talent’. The

committee reported that at least six research projects had indi-

cated that creative productivity can be developed by deliberate

procedures (Taylor, 1959). No research yet reported is inconsist-

ent with this view. Thus, there is a firm basis for the conviction

expressed by Guilford (1952): ‘Like most behavior, creative
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convinced that through learning one can extend the skills within
those limitations.’ In the same vein, Irving Maltzman and his
associates (Maltzman, Simon and Licht, 1959) at the University
of California concluded a group of research. studies on originality
training by asserting that the results support the hypothesis that
Originality is a learned form of behavior which does notdiffer in

principle from other forms of operant behavior’,
An illustration of the relevant evidence is the thirteen-year

experience with a course in creative problem solving at the
University of Buffalo. Two research studies have evaluatedthis
creative problem-solving course. Thefirst revealed that onfive of
seven measuresofcreative ability, the students who had taken the
one-semester course were significantly superior to the group of
matched control subjects who had nottaken the course. The for-
mer group also showedsignificant gain on a scale devised ‘to
assess factors of leadership ability, dominance, persistence, and
social initiative’ (Meadow and Parnes, 1959),
The second study examined the Persistence or carry-over

effects of the creative problem solving courses. Results indicated
that the improvementin creative productivity persisted for more
than eight months after completion of the course (Schmadel,
1960). Criteria used in evaluation of the ideas produced included
both uniquenessand usefulness.
Research into the effects of creative problem solving programs

conducted at other institutions has supported the findings
(Parnes, 1958, 1960; Sommers, 1961). The University of Chicago
has conducted several research projects on theeffects of teaching
creative problem solving to governmentalandindustrial adminis-
trators (James, 1960).

Educational Programs

Since research has demonstrated that a considerable part of crea-
tive behavior is learned, courses in creative problem solving
have been multiplying. Atthe University ofBuffalo, the principles
and procedures taught in the elective one-semester course have
also been used in special programs for groups of students in
engineering, law, medicine, education, business, physics, psy-
chology and ROTC.Similar courses and programs, patterned
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after those of the University of Buffalo (Parnes, 1959), have

become widespread in educational institutions, in industrial

organizations, in the military and in governmental agencies

(Osborn, 1961).

At Buffalo, students are taught the concepts in Alex F.

Osborn’s (1953) textbook, Applied Imagination. The text empha-

sizes the importance of imagination in all walks of life, the

universality of imaginative talent, and the use of creativeness in

all stages of problem solving, from orientation to evaluation.

Perceptual, emotional and cultural blocks to creative thinking

are demonstrated and discussed in the course. Under perceptual

blocks are covered such matters as the difficulty in isolating

problems, difficulty from narrowing the problem too much,

inability to define or isolate attributes, failure to use all the

senses in observing. Under cultural and emotional blocks are

emphasized the effects of conformity, overemphasis on competi-

tion or cooperation, excessive faith in reason or logic, self-

satisfaction, perfectionism, negative outlooks, reliance on

authority and fear of mistakes, failure, or looking foolish.

Early in the course, students learn the principle of deferred

judgement. In essence, this principle calls for the deliberate

separation of idea production from evaluation. In other words,

during the effort to generate ideas, the judicial process is deliber-

ately suspended; evaluation is deferred in order to allow full

play to imagination.

To estimate the efficacy of the deferred-judgement principle as

applied to individual idea production, experimental subjects

were given the task of thinking up tentative solutions to assigned

problemsfor periodsoffive minutes, each student working on an

individual (non-group) basis. On one problem, the students

operated in the conventional way, concurrently applying evalua-

tion as they tried to think up ideas. On the second problem, they

operated in accordance with the deferred-judgement principle,

deliberately postponing evaluation. The former method pro-

duced an average of 2:5 good ideas. The latter produced an

average of 4-3 good ideas, criteria of quality being based on

uniqueness and usefulness.

These results indicate that, for this type of creative task, a

72 per cent better productivity can result from the deliberate
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deferment of evaluation during the idea production process, a
difference which is highly significant statistically (Meadow,
Parnes and Reese, 1959; Parnes and Meadow, 1959). This
deliberate separation of the creative and judicial functions is
emphasized throughout the course.

Within the permissive atmospherethat the principle of deferred
judgement provides, students are given practice in attribute
listing (learning to look at problemsfrom

a

variety of viewpoints).
For example, in considering other uses for such an object as a
piece of paper, students are taught to look at each attribute of
the paper — its whiteness, its four corners, its straight edges,
etc. Each of the attributes then suggests a number of possible
uses.

Check Lists

Check-list procedures are also encouraged, such as Osborn’s
check-list of idea-spurring questions. Students are thus taught
to process a problem by means of a number of questions: How
can we simplify? What combinations can be utilized? What
adaptations can be made?

Forced-relationship techniques are similarly covered. For
example, after a list of ideas is produced as tentative solutions
to a problem, each of these ideas is then artificially related to
each other idea on the list in order to force new combinations.
Sometimes a somewhat ridiculous idea is taken as a starting
point. By connecting the idea with the actual problem,a series of
associations is produced, and this often leads in some novel
direction towards a newsolution of the problem.
Throughout the course, three points are stressed: the im-

portance of taking notes (keeping a record of ideas that come to
one at any andall times, rather than only while oneis working
on a problem), the value of setting deadlines and quotas for
production of ideas and the advantage of setting aside certain
times and places for deliberate idea production. Much oppor-
tunity is given for deliberate practice in problem solving on a
variety of problems, including many of those brought in by the
students out of their personal experience.

Students are taught to sense problems in their studies, work
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and throughouttheir lives, and to define these problems properly

for creative attack. The separation of creative and judicial

functions is then practiced in all stages of solution. For example,

during analysis, students are taught to list every fact that could

be related to the problem. After they have completed this step,

they then apply judgementin orderto cull out the most important

facts. Students next create the longest possible list of questions

and sources of additional data that could be useful. Then they

go back to the judicial process of selecting the most important

questions and sources of data. This procedure continues through-

out the final stages of evaluation and presentation ofideas.

When it comesto evaluation, students are taught to develop

the longest possible list of criteria by which to evaluate their

tentative solutions. They then apply judgement in order to

select the most useful ones for the purpose. Thus, the principle

of deferred judgement is emphasized, both in individual and in

group thinking, in all aspects of the course.

Informal procedures are utilized throughout. Chairs are

arranged in a semi-circle in order to encourage the maximum

amount of group participation and discussion. Theclassis often

divided into small groups in order to provide practice in team and

group collaboration for the production of ideas. Students are

given opportunities to serve as leaders of these small groups on

various aspects of their own problemsas well as on those assigned

for practice.

Some Outcomes

In one of a series of studies (see Meadow and Parnes, 1959;

Parnes and Meadow, 1959, 1960) at the University of Buffalo, the

research staff utilized a battery of ten measures which had pre-

viously been demonstrated by other investigators to distinguish

creative from non-creative persons. These tests were given to

students at the beginning and again at the conclusion of three

creative problem-solving courses. These students were considered

the experimental subjects (Meadow and Parnes, 1959). Other

students, not taking the creative problem-solving course, were

given the same tests at the beginning and end of the semester;

they were considered the control subjects. Thus, any compara-
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tively greater gains by the creative problem-solving students could
reasonably be attributed to the course.
The experimental and control students were carefully matched

for intelligence, age, sex and time of class. For example, a
bright, twenty-year-old, female, day-school student in the creative
problem-solving course was matched for comparison with a
bright, twenty-year-old, female, day-school student in another
course. All of the students were told that they were participating
in an experiment designed to measure changes in their thinking
as a result of a semester’s work at the University.

Analyses of the results of this phase of the research included
these major findings:

1. The creative problem-solving students showed substantial
gains in the quantitative production of ideas on two tests of idea
quantity. Students in the control group showedrelatively insig-
nificant gains on thesetests.

2.In three tests of the qualitative production of ideas, the
experimental subjects showed clear superiority over the control
group. On a fourth test in this area, the creative problem-solving
students showed improvement greater than that shown by the
control students, but not sufficiently greater to be regarded as
significant. The fifth measure of qualitative production showed
no superiority for the creative problem-solving students.

3. Three tests were designed to measure improvement in the
personality traits of dominance, self-control and need to achieve.
The creative problem-solving students gained substantially in
dominance as a result of the course, but showed nosignificant
changes in self-control or need to achieve. The dominance scale
used is regarded by psychologists as measuring such character-
istics as confidence, self-reliance, persuasiveness, initiative, and
leadership potential (Gough, 1957). Other workers have pre-
viously found that dominance is a personality trait associated
with creative persons (Parnes, 1958, 1960).

It is significant that dominance wasthe single personality trait
in which the creative problem-solving students showed an in-
crease. This is the particular trait which the course methods were
designed explicitly to develop.

Mostof the tests designed to measure improvementin quantity
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and quality of ideas were based on a practical type of creative

ability. Psychologists describe these tests as measuring the

factors of originality, sensitivity to problems, spontaneousflexi-

bility, and ideational fluency. It was on these tests that the

students who took the course registered substantial gains.

Two of the tests emphasized a more literary type of creative

ability. Students were required to create clever story titles and

original plots. On neither of these tests were the gains registered

by the students who took the course large enough to indicate

superiority over the control students. The test requiring clever

story titles, however, showed the greater gain by the course

students, and a later experiment showedsignificant evidence of

carry-overeffects in this type of creative ability.

Utility for Whom?

In general, the creative problem-solving courses were found to be

equally helpful to students of low andhigh initial creative ability,

and equally helpful to those with low and high intelligence levels.

This finding is in line with Guilford’s conclusion that although

heredity may place limitations on the skills involved in creative

ability, these skills can be extended within those limitations

through education.

In general, the older students (aged twenty-three to fifty-one)

in evening classes gained as much from the course as did younger

students (aged seventeen to twenty-two) in day classes, Like-

wise, males and females demonstrated equivalent gains.

There is also evidence that when creative efficacy has been

developed by education, the improvement endures (Parnes and

Meadow, 1960). Matched experimental and control subjects

were compared onsix tests of creative ability. The experimental

subjects were students who had completed the creative problem-

solving course an average of eighteen months prior to the experi-

ment. The control subjects were students registered but un-

instructed in the creative problem-solving course. None of the

students had ever before taken the creative-thinkingtests.

Course graduates outperformed two separate groups of con-

trol subjects on all six measures, including two quantity and four

quality tests. All differences were statistically significant in the
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comparisons with one of the control groups. All but two were

significant in comparisons with the second control group.

Incidentally, a popular misconception exists to the effect that

the deferment-of-judgement principle is applicable only to group

idea production. The fallaciousness of this impression is demon-

strated by the fact that all measurements in the studies at the

University of Buffalo were made on the basis of individual

thinking, not on group collaboration.

These studies have produced countless collateral data which

have becomeavailable as a result of the electronic processing of

the information obtained. These data are being put to valuable

use. For example, further analyses have been made to discover

the proportion of good ideasin thefirst half of a subject’s total

output of ideas versus the last half of his sustained effort. Find-
ings of one such study have shown 78 per cent more good ideas
to be among those producedin the last half than in thefirst half.
Here, again, qualitative scoring was based on the criteria of
uniqueness and usefulness. A subsequent experiment indicated

a trend towards increasingly greater proportions of good ideas
as a subject’s total quantity increased. The results of both
experiments were found to bestatistically significant (Parnes,
1961). ,
The above findings support Osborn’s theory that in idea pro-

duction, quantity leads to quality. The results also seem to concur
with William J. J. Gordon’s (1956) explanation of ‘deferment’ in
the creative process. He describes deferment as ‘the capacity to
discard the glittering immediate in favor of a shadowy but
possibly richer future’. The non-creative problem solver gets an
idea, sees it as a possible solution to his problem, andsettles for
that without further ado. The creative problem solver is not
satisfied with his first idea. Like the person who invests money to
obtain greater rewards later, the creative person foregoes the
immediate reward of applying his first idea in expectation of an
ultimately better solution (greater reward). A further hypothesis

suggested by Osborn’s and Gordon’s theories is that the best
idea will come late in the total production period. Experiments
are currently being preparedto test this particular hypothesis.
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Modification of Courses

In addition to the teaching of creative problem solving perse,

there have also been successful projects based on the integration

of creative principles and procedures with conventional courses.

Two outstanding examples of courses which have thus been

modified are Jere Clark’s economics course at the University of

Chattanooga and Harry Hansen’s marketing course at Harvard.

The value of such modifications has been indicated by research

on the effectiveness of the similar incorporation of creative

principles and procedures into courses in language arts (Torrance,

1960). Also, a study by Sommers (1961) reported that mastery of

subject matter increased, along with creative ability scores, as a

result of weaving creative problem solving into existing courses.

At the University of Buffalo, pilot research has been con-

ducted with physics students who were given a six-session

condensation of the creative problem-solving course. Analysis of

the data has indicated that these subjects performed better on

creative ability tests than a comparable control group of physics

students who had no training in creative problem solving.

Furthermore, on anonymous questionnaires given to the fifty-

five experimental (trained) subjects, 83 per cent expressed the

belief that the study of creative problem solving should be re-

quired of physics students and others. Nearly all of the others

felt that creative problem solving should be offered as an elective.

75 per cent indicated a willingness to continue the creative

problem-solving sessions for the entire semester.

Several special institutes and workshops have been held re-

garding the integration of creative problem-solving methodolo-

gies with the teaching of other academic subjects. The first was a

one-day workshop at the University of Buffalo for teachers of

American history. On the West Coast, San Jose State College

has taken the lead with an annual five-day Creative Education

Institute which offers graduate credit. At this Institute, several

hundred teachers devise ways to integrate creative methodologies

within their respective subject-matter fields. Frank Williams is in

charge of the program.
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Education in the Future

In a recent prediction of forthcoming changes in colleges, Paul
H. Davis (1962) states: ‘In the last one hundredyears, the medical
profession has changed from folklore to science, from opinions
based on hunches to judgements based on controlled experi-

ments. Now the teaching profession is starting a similar transi-

tion.’ One of his predictions is that there will be less emphasis on
memory and more on creative thinking.

As weall know, change is bewilderingly rapid in our present
nuclear and space age — far more rapid than ever before. The
discoveries and innovations of the next twenty years will probably ©

make the previous 100 years seem to have progressed at a
snail’s pace. Therefore, a person cannot foresee exactly what

knowledge he will need five or ten years from now to meet his
_ life’s problems. He can, however, develop the attitudes and

abilities that will help him meet any future problem creatively and
inventively.

Furthermore, we receive so much spoon-feeding in our present
society in terms of how-to-do-it instructions — in school, at home
and at work - that most of us lack almost any opportunity for
being creative. If this is so, we may be developing a society of
‘sick’ people. A. H. Maslow (1954) postulates that a person who
does not have a basic need fulfilled is sick, just as a man is sick
wholacks vitamins and minerals. The five basic needs to which
Maslow refers are (a) physiological needs, (b) safety needs, (c)
love, affection and belongingness needs, (d) esteem needs and (e)
need for self-actualization. -
Maslow emphasizes that the need for self-actualization is a

healthy man’s prime motivation. Self-actualization means actual-
izing one’s potential, becoming everything one is capable of
becoming. Maslow says: ‘What a man can be, he must be.’
Education can help provide for this need by building the environ-
mental turnpikes on which the individual may drive once he
has removed the mental governors that restrict his creative
ability.

In Carl Rogers’s terms, education can help providethe ‘ psycho-
logical safety’ and ‘psychological freedom’ necessary to the
creative individual. This does not mean license for heedless
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non-conformity. But it does mean complete freedom ror non-

conformity of thought, even if not for nonconformity in behavior.

An old adage says: ‘Give me the courage to change those things

that can and should be changed, the strength to accept those

things that cannot be changed and the wisdom to distinguish

between the two.’ This then must be the creed of the creative per-

son.

Westill know little about what ‘creativity’ really is. But we

do know how to stimulate greater creative behaviorin individuals.

It is a matter of helping them to release whatever creative poten-

tial they possess, like removing the governor from an automobile.

The individual’s creative ability is frequently so repressed by his

education and experience that he cannot even recognize his full

potential, let alone realize it. Once he can be helped to do so, he

may attain what Maslowcalls ‘self-actualization’.

Education can do much to help the individual achieve this

fullest self-realization, whatever his level of native capacity.

Many people seem to possess the seeds of creativeness, but the

environmentfails to provide the proper nourishment for growth.

Therefore, these personsneverfully live.

Education can provide for ‘creative calisthenics’ to counteract

this atrophying of our talents, And just as camping out can be

rewarding even though we have homes, creative exercise can be

rewarding even though we haveaccess to ready-madesolutions.

Just as physical education does not take for granted the physical

development of our students, likewise creative education must

provide deliberately for their creative development. And re-

search does seem to warrant the postulate that the gap between

an individual’s innate creative talent and his lesser creative

output can be narrowed by deliberate education in creative

thinking.

In 1948, Carl H. Grabo wrote:

Considering man’s hostility to change and innovation . . . it is astonish-

ing that so much ofcreative and imaginative genius has contrived to

leave its impress on the human race. Yet who can doubt that more,

habited in weak bodies, blasted early by ignorance and cruelty and

superstition, has perished with no record? In our comparatively low

civilization, a little is done under favorable circumstances to salvage

great talent, to give it opportunity to grow and expressitself. Yet how
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pitifully meager is our salvage and howgreat the waste! We know that
this is so. A morecivilized time than ourswill strive to developthis, the
greatest of all natural resources.

Let’s hope that this ‘more civilized’ day is now dawning.
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Causes for Concern

Chapter 1 of E. P. Torrance, Guiding Creative Talent, Prentice-Hall, 1962,

pp. 1-15.

Why should counselors, teachers and administrators be con-

cerned with the problemsof creative individuals? What business

is it of theirs whetheror not oneis highly creative ? Doesn’t every-

body know that the highly creative personis ‘a little crazy’ and

that you can’t help him anyway ? If he’s really creative, why does

he need guidance anyway? He should be able to solve his own

problems. He’s creative, isn’t he?

Unfortunately, these are attitudes which have long been held by

some of our most eminent scholars and whichstill prevail rather

widely. Most of the educators I know perk up when they discover

a child with a high I.Q. or a high score on someothertraditional

measure of intellectual talent. They are impressed! Most of them

are rather impressed if they discover in a child some outstanding

talent for music, or art, or the like. Some counselors and psy-

chologists even go to the trouble of testing such things as finger

dexterity and speed in checking numbers and names. Not a

counselor or psychologist among my acquaintance, however,

bothers about obtaining measures of their client’s creative

thinking abilities. I was trained in counseling myself and did

work as a high school and college counselor for several years,

and for two years I served as the director of a university counsel-

ing bureau. In all this time, I never did hear anyone mention a

test of creative thinking. I certainly never used one!

What puzzles me, however, is why I remained so ignorant of

such instruments. I find now that many such tests have been

developed only during the past seventy years. Descriptions of

these tests are now fairly detailed and scoring procedures can be

satisfactorily reproduced. The reason for this state of affairs is

simply that we have not really considered this kind of talent
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important. This kind of talent has not been valued and rewarded

in our educational system, so guidance workers have seen little

reason to identify it and to try to contribute to its growth.

Some Legitimate Concerns of Educators

There are very legitimate reasons why educators should be con-

cerned about assessing and guiding the growth of the creative

thinking abilities. I would like to discuss a few ofthese.

Mental health

Schools are legitimately concerned about the mental health of

children, adolescents, college students and adults. They would

like to be able to help their students avoid mental breakdowns

and achieve healthy personality growth. These are legitimate con-

cerns of education. But what doesall this have to do with crea-

tivity ?

Actually, it has a great deal to do with creativity. Thereis little

question but that thestifling of creativity cuts at the very roots of
satisfaction in living and ultimately creates overwhelming ten-

sion and breakdown(Patrick, 1955). Thereis also little doubt that

one’s creativity is his most valuable resource in coping withlife’s

daily stresses.

In one study (Hebeisen, 1960), a battery of tests of creative

thinking was administered to a group of schizophrenics who

appearedto be on the road to recovery. Many of them were being

considered for vocational rehabilitation by the State Department

of Welfare. These individuals manifested an astonishingly im-

poverished imagination, inflexibility, lack of originality and

inability to summonany kind of response to new problems. Their

answers gave no evidence of the rich fantasy and wild imagina-

tion popularly attributed to schizophrenics. There was only an

impoverished, stifled, frozen creativity. They appeared to be

paralysed in their thinking, andmost of their responses were the

most banal imaginable.

Although it will be difficult to prove, I suspect that schizo-

phrenics and others who ‘ break down’ understress constitute one

of the most unimaginative, noncreative groups to be found. I also

suspect that it was their lack of creativity rather than its presence
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whichbrought about their breakdowns. Certainly the schizo-
phrenics tested lacked this important resource for coping with

life’s stresses. Creativity is a necessary resource for their struggle
back to mental health. |

Fully functioning persons

Schools are anxious that the children they educate grow into
fully functioning persons. This has long been an avowed and
widely approved purpose of education. We say that education in
a democracy should help individuals fully develop their talents.

Recently there have been pressures to limit this to intellectual

talents. There has been much talk about limiting the school’s
concern to the full development of the intellect only.

Even with this limited definition of the goals of education, the

abilities involved in creative thinking cannot be ignored. There
has been increasing recognition of the fact that traditional
measures of intelligence attempt to assess only a few of man’s
thinking abilities. In his early work, Binet (1909) recognized

clearly this deficiency. It has taken the sustained work of Guil-
ford (1959) and his associates to communicate effectively the
complexity of man’s mental operations.

Certainly we cannotsay that oneis fully functioning mentally,
if the abilities involved in creative thinking remain undeveloped
or are paralysed. These are the abilities involved in becoming
aware of problems, thinking up possible solutions and testing
them. If their functioning is impaired, one’s capacity for coping
with life’s problems is indeed marginal.

Educational achievement

Almost no one disputes the legitimacy of the school’s concern
about educational achievement. Teachers and guidance workers
are asked to help under-achievers to make better use of their
intellectual resources and to help over-achievers become better
‘rounded’ personalities. But, how do youtell who is an under- or
over-achiever? In my opinion, recent findings concerning the
role of the creative thinking abilities in educational achievement
call for a revision of these long-used concepts.

Weare finding (Getzels and Jackson, 1958; Torrance, 1960)
that the creative thinking abilities contribute importantly to the
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acquisition of information and various educational skills. Of

course, we have long knownthat it is natural for man to learn

creatively, but we have always thought that it was more econo-

mical to teach by authority. Recent experiments (Moore, 1961;

Ornstein, 1961) have shown that apparently many things can be

learned creatively more economically than they can by authority,

and that somepeople strongly prefer to learn creatively.

Traditional tests of intelligence are heavily loaded with tasks

requiring cognition, memory, and convergent thinking. Suchtests

have workedrather well in predicting school achievement. When

children are taught by authority these are the abilities required.

Recent and ongoing studies, however, show that even traditional

subject matter and educational skills can be taught in such a way

that the creative thinking abilities are important for their acquisi-

tion. |

Most of these findings are illustrated dramatically in a study

conducted during three years in the University of Minnesota

Laboratory Elementary School. We differentiated the highly

creative children (as identified by our tests of creative thinking)

from the highly intelligent (as identified by the Stanford—Binet,

an individually administered test). The highly creative group

ranked in the upper 20 per cent on creative thinking but not on

intelligence. The highly intelligent group ranked in the upper

20 per cent on intelligence but not on creativity. Those who were

in the upper 20 per cent on both measures were eliminated, but the

overlap was small. In fact, if we were to identify children as gifted

on the basis of intelligence tests, we would eliminate from con-

sideration approximately 70 per cent of the most creative. This

percentage seems to hold fairly well, no matter what measure of

intelligence we use and no matter what educational level we study,

from kindergarten through graduate school.

Although there is an average difference of over twenty-five

I.Q. points between these two groups, there are nostatistically

significant differences in any of the achievement measures used

either year (Gates Reading and Iowa Tests of Basic Skills).

These results have been duplicated in a Minneapolis public high

school, the University of Minnesota High School and two gradu-

ate school situations. Getzels and Jackson (1959) had earlier

obtained the same results in a private secondary school. These
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results were not confirmed in a parochial elementary school and a
small-town elementary school known for their emphasis on
‘traditional virtues in education’. Even in these two schools,
however, achievement is significantly related to measures of
creative thinking and the highly creative groupis ‘guilty’ of some
degree of over-achievement, as assessed by usual standards.

It is of special interest that the children with high I.Q.s were
rated by their teachers as more desirable, better known or under-
stood, more ambitious and more hardworking or studious. In
other words, the highly creative child appears to learn as much as
the highly intelligent one, at least in some schools, without
appearing to work as hard. My guessis that these highly creative
children are learning and thinking when they appear to be
‘playing around’. Their tendency is to learn creatively more
effectively than by authority. They may engage in manipulative
and/or exploratory activities, many of which are discouraged or
even forbidden. They enjoy learning and thinking, and this
looks like play rather than work.

Vocational success

Guidance workers’ have traditionally been interested in the
vocational successoftheir clients. Indeed, the guidance movement
got muchofits impetus from this concern. Of course, it has long
been recognized that creativity is a distinguishing characteristic
of outstanding individuals in almost every field. It has been
generally conceded that the possession of high intelligence,
special talent and technical skills is not enough for outstanding
success. It has also been recognized that creativity is importantin
scientific discovery, invention, and thearts.

Weare discovering now that creative thinking is importantin
success even in some of the most commonoccupations, such as
selling in a department store (Wallace, 1960). In one Study it was
found that saleswomen rankingin the upperthirdin sales in their
departments scored significantly higher on tests of creative
thinking than those who ranked in the lower third in sales. An
interesting point in this study, however, is that the tests did a

1. The term ‘guidance workers’ will be used to refer to all school person-
nel who perform guidance functions and includes teachers, administrators,
counselors, psychologists, social workers, deansof boys and/orgirls.
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better job of discriminating the high and low selling groups in

what the personnel managers considered routine sales jobs

requiring no imagination than in the departments rated as re-

quiring creative thinking. Thus, creative thinking appears to be

important, even in jobs which appear to be quite routine.

Social importance

Finally, educators are legitimately concerned that their students

make useful contributions to our society. Such a concern runs

deep in the code ofethics of the profession. It takeslittle imagina-

tion to recognize that the future of our civilization — our very

survival — depends upon the quality of the creative imagination

of our next generation.

Democracies collapse only when they fail to use intelligent,

imaginative methodsfor solving their problems. Greece failed to

heed such a warning by Socrates and gradually collapsed. What

is called for is a far cry from the model of the quiz-program

champion of a few years ago. Instead of trying to cram a lot of

facts into the mindsofchildren and make them scientific encyclo-

pedias, we must ask what kind of children they are becoming.

What kind of thinking do they do? How resourceful are they?

Are they becoming more responsible? Are they learning to give

thoughtful explanations of the things they do and see? Do they

believe their own ideas to be of value? Can they share ideas and

opinions with others? Do they relate similar experiences together

in order to draw conclusions? Do they do some thinking for

themselves?

Wealso need more than well-rounded individuals. We ordin-

arily respect these well-rounded individuals, broad scholars and

men of many talents. Dael Wolfle (1960) has made a case for

those who develop someoftheir talents so highly that they cannot

be well-rounded. He argues that it is advantageous to a society

to see the greatest achievable diversity of talent among those

who constitute the society.

A warning by Henry Murray (1960, p. 10), a well-known

Harvard psychologist, sounds very much like the one Socrates

gave in his day. It reads as follows in part:

An emotional deficiency disease, a paralysis of the creative imagination,

an addiction to superficials — this is the diagnosis I would offer to account
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for the greater part of the widespread desperation of our time. Paralysis
of the imagination, I suspect, would also account, in part, for the fact
that the great majority of us, wedded to comfort so long as we both
shall live, are turning our eyes away from the one thing we should be
looking at: the possibility or probability of co-extermination.

Guidanceroles

Manywill say, ‘Surely, schools have a right to be concerned
about mentalhealth, full mental functioning, educational achieve-
ment and vocational success. They ought to be concerned that
coming generations contribute productively to our society. But
how can school guidance workers contribute to the creative
growth necessary for these things?’

This is a legitimate question. Parents and peers play such im-
portant roles in the encouragementor discouragementofcreative
expression and growth, what can school guidance workers do?
There are at least six special roles which school guidance workers
can play in helping highly creative children maintain their
creativity and continue to grow. Each of these is a role which
others can rarely fulfil. Our social expectations frequently pre-
vent even teachers and administrators from effectively fulfilling
these roles. Thus, in some cases, only counselors, school Dsy-
chologists and similar workers will be able to fulfil these roles.
In many cases, however, teachers and administrators can supply
these needs, if they differentiate their guidance roles from other
socially expected roles.
The six roles which I have in mind are: (a) providing the highly

creative individual a ‘refuge’, (b) being his ‘sponsor’ or ‘patron’,
(c) helping him understand his divergence, (d) letting him com-
municate his ideas, (e) seeing that his creative talentis recognized,
and (f) helping parents and others understand him. I shall now
discuss each of these roles briefly. |

Provide a ‘refuge’

Society in general is downright savage towardscreative thinkers,
especially when they are young. To someextent, the educational
system must be coercive and emphasize the establishment of
behavior norms. Teachers and administrators can rarely escape
this coercive role. Counselors and other guidance workers are in
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a much better position to free themselves of it. Nevertheless,

there are ways teachers and administrators can free themselves

of this role long enough to provide refuge, if they are sensitive

to the need.

From the studies of Getzels and Jackson (1958), we know that

highly creative adolescents are estranged from their teachers and

peers. Our Minnesota studies indicate that the same holds true

for children in the elementary school. The reasons are easy to

understand. Who can blameteachers for being irritated when a

pupil presents an original answer which differs from what is
expected? It does not fit in with the rest of the grading scheme.

They don’t know how the unusual answer should be treated. They
have to stop and think themselves. Peers have the same difficulty

and label the creative child’s unusual questions and answers as
‘crazy’ or‘silly’.

Thus, the highly creative child, adolescent, or adult needs en-

couragement. He needs help in becoming reconciled and, as

Hughes Mearns (1941) once wrote, in being ‘made cheerful over

the world’s stubborn satisfaction in its own follies’. The guidance

worker must recognize, however, that the estrangement exists

and that he will have to create a relationship in which the
creative individual feels safe.

Be a sponsor or patron

Someone hasobserved that almost always wherever independence
and creativity occur and persist, there is some other individual

or agent who plays the role of ‘sponsor’ or ‘patron’. This role is

played by someone whois not a memberof the peer group, but

who possesses prestige and power in the same social system. He

does several things. Regardless of his own views, the sponsor

encourages and supports the other in expressing andtesting his

ideas and in thinking through things for himself. He protects the

individual from the reactions of his peers long enough for him to

try out some of his ideas and modify them. He can keep the
structure of the situation open enough so that originality can

occur. |

It is my contention that the school counselor or guidance

worker is in a better position than anyone else in the social

system to play this role, especially if such a role for him is
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sanctioned by the teachers and principal. Since few elementary
schools have counselors or guidance workers, this role is usually
assumed byprincipals. It is a difficult role for a principal, how-
ever. Think of the role conflicts which must be involved in the
following case of a principal whose school participated in our
research.

In an experiment conducted on a Monday,I had observed the
exceptional creative talent of Tom, a fourth grader. Before leav-
ing the school, I asked the teacher about Tom. She volunteered

On Friday, we returned to the school to conduct the experiment
in some other classes. In the meantime, the principal had ob-
served this boy’s class for an hour.During the mathematics class,
Tom questioned one of the rules in the textbook. Instead of
having Tom try to prove his rule and perhaps modify it or
explain the textbook rule, the teacher becameirate, even in the
presence of the principal. She fumed, ‘So! You think you know
more than this book!’ (holding the book and tapping it with
her hand).

Tom replied meekly, ‘No, I don’t think I know more than the
book, but I’m notsatisfied aboutthis rule.’
To get on safer ground, the teacher then hadthe class solve

problems in their workbook. Tom solved the problems easily
and about as rapidly as he could read them. This too was up-
setting to the teacher. She couldn’t understand how he was
getting the correct answer and demandedthat he write down all
of the steps he had gone through in solving each problem.

Afterwards, the teacher asked the principal to talk to Tom.
The principal explained to Tom that many things came easy to
him, such as solving problems and perhaps he really didn’t need
to write out all of the steps. The principal also explained that
there are some other things like handwriting which cameeasier
to others than to him and that he might have to work harder
than some of the others on these things.

Apparently, this principal had been able to provide enough of
the ‘patron’ role to permit him to keepalive his creativity up to
this time. Soon afterwards, Tom’s family moved to a nearby
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suburb and he was duly enrolled in a new school. On Tom’s very
first day in the new school, the principal of the new school

called the principal of the school from which Tom had trans-

ferred. He wanted to know immediately if Tom is the kind of boy
who has to be squelched rather roughly. His former ‘patron’
explained that Tom wasreally a very wholesome, promising lad

who needed understanding and encouragement. The new princi-
pal exclaimed rather brusquely, ‘Well, he’s already said too much
right here in myoffice!’

Wecan certainly sympathize with the new principal. He must
support his teachers and maintain good discipline in the school.
It is frequently difficult for a principal to play the ‘sponsor’ or
‘patron’ role. It is far more harmonious with the position of the
school counselor. Nevertheless, it is a role which administrators
and teachers may have to play. Otherwise, promising creative
talent may besacrificed.

Help him understand his divergence

A high degree of sensitivity, a capacity to be disturbed and
divergent thinking are essentials of the creative personality.
Frequently, creative children are puzzled by their own behavior.
They desperately need help in understanding themselves, particu-
larly their divergence. The following story written by a fourth
grader about a lion that won’t roar illustrates the divergent
child’s search for someone whowill understand him:

Charlie had just one great wish. It was to be able to roar. You see when
Charlie was born he quickly turned hoarse. As soon as he was nine
years old, he went to ask Polly the parrot. But she said, ‘Go ask Blacky
the crow.’ |
So off went poor Charlie to see Blacky. When he got there, he asked,

‘Blacky, why, oh why can’t I roar?’

But Blacky only replied, ‘Don’t you see, Charlie, I’m busy. Go see
Jumper the kangaroo. She can help you.’

Jumper didn’t understand Charlie’s problem. But she did give him
some advice. Jumper said, ‘Go ask the wise old owl.’
The wise old owl understood everything. He told Charlie, ‘I hate to

say this, but if you really want to know, you’re scared of everything.’
Charlie thanked him and hurried home. To this day Charlie can’t

roar but how happyheis to know whyhe can’t.
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There are crucial times in the lives of creative children when
being understoodis all that is needed to help them cope with the
crisis and maintain their creativity.

Let him communicate his ideas

The highly creative child has an unusually strong urge to explore
and to create. When he thinks up ideas, or tests them and modi-
fies them, he has an unusually strong urge to communicate his
ideas and the result of his tests. Yet both peers and teachers
named some of the most creative children in our studies as ones
who ‘do not speak out their ideas’, When we see what happens
when they do ‘speak out their ideas’, there is little wonder that
they are reluctant to communicate their ideas. Frequently, their
ideas are so far ahead of those of their classmates and even their
teachers that they have given up hope of communicating.

All school guidance workers need to learn to perform this
function more effectively. They must genuinely respect the ques-
tions and ideas of children to sustain the highly creative child
so that he will continue to think.

See that his creative talent is recognized

Information from many sources indicates that much creative
talent goes unrecognized. In our own studies at all educational
levels (Torrance, 1960), you will recall that over 70 per cent of
those in the upper 20 per cent on tests of creative thinking would
be eliminated if only an intelligence or scholastic aptitude test
had been used. |

Of all of Elizabeth Drews’ (Drews, 1961) three gifted groups
(social leaders, creative intellectuals and studious achievers), the
lowest teacher grades were achieved bythe creative intellectuals.
Whenthe others were studying for examinations, they would be
reading a book on philosophy or a college textbook, activities
with almost no payoff in the teacher’s grade book. Thus, on
standardized achievement tests, the creative intellectuals sur-
passed the other groupsas a result of their wide reading and un-
credited, self-initiating learning.

Holland and Kent (1960), of the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation, have questionedthe effectiveness of present scholar-
ship programs. They think that much of the $100,000,000 now
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available annually for college scholarships may be going to the
wrong individuals, the good grade-getters who often havelittle
creative talent. In the corporation’s studies ofscholarship winners,
Holland (1961) found that ‘for samples of students of superior
scholastic aptitude, creative performance is generally unrelated
to scholastic achievement and scholastic aptitude’. He suggests
the use of nonintellectual criteria in the selection of students for
scholarships and fellowships. A bold step was taken by the
National Merit Scholarship Corporation in 1961 when it awarded
twenty-five of its scholarships to individuals who had high crea-
tive promise but would not otherwise have won awards.

Getzels and Jackson (1960) have also pointed out thatthetests,
recommendations and rank in class now relied upon so heavily in
college admission are biased in favor of the student with ‘conver-
gent’ intellectual ability and social interests. They made a plea at
the 1960 meeting of the American Educational Research Associa-
tion that colleges recognize and find a place for superior divergent
Students as well as the superior convergent ones. Mednick (1961)
madea similar plea at the 1961 meeting of the Association for
Higher Education. He pointed out that although modern
technology might soon enable colleges to admit only a relatively
pure strain of ‘grade-getters’, they may in so doing breed some
extremely desirable characteristics out of college populations.

In the second chapter [not included here], attention will be
given to methods for identifying creative talent and ways by
which guidance workers can fulfil their role of seeing that
creative talent is recognized.

Help parents understand their creative child

One of the most tragic plights I have witnessed among highly
creative individuals stems from the failure of their parents to
understand them. Frequently destructive or incapacitating hos-
tility is the result of this failure. When teachers fail to under-
stand highly creative children, refusalto learn, delinquency or
withdrawal may be a consequence. In somecases, the quiet and
unobtrusive intervention of the counselor offers about the only

possibility whereby parents and teachers may come to under-
stand them and thus salvage much outstanding talent.
Guidance workers need to help parents and teachers recognize
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that everyone possesses to some degree the ability involved in

being creative, that these abilities can be increased or decreased

by the way children are treated and thatit is a legitimate function

of the home and the school to provide the experiences and guid-

ance whichwill free them to develop and function fully. Ofcourse,

these abilities are inherited, in the broad sense, that one inherits

sense organs, a peripheral nervous system and a brain. The type

of pursuit of these abilities and the general tendency to persist in

their search is largely a matter of the way parents and teachers

treat children’s creative needs. .

Guidance workers can, as I see it, help parents to guide

highly creative children in two major ways. The first concerns

the parent’s handling of the child’s unusual ideas and questions,

and the other involves helping such a child becomeless obnoxious

without sacrificing his creativity.

The school should help parents recognize that criticism -

making fun of the child’s ideas or laughing at his conclusions —-

can prevent his expression of ideas. The parent’s experienced

eyes and ears can help the child learn to look for andto listen to

important sights and sounds. The parent should stimulate the

child to explore, ask questions and try to find answers.

Many parents attempt too early to eliminate fantasy from the

thinking of the child. Fantasy is regarded as something unhealthy

and to be eliminated. Fantasies such as imaginative role playing,

fantastic stories, unusual drawings andthe like are normal aspects

of a child’s thinking. Many parents are greatly relieved to learn |

this and out of this understanding grows a better parent-child

relationship. Certainly we are interested in developing a sound

type of creativity, but this type of fantasy, it seems to me, must

be kept alive until the child’s intellectual developmentis such that

he can engage in sound creative thinking. I have seen many

indications in our testing of first and second graders that many

children with impoverished imaginations have been subjected to

rather vigorous and stern efforts to eliminate fantasy too early.

They are afraid to think.

Counselors and administrators can be sympathetic with

teachers and parents whoareirritated by the unending curiosity

and manipulativeness of highly creative children. Endless ques-

tioning and experimenting can be inconvenient. Parents may not
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appreciate the child’s passion for first-hand observation. Persis-

tent questioning can be very annoying. A mother of a three-year-

old complained: ‘He wears me out just asking questions. He

won’t give up either, until he gets an answer; it’s just awful when

he gets started on something!’

Counselors, teachers and administrators can help parents

recognize the fact that there is value in such curiosity and

manipulativeness and that there can be no substitute for it.

Parents should be encouraged to help the child learn to ask good

questions, how to make good guesses at the answers and how to

test the answers against reality.

Mostparents find it extremely difficult to permit their children

to learn on their own — even to do their school work on their

own. Parents want to protect their children from the hurt of

failing. Individual administration of problems involving possible

solutions to frustrating situations has shown that the imagination

of many children is inhibited by the tremendous emphasis which

has been placed on prevention. For example, many of our third

- graders were so obsessed with the thought that Mother Hubbard

should have prevented her predicament that they were reluctant

to consider possible solutions to her problem. This may possibly

be related to the criticism of some observers that American

education prepares only for victory or success andnotfor possible

frustration or even failure.

Certainly teaching of all kinds of failure is important, but

overemphasis may deter children from coping imaginatively and

realistically with frustration and failure, which cannot be pre-

vented. It may rob the child ofhis initiative and resourcefulness.

All children learn by trial and error. They musttry, fail, try

another method and, if necessary, try even again. Of course, they

need guidance, but they also need to find success by their own

efforts. Each child strives for independence from the time he

learns to crawl, and independence is a necessary characteristic

of the creative personality.

Summary

Schools have cause for concern about the creative talent and

creative growth of children which stems from their legitimate and

traditional concerns about mental hygiene, fully functioning
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personalities, educational achievement, vocational success and
social welfare. Guidance workers are in a unique position to
encourage creative talent by providing highly creative children
with a refuge from vicious attacks by the world, being a sponsor
or patron, helping him understand and accept his divergence,
letting him communicate his ideas, seeing that his creative talent
is recognized and helping parents and teachers understand him.
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Teaching Approach and Divergent Thinking Abilities

F. A. Haddon and H.Lytton, ‘Teaching approach and the development
of divergent thinking abilities in primary schools’, British Journal of
Educational Psychology, vol. 38, 1968, pp. 171-80.

Introduction

Despite the attention which ‘Creativity’ has received as a fashion-
able topic for research there is, as yet, as Vernon (1964) and
Hudson (1966) point out, no clear evidence for the assumption
that high scorers on tests of ‘divergent thinking’ in Guilford’s
terminology, will be particularly fertile in creative original pro-
duction in their own life situation. Nor is there evidence for the
converse, that high scorers on tests of ‘convergent thinking’
alone, will lack such creativity. The best way of looking at this
question probably is to regard high scores on divergent thinking
tests as an indication of lack of anxiety about nonconformist
responses, a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for creative
work. To avoid undue claims, we have used the term ‘divergent
thinking’, rather than ‘creativity’ throughout.
As Guilford has shown in his many studies (summarized in

Guilford, 1956) divergent abilities can be distinguished factorially
from convergent abilities which have hitherto formed the main
component of general ability tests. It is important to explore
divergent abilities since they hold some promise of providing new
insights into cognitive functioning. Tests of those abilities may
provide a welcome supplementto ‘intelligence tests’ as we have
so far known them, and indicate the type rather than the level
of future performance (Hudson, 1966). This model of cognitive
abilities implies that divergent and convergent thinking are com-
plementary aspects or different styles of intellectual functioning.

Whilst a great deal has been written on the guidance ofcreative
ability, very little work appears to have been published investi-
gating the effects of particular school situations. Torrance does
hint briefly at the effects of school orientation towards learning
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(Torrance, 1962), and Hasan and Butcher (1966) report his
view to the effect that the success of predominantly divergent
thinkers is directly related to the degree of freedom and per-
missiveness and the lack of authoritarian discipline within a
school. Vernon (1964), in a review of creativity and intelligence,
also comments: ‘I strongly suspect some schools do much more
to stimulate and foster, or else to inhibit, creative talent than
others.” Sears and Hilgard (1964) quote Spalding (1963) as
finding strong negative relations between the expression of
creativity in elementary-aged children and teacher behaviour
characterized as formal group instruction, using shame as a
punishment technique, whilst Sears (1963) found positive corre-
lations between creativity and teachers’ use of the technique of
rewarding children by personal interest in their ideas rather than
by evaluation.

The research reported here was concerned with evaluating the
effects of contrasted formal and informal schools upon per-
formance ontests of divergent thinking abilities. It was felt that
teaching approach might be a variable affecting the degree of
divergency exhibited in children’s thinking. Two other aspects
have also been examined. First, the relationship between 1.Q.
and performance on divergent tests has been looked at in some
detail. Secondly, the relationship between performance on diver-
gent tests and peer popularity has been compared with the
relationship between V.R.Q.(verbal reasoning quotient) and peer
popularity in each of the schools used.

Basic Hypothesis and Research Design

It is generally accepted that abilities and personality character-
istics are, to a large extent, moulded by environmentalinfluences
such as family and school. Since the school, however, is only one
factor in the development of a child’s personality, the basic
structure of which has very largely been laid down by the time
the child arrives there, measurable differences between school
and school are likely to be small. The basic hypothesis is that
somedifferences in divergent thinking abilities can, nevertheless,
be detected between comparable children who have spent forma-
tive years in contrasted environments such as different primary
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schools provide. Schools may differ in many ways, one of which
is the degree of formality or informality which permeates the
approach to learning. The two types of schools which have been
contrasted here are the formal, or traditional, school which
places emphasis upon convergent thinking and authoritative

learning, and the informal or progressive school, where the
emphasis is upon self-initiated learning and creative activities.
It was predicted that children from the formal school will have

lower mean scores on ‘divergent’ tests than children from the

informal school, which, it was thought, encourages the growth of
personality traits associated with divergency.

A further area of interest was the relation between I.Q. or
V.R.Q. and measures of divergent thinking. It was thought that

given a high general cognitive potential, development alongeither

convergent or divergent lines may receive considerable emphasis

at the expense of the other, but that the informal school, more

than the formal school, would develop both convergent and
divergent thinking in line one with the other. Conversely, when

intelligence is limited, V.R.Q. and divergent thinking ability are
likely to display greater correlation. In other words, the differen-

tiation of divergent from convergent abilities is likely to show

itself more clearly at higher than at lower levels of general

intellectual ability (whether measured via convergent or diver-

gent abilities). This prediction is in accordance with Yamamoto’s
(1965) findings. To summarize the predictions: (a) Mean scores on

divergent tests would besignificantly higher in the informal schools

than in the formal schools. (b) Correlation between V.R.Q. and -

divergent thinking abilities would decrease as the mean V.R.Q..
and mean divergent tests scores of subgroupsrose, but the values

obtained would throughoutbe higherin the informal school.

The tests

Full details cf the tests and the system of scoring, adapted from
that used by Torrance for the Minnesota Tests of Creative

Thinking, are given in the Appendix. Briefly, the tests were:

The non-verbal or ‘iconographic’ tests. (a) Circles (Torrance,
1962); (b) vague shape of dots (developed from Torrance, 1962,
Picture Construction Task); (c) block printing (new test).
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The verbal tests. (d) Uses for a shoe-box (modified from uses for a
can, Torrance, 1962); (e) problems which might arise in taking a

bath (Torrance, 1962, common problems); (f) imaginative stories

(Torrance, 1962); (g) the camping expedition, a disguised socio-

metric test (new test).

From each test two scores were obtained, one of which was

originality (except for test b — see Appendix). The total for each

test was the total of the two componentscores.

The subjects and schools

The schools used were selected after consultation with lecturers

from a college of education who were familiar with the area, and

after advice from a local inspector of schools. Two pairs of

contrasted primary schools matched for socio-economic back-

ground were chosen. A and C are the formal, B and D the
informal schools. Schools A and B are in a predominantly
middle-class urban area, the mean V.R.Q. being 106-5 and 103-5,

respectively. Schools C and D drawtheir children from a more

mixed social background in a different urban area, the mean

V.R.Q. being 96:1 and 98-3, respectively. The mean V.R.Q. of

the formal schools combined (A and C)is 101-75, and that of the

informal schools (B and D) 101-14.

The tests were administered to all the children eligible for

transfer to secondary schools the following term. In all, 211

children, eleven to twelve years old, were tested and the whole

ability range in the schools was covered.

There were several advantages in choosing to administer the

tests to children within a few days of completing their primary

education:

1. Such children had been subjected to the effect oftheir

particular school for the maximum amount oftime.

2. Selection for secondary education had already taken place,

so that the children were not concerned about possible effects

upon their future schooling.

3. 1.Q.s (or V.R.Q.s) for all the children were made available

by the Chief Education Officer. These were based on Moray

House Verbal Reasoning Test no. 72, which was used throughout
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the county as part of the selection procedure for allocation to

secondary education.

Results and Discussion

Comparisons between two types ofschool

The results of the tests are set out in Table 1. Each component

was marked separately and the component scores combined to

obtain a test score for each child. Mean scores for the group

were calculated from these.

Table 1

Comparison of Mean Test Scores (Raw Scores)

Formal schools Informal schools t-value of P
adddifference

A Cc combined B D combined combined
mean mean mean mean mean mean means

A+C B+D

V.R.Q. 106:50 96:1 101-75 103°:50 98-30 101°:14 0-31 N.S.
Test 1 12-00 9-1 10°55 15°55 10°10 12-80 3-07 <0-01

2 5-72 5-92 5-82 7°48 7:52 7:50 5-48 <0-01
3 7°50 4-88 6°19 9-05 11:64 10°35 6-50 <0:01
4 4-98 6°58 5°78 6°86 7:62 725 2-11 <0:05
5 10°56 10-08 10-32 15-20 841 11°81 1°61 N.S.
6 12°46 12-50 12-48 14-75 13°54 14:15 2:51 <0-°05

N 54 50 104 59 48 107
N for test 3 (numbers reduced on account of practical testing difficulties).

29 25 54 35 25 60

 

The results in Table 1 in general confirm ‘the main prediction
of significantly higher scores being obtained from the informal
schools. Even in test 5, where the difference does not reach
statistical significance at the 0-05 level, the direction of the
difference is in line with the other results. There is, of course, no
appreciable difference in mean V.R.Q. between the two groups
of schools.

The iconographic tests — numbers 1, 2 and 3 — all show highly
significant differences between the two groups. This is not
unexpected. It is reasonable to suppose that the effect of the
different approaches will show to its maximum here, in that no
child will be handicapped by having to respond in writing. This
not only allowsthe less able child to make a response but applies
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particularly to the boys who often seem either unable or reluct-
ant to express themselves in writing with the same fluency as
girls of similar age. Conversely, one would expect lesser differ-
ences between the two groups on the verbaltests. This is generally
true again, tests 4 and 6 showing a difference of means significant
at the 0-05 level, whilst test 5 just fails to reach this level.

Table 2

Comparison of Mean Scores of Test Components (Standard
Scores)

-—__

eee
Component Tests from Formal Informal t-value of P

which schools schools difference
obtained means means

Fluency 6 7:26 7°67 1-78 N.S..
Flexibility 1,4, 5 57°31 61-39 2°62 <0-01
Originality 1, 4, 5, 6 61-61 70-10 2°71 <0-01
Fit of concept 2 3:26 3-81 3-12 <0:01
Elaboration 2 2°58 3°69 5-30 <0:01

OO

Oe

Having confirmed the main prediction, further analyses were
made. The component raw scores which were used for the pre-
vious table were changed to standard scores with a mean of 20
and a standard deviation of 5 to make them comparable. It was
then possible to extract the component scores from each test to
obtain a total component score for originality, etc., for the
whole battery. The. results are shown in Table 2. Scores for
test 3 were not included here because only 50 per cent of the
children were tested. |

Analternative way of lookingat the results is shown in Table 3,
in which the scores were added to give mean scores for icono-
graphic tests, verbal tests and all divergent tests. Comparisons
are made over different ranges of V.R.Q. Results from test 2
were not included in these calculations since the test was scored
in a Somewhat experimental manner.
The results again gave a clear indication of the superiority of

the informal schools in performance on the tests. It seemed
important next to examine the differences between the two types
of school over high and low ranges of V.R.Q. Whilstit is recog-
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nized tha: che V.R.Q. is in some ways an unsatisfactory indica-
tion of generalintelligence because it samples too narrow a range
of intellectual abilities, nevertheless, considerable importance is
attached to this index and to the abilities it measures, and it
usually carries considerable weight in selection procedures.If, as

Table 3

Comparison of Mean Scores Over Various Ranges of V.R.Q.
(Standard Scores) |eee

Formal Informal  t-value of P
schools schools difference
means meansSee

Over full range of V.R.Q.:
V.R.Q. 101-75 101-14 0:31 NSS.
Iconographic 18-96 21-29 4-16 <0:01
Verbal 19-50 20-72 2-71 <0-01
All tests 38-34 41-87 4-15 <0-01

V.R.Q. 100 and above: |
V.R.Q. 113-47 110-57 1-88 N.S.
Iconographic 20-18 22:37 2°88 <0-01
Verbal 20:29 21-97 3-18 <0-01
All tests 40-36 44-18 3-62 <0:01

V.R.Q. below 100:
V.R.Q. 88-59 89:11 0-32 NSS.
Iconographic - 17-59 19-92 3-11 <0:01
Verbal 18-61 19-13 0-76 NSS.
All tests 36:06 38-92 2°41 <0-05eee

has been claimed, the informal schools are fostering the develop-
ment of divergent thinking abilities, then one would expect a
greater difference between the two types of school over the higher
ranges of V.R.Q. where there is greater intellectual] potential.
Conversely, over the lower ranges of V.R.Q., the expected
differences would be less. Table 3 compares the two types of
school over the range V.R.Q. 100 and above, and V.R.Q.
‘below 100, respectively.

The results shown in the lower part of Table 3 support the
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main hypothesis, but the prediction of greater differences with

higher V.R.Q.s is borne out only as regards the verbal, not the

iconographictests. It is worth noting that for V.R.Q.s above 100

the differences are in the reverse direction to the differences on

the divergent tests, yet in spite of this, the informal schools

achieve results which are significantly superior.

Table 4

Correlation of V.R.Q. and Divergent Thinking Tests

 

All schools. Subgroups based on V.R.Q. ranges

  

N r

Full range of V.R.Q. 70-135 211 0-480

V.R.Q. 115 and above 35 0-076

V.R.Q. 100 and above’ 115 0°164

V.R.Q. below 100 96 0-512

  

All schools. Subgroups based on divergent thinking scores

  

Mean divergent thinking score = 40 N r

Full range 211 0-480

Divergent score 40 and above 103 0-230

Divergent score below 40 108 0-440

 

1. This includes the category V.R.Q. 115 and above.

The evidence from correlations

The main prediction with regard to correlation,it will be recalled,

was that the correlation between V.R.Q. and divergent thinking

abilities would decrease as V.R.Q. rose. This is demonstrated by

Table 4 which used the combined data from the four schools.

The results here are in agreement with Yamamoto (1965) who

reports ‘a consistent decrease in the size of correlation as the

1.Q. level of subgroups became higher’ (although the values

quoted by him are considerably smaller in both the school

systems used for his investigations than the values obtained here).

In the lower half of Table 4 the data have been re-grouped on the

basis of total scores on the tests of divergent thinking.
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These findings strongly confirm the view that convergent
thinking and divergent thinking are two complementary aspects
of intellectual ability in general (styles of functioning). They
Separate from each other, each attaining a more clearly inde-
pendent status of its own, at higher levels of ability, and they
overlap more closely at lower levels, whether ability is measured
byconvergent or by divergenttests.

Table 5

Correlations between V.R.Q. and Divergent Thinking Tests
eee
V.R.Q. N Formalschools Informal schools_

Icono- Verbal Alitests N Icono- Verbal All test
rgraphic r graphic r r

r reee
Full range 104 0-335 0-418 0-454 107 0-379 0-618 0-560115 and above 22 —0:041 -—0-011 —0-050 13 0-018 0-026 0-036100 and above’ 35 —0-051 0-159 0-059 60 0-204 0-483 0-366Below 100 49 0-245 0-576 0-487 47 0-367 0-578 0-548ee

1. This includes the category 115 and above.

Within this general concept of a diminishing relationship at
higher levels of ability, a subsidiary hypothesis was that the
correlation would be somewhat higher in the informal schools.
It was argued that in these schools, because of their particular
approach to learning, the link between the two aspects would be
maintained to a greater extent. The idea is more forcibly expressed
by saying that formal education will tend to destroy this connex-
ion by putting a premium on convergent thinking and conformist
behaviour. Table 5 explores this connexion Over various V.R.Q.
groupings.
The evidence in this table is quite convincing in its support of

the hypothesis. In every instance the value ofr is higher in the
informal schools. This is especially noticeable in the range
V.R.Q. 100 and above, which Suggests that formal education
fails to develop latent ability to think along divergent lines
among the most able children.

It is interesting to compare these results with the outcomeof a
pilot study in Birmingham (Kellmer Pringle and McKenzie,
1965) which involved two contrasted primary schools selected on
criteria similar to those used in this Study. The object of the
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research was to examiné teaching methodsas a factor influencing

the degree of rigidity in problem solving. The definition of

rigidity as ‘the inability to restructure a field in which there are

alternative solutions to a problem in order to solve that problem

moreefficiently’, is almost a negative definition of divergency

and it might have been expected that the Informal school would

have showna significantly less rigidity among its pupils. In fact,

no over-all difference was found, but since the comparison was

made on the degree of set found in performance on onearith-

metic test, this is hardly sufficient evidence for any definite

conclusions to be drawn.

Sociometric analysis

Considerable attention has been given in America to the social

relationships of creative individuals — in our terminology, those

who do well on tests of divergent thinking abilities. The general

view seems to be that such children are subjected to pressure to

conform andto conceal their divergent characteristics. It is

suggested that the creative child will be lacking in popularity and

that social pressures may well be a factor inhibiting the develop-

ment of divergent abilities (Torrance, 1962).

However, it was felt that the qualities associated with the

divergent personality — fluency,flexibility and sensitivity — might

well be qualities which make for good social relationships in a

society in which originality was valued, and that there could,

therefore, be a positive relationship between popularity and

divergent personality. Test 7 was included in the battery to

explore this connexion. It was expected that any correlation

found would be low, but that the values would be higher in the

informal schools. The argument here was that in so far as a

school is able to transmit its cultural values, those values should

be reflected in the general appreciation of the individuals who

exhibit them in action. As a corollary to this, the correlation

between V.R.Q. and popularity should show a higher value in

the formal schools.

Table 6 sets out these correlations. These have been calculated

on a school by school basis because the value of sociometric

status as expressed here varies according to the number of

children in the class, and so it was not possible to combine the
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schools for comparisons. Spearman’s rank order correlation
has been used.

only children of V.R.Q. 100 and above. The probable result of
this is to give a much lowervalue for both correlations. However,

Table 6

Rank Order Correlation Coefficients between V.R.Q. and
Sociometric Status, and between Divergent Thinking Scores
and Sociometric Status
a

e

School N V.R.Q. range V.R.Q. and Divergent
, sociometric thinking and

Status Sociometric
| Statuseee

A. Formal 33 135-100 0:137 —0:128
C. Formal 50 126-70 0-337 0:279

B. Informal 47 135-85 0-058 0-363
D. Informal 37 131-71 0-462 0-382

OO

eeeeeeeSsSsFs

the important point here is not so much the value of the co-
efficients as the relationships between them. V.R.Q. has a positive
correlation with sociometric status, whereas divergent test scores
have a negative one - as they did in Getzels’ and Jackson’s
study.

The secondpointto discuss is the values obtained from school
D. The three other schools all show the predicted direction in the
differences between the two values. This is not only reversed
in school D but the values themselves are the highest obtained.
This schoolis a particularly delightful one to visit and gives one
the impression of friendly informality combined with high
standards of work and behaviour.It may bethat the ethos ofthis
school ensures esteem for both types of ability and thus makes for
popularity of both high convergent and high divergent thinkers,
whoindeed are often the samechildren.
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The over-all results suggest that the school ethos as formu-

lated by the head andthe staff plays an importantrole in deter-

mining the children’s values during the primary stage. This would

seem to explain the inter-school differences in our investigations.

Conclusions

The analysis of the test results provided considerable evidence in

support of the chief hypothesis. This was, to repeatit briefly, that

the informal schools provide an environment which develops

qualities of personality that result ir a high level of divergent

thinking ability. This has been supported by comparisons of

mean test scores classified in a variety of ways. The means from

the informal schools have in most cases been significantly higher

than those from the formal schools. In those cases where the

difference in means has not reached the level of statistical sig-

nificance the direction of the difference has confirmed the general

trend. In no case has there been a difference in the unpredicted

direction.

The evidence from correlations was again in support of the

contention that the informal school succeeded in developing

more of the divergent potential, since the correlation coefficients

between V.R.Q.and divergent test scores were consistently higher

in the informal schools. The general hypothesis of a decrease in

the correlation value as both the V.R.Q. and the divergent

ability level of subgroups rose was also confirmed.

The results from the sociometric analysis are inconclusive, but

there is some indication that there is a positive connexion between

divergent ability and peer popularity in the informal schools.

This differentiation appears to increase if the lower V.R.Q.s

are excluded (schools A and B).

This study has not been comparing good versus bad schools,

but good schools which operate with a somewhat different

emphasis. It is certainly not permissiveness which is the dis-

tinguishing criterion of informality as opposed to formality.

The most striking difference lies in the degree of emphasis laid

uponself-initiated learning. Behind this emphasis in the informal

schools and fundamental to its success, lies the pattern of inter-

personal relationships within the school. One’s impression in the
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informal school is of a relaxed, friendly atmosphere in which
children move freely, both within the classroom and in the
school generally. Particularly noticeable is the freedom of access
to the libraries and the extent to which children work in them
unsupervised. The formal schools are not unfriendly but one
senses a tighter rein and a firmerdirective. Class work is more in
evidence.

The investigation has shownthat the optimum development of
divergent thinking abilities is related to a certain teaching
approach. As to whatlies at the roots of this relationship we
can only speculate. But it would seem that it is based on the
teacher’s confidence in the child’s ability to think adventurously
and in new directions, which in turn, will determine the child’s
estimation of himself and ofhis abilities. If the teacher can enter
into the child’s thinking,if she is prepared to let work develop in
unexpected directions according to the child’s needs and interests,
if she can find and express genuine pleasure in the child’s efforts,
then self-initiated learning can be developed. It is in this climate
that divergent thinking abilities are seen to flourish.

Appendix

The tests of divergent thinking abilities and scoring procedures
Unless otherwise indicated, the tests are all taken from the
Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1962). The
scoring procedures are adapted from the same source. Thetitles
of the Minnesotatests are given in brackets.

Test 1 — the circles test (Circles and Squares Task). Scoring —
flexibility: one point for each category of response; Originality:
one point for each response outside listed common responses.

Test 2 — the vague shape of dots test (derived from Picture Con-
struction Task). Scoring - elaboration: one point for each new
idea added to theinitial response; fit to concept: this was the
new category of score which attempted to score for sensitivity to
the qualities of the stimulus on a scale of 1—5 points.
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x 4-in and a booklet of absorbent paper. They were required to

discover how many different kinds of mark they could make and

to use these as they liked. (There were twenty-six possible types

of mark.) Scoring — flexibility: one point for each category of

mark discovered, e.g. long edge print, short-side print, etc.;

originality: one point for each image, each pattern, each textural

experiment or for making letters or figures.

Test 4 — uses for a shoebox (Unusual Uses). Scoring — flexibility:

one point for each category of response; originality: on the

following basis, twelve or more children giving responses, score 0,

six to eleven children giving responses, score 1, three to five

children, score 2, two children, score 3, one child, score 4.

Test 5 — problems that might arise in taking a bath (Common

Problems). Scoring — flexibility: one point for each response.

(In this test each response constituted a new category); originality :

As for test 4.

Test 6 — imaginative stories (Imaginative Stories). Scoring -

fluency: points awarded for length on a scale of 1-3; originality:

one point for each ofthe following characteristics if they appeared

at all: description, vividness, indication of feelings, personal in-

volvement, original solution or ending, original plot or setting,

humour, inventive language, other original twists not covered

by previous categories.

The scripts were scored by three judges, two of whom were

unaware which schools were classed as formal and informal.

The scores were then averaged for fluency and originality.

Test 7 — the camping partytest (New Test). This was a simple

sociometric test disguised as another test of divergent thinking

ability. A simple sociometric status was obtained by counting the

number of nominations to join the expedition which each child

received. This information was not obtained for all the children

whoweretested since in three of the schools used, the children of

lower ability were spread through other classes from which they

were extracted for testing purposes. This meant that they were

unable to receive a proper numberof nominations.
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49, 207

trait preferences of 195-7

vocational preferences of

200-201

Gottschaldt Figures Test 296-7

Gough Adjective Check List

293-4

Guidance of creative children

355-69

Heredity 10, 17, 19-24, 342-3

Illumination

see Inspiration

Imagery ofscientists 46, 48

Imagination 72, 108, 113, 153,
204, 343

Incubation

see Unconscious cerebration

Individual differences 9-11, 17,

153-338 passim

Information theory 89, 116,

120, 319

Insanity 13, 34, 41

Inspiration 81-3, 96-7, 109-

10

musical 53, 57-9

poetic 66-70, 75

scientific 91, 96

Institute for Personality

Assessment and Research 163

271, 290

Intelligence 11, 26, 28-9, 35-7,

40, 44, 45-6, 157-8, 219

and creativity 10, 12, 17, 19,
158-61, 163, 178, 189—202,
205-14, 220-25, 235-54, 296,
341, 358-9, 372-3, 378-9

Interests of creative individuals
31, 38, 44-5, 49, 176, 304, 306,

334

Inventions

261-2

>

14, 156, 167, 184,



Judges 20-21, 231

Mathematical creation 77-88

Mathematicians 32, 77

Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory 284-5,

305-7

Minnesota Tests of Creative

Thinking 339, 373-4, 383-4

Moray House Verbal Reasoning

Test 374-5, 377

Musical composition 57-60,

63-4

Musicians 20, 22, 29, 31, 33,

315

Myers—Briggs Type Indicator

298-301, 311

Need for achievement 193,

194—5, 197-200

Neurosis among creatives 13,

90, 129-30, 135-6, 229-30,

315, 322

Openness to experience 143-4,
227, 228, 281, 305-6

Originality factor 173, 175,

176-7, 182, 183, 185, 276, 279,
348

in science 101-2, 104, 228,

273

Personality qualities of creatives

9, 11, 13-14, 29, 33, 40-41, 47,

49, 164, 175-8, 226, 266,
271-338 passim, 347

Philosophers 29, 33

Play and fantasy 126-8, 367

Playful task attitude 238-9,

248, 359

Poetry, writing of 61-76

 

Subject Index

Problem solving 13, 93, 172-4,
343-4, 346-8, 350

Redefinition factor 173-4

Relaxation in creative thinking

83, 94-5, 238-9, 344

Remote Associations Test

117-18, 224

Revision of creative work

58-60, 63, 83-4, 88, 92, 94,

110

Rigidity 124, 143, 175, 177,

186, 380

Risk taking 123-4

Rorschach Test 43-4, 47, 221,

274, 275, 276, 278-80

Scientific experimentation 98-9,

100-105

Scientists 10, 12, 14, 17, 20, 22,

29, 32, 43~51, 105, 137, 145,
156, 163, 165, 218-19, 223,
226-30, 231, 258, 260-67, 289,

296, 297, 302-3, 312-25,
327-38

Self-actualization 140-42, 351,
352

Sex differences in creativity 14,
39

Sensitivity to problems 99, 170,
182, 213, 348

Sixteen Personality Factor Test

317-22, 324-5

Social scientists 43-51, 317-18,
320

Soldiers 20, 21, 29, 33
S-R psychology 116-20, 168-9

Statesmen 20, 21, 29, 33, 231

Strong Vocational Interest Blank

284-5, 305

Structure of intellect 153,
178-82

Synectics 339
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Subject Index

TAT (Thematic Apperception Validation of creativity tests
Test) 43, 44, 46, 276-7, 278-9 12, 153, 183-4, 210-11, 258-60,

264, 266, 327-38
Unconsciouscerebration 83-5,

87, 91, 94-5, 111-13 Wechsler Intelligence Scales
Unconventionality 191, 241, 256
see Conformity Writers 20, 21-2, 29, 31, 33,

University of Utah Conferences 61, 126, 131-5, 145, 230, 296,
165, 271, 342 297, 302-3, 322

 





general reader’
The Times Educational §upplement

‘A better introduction to the subject could hardly be desired’British Journal of Psychiatry

Etching by George Stubbs (1724-1806) from ‘An Essay towards aComplete New System of Midwifery’ by Dr John Burton, 1751
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